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PREFACE
TO

THE THIRD EDITION.

THE publication of this new edition enables me to add a good

many references to recent books, and to correct some errors

which still remained. These corrections are far more numerous

than would appear from the slight increase of the volume in

size. As regards the bibliography of each author, it is hardly

necessary, in the face of such works as Bursian's Jahresbericht,

to attempt any complete catalogue of German books or tracts.

But in the case of English commentaries, which are often

ignored or neglected in the German and French periodicals, I

thought it desirable to give the student a reference to at least

the most recent English treatment of each author, where he will

generally find the further information he requires.

I am not aware that in the department of prose literature

there has been any remarkable addition to, or rectification of,

our knowledge during the interval, unless Gomperz be right in

attributing the Hippocratic tract irepl r^ny? not only to the

earliest moment of Ionic prose, but even to the pen of the

famous Protagoras.
1 I have announced in its place a new dis-

covery relating to the Phado of Plato, and have added at the

conclusion of the volume a scrap of an unknown historian

recovered from an inscription.

As regards the peculiar views maintained in this book on

the credibility of Thucydides' Sicilian archaeology, on the esti-

mate Xenophon has given us of himself, on the integrity of

1 Cf. his curious edition and commentary just published in Sitz. -Ber.

of the Vienna Academy, vol. cxx.
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Demosthenes, on the comparative youth of Hypereides, I have

found no reason to make me recede from the positions pre-

viously adopted. For in no case have these views been refuted

by argument, though there have since appeared, and no doubt

there will yet appear, many books adopting the traditional

opinions on these points, without any attempt to re-think the

problems independently. This is perhaps the most unsatisfac-

tory feature in the study of a subject so long taught in schools

and colleges. Those who profess it are generally unwilling to

discover, or to admit, that what they have been long repeating

to their classes is untenable or even doubtful. We must console

ourselves with the maxim magna est veritas^ et pravalebit,

though we cannot but wish that this future victory were more

definitely and proximately assured. The great difficulty seems

to be a certain want of interest, a certain dislike to grapple with

a new view, which affects the minds of those who have spent

their years in teaching or learning what other people say, and

setting or passing examinations in it. Let us only get over this

obstacle
;

let us have an honest discussion about a new and

startling theory, and we shall have it either adopted or aban-

doned.

This, at least, has been the good fortune of Mr. Sayce, in his

recent attack on Herodotus, that his views have received prompt
attention

;
and though I cannot but think he has been in the

main refuted, he has enriched our knowledge of Herodotus by

many criticisms which even his critics have adopted. The

echo of this controversy has reached across the Channel, and

not only has H. Diels exercised his acumen in showing that the

alleged fragments of Hecataeus are not centos from Herodotus

(as Cobet endeavoured to prove), but M. Alfred Croiset, in the

just published second volume of a History of Greek Literature,

has carefully rehearsed the whole charge, and given all the

guide-posts through the controversy.
1

1
Cf. A. and M. Croiset, Hist, de la Litt. grecque, ii. 582, sq. He follows

me in calling attention to Blakesley's earlier attack, and gives references
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But here I do not think that we shall gain more than

a new and more critical attitude towards a justly favourite

Greek author. If, on the other hand, by accepting my argu-

ments, the early Olympiads be discredited, or the birth of

Hypereides brought down half a generation, we shall have facts

to correct, and in the former case even to revise our whole

conception of early Greek annals. In any case let us make
our study of Greek, if we are to maintain it in the forefront of

higher education, a living study ;
let us not talk of injustice to

an ancient author if a critic speaks his candid opinion, and

tells us that it is in conflict with the traditions on the subject.

The reader will find a brilliant argument of this kind in

Mr. Rutherford's Fourth book of Thucydides (Macmillan, 1890),

in which the condition of that text has undergone a searching

revision, and an amount of corruption in the way of idle or

futile additions is alleged which, if proved, would remodel

many of our notions concerning Thucydidean Greek. But

will the learned author receive the honest attention for his

arguments which he deserves ? Is it not more likely that those

who have been exhibiting their cunning in analysing and ex-

plaining the Attic purity of the accretions which he condemns

will fancy they feel the ground slipping from under their repu-

tations, and will use every device, direct and indirect, to dis-

credit his enquiry, and set it aside as a piece of idle ingenuity?

The problem is too new to admit of solution, seeing that it

awaits a fuller discussion, and for that reason I have merely
referred to the book in my text.

For a different reason I have taken no notice of the bitter

controversy between an Oxford and a Cambridge scholar con-

cerning a certain commentary on Plato produced by the latter.

Let us hope that this dispute will be as ephemeral as the interest

it has excited. The only permanent feature about it is that

to Father Delattre in the Museon beige for 1888. On the dispute about

Hecatseus he gives a good summary (op. cit. ii. 547), and cites the article

of H. Diels in Hermes for 1887, pp. 411, sq.

a
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commonplace, which one greets with a smile as an old friend

I mean the assertion that the new commentator, whoever he

may be,
' does not seem to have clearly comprehended Plato's

theory of Ideas.'

Yet these disputes may have deplorable consequences ;

they may poison the mind of each side against all the work

done by the other, and lead (especially on the side that feels

defeated) to an unreasonable, lifelong, more than Corsican

vendetta. Even our literary press becomes infected with these

feuds ; partisans who are afraid to strike openly do it by undue

laudations, by undue depreciations, and so keep the quarrel

alive by heaping up injustices which feed the flame
;
there are

also those who come forward openly, without any interest in the

question disputed, and seek to curry favour by seasoning their

flattery of the one side with sneers at the other. No journal,

however respectable, no editor, however conscientious, can

secure himself against these vices in his staff, and so it happens
that very indifferent work is often extravagantly lauded, while

meritorious books have to wait for recognition till the reading

public has slowly discovered what is really genuine and con-

scientious. However long delayed this recognition may be,

there is one indirect consolation at hand : no command of the

press, no amount of puffing has ever secured permanent popu-

larity or respect for disingenuous or second-rate work. It is not

so obvious or so certain, yet highly probable, that no really

earnest and thorough work will ever be permanently ignored.

My new publishers have agreed with me that it is desirable

to produce this volume in two parts, which can be procured

separately. Thus the student of a particular portion of Greek

,Prose Literature can obtain what he requires without serious

cost, and without being burdened with the minuteness of

monographs upon the several authors.

J. P. MAHAFFY.

TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN :

August 22, 1890.
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HISTORY
OF

GREEK PROSE LITERATURE.

PART I.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION EARLY USE OF WRITING THE INFLUENCES OF

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY AND THE DAWN OF HISTORY

IN THE SIXTH CENTURY B.C.

295. Introductory. The history of Greek prose literature,

as we possess it, begins almost at the close of the poetical

development of the nation, at least at the close of its original

development, for though many poets flourished later than our

earliest prose writers, no new species of poetry, except possibly

the bucolic, dates its origin from this time, and the later poets

were in few cases men of remarkable or enduring originality.

Hence it is that, in a logical survey of Greek literature, we may
allow ourselves to treat all the poetry before we approach the

consideration of prose writing. This, indeed, is now the

accepted order among the German writers on the subject.

I have in the former volume stated my belief that the

composition of any long or elaborate poem postulates the use

of writing, and I therefore proposed this condition as giving us

the earliest limit for the date of the Iliad as we have it ; but

many eminent critics have thought differently, and have argued
that poetry can be composed and preserved without any such

aid. Fortunately this divergence of opinion does not exist in

VOL. II. I B
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the case of prose literature. Everyone admits that prose is

impossible without writing nay, even without the well-estab-

lished habit of fluent and sustained writing. A few words on
the history of the alphabet in Greece may therefore suitably
introduce our present subject.

296. The materials for the investigation of early Greek writ-

ing are to be found in many various and scattered inscriptions, of

which all those discovered up to a certain date are to be found

in Boeckh's Corpus Inscriptionum Grcecarum, but the later are

scattered through various archaeological journals. The stricter

study of these documents must be prosecuted by means of

photographs or facsimiles, as the shape and character of the

letters are generally our only means of determining the age cf

the inscription. Investigations of this kind, when reduced to

method, are called the science of Epigraphik, and, with the

constantly increasing excavations and discoveries through the

Hellenic East, have become the most important and fruitful

branch of recent Greek studies. But in England the Univer-

sities have hardly awakened to this study, and the best English

Hellenists, with a very few brilliant exceptions, are as helpless

in the face of an old Greek inscription as if it were in a Semitic

tongue. I can only refer the reader to a German summary of

the main results Kirchhoffs Studien zur Geschichte des griech-

ischen Alphabets (3rd ed. 1877). In this very able book he

will find it shown that oui earliest inscription of determinable

date that of the Greek mercenaries on the_leg^of_^. colossal

figure at Abu-Simbel is by no means written in the most

primitive form of the Greek alphabet. And yet this inscription

cannot have been made later than 589 B.C., and possibly

about 640 B.C. 1 The sepulchral inscriptions found at Melos

i BA2IAE02EA00NTO2E2EAE*ANTINAN^AMATIXO
TATTAErPAYANTOI2TN^AMATIXOITOIEOKAO2 (sc.

EnAEONHA00NAEKEPTI02KATTriEPENl2 (sc. e's) ODOTAMOS
ANIHAAOrA0202AHXEnOTA2lMTOAirTnTI02AE AMA2U

ErPA*EAEMEAPXONAMOIBIXOKAinEAE<j>O2OTAAMO(sc. son of nobody).

Cf. Lepsius, Denk. xii. 99, for a facsimile; also Boeckh, C.I.G. 5126.

Wiedemann, Rhein. Mus. xxxv. p. 364, and Abel, Wiener Stud. 1881,

p. 1 60, refer it to Psammetichus II., though on different grounds. It

should be added here, that the frequent proposal to read the OYAAMOT of
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and Thera, though perhaps not older in date, are far more

archaic, and point to a condition of writing at least half a

century older among the lonians, who had modified their

writing into the character found atAbu-Simbel. These and other

facts show that the Phoenician alphabet of twenty-two letters

must have been adopted by the Greeks, and quickly modified

to suit the different character of their language before 700 B.C.,

and perhaps considerably earlier. But for our purposes we
need not claim an earlier origin than 700, though perhaps the

constant discoveries of old inscriptions at Olympia will soon

afford us clearer and fuller evidence.

297. These considerations are confirmed by another phe-
nomenon which we find in Greece about the same period.

The rise of lawgivers and of codes of law points distinctly toi

writing, for we can hardly conceive the ordinances of a states-

man entrusted to vague tradition. The date and character of

Zaleukos, Charondas, and Lycurgus are indeed subject to dis-

pute, and the extant Spartan rhetra may be suspected to be

later in form,
1 but no one can doubt that the Locrian and

Spartan constitutions were early fixed in writing, certainly a

considerable number of years earlier than those of Drako

and Solon, which are fairly determined as shortly before and

after the year 600 B.C. Quite in concert with this develop-
ment of law we hear of the sayings of the Seven Wise Men,
whose varying catalogue includes rather the politicians than the

early philosophers, and whose wisdom was not only laid down
in verse but in those short proverbs which easily fasten on the

popular imagination. When Herodotus speaks of JEsop as a

the inscription,
' son of Udamos,' and to avoid the jocular rendering 'son

of nobody
'

by the introduction of a Doric form, is directly in the teeth of

the whole character of the writing. The ' son of Amoebicos '
is not

6 'A/iotjStKo, but AfjioifiiKo. The problem before us is not to invent a new

text, but to translate what we have.
1 It is cited and explained by Plutarch (Lyeurgus, c. 6) :

KO\ 'AOavas 2,v\\avias fepbj/ IdpoffdfjLevov, <u\os

rpidKOvra, yepowtav ffbv apxajerais Kara<rr-f]ffavra, &pas 4 &pas

uera|u BajSuwas re Kal Kvaxiuvos, ovrcas elffcpfpetv re /cat atylffraffBai
'

8e rav Kvpiav ?tfj.ev Kal Kpdros' at Se attoXiav 6 5a/tos C'AOJTO,

Kal apxayeras airoffrarypas ^ei/. Cf. on this Rawlinson's Herodotus, iii.

p. 346; or Crete's Greece, vol. ii. p. 465, sq., and notes.

B 2
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5e of early date, he seems to point to some form of

prose fable far older than his own time. It is remarkable that

savage races in our own day have made beast-fables their first

literary effort on the discovery of the use of writing.
1 But all

these things have left us but faint and doubtful traces ; for the

wisdom of the Seven Wise Men, and the fables of ^Esop, have

come down to us in a rehandled and modern form, and we
know nothing of any early prose form in which these things
were originally composed. But on the whole, we have ample

_evidence for the common use of writing throughout the seventh

century, evidence which is, in my opinion, necessary to account

for the development of Greek lyric poetry, the construction of

codes of law, and the general literary culture of the age.

In fact, the wonder is, not that prose writing came so early,

but so late in the history of Greek literature. But the national

taste was so well satisfied by poetry that it required special

influences, other than the mere familiarity with writing, to

induce men to set down their thoughts in unmetrical form.

To these we may now turn.

298. We cannot embrace in this volume either the history
of Greek religion or of Greek philosophy, both large and inter-

esting subjects, and demanding special investigation. We are

here concerned with them only so far as they produced a direct

effect in moulding either the form or the tendencies of general
literature. But as religion underwent great changes in the sixth

century, and philosophy then originated, our sketch of Greek
literature must embrace the remoter effects of both on the

writers of that and succeeding generations.

We have already noted 2 m_Pindar the allusions to a future

world, and to its rewards and punishments, and that this

doctrine was due to the Orphic mysteries, which were com-
mon through Greece in this century. The origin of these

mysteries is uniformly referred to Pieria in Thrace, from which

they are said to have been brought to Lesbos, and then spread
over Greece. They are closely identified, on the one hand,
with the worship of Dionysus, wh'ich also originated in Thrace,

1
Cf. my Proleg. to Anc. Hist., pp. 118, 391.

2 Vol. I. 150.
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but had assumed, by contact with Phrvgia, an enthusiastic and

orgiastic nature, so that the dithyrambs to the god, of old sung
to the cithara, were adapted to flute and cymbal accompani-
ments

;
on the other hand, the Orphic rites were bound up

with the widely spreadjmy_steriesL of Demeter and Persephone,
celebrated at Eleusis. But still more remarkable, and more

important than either of these indications, is the identification

of Orpheus, as the priest of Apollo, with Dionysus^ and the

evidences that he and Apollo, with whom he is identified, once

in hostility with Dionysus, became reconciled with that god,

who, under the title of Zagreus, was made a sort of nightside

to the sungod, and ultimately confused with him. This secret

doctrine, the identification of Apollo and Dionysus, is said to

have been that disclosed in ^Eschylus' trilogy about Lycurgus
of Thrace, for which he was indicted as guilty of impiety. It

is accordingly evident that the Delphic priests had recognised

and adopted the Orphic rites as in harmony with their own

creed, so that they must have been of real importance in Greece,

and widely spread through the hearts of men.

299. We may infer, however, from the scanty evidence of

later writers that this religion of mysteries and rites, whether

Orphic or Eleusinian or Dionysiac, was fundamentally distinct

from the popular creed. It preached the identification of the

most diverse gods, perhaps even the unity of all the gods. It

approached the dogma of a world-soul, and of the divinity of the

soul of man, if not of all the world, as a manifestation of God.

It portrayed the wonder of a suffering deity, and of good over-

borne by the powers of darkness for a season. It held out the

hope of immortality to those who embraced the faith, and made

them a chosen people. It replaced, in fact, the old Homeric

society of obvious human gods, with their vulgar amours and

passions, by mystic principles and half-understood devotions.

There seems little doubt that the established Delphic priesthood

who adopted it borrowed from Egypt not only many elements

of the new creed, such as the murder of the god and his resur-

rection from the dead, but more distinctly the policy of the

Egyptian priests, who are known to have been monotheists or

rather pantheists, yet who not only tolerated but taught a most
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complicated polytheism to the people. Thus the established

religion went on : temples were built and statues consecrated,

sacrifices offered and feasts celebrated to all the gods ; but the

select, the initiated, the higher classes in religion found their

comfort in far different beliefs, which could not be made public*

Yet they could not but make themselves felt. Inasmuch

as perhaps all the literary men of the age knew these mysteries,

we find among them, at least, two leading ideas engendered by
their faith : the conception of law and order in both nature

and the life of man, an order resulting from the control of one

supreme principle, untouched by caprice or passion ; and the

conception of mystery, of something unexplained in the world,

of something revealed to privileged classes and hidden from the

vulgar.

300. While the belief in a future state takes but transient

hold of the Greek mind, and even disappears in its vulgar form,

these other larger notions seem to me to dominate most writers

from Pindar onward, but above all to have affected the early

philosophers, concerning whose views we must also say a few

words. Most of them have unfortunately left us no fragments
whatever ; but if they had, we should treat them as literature,

not as philosophy.

The very same tendencies which suggested in religion the

identification of various gods, and an increased appreciation of

unity in worship, seem to have acted on the secular thinkers^of

Miletus^ and set them to seeking unity in the substance or

matter of the world. The doctrine of Thales that moisture

was the common element of which all things were variously

compound ed, is directly analogous to the cult of Dionysus, the

god of moisture, to whom all growth and fruitfulness are due,

and who, in combination with Apollo, the god of light and

heat, generates all the conditions of change in nature. The
theories of the sixth century started in Ionia, and have this

common point, the search after unity, as their leading feature.

The followers of Thales found moisture too coarse a primeval

substance, and substituted the more subtle air (Anaximenes) or

imperceptible fire (Heracleitus). Others, such as Xenophanes
and Pythagoras, advanced beyond the conception of mere
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matter, and sought their single principle either in number, with

its eternal and certain laws, or in some higher abstract Unity,
which embraced all apparent contradictions.

301. The effect of these theories on literature was twofold:

they taught that the matter of thought was worth recording

apart from its literary form, and knowledge as such was to be pur-

sued apart from elegance in diction ; secondly, they corroborated

the religious teaching of the mysteries, that *
all things are not

as they seem/ that public opinion and ordinary sense miss the

truer and deeper meaning of experience, that there are secrets

and difficulties in human knowledge, and many things hard to

understand and still harder to explain. The first resulted in

the origin of prose literature,
1 which according to consistent

tradition was due to the wonder-working Pherecydes of Syros,

son of Babys, who lived about the middle of the sixth century,

and is called the teacher of Pythagoras. His semi-theological

semi-philosophical book called 'E7rra//vxoc, on theogony and
the revelation of the gods to the world, was the first attempt at

a prose treatise. 2

Neither Thales nor Pythagoras left anything written, and it

is remarkable that Xenophanes, though he was a great adver-

sary of the poets and of public opinion in general, and led the

conflict between philosophy and poetry, nevertheless employed,
not only the poetic form, but even the poetic habit of public
recitation to disseminate his views. Perhaps there was as yet
no reading public in the newer colonies of Italy and Sicily

when he lived; but the fact remains certain, and also the

similar practice of his follower Parmenides.

If, indeed, Theazenes of Rhegium. the 'first literary critic,

1 The Greeks said prose "writing, as they were fond of ascribing every

step in culture to a definite inventor. But, as we have shown, and as

the inscriptions above cited have since proved, mere prose writing must
have long been in use for simple inscriptions, and for laws. But the usg
of prose for literary purposes was a distinct step, and much later than

might have been expected.
2 We have the opening sentence of it quoted by Diogenes : Zeits jiex

Kal Xp6vos ecrael Kal XQ&v fy' XQovir) Se obvofjia tycvero Tr?, ret5^ avrij

Zevs yepas 8t8o?. And again (Clem. Strom. ) : Z&s voif't <papos neya. Tf icol

Ka\6v Kal fv avr$ iroiKl\\fi yyv Kal wyijvbv Kal ret wyyvov
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who wrote on Homer and introduced the principle of allego-

rical interpretation, really flourished about 525 B.C., the reason

just assigned would not hold good ;
but the date rests on the

single authority of Tatian, and I hesitate to reckon a literary

critic among the earliest pioneers of prose literature.

302. On the contrary, HJSRACLEITUS of Ephesus
l was

perhaps the first great prose writer among the Greeks, and the

source of a new current in the literature of his country. His

treatise on Nature,
2

though not published by himself, was

copied from the MS. he had deposited in the temple of Artemis

at Ephesus, and was early known and read in Sicily, as appears
from the fragments of his Sicilian contemporary Epicharmus,
and from Attic references down to the days of Socrates. The
whole philosophy of the man who had discovered that all

organism grows, and that all growth implies motion, turned

(like the Eleatic theory of Xenophanes) upon a contempt of

ordinary opinions nay, even a contempt of our ordinary

senses, which are witnesses only to what is dead, as they per-

ceive not the inner motion of every substance in the world.

He therefore appealed to a select public, and made a severance

among the members of society which had, perhaps, been un-

known in Greek cities heretofore.

But what is more important as regards literature, he was

the first Greek who ventured to write obscurely, and to profess

to do so without apology. This is, to my mind, the important
and novel side of Heracleitus in Greek literature

;
for from his

day onward we find obscurity not uncommon even in the next

generation, whereas in older literature it is unknown. In the

following age we find it affected by his followers, and even in

Thucydides and in Sophocles, but banished again by the good
sense of the Athenian public. It does not reappear till the

Alexandrian epoch, with which we are not concerned. When

1 He was apparently of noble family, and certainly an exclusive aristo-

crat in sentiment. He flourished about 500-480 B.C., and seems to have

been a morose and unsocial man. Diog. Laert. ix. I, gives various stories

about him and some quotations, with spurious letters.

2 Also said to have been called Mot/<rcu, being in three books, which

was the old number of these goddesses.
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I speak of obscurity the word may, of course, be taken in differ-

ent senses. First, there is the obscurity of allusions not clear

to the reader ;
and Pindar is full of this, but of this only, as

he was one of the ordinary crowd in philosophy, and was not

capable of any thoughts in themselves profound. Secondly,
there is the obscurity of a crabbed or affected style. In

^Eschylus, on the contrary, we have not only the first kind of

obscurity the allusions to mysteries but we have obscure

thoughts, difficult to express and unintelligible to the most

advanced Greeks ;
for we have the evidence of Aristophanes,

which I here believe, that ^Eschylus thought even the Athenians

no judges of poetry, and would not accommodate his writing

to their comprehension.
It has not, perhaps, been sufficiently remarked how im-

portant was the example of Heracleitus, and how easy it is

to lead the fashion in obscure writing. We must remember

that Heracleitus was really a quaint and original thinker, and a

remarkable innovator, not only in thought, but in style ; for he

wrote a rythmical, picturesque prose, at a time when prose was

in its infancy. His fragments are far more poetical in the

higher sense than the verses of Xenophanes, and for this very

reason he may have scorned the shackles of metre, and set

down unchanged the utterances of his teeming mind. This

accounts for the remark of the rhetor Demetrius,
1 who says

that the frequent asyndeta were the greatest cause of his

obscurity. Each thought was thrown out by itself, and the

reader must find its logical connection with the rest for

himself. 2

In addition to Zeller's exhaustive chapter on Heracleitus,
3

I may recommend the various brilliant essays of J. Bernays,

reaching from 1848 to 1869 ;
some separately published, others

1

192.
2
Specimens of Heracleitus' style are the following : ep.ire$ov ouSeV,

a\\d KIDS ts KVKecava TrdvTa crvvetXeovrou. fffrl TCDVT& Teptyis arcptyir), yvosdls

ayvwfflri, fj.eja /j.iKp6v, &va> /cdVw Trepix^pfovra /col dfti(fyiei/a lv rfj rov aicavos

iratSt?/. alcav ircus fffri Tralfav ireffffevcav ffvv8ia<t>fp6/J.evos. T& 54 ir&vra

olaKL^ei Kepavv6s. ov vvia<ri Slews $ia.fycp6p.vov fwwrtp fyioAoyeet
* itaXiv-

rpoiros apfj.ovi-n &ffirep r6ov teal \vpi\s.
* Phil. d. Griech. i. 566-677.
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in the seventh and ninth vols. ofthe Rhein. Mus. We have also,

from Mr. I. Bywater of Oxford, a new critical and more com-

plete edition (1877) of the fragments, 130 in number, with

Diogenes' Life, and the spurious Letters, done with that con-

scientious care which distinguishes all his work.

303. The example of the theologians and philosophers was

however, active in another direction \
for it stimulated writers on

the genealpgies of gods and of men to set them down in prose.

The earliest of these are enveloped in mist ; it is even doubtful

whether Cadmus of Miletus, the reputed father of history, ever

existed, or whether his account of the settlement of Ionia was

not a late forgery. Acusilaus, of the Boeotian Argos, near Aulis,

the son of Cabas, who devoted himself to mythical genealogies

chiefly adapted from Hesiod, is a real personage, of whose

work some thirty notices are preserved in the scholiasts ; but

we know nothing more about him. Equally obscure is Dio-

nysius of Miletus, the reputed author of a Persian history ; and

the prose works attributed to Eumelus of Corinth were certainly

later paraphrases from poetical treatises. Pherecydes of Leros

(the second of the name) certainly did some service in genea-

logies, which even at his time (B.C. 460) were the only phase of

history esteemed and understood. A society consisting of

clans always lays the greatest stress on genealogies ; as, for

example, the ancient Irish, whose histories are little more

than enumerations of names. 1
Xanthus, Charon, and Scylax

are only of interest in connection with Herodotus (below, p. 26).

304. But the second or critical element of history was added

presently by a greater man, HECATTEUS of Miletus, who seems

to me to have the best right to be called the Father of History

among the Greeks. For he was the forerunner of Herodotus

in his mode of life and his conception of setting down his ex-

perience. He attained such eminence as to be consulted pub-

1 Those who ridicule these Irish genealogies are ignorant that they
were practically title-deeds, for any man proving himself an O'Neill or a

Maguire had a right to graze cattle in the O'Neill and Maguire country, and

to till it. Hence these genealogies were early kept, and no doubt early

disputed, and this gives them an exceptional value. I perceive the same

anxiety to show hereditary rights in all the usurpers of power throughout

early Greek history.
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licly by the lonians at the time of their revolt (incited by
Aristagoras) from the Persians. He knew the Persian empire
from personal examination, and advised strongly against any
revolt. When he could not persuade them, he advised them to

secure the supremacy of the sea, a common capital, and a cen-

tralisation of forces ; which could only be done, he considered,

by applying the treasures given by Croesus to Apollo's temple
at Branchidse to supply the sinews of war. These views show

him to have been a man of large political insight. He also

advised Aristagoras, at the end of the revolt, to fortify the

island of Leros,
1 and there await the tide of events ; but

for the third time, his advice was unheeded. These facts all

rest upon the authority of Herodotus, who mentions him else-

where, and systematically, as XoyoTrotoc awo. or 6 XoyoTrotog.

In one place he tells us that Hecatseus boasted to the priests of

Egyptian Thebes that he could trace his origin through fifteen

generations back to a god, which they denied, saying that

at least 345 generations could be proved by them to have

lived on the earth since the reign of the gods. Herodotus also

mentions without criticism his theory of the unjust expulsion of

the Pelasgi from Attica, and he often alludes to his prede-

cessor slightingly, without expressly mentioning his name.

From these facts, along with the notices of Suidas, it ap-

pears that the historian was born about OL 57-8. and died after

the conclusion of the Persian war, about Ol. 76. His high

position in society is proved not only by the story just men-

tioned, but by his wide and careful travels, which imply good
means and connections. Whether he learned from Pythagoras

we cannot telL His travels apparently embraced Egypt, Persia,

Pontus, Thrace, as well as the Greek world, and were probably

made before the Ionian revolt in 500 B.C., when his wide ex-

perience was publicly recognised, and after 516 B.C., when the

town of Boryza in Thrace became Persian, which he states it

to be in a geographical fragment Thus the settled and orderly

1 There is an inscription published in Ross's collection (ii. p. 28), in

which some Hecatseus is honoured as a founder and benefactor by the

Lerians. Whether this person be the historian, or a relative, I am unable

to tell. The fact is mentioned by Mure (iv. 143).
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condition of the Persian empire, when Darius was established

on the throne, seems to have enabled Hecataeus to acquire his

geographical materials. It has been inferred from a story pre-

served in a fragment of Diodorus that he was sent as an am-

bassador to Artaphernes after the conquest of Ionia, and that

he obtained good terms for his countrymen. He is men-
tioned as a man of exceptional learning (along with Hesiod,

Pythagoras, and Xenophanes) by his younger contemporary
Heracleitus, and classed by Hermogenes with the great histo-

rians of Greece.

35- Of his works we can recognise two : a geographical

.description of the known world, and an historical work, some-

times called Genealogies. He seems to have had one predeces-

sor in each Scylax of Caryanda, who explored the Indus for

Darius .Hystaspes, and wrote a Periplus which was soon lost,

and Acusilaus of Argos. _He completed and improved the map
first constructed by Anaximanderj and it was, doubtless, this

copy which Aristagoras brought with him to exhibit at Sparta.

He narrated curious natural phenomena, just as Herodotus, but

naturally believed more than Herodotus did, and is accordingly
criticised by him for credulity. But he was, nevertheless, the

first Greek historian who did apply rational criticism * to test

1 The following are the chief specimens :

Miiller, frag. 346 : 'Eiroi^ffav Sc 'EAA^jz/wj/ rtvey as 'HpaK\ris avaydyot

ravrri TOV "AiSov rbv Kvva, o&re inrb yrjv 6Sov Sta TOV <nn)\aiov (pepovtrrjs, otire

fTOtp.oi' Si/ ireio-drjvai 9fu>v vir6yaiov elvai nva. otKfiffiv, es V adpolf<TVai TO.S

a\Xa 'EKO.TCUOS juej/ 6 Mi\T]<rios \6yov evpev eiKora,
f

5(f>iv

Tpcxprjvai Sftv6v, K\-nQr)vai SfAiSov Kvva, '6rt ZSei rbv

irapavTiKa virb TOV lov' KOI TOVTOV f<pf] rlv 6(piv virb 'HpctK\eovs

rivai irap' EvpvffOfa.
'

Frag. 349 :
'

Tripvtjrnv 5e, e>' OVTLVO. 6 'Apyelos 'HpaK\r)s eVraAr/ irpbs

ews, ras fiovs aireAatroi ras Tit]pv6vov Kal ayayetv es MvK-fivas, ouSeV

TI irpoa"i)K.fiv rfj yrj rcav 'Iff-fipuv,' 'E/caraTos 6 Xoyoiroibs \eyeit

' ouSe eirl

vri<r6v Tiva 'Epvdeiav e|w rijs fj.yd\r)s 6a\dff<ri)s ffra\rivai 'Hpa.K\ea' aAAi

rys ijTceipov TT)S irepl 'A/t^pa/ciai/ re Kal 'Afj.(pi\6xovs fiaviXea yeve<rOai

Tf\pv6vr)v Kal e'/c rrjs Tjiretpov ravr-ns aire\d(rai "Hpa(c\ea ras ftovs, ovSe rovrov

Frag. 357: 'H iro\\^ $6a KOTCX" /t^ f\6f?v rbv Alyvirrov fis'Apyos,

Ka6direp a\\oi re<paffl Kal 'EKaraios ypd(pcav ovrcas' * 6 St Afyvirros avrbs /j.fv

eis'Apyos' \eyvrai 5e TIS eV
y
Ap7et irpd>vt faov $iKao
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popular beliefs ,
and his originality in this point, the result, no

doubt, of the contemporary philosophy at Miletus, must not be

overlooked. From his geographical work some 330 citations

have been collected by Carl Miiller, most of them names of

towns in Stephanus of Byzantium, and a few in Strabo. 1 From
his Genealogies (of which the genuineness was disputed by Cal-

limachus, but defended by Eratosthenes and Strabo) a smaller

number of more interesting passages still survive, bringing up the

total number (together with the/ragmenta incertd] to almost 400.

The very opening sentence of the Genealogies is characteristic. 2

On his style we have three very interesting notices : Strabo

says
3 that the school of Cadmus, Pherecydes, and Hecatseus,

though abandoning metre, were in other respects poetical

writers. Hermogenes
4 has a general description of his style,

which is somewhat as follows :
' Hecataeus of Miletus, from

whom Herodotus profited most, is a pure and clear writer.

and in some respects possesses no ordinary charm. Using

Mure says (iv. 71) that while his foreign geography was full of good ob-

servations of an historical kind, his genealogies and his Greek notices were

confined to the mythical period The passages just cited show that he ap-

plied criticism here also, and that Mure's distinction is probably un-

founded.
1 C. Miiller thinks it unlikely that the genuine work survived till

Stephanus' time, and holds that he used an interpolated and modified copy.
Thus Capua was called Vulturnum in Hecatseus' day, and yet is cited from

his work (fr. 30) with its new name. A map of his views is published in

most good ancient atlases, and also in the appendix to Mure's fourth

volume. The gap in his description of the coast from Naples to Genoa
is well noted by the latter, and points to some distinct prohibition on the

part of the Romans and Tyrrhenians, which kept Greek vessels from land-

ing on their coasts. Probably Greek ships were compelled to sail from

Naples by way of Sardinia to Mentone, the first town mentioned on the

coast above Naples, at least in the fragments we have in Stephanus. But

the like omission ofAthens, Argos, and other renowned Greek towns, shows

that there was some other cause of gaps either in Hecatseus' book, or in

Stephanus' quotations from it.

2
Frag. 332 (from the rhetor Demetrius) : Olov &s 'EKaratts <j>i)<riy eV

T
?7 PXf? TT/S Iffroptas'

* 'EKaraios Mi\-f)ffios 55e /iufletrat.' Cf. also 12 :

'EKUTOIOS MtA.Vj<nos <o8e fj.vQe'tTai' rdSe ypdtyca, &s /mot dA.7j$ea 5o/ceet flvai' ol

y&p 'E\\-i]V(av \6yoi TroAAof re Kal ye\o1oit
us fyol tyaivovrai, elfflv.

"
i. p. 34. Degen. die. ii. 12
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the Ionic dialect pure, and not mixed with epic and other

elements, as Herodotus did, he is in diction less poetical.
1

Neither is he so finished a writer. His charm is, therefore, not

comparable to that of Herodotus in treating similar subjects ;

for the matter of a book is not its only element as regards de-

lighting the reader, but the diction, in all its details, is of great

importance. Thus Hecataeus, not having given equal thought
and care to his diction, was completely surpassed by his suc-

cessor.' The modern reader will of course observe that the last

remark is wrongly put. No doubt, Hecataeus, with ten times the

labour, could not have attained the elegance in style of Hero-

dotus, who did not write till Greek prose had been studied and

practised for nearly a century longer ;
but the facts on which

Hermogenes based his remark are doubtless strictly true.

Lastly, in Longinus de Sublim., chap, xxvii., the author says :

* Sometimes when a historian is speaking of a person, he sud-

denly leaves his own attitude and passes into that of the

person he is describing. This figure should be used when a

sudden crisis brooks no delay in the writer, and, as it were, com-

pels him to pass at once from person to person. So it is in

Hecatseus. '

Ceyx being grieved at this, immediately requested

the Heracleidse, his descendants, to leave the country. For

I am not able to help you ;
in order then that ye may not be

yourselves destroyed, and, moreover, injure me, go
2 to some

other community.'

306. I have dwelt at considerable length on Hecatseus,

who represents most distinctly the positive tendencies of the

sixth century as opposed to its speculative and mystical aspira-

tions. With him all was matter of fact, observation, and plain

1 This is quite in a different sense from Strabo's remark.

2
Frag. 353 : "E-ri 76 /j.^v eo-0' Sre pepl Trpoq-uirov $nr)yovfj.ej/os 6 crvyypa-

<(>evs, ej-al(j)vris irapevexOels els rb avrb TrpSffcoirov a.vrifJ.fQiffra.Tai. Aib ical i)

Trp^xprjcris TOV <rx^/*ccTOS r6re yviica 6vs 6 Kaipbs &v_ dia/ne\\eiv T(p ypdfyovri

fj.}) 8i5, a\\' evdvs ^vavayKd^rj nerafiaiveiv e/c irpoa-dircav els 7rp6<r(aira' us

Kal irapb. rtp 'EKaraicp'
'
Kfjt/l 8e ravra Setvce, jroiovp.evos^ avriKa, e'/ce'Aeue TOI/J

'Hpa.K\et5as firiyovovs !/cx&>/>*/ Ov yap itfjuv ^vvar6s el/j.i ap-fiyew us fJ.r) 3>v

avrol re airrfXTjo-fle /cd/ie rpwff-rjTe, es &\\ov nva STJ^IOV airoixfffOai.'

Note the infin. airoixeffdai. Did he return here to the narrative form?

More recently, Cobet (Mnemos. xi. i) has argued that the works
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recording of observations. Thus the positive tendencies, which

culminated in the splendid histories and geographies of later

days, owed their origin to this early school of practical enquirers.

But I will not prosecute this side of Greek literature further here,

and shall consider the successors of Hecatseus in relation with

their most illustrious and perfect type, Herodotus. We are

justified in doing so, not merely because the Persian wars form

so great a crisis in Greek history that no sort of literature, save

the choral lyric poetry, passed through it unchanged, but also

because Miletus the great intellectual hothouse of Greece, the

centre of her art, her philosophy, and her history was com-

pletely destroyed by the Persians at the opening of the fifth

century, and so the splendid continuity of Greek thought re-

ceived a disastrous check. Up to this date, the title Milesian

meets us in every field of thought ;
from henceforth it dis-

appears for centuries from our studies. Simple stories of rude

shepherd life, and the loves of rustic swains, were known long

after as Milesian tales a faint and wretched afterglow of the

most lurid and stormy sunset in the history of Greek intellect.

Prose literature received a blow from which it never recovered ;

for while the tendency of Ionic prose had been (as it ought to

be) to assume the narrative, or the philosophical form, the de-

struction of_its_ proper home threw the balance into Attica,

where the rhetorical element became so predominant as to

control all descriptions of prose writing. Hence, as Mure

observes,
1 Greek prose has permanently suffered, and we have

only one great specimen of what narrative prose might have

been but for the dominating influence of Athens. Herodotus,

with all his genius, was unable to stem the tide of Attic in-

fluence ; yet his great work shows us clearly what might have

been expected but for the subjugation of Ionia and, above all,

the destruction of Miletus.

The dramatic elements in the religious mysteries of the

sixth century, especially in the worship of Dionysus, have been

treated in a separate chapter.
2

attributed to Hecatseus at Alexandria, and quoted (as above) by Hellenistic

critics, were all forgeries, made up chiefly out of Herodotus, who thus

seemed to have copied him. I fear the great critic was failing when he

wrote this article. * iv. 127,
2 Vol. I. chap. xiv.
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CHAPTER II.

HERODOTUS AND THE CONTEMPORARY IONIC PROSE WRITERS.

307. THOUGH Miletus, the great centre and mainspring of

Ionic culture, was untimely destroyed, the influence it had

already exerted over eastern Hellas could not disappear in an

instant. A series of men attempted to utilise prose for historical

purposes, and communicated the old Milesian spirit to Herodo-

tus, who, although he lived to see the Peloponnesian war and to

witness the teaching of the sophists and the rise of rhetoric at

Athens, was, nevertheless, so ^strictly a writer of Ionic genius,

so completely a coequal in spirit and in culture of Epicharmus,
and Pindar, and ^Eschylus, that in a rational survey of Greek

literature he must be placed among his predecessors as one

born out of due season. But the culture of Athens had, per-

haps, not yet swallowed up all the rest of Greek literary genius,

and the style of Hellanicus, a younger contemporary, or, at

least, not older than Herodotus, makes us suspect that Herodo-

tus was not so unique as he is generally considered.

We have the late, but respectable, authority of Dionysius
of Halicarnassus, that he was born ' a little before the Persian

wars/ which would make him older than the account of

Pamphila, who gives B.C. 484 as his birth year. As it seems

likely, from the absence of later allusions, that he died before

4.20 B.C., he may have been born before the battle of Marathon.

It is generally agreed that Halicarnassus was his native town,

though from his long residence at Thurii he is called the

Thurian by Aristotle, when quoting the opening words of

his history in the Rhetoric?- He is also called the Thurian

1
iii. 9.
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Icgopoios in a passage cited from an epistle of Julian by
Suidas. But Strabo mentions both titles, and explains them

in the obvious way just mentioned. Suidas says his parents'

names were Lyxes and Dryo, or Rhoeo, through one of whom

Panyasis was his uncle. An extant epitaph or epigram con-

firms his father's name, and the obscurity of both, though
Suidas calls them illustrious, seems some warrant for the trust-

worthiness of the tradition.

I see no reason for doubting the relationship with Panyasis,

which is rendered internally probable by the peculiar and ex-

ceptional education which Herodotus must have received. His

intimacy with Homer's poems has been shown from a compara-
tive table of phrases

* to be such as we should not expect from

ordinary circumstances, but can easily explain by his intercourse

with Panyasis, the learned reviver of epic poetry. In the same

way he quotes the cyclic poets, Hesiod, the gnomic and lyric

poets, and the earlier tragedians, ^schylus and Phrynichus.
It seems by accident, rather than from ignorance, that he omits

Callinus, Tyrtaeus, the elder Simonides, Stesichorus, Epime-
nides, and Epicharmus, from references which otherwise em-

brace all the older literature. The two Sicilian poets may
possibly not have been known to him till he went to Thurii,

but he writes like a man with all the greater authors at hand,
as they may have been in the house of Panyasis and, of course,

at Athens, which he visited in mature age. Suidas, indeed,

says that he was exiled to Samos by Lygdamis, grandson of the

Artemisia whom he delights to honour in his history ; that he

returned and obtained his country's liberty by expelling Lyg-
damis, but finding himself disliked, left for Thurii. where he
settled and died. But all these facts, if true, could hardly have

escaped corroboration by his own allusions, or, at least, by
early witnesses. 2 We hear nothing of Herodotus having married

or left any descendants.

308. We can therefore assert nothing, save that a good deal
1 Mure (vol. ii., Appendix Q) gives an imperfect list.

2 All these legends are rejected by A. Bauer, in his researches, as in-

vented when Herodotus began to revive in popularity after long oblivion.

But this ground for scepticism is refuted by H. Weil in the Revw Critique
for Jan. I, 1880.

VOl. II. 1 C
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of his earlier life was spent in travelling, and apparently travel-

ling for the purpose of his history.
1 This he must have brought

with him to Athens in sufficient completion to make him

famous, if Sophocles, as Plutarch and Suidas tell us, composed
an ode to him in the year 440 B.C. It is probable, therefore,
that before this time he had visited Upper Egypt, Susiana,

Babylonia (as far as Ardericca and Ecbatana), Colchis and

Scythia, Thrace, Dodona, Zakynthos, and Cyrene, with most
of the countries within this great circuit. The spread of mer-

cantile enterprise from Miletus and Phocsea, and the security

afforded by the Persian conquests and good administration of

Asia and Egypt, made such voyages not only possible, but

perhaps not unusual. Even in the days of Solon it was part

of a perfect education to visit, at least, the Lydian court and
the wonders of Lower Egypt.

Herodotus' eastern travels seem to have been made before

his retirement to Thurii, but we cannot fix the years and order

of them, except that he saw the battle-field of Papremis after

the year 460 B.C.,
2
probably while the Athenian armies were

in possession of part of the country. He is said by the pseudo-
Plutarch to have recited his history when he came to Athens,
and (by Suidas) afterwards at Olympia ;

but the latter tale is

plainly an invention suggested by the later fashion of exhibiting

there, and the earlier is not much more probable, unless a mere

reading among distinguished friends were intended. But if this

were so, the alleged public vote of ten talents would of course

be inconceivable. 3 Yet I see that most recent German critics

accept both the public recitation and the state reward. 4

It is probable that he resided at Athens for some years

until he joined, with many other celebrated men, the colony

1

Travelling for literary purposes was so rare in those early times, that

t do not share the confidence of K. O. Muller and others, who assert

positively that Herodotus had no other object. Commercial reasons may
have existed, though it is not easy to imagine such various voyages con-

ducive to any systematic business. As Stein observes, his personal

wanderings seem to have extended precisely to the limits of the Persian

dominion ; beyond them he only speaks from hearsay.
2

iii. 12.
3 Cf. Euseb. Chron. ad Ol.

t 85 (Ed. Schone).
4 Stem, Introrli to his Edition, i. p. xvli, note.
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which founded Thurii, near the old site of Sybaris, in 443 B.C. 1

Kf
There can be little doubt that at Athens he learned to know

many of the splendid intellects then collected there, besides

Sophocles, who seems indebted to him (cf. 185) for several

passages : that in the Antigone, brought out in 440, where the

greater loss of a brother than a husband is curiously discussed ;

the attack on the habits of Egyptians in the (Edipus Col.

337) sq., as well as the rehearsal of human misery in the chorus

(1211, sq.), if this be not modelled on Theognis, 424, sq.
2

It also appears from the strongly democratic temper of the

later part of his history, in spite of his aristocratical antecedents

and parentage, that he came under the influence of Pericles

and his policy. Yet if we assume this, and even that he re-

visited Athens after the Propylaea was built (430 B.C.), we are

astonished at the small effect which Attic thought and Attic

style made upon his history. The compressed logical speaking
of Antiphon, the stately emphasis of Pericles, the subtlety of

Euripides, and the whole sophistical school, seem the offspring

of another age and another atmosphere. In this society we

may conceive him, intellectually at least, a sort of Oliver Gold-

smith, often ridiculed by his friends for simplicity, and no doubt

underrated, but, withal, far exceeding his clever critics in direct-

ness, in grace, and in pathos, and so gaining a place in the

literature of his country which his contemporaries never antici-

pated. But perhaps this is too fanciful, and I would rather

* As K. O. Miiller observes, there is no evidence that he left Athens

in 443 ; it is even possible, according to the same authority, that he did not

leave till after the opening of the Peloponnesian war. But this would

throw the composition of his history far too late, if we suppose with Mtiller

that it was not written till his retirement to Italy.
2 Cf. further, frag. 380, on the discovery of games to stave off the pangs

of hunger ;
and frag. 967, on the melting snow causing the inundation of

the Nile. The passage above mentioned in the Antigone is considered

spurious by some critics, but is defended on very reasonable grounds by
Kirchhoff, Ent. des herodot. Gesch., pp. 8-9. Though, as he says, we
can conceive no later time at which such an interpolation would be

popular, it is more likely that Sophocles obtained the story privately from

Herodotus than that he copied it from a just published history. Cf.

Stein's Introd., p. xxv.

C 2
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infer from this curious want of influence that the main body of

his work was finished when he came there, and that he spent
liis leisure in completing and perfecting it. There are, it is

true, a good many references to current events after 431 B.C.,
1

and these notices are woven into the tenor of the narrative
;

but, nevertheless, these later allusions which touch the opening
of the Peloponnesian war, and some events which may not

have occurred till 425 B.C., are easily severed from the main

narrative, and are probably additions made to a corrected

copy, in which he even refers to the incredulity with which

one of his statements had been received. He alludes 2 to a

separate work on Assyria, of which hardly any trace seems to

have survived, so that many have thought he only referred to

a longer episode which he intended to introduce in his book.

39- His life, which some critics have prolonged beyond
all probability into the next century, .was ended either at Thurii,

where he was even said to have been buried in the market-

place, ojrjLtAthens. The restless and troubled state of Thurii,

together with the late allusions to Athens, make the latter alter-

native probable enough. A third account transfers his tomb to

Pella in Macedonia, which is incredible. The complete absence

of allusions to the Sicilian expedition, coupled with his habit

of 'writing up' his book to recent times in its allusions, is

strong evidence for his death before that event. It has been

debated whether the work was finished, and, as usual, critics

have held opposite views on the subject : some alleging that

the capture of Sestos is a natural and proper end
;
others that

he must have intended to proceed to other events in connec-

tion with it. I can only state my opinion that though the

author meant to add some details, as is proved by an unful-

filled promise,
8
.the main subject was completed with the

1 v. 77 ; vi. 91, 98 ; vii. 137, 233 ; ix. 73 and elsewhere.

2
i. 106 and 184. Prof. Rawlinson cites a passage in Aristotle's Natural

History, and some notices of Parthian manners in John of Malala, which

may possibly be taken from it ;
but according to the best MSS., which

Kirchhoff supports by the expression vevotrjKe, used by Aristotle, the pas

sage comes from the poet Hesiod.

/i.i84.
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repulse of the Persians from Europe, and the work substan-

tially and properly concluded.

Similarly it has been debated whether he wrote his work

in middle or in advanced life ; and, as Mure has observed,

its tone and style, in the absence of outward evidence, are

certain to produce the impression of an aged man telling his

long experiences to a younger generation. This feeling is en-

hanced by the strong contrast to his Attic contemporaries

which has already been mentioned. Most of the debates about

his life are of this vague and uncertain character, and are after

all but waste of time. I will only observe that his most elabo-

rate biographer, Dahlmann, seems to me more unfortunate and

illogical than the rest in his conjectures, none of which I have

here adopted.

310. But of late years A. Kirchhoff has taken up the

question with his usual acuteness, and has discussed in a special

pamphlet
1 the evidences in the work itself, which are, as he

rightly says, our only real evidence. He thinks the earlier

part of the work shows traces of familiarity with Athens, from

the comparison of the circuit of Ecbatana with that of Athens,
2

from the comparing of a distance with that from the agora at

Athens to Olympia,
3 from his knowledge of ^Eschylus' poetry,

and from his reducing Persian measures to Attic. 4 Hence he

infers that the historian arrived at Athens from his travels

about 446 B.C., and finished up to iii. 119 (the story of Inta

phernes' wife) at Athens early in 442 B.C., so that Sophocles
came to know it. He thinks that the criticism of his dia-

logue among the Persian conspirators,
5 to which he afterwards

pointedly refers,
6 may have been one of the causes for his

suspending his work and going, in the interests of Pericles,

whom he admired greatly, to Thurii. From there he visited

Sicily and Magna Graecia, and thus resumes his history with

special knowledge of Crotqniate legends. From v. 77,

which the Propylaea at Athens, which were not finished till

1 Die Entstehungszeit des herodotischen Geschichtswerkes, 2nd ed.,

Berlin, 1878, ably criticised by Mr. E. Abbott (Transact. Oxf. Philol. Soc.

for 1880, p. 31).
2

i. 98.
3

ii. 7.
*
Op. tit., p. 12,

5
iii. 80. 6

vi. 43.
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431 B.C. are mentioned, and from other hints in the later

books, the historian seems to have returned to Athens about

that time, and proceeded with his work up to 428 B.c. t which

contains the latest references to contemporary events. Kirch-

hoft holds that the work was then interrupted by the death of

Herodotus, as it should have included the victory at the

Eurymedon.
1

But the whole of this acute argument is based on the

hypothesis that our text stands exactly as it was originally

composed, and that allusions were not afterwards inserted.

The argument from silence used to limit the last year of

Herodotus' writing to 428 B.C. is also very precarious. It is

also certain that a successful recitation, followed by public
rewards at Athens, which KirchhorT accepts, cannot possibly

have been a reading of the first three books, but rather of the

last three, in which Athens is really glorified. This conside-

ration upsets either the tradition or KirchhofFs theory.

There are two busts of Herodotus in the Naples Museum,
neither of which is of good workmanship, and which are,

moreover, not duplicates or referable to the same original.

One is a double Herme, with Thucydides at its back
; the

other is a smaller and plainer bust, but with a peculiar ugly

and friendly face, not unlike the bust of Socrates, and with

much of the gentle and gossiping expression which we might

expect in the historian. I should be disposed to consider

this as our best authority, but for the recent confirmation of

the Thucydides on the double Herme (cf. below, 363).

311. Turning from the historian to his work, it must be at

once premised that no abstract of each book will here be at-

tempted, because such an account gives a false idea of the work,

which, while following a general plan, abounds in so many digres-

sions, small and great, in so many stray remarks of interest in

literature and archaeology, in so many anecdotes of national or

individual peculiarities, that ^any reader can take it up any-

where, and find it both instructive and amusing. Even a care-

ful and lengthy digest of the general argument, such as is

given by Mure,
2
conveys no idea of the general effect, which

1
Op. dt. ; cf. his summary, p. 26. 2

iv. 276-94..
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can be far better appreciated by a perusal of any twenty

chapters.

The plan is distinctly stated at the opening. It is to

narrate the great conflict of Greeks and barbarians ; so that

the glorious deeds of both may not perish, and that their true

causes may be known. Herodotus thus chooses no petty quar-

rel between neighbouring Greek cities, no dispute of transitory

moment, but the great shock of East and West, of liberty [Jiu^

and despotism, which has lasted in many Protean phases up
to the present day. The first result of this large conception,

which rises above the narrow nationalism of his successors, is

that his history gives us more information about the state of

ancient nations and their culture than all the other Greek his-

torians put together.

312. His preface is on the mythical conflicts between the

Greeks and the Asiatics
;
but after a very brief sketch in five

chapters he boldly lays aside the mythical point of view, with-

out caring to decide upon the question of aggression there dis-

puted, and states his intention of starting from the first Eastern

aggressor upon the Greeks for whom he can vouch from his own

knowledge, not forgetting to tell of cities, both great and small,

as he proceeds, seeing that the fortunes of men change, and

their glory waxes and wanes with the lapse of time. He enters

at once upon Croesus of Lydia, and proceeds to give an account

of the kingdom since its foundation by Gyges to its destruc-

tion by Cyrus, turning aside constantly to explain its gradual

encroachment upon and conquest of the Ionian cities. The

antiquities of Ionia, and its connection with Attica and Achaia,.

are probably drawn from his uncle Panyasis' poem, and are

highly interesting as regards the federal constitution, the dia-

lects, and the culture of the early lonians. l But there are alsc

interwoven digressions of dramatic interest the legends of the

visit of Solon to Croesus, and the affecting story of Atys ; others

of historical importance, such as the reign of Peisistratus, the

rise of Sparta through Lycurgus, and her early struggles with

1
i. cc. 142-51. Niebuhr thought the grand catalogue of the Persian

forces was borrowed from Choerilus (cf. 109). But this poet was youngei
than Herodotus, though contemporary.
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Tegea. The conquest of Lydia by Cyrus leads him to go back

to_the rise of the Median empire, and its merging into that of

the Persians by the revolt of Cyrus. The customs and religion

of the Persians are described, and then their conquest of Ionia,

Caria, and Lycia, with constant notes on these latter nations

and their customs. The next war of Cyrus leads the historian

to Babylon, which is carefully described and its later history

sketched. 1 The first book ends with the death of Cyrus in

battle with the northern barbarians.

313. Herodotus passes through these and a vast number
of other subjects with the most perfect ease and mastery. The
reader is never disappointed at the delay of a result, or annoyed
at the irrelevance of a digression. When Croesus comes in

contact with Cyrus, he reverts to the older history of Cyrus'

empire ; when Cyrus attacks Babylon, he reverts in the same way
to the older history of Babylon and of Assyria ;

but finding this

episode too cumbrous, he relegates it to a separate
'

Assyrian

history.' The second, third, and fourth books are a detailed

account of the progress of the Persian empire under Cambyses,
the false Smerdis, and Darius

;
but the campaigns against

Egypt, Arabia, Scythia, and Libya afford a proper place for

a full and interesting discussion of the geographical features,

natural peculiarities, or society of these countries. These

digressions, which occupy the whole of the second book (on

Egypt) and almost all the fourth (Scythia and Libya), are so

complete in themselves as to_suggest . thejthepry that Hero-

dotus, when he first travelled, intended to put his careful and

Systematic observations together into a geographical work

on the model of Scylax, but something far greater, which would

describe the less known countries of the East and South, not

only in their natural, but in their political history. This plan
must have been abandoned before he went to Thurii, or he

would certainly have composed a similar digression on the less

known parts of Italy, and probably on the Carthaginians. But

as the work proceeds, and the interest in the coming catastrophe

grows warmer, the episodes and halting places are sparingly

admitted, and the great struggle advances with epic grandeur

1 cc. 178-88.
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to its close. The narrative finds its natural conclusion in the

capture of Sestos, the last jpoint which the Persians held in

Europe,, and their repulse into that Asia which they always

claimed as their own. There is, therefore, no reason to doubt

whether the author lived to finish his task. The very last chapter

is, indeed, a sort of appendix, like several in the work, which

a modern author would have thrown into the form of a foot-

note
;
but as this device was then unknown, all these collateral

points find their place in the text. 1 Yet even in these parts

of the work we should deeply regret the omission of the short

notes on the character and privileges of Spartan royalty, on

the Athenian acquisition of Lemnos, and on older Attic his-

tory; nay, even the scandalous anecdotes about the courts of

Periander and of Xerxes are agreeable diversions, though by
most critics censured as beneath the dignity of history. On
the affairs of Samos 2 he is so explicit in several places that he

was supposed to have retired there when in exile from Hali-

carnassus, and learnt the Ionic dialect; but the affairs of

Samos, especially under Polycrates, the greatest of Greek

despots, if we except those of Sicily, are sufficiently impor-
tant in themselves to warrant the share assigned to them,
and the inscriptions found on the site of Halicarnassus by Sir

Charles Newton are in the Ionic dialect.

A fuller inventory of this great and complex work is acces-

sible in many good editions and translations mentioned

below ; nor is it the duty of a historian of literature to dis-

cuss the many historical problems raised by a comparison
of the statements of Herodotus with those of other ancient

authorities, or with the evidence of inscriptions newly dis-

covered in our own times. We must here confine ourselves to

the literary character of his book, and his qualities as an

author and an artist.

1 It is, moreover, noticeable that very few of the historical works left

us by the Greeks have formal conclusions a fashion which seems some-

how contrary to literary taste in those days, and of which the absence is

perhaps connected with the practice which many authors followed of tack-

ing on their narratives to that of a predecessor by taking up the thread

where he had dropped it.
*

iii. 120, sq., &c.
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314. The extant fragments of Xanthus show that Hero-

dotus used his History of Lydia less than might have been ex-

pected, there being no extant coincidence between them, al-

though Ephorus states that Xanthus afforded a starting point

to our author. The case is only different in degree with Charon

of Lampsacus, whose fragments (on the annals (wpot) of Lamp-

sacus) show a good many points of identity in subject with

Herodotus, though there are equally points of difference
; and it

[has
been argued from Herodotus' missing the point of a joke on

i'the old name of Lampsacus (Pityusa), made by Croesus,
1 that

|he cannot have read Charon's annals of the town, in'which this

older name is prominently mentioned. Charon's annals of the

Spartan kings are not definitely referred to in vi. 55. The
works of Hippys ofRhegium, and ofAntiochus of Syracuse, were

chiefly devoted to the affairs of Magna Graecia, which Herodo-
tus does not touch at length ;

and this is, I think, a strong

argument against the composition of his work at Thurii in his

later years. Had the whole scheme and plan of it not been

matured before he settled in Italy, it is more than probable
that he would have gathered materials for more interesting

episodes, and told us something of the early fortunes of the

Hellenes in the West. The memoirs of Ion and Stesimbrotus,
and the history of Hellanicus, must have been later than the

date to which his history is here assigned, and do not therefore

require notice in this place. As to geographical literature,

Herodotus cites 2 the Arimaspea^ a geographical poem of

Aristeas, as an authority on Scythia ; and Scvlax of Caryanda^s
Periplus on Arabia and India. He also criticises the maps
then current, and I have already noted (pp. n, 14) references

to the work of Hecataeus. It is, indeed, notable, at the dawn

of an epoch of research, how often men despise their immediate

and ablest predecessors, while they treat with respect the earlier

and weaker attempts of the same kind. Herodotus appears to

feel in Hecataeus a rival, while the rest were hardly in the same

plane of literature.

315. The books now enumerated, together with the poetical

library above described, were all the literary sources accessible

1
vi. 37. (MUller, FHG. i. p. 33, frag. 6.)

*
iv. 14.
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to Herodotus, if we except the personal intercourse with all the

high culture and knowledge to be found at Periclean Athens.

Commanding these materials, Herodotus had set to work from

an early period of his life to enlarge and complete them by a long
series of travels and careful observations ; endeavouring, where

it was possible, to see both geographical curiosities and monu-
mental records with his own eyes, or else giving us the evidence

of those who had seen them, often with careful scrutiny and

cautious reserve, when they were beyond his personal ken.

Thus, in the Greek world he consulted those ancient registers

or lists of kings, priests, or victors, which were preserved in

various temples. Charon had already published the list of

Spartan kings ; Hellanicus added the priestesses of Juno at

Argos and the Carnean victors, probably after Herodotus'

researches were concluded. These lists were of the last

importance to early chronology, and were collateral with the

system afterwards adopted in Greece that of reckoning by

Olympiads. There were also a vast number of inscribed pillars

in important cities, and of rich. offerings dedicated to ancient

shrines, on which the donors had told their circumstances, and
so left records of their life and acts. The treasury at Delphi,
for instance, was full of such offerings, one of which, the tripod

dedicated by Pausanias to the Greeks after the battle_jof

Plataea, was lately found in the hippodrome at Constantinople.
1

By means of these documents, as well as by sifting the tradi-

tions of the nearer times orally, the historian attained consider-

able accuracy and clearness about the earlier portions of Greek

history, properly so called. The trivial points at which Thu-

cydides sneers show how free of serious errors Herodotus must

have been in this part of his work, and we may safely say that, .

with all his love of the marvellous and his taste for gossip, he

has told us more, and told it better, than his critical followers

contrive to tell us with far greater compression and the omission

of endless points of interest.

316. When he goes beyond the Hellenic world, his want

of linguistic knowledge causes a great difference in his power of

attaining truth. He takes care, indeed, to express doubt con-

1 Cf. Rawlinson's fferod.. vol. iv., Note A (p. 483).
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earning the many wonders told him of the ends of the earth

northern Scythia and southern Arabia which he repeatedly
tells us he could not learn from an eye-witness ; but con-

cerning these nothing trustworthy was perhaps then attainable.

But in the case of the old cultures of Asia, and in Egypt,
where _ample records positively teemed on rocks, and pillars,

and public buildings, his ignorance of the languages threw him

into the hands of cicerones inferior priests, mercenary soldiers,

and other incompetent and untrustworthy persons who often

did not know the truth, and, perhaps, sought deliberately to

mislead the curious Greek enquirer. Hence, while his pictures

of the life and manners of these nations are of inestimable

value, his attempts to sketch their past history have often been

corrected, or even reversed, by the recent deciphering of in-

scriptions which he could have seen and transcribed. Even

here he is generally right ;
it is hard for an honest enquirer not

to discover a great deal of truth
; but he is not reliable, and

it is one of the great boasts of modern research to have been

able to extract the truth where the venerable Greek enquirer

was fain to be content with a cross-examination of doubtful

witnesses and a comparison of their negligences and igno-

rances.

It has often been urged in addition, that even under his

untoward circumstances, Herodotus might have done better

had he been endowed with the critical faculty of Thucydides,
and had he not started with a theory pJJ^ine_interference,
and an innate love of the marvellous and the quaint. This

so-called childishness of Herodotus has been unduly mag-
nified by the fact that we do not possess his forerunners, but

only his most sceptical successor, wherewith to compare him.

This is evidently unjust ;
for while he appears credulous from

this point of view, he was probably far in advance of the

Greeks of his day, if we except the Periclean circle. He is

constantly sceptical, and even disposed to censure others as

too easy of belief
;
but as is natural with all nascent scepticism,

this feeling breaks out only here and there, and is illogically co-

ordinated with credulity on kindred points, which the author

has not thought of disputing. A most interesting catalogue
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might be made of such survivals of credulity in the works of

the sceptics of all ages.

317. But no German editor has approached the question

of Herodotus' credibility with such boldness and originality

as Mr. Blakesley in the very remarkable introduction to his

edition. Of course others have pointed, as he does, to the

influence of Sophistic on the historian, to his wandering life,

like Protagoras or Gorgias, to his alleged reading out of his

performances, to the conventional turns of his moral advices,

and the repetition of the same ethical commonplaces in the

mouths of divers and dissimilar characters. He is the first to

lay proper stress on the close identification of Herodotus,

by Thucydides and other ancient critics, with the logopoioi

who composed not to instruct but to please^ He believes that;

this class of men, as soon as they attained any facility in prose

composition, selected such events, and attributed such motives,

as they thought would be striking and popular without any

misgivings as to the accuracy of their statements ;
for the

historic sense is a late and gradual acquisition which Thucy-
dides acquired only by his extraordinary genius and circum-

stances in those early days. If this be so, the credibility of

Herodotus as to particular facts will stand on a very different

basis from that of modern historians. It has been hitherto

assumed that wherever he speaks as an eye-witness his faith-

fulness is beyond dispute ; but if he be a mere story-teller,

which is our nearest English to a XoyoTroioc, nothing is so

universal an attribute of such people in all times as to narrate

secondhand facts as if they were personal experiences. It is ;

done without the least bad faith, for the teller may firmly

believe his authority, and merely wish to complete his picture

without critical statements as to his authorities. Mr. Blakesley

is clearly of opinion that Herodotus did this, and that he

copied personal narratives from other people and set them

down as his own. He gives as an example the alleged

copying
2 from Hecataeus of facts about the crocodile, the

1 He compares the speeches of Solon and Croesus (i. 23 and iii. 36)

with the notions ascribed to Hippias in Plato's Hipp. Maj., p. 236.
2

ii. 68-73. Prof. Sayce, in his Herodotus, has pushed this criticism

to its utmost limit
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hippopotamus, and an account of the phoenix. This Herodotus

does without acknowledgment, and with such deviations from the

truth as seem to preclude a personal investigation. If these

considerations be well founded, a vast deal of learned talk

about the travels of Herodotus and his valuable evidence as

an eye-witness will be blown to the winds. But of course it

would not place him in the rank of a modern novelist, or even

in that of De Foe, which Mr. Blakesley suggests. The real

parallel he gives is that of Marco Polo, whose work at first cir-

culated in MS., like that of Herodotus, and underwent curious

alterations, not only at the hands of interpolators, but at the

author's own, before it was printed. There is the same

mixture in both of credulity and scepticism, of veracity in

spirit, and yet ready acceptance of the doubtful or the false,

of effort to be historical in an age when strict history was hardly

yet defined.

318. This speculation belongs to the estimate of his genius,

which it may properly introduce, and is naturally suggested

by the contrast of the Father of History with his greatest and
most immediate successor, Thucydides ; nor is it reasonable to

waive the question by merely insisting upon the contrast of

their natural characters, and the different social and political

atmosphere in which they were educated. Had Herodotus
been a cold and sceptical critic, a despiser of all the domestic

and personal features in great men or in dominant nationalities,

a Periclean Athenian whose exclusiveness raised the pettiest

Greek quarrel above the largest revolutions among barbarians,
he might, no doubt, have sifted such materials with greater

acumen, but he certainly would have had neither the desire to

possess them nor the temper and the patience to collect them.

The genial simplicity and wide sympathy of Herodotus not

only supplied him with the stimulus to seek, but his informants

with the inclination to impart, what they knew, and thus vastly
counterbalanced any inferiority of judgment by the larger field

of knowledge which he embraced. 1 His just estimate of the

1 The only authority I can quote for this view, which I have implied

long ago in my Prolegomena to Ancient History, is that of the Comte de
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older civilisations of the Lydians, the Medes, the Persians, and

the Egyptians, has made his great work a picture, not of Greece,

but of the old world at one of its most interesting periods. To
the student of ancient history in any large and comprehensive

sense, it must be pronounced a work of infinitely greater

value and more permanent interest than the struggle for

ascendancy between the two leading states of Greece, which

had no general effects upon the changes of the world. While,

therefore, the conceptions of history in Herodotus and Thucy-
dides were mainly the consequence of the temper of the men
and of their surroundings, it must be declared that, for an

historian, the atmosphere in which the latter lived, while giving

him critical acumen and freeing him from theological preju-

dices, narrowed his view and distorted his estimate of the

relative importance of events. We may indeed feel very grate-

ful that Herodotus was not attracted in early life by this bril-

liant exclusiveness, and that he remained an Ionic instead of

becoming an Attic historian.

319. There is a like contrast between the style of the earlier

and the later historians. Herodotus was thought the master of

the Xetc elpopevn, or style of simple co-ordination of clauses,

while Attic rhetoric brought them into complex connections,

so as form ingeniously constructed periods.
l There are, indeed,

speeches introduced by Herodotus, such as the discussion on

the best form of government by the fellow-conspirators of

Darius,
2 where he shows ample acquaintance with the rhetoric

of the day, and where the periods are formed with some skill

Gobineau, in his exquisitely written but fantastic Histoire des Perses (i. 247,

sq.). He goes further than I do, and makes a curious apologia for the

Oriental chroniclers in connection with the receptive and uncritical temper

of Herodotus.
1
Dionysius Hal. gives, as an example, Herodotus' words : Kpolffos $v

AuSbs i&v yevos, irais 5e 'AXvdrreca, rvpavvos Se edvewv T>V frrbs "AAvos

TTorafj-ov ; which, if periodically constructed, would be : K. $v vlbs p.*v 'A.,

yevos 1& A., rvpavvos Se T&V tvr'bs "A\vos voraJMOv edvuv. He even adds

a forced and unnatural construction. This loose and easy style was some-

times affected by Attic rhetors, as, for example, by the tyrant Critias, and

may be seen in fragment 25 of his Lacedemonian Polity.
2

iii. 80, sq.
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and intricacy. This intermediate sort of writing was the historic

period as opposed to the stricter rhetorical or logical period.

These speeches, which are a common feature of all the classical

historians, are by no means so signal a blemish to his work as

are the rhetorical harangues in later literature
;
for his speeches

are well contrasted with those in Thucydides as dramatic, and

coming in so naturally as to produce a lifelike picture of scenes

and characters. 1 I add a passage from one which strikes us as

very peculiar, from its Thucydidean tone, and which proves

1 The most elaborate instance just referred to is most severely cen-

sured by all the critics, who think it absurd that the great Persian nobles

should discuss aristocracy and democracy after the manner of Greek so-

phists. Nevertheless Herodotus insists, in spite of the disbelief of his

contemporaries, that this discussion really took place. It seems to me a

very bold thing to deny flatly the truth of an assertion which Herodotus

a man of undoubted honesty and intelligence makes in the face of hostile

criticism ; and, even had I no stronger reason, I should hesitate to disbelieve

him. But Gobineau has clearly shown the elements of truth in the story,

and how the historian puts in a Greek form the really vital problem of the

Persian empire. It is usual to regard it as an Oriental despotism, which was

occasionally the case, when the central power came into strong hands ; but

this is really a false view. The Iranian nobles were a feudal aristocracy,

divided into classes, within which each member was really free, though
bound by immemorial customs to render certain dues of respect and service

to the chief. The independence of all these clans and families really con-

stituted a democracy, not of course a city democracy, with an agora and

public debates, but a country democracy, with liberty and equality of rights,

and this was somewhat the form of constitution into which Persia relapsed

under the Arsacidae, when the tyranny of the central king of kings was

found too oppressive. Cambyses. succeeding to the wealth of Cyrus, and

to the possession of his conquests, which of course did not belong to the

hereditary nobles of Iran, began to make them feel this tyranny. Hence
the discussion of the conspirators : were they to continue this imposing
but dangerous monarchy ? Could the seven lords in council control the

other feudatories, and maintain the empire ? or should they revert to the

natural condition of old Iranian society, and let all the clans live under

their immemorial customs ? It is also to be noted that they do not resolve

on a monarchy, without limiting it beforehand by reserving to themselves

certain hereditary privileges, thus showing their appreciation of the danger.
I must again refer for an excellent statement of this matter to Gobineau,
Histoire des Perses, i. 583, sq.
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how fully Herodotus sympathised with the enterprise of im-

perial Athens, as expounded in Thucydides' speeches.
1

But the general character of his writing, with its gossiping

resumptions (kiravaX^Etc) and its natural anacolutha (which old

grammarians noted and admired), is that of a peculiarly easy and

artless flow, more like a charming conversation than a set compo-
sition ; and this is characterised by a constant passage from nar-

rative to dialogue, which comes in so naturally as to be often

unperceived. There is reason to believe (above, p. 14) that

Hecataeus followed the same practice, which may have been a

typical feature of Ionic historical prose. But it is not likely

that many writers could have attained this art to such perfection

as Herodotus. He employs it constantly to paint characters,

which he never describes in a formal paragraph, but brings, as

it were, living and speaking upon his stage. It has, never-

theless, been justly remarked that_he is more successful in

portraying types than individuals, national characteristics than

personal features. His Persians, and Lydians, and Spartans
are very distinct ; but his Croesus becomes a Solon in captivity,

and his Eastern grandees all use the same formulae of contempt
for unknown Hellenes of the West. This monotony was doubt-

less fostered by the gentle fatalism which prevails throughout

early Greek literature, and which finds its perfect expression in

the dialogues of Artabanus and Xerxes. 2 But this same feeling
1

vii. 50 : 'AjuetjSeTcu Ee/>|T?s T0i<rfl>e '

'Aprdpavc, ot/cJrws fj.ev ffv ye
TovTecav e'/catrra Sicupeear arty /u^re Trdvra <oj8eo, /tdjre irav 6/j.olcos eiriXeyeo.

Et yap 8)} fiovXoio rl r$ alfl eVeo^epo/ieV^ Trp^y/maTi TO irav 6/j.olws

oi^ffetas &v ov8a/J.a ovdev '

Kpecrffov 5e irdvTa 8apa"OVTa %/j.tffv

el Se eptfav irpbs irav rb \sy6fji.evov f^j rb Pefiaiov a-rroSe^eis, ffct>d\\(rOai

oQeiteis fv avroiffi dfj-otcas Kal 6 vTrevavrla TOVTOHTI \eas. TOVTO fj.ev vvv eV fcrrjj

e^et
' eiSeVat 5e fodponrov e6vra KOOS xpb rb jSe'jSotoj' ;

Sofce'w fJiev ov8a/j.<as.

Tolffi Toivvv $ov\op.voiffi TTOifeiv us rb CTriirav <fn\eei yive<r9ai TO.

rolffL Se fTriKfyo^voiffi re ir&vra. Kal OKvevari ov fJLa\a e0eA.et. 'Opas

Hepffcav irp-fiy/jLara es rb Swdfuos irpOKX (0p'llKe
'

' Toivvv e/ce?j/o: of irpb e/

&\\ovs avfJifiovXovs eT^ov TOIOVTOVS, OVK air KOTC elSes avra es

TOVTO irpo\96vTa' vvv Se KivSvvovs avappnrTfOVTes ts Tovr6 ff(f>ea

yovro. u.*yd\a yap trp-^yfjiaTa fj.eyd\oi<ri Kivovvoifft. efle'Aet

z
vii. 10, sq. j and thus in 46, sq. : WlaQ&v tie p.iv 'Aprdfiavos d

VOL. IL I D
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of the transitory nothingness of life Euripides' TO /iq3eV etc

ovbiv peVet may have aided his candid nature in the very

just and impartial view he takes of the virtues and vices of

men. He has often been accused, but never convicted, of

bias or unfairness. He is most explicit in telling the good

points of those who suffer his severest censure. Perhaps the

most disagreeable personage in his history is the deity who

permits no one to feel proud but himself ] a sort of singular,

but impersonal Providence, in whom a leading attribute is

jealousy, a curious and early reflection of the most ingrained

national vice of the Greeks from Homer to the present day.
The enigmatical warnings of this Providence, through dreams

and oracles, occupy, no doubt, too prominent a place among
his causes for great events, but, nevertheless, convey to us the

feeling of the Greek public, even of later days, far more faith-

fully than the uncompromising positivism of Thucydides. If,

also, he assigns trivial origins to great consequences, such as the

selfishness of Demokedes involving his whole race in misfor-

tune, we must remember in palliation that the caprices of

fcs rb irpuTov yv&jJLyv ci7re5eaTO 6\ev6epcas ov ffvfjL^ov\eva)V

firl r-r)V 'E\\aSa, OVTOS &v))p <ppa<T0ls Eepea SaKpixravra etpero raSe ^H

)3o(Tt\eu, ws iro\Xbv aXX^Xtav KfX(api(r[J.eva fpydffao vvv re Kal b\iyq> Trp6repov

fj.a.Kapia'as yap (reoavrbv Saupveis. 'O 8e elTre 'Ecr?jA0e yap /ue Xoyiad^vov

KaTOiKTeipai us fipaxvs efoj 6 iras avOpdairivos ftios, et TOVTZUV ye s6vT<av roffov-

TWV ovSeiy ey eKaroffrbv eros irepiecrTai. 'O Se afAftftero \eyoav "Erepa
TOVTOV irapa T\V 6f}V ireir6vQafji.ev oiKTp6rcpa. eV yap ovroa fipaxe'i &icp ovbcls

avdpuiros f&v fvtiatfuav -irttyvice, OVTG_ rovrewv, o&re rwv &\\(av
) rq> ov

ai iroA.A.^Kts, Kal ovicl OTrof, rtQvavai )8ouAecr0at fiaXXov ^ ^i&eiv.

at re 70^ ffv/j.<f>opal irpoffiriirTovffai, Kal at vovffoi ffvvrapA.ffffova'ai Kal

f6vra fiaKpbv SOKGCU/ elvai iroievffi rbv fiiov. OVTCD 6 fjLfv 6av

eoixrris rrjs tfys Karatpvy^ alpSTUTdrr) rip avOpctiircf) yeyove
'

6 Se 6ebs yXvKvv

yevffas T^V alwva (pQovepbs eV avrtf fvpivKtrai e6v. The author of the

EpitaphioSy ascribed to Lysias, has used this passage with great effect, and
without any servile imitation, in his admirable peroration, 77-78.

1
vii. 10. It is, however, but just to add that he thinks the gods (fleof)

have their name from setting in order (/c<fa>t<p fleVres), and that he recog-
nises in many places a wise and benevolent Providence. Thus, iii. 108,
Kal Ktas rov Oeiov y trpovol-ri, Sxrirep Kal oT/c<Js effri, tovora

ffocp-fj, makes harm-
less and edible animals prolific, whereas the reverse is the case with birds

of prey.
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despots, however contemptible in themselves, may be as vast

in results as the rational policy of deliberative assemblies.

The same tendency makes him attentive to female charac-

ter, and to the indirect influence of women on public affairs.

His sketches of Queen Artemisia and the Spartan Gorgo, of

Amestris and of Labda, are very spirited, and full of feeling ;

but here again, like a tragic poet, he rather paints types than

peculiar individuals. If he is anywhere peculiarly felicitous in

individual features, it is in such scenes as Cleisthenes' feast

for the suitors of Agariste, or the attempt on Kypselus in his

infancy. Here it is that a certain humour, which almost passes

for mere simplicity, makes him paint small and comic detail,

and so fill in with definite and peculiar colour the outline of

the fixed types which generally occupy his pages. We natu-

rally associate this humour with its opposite, the pathetic, as

both are the offspring of a quick and delicate sympathy. Nor
are we disappointed in Herodotus, whose profound pathos is

not surpassed by any tragic poet. The legend of Atys, the

story of the Periander's family troubles, and the dramatic fore-

bodings of the great catastrophe in the dreams and confessions

of Xerxes and Artabanus, are prominent among many instances

of this rare and splendid quality in Herodotus' narrative.

320. Turning to the dialect of Herodotus, we find ourselves

in presence of a problem which has been raised by the minute

criticism of the present day, and which seems not likely to

receive a satisfactory solution. We can perceive from the

author's careful observations ! on the four subdivisions of the

Ionic dialect of Asia Minor that he had studied the question,

and that his language was not unconsciously determined by
the circumstances of his education, but was the carefully chosen

and purified instrument in which he determined, for aesthetic

reasons, to clothe his thoughts. This agrees with the^repeated
observations of Greek grammarians, that his dialect was mixed
or various, as opposed to the pure Ionic of Hecataeus and Hip-

pocrates ; it is therefore idle to assert that his history represent s

the Samian or any other local speech. But beyond this the ob-

servations of such critics as Hermogenes and Dionysms are UD

i. 142.

D a
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fortunately confined to general statements that he is the chief

master of Ionic as Thucydides of old Attic prose. They do
not determine in any detail what combinations or variations

were admitted by Herodotus. This silence was probably

owing to the absence of any special studies among the Alexan-

drian critics,
1 who left so much material on Homer and on the

Attic writers. As a natural consequence the readings of our

.texts seem regulated by no fixed principles, and not only are

various dialects admitted, but the same word appears, even in

our best MSS., in divers forms. While there are thus difficulties

about the original form of individual words which will probably
never be solved, we can indicate two certain sources of variety.

The first is the rise of epic language, with which Herodotus

tvas always acknowledged to have been thoroughly imbued.

This strong tincture, not only of epic phrases, but of thoughts,

seems to result from his^ early intercourse with Panyasis, a learned

student of epic diction, who may possibly have educated his

nephew, and endeavoured to induce him to follow in his own

footsteps. If this be so, seeing that Panyasis must have

studied epic diction critically, we should have ample reasons

for this complexion in the dialect of Herodotus. It is, how-

ever, carefully to be remembered that all the later researches

into Homeric language tend to the theory of an old Attic

recension, and to the consequently old Attic character of the

diction as we have it. There can be little doubt that this eld

Attic and the Ionic dialects of Asia Minor were closely allied,

so thatjnany apparently epic forms may be mere archaic words

in the language of Herodotus' parents. The theory that our

Homer was recast in the days of Herodotus, and so brought
into accord with his language, is part of Mr. Paley's doctrine

of the late composition of our Iliad and Odyssey which has

been above rejected ( 48).

The second source of variety in Herodotus seems to be the

adoption of Attic forms, and of some Doric forms, almost

all of which are, however, in use with Attic writers. It is even

1

Abicht, i. p. 9, says the Alexandrians were much occupied with him,
and that to them we owe the division into nine books. If so, why have

we no body of scholia extant?
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doubtful whether the dialect of Halicarnassus was Doric in

Herodotus' day ;
its exclusion from the Hexapolis, which he

mentions, and the discovery of two early Ionic inscriptions

by Sir C. Newton during his researches, make it unlikely that

it was. And as regards the Attic forms, we are uncertain

both how far old Attic and Ionic forms may have coincided,

and how far our present MSS. may have been tampered with

by Atticising transcribers. The difficult problem of determining
the dialect of the book has, nevertheless, been attempted by a

series of scholars, beginning with Struve in 1828, who worked

out the evidence of the MSS. on a few very frequent forms,

such as the declension of Ba<rt\ve j Dindorf followed in his

preface to the Didot edition (1844), and even gave an alpha-

betical catalogue of proper Ionic forms ; then comes Bredow

(1846), and the later German editors of the text. They start,

in my opinion justly, from the principle that Herodotus did not

vary in his writing of the same word, and that therefore the

balance of MS. evidence in favour of one form should make
us correct the less authenticated variants of the same word.

There are cases where the evidence is so evenly balanced that <

no decision seems possible, and there are still editors, such as

Mr. Wood, who will not accept the principle, and think that

Herodotus carried his epic imitations so far as to use various

forms for euphony's sake. This question is therefore likely to

remain open, and it is a matter of great satisfaction that it inter-

feres hardly at all with the understanding of the text. The age

immediately succeeding Herodotus drifted away so rapidly from

his tone of thought and style that he soon lost his popularity.

Thucydides and Ktesias still think him worth criticism, but the

rest snub him as a mere story-teller, and in the days of Theo-

pompus (a century later) he was so forgotten that that rhetorical

historian published an abstract of his work in two books. 1

321. As already observed, there is no evidence that the text

of Herodotus occupied the Alexandrian critics like those of

Homer or Aristophanes. But the Roman rhetoricians, especially

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, fully appreciated his perfection in

style, though they, of course, set it down to a conscious theory,

1 But Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, speaks of him as a typical historian.
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and not to the natural conditions of early prose. Dion Chrysos-
torn seems quite saturated with him

; he cites or transcribes no

author, except Homer, so often. In the age of Hadrian the father

of History again revived in general estimation, and became the

object of much comment and admjration. Thus we may thank

the taste of a degraded and artificial age for having saved us

this splendid monument of early genius. Porphyry mentions

Miscellanies on the Emendation of Herodotus, by the grammarian

Philemon, who notices even in his day the many corruptions

of the existing texts. I suppose all Greek literature affords

nothing else so like a smart and adverse modern review as

the tract on the Spitefulness of Herodotus, which has reached

us under Plutarch's name. The author takes all the history to

pieces, especially the Hellenic history, and endeavours to show

at every turn a spirit of malevolence and injustice, which is

so strong as to jresult in self-contradictions and inconsisten-

cies of various kinds. Some of the points made, especially

as regards the Corinthians, seem very good, and perhaps
the attack has not been sufficiently considered

;
but the

smartness of the writing is singular for a Greek criticism. 1

At the same time the writer insists upon the extraordinary

charm exercised by Herodotus' style, and thus bears witness to

his popularity in that day. Accordingly, he was constantly

imitated in late Roman and Byzantine days.
2 But no body of

scholia seems to have reached us in any of the extant MSS.
Of these some thirty are known, the oldest and best of which ig

the Codex Mediceus of the tenth century. There are also good
texts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries at Rome. But ever

since Gaisford's edition the peculiar codex S (Sancroftianus),

which he first made known, was considered of higher authority,

and was made the basis of all the recensions down to Stein's

earlier text ;
while Abicht has in our day argued successfully

1 Here is a specimen (c. 33) : r/jSaious 5e ai fi^i^ovras \4yuv e'v

(TTtx^rjvai, al tm;0ej/Tas avOis eV nAaTOiais /irjSi^ejj/ irpo6vfj.cas,

SoKel JJLOI, KaOdirep 'iTTTro/cAe/Sr/s & TOIS ffKztefft xetpovofjiwv eVl TT)S rpcnrefrs,

enretv &v
t ej-opxov/LLevos r^v a\-f)6eia.v, ov <f>povrls 'Hpo86rcf. He refers to

the story of the marriage of Agariste (vi. 129).
2 Cf. the curious references in Nicolai, LG. i. p. 271.
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against this course, and has again asserted the Mediceus as

the proper groundwork for a critical text. This is admitted in

Stem's larger critical edition, and the third edition of his com-

mentary.
Herodotus was first printed in the Latin version of Laur.

Valla at Venice, in 1474. The princeps of the Greek text is

that of Aldus (1502), but it is based on a Paris MS. not of the

highest authority. Gronovius (1715^ first collated the Lauren-

tian codex, but Wesseling (1763) commenced the really critical

labours on the text by a larger collation of many MSS. Early
in the present century there are two laborious and learned edi-

tions by Schweighauser and by Gaisford, followed by that of

Bahr (second ed. 1856). Blakesley's (Bib. Class. 1854) does

not give any of the newer lights, but shows great acuteness in

the appendices on various historical questions. The best critical

books of the newer school are the annotated editions of Abicht

and Stein, with German notes. The former has also written

important monographs on the text
;

* the latter has published
a large critical edition (Berlin, 1869), in which he has discussed

and classified the MSS., and given the fragments of lexicogra-

phy and the few scholia attached to our extant copies. He
promises (in a third volume) a full lexicon Herodoteum. Both

have given at the close of the preface to their editions an ex-

cellent conspectus of the peculiar forms used by Herodotus.

Schweighauser's Lexicon Herodoteum is a painstaking book, but

was published before the later labours in the text. Moreover,
all the exegesis before 1850 is rendered obsolete by the reading
of the cuneiform inscriptions, which have thrown immense light

on the Persian and Assyrian histories. The same may be said

as regards the results of Egyptology, which are brought to bear

on the second book in Stein's edition by the learning of Brugsch.
Besides the early version of Valla, there is an excellent French

translation by Zaccher, and a fine English edition by Prof.

George Rawlinson, which is illustrated with the learning and

research of Sir Henry Rawlinson and Sir G. Wilkinson : this

edition is the only English one up to modern requirements in

exegesis, seeing that Mr. Sayce's edition of books i-iii. is mainly
1

Especially in the Philologus, xxi. pp. 79, sq.
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on the history of the East. There is now a new translation by
Mr. G. C. Macaulay (Macmillan, 1890). Stein's edition, which

has been made the basis of a critical recension by Cobet in the

Mnemosyne for 1883, is severely criticised by Gomperz in the

Trans, of the Vienna Academy for 1883.

322. The most important rival of Herodotus as a writer of

Ionic prose history was HELLANICUS of Mitvlene, who was

older in years, according to Pamphila, and prior, according to

Dionysius \
but who mentioned circumstances concerning the

battle of Arginusae (408 B.C.),
1 and must therefore be regarded

as a later writer than Herodotus. Nevertheless, he seems not

to have been so perfect an artist, and to have fallen short as

regards the conception of welding all his various researches into

one great whole. Some thirty titles of his works are mentioned

in various citations, and though some of these may be amalga-

mated, there can be no doubt that he was author of many
distinct books, of which some were even in poetical form.

Carl. Miiller discovers in their subjects something of a plan
like that of Herodotus, first handling Persian and other

barbaric nations, and then approaching Greece. The Greek

legendary history of Argolis, Thessalia, Arcadia, and Attica,

would come under the titles Phoroneus, Deucalion, Atlas, and

Cecrops, whose genealogies were handled after the manner, we

may suppose, in which the 'Annals of the Four Masters' treated

early Irish history ;
but the Attic history was carried down to

the historian's own days. The later events of other Greek

states may have been noted in connection with the lists of

the priestesses of Argos and the Carnean victors. This scheme

is ingenious, and in itself piobable, though it can hardly be

proved from the scanty and indirect citations which remain.

But this much seems plain, that Hellanicus, like Herodotus,
1 This appears from schol. Aristoph. Ran. 706, rovs ffvvvav/^ax-hffavras

SotfAous 'E\\aviK6s $-t\aiv f\evOepcoOr)i'ai, Kal e-yypacpeWas us ITAoTate?y

o-u/uTToAiTeveo-flcu ouroTs (fr. 80, Muller). The schol. on Soph. Philoct. 201,

makes him use the work of Herodotus, and therefore distinctly younger
as a writer. He is also cited by Plutarch, and in the Life of Andocides

as having shown that orator's descent from Hermes. This again points to

the latest decade of the century, before which time Andocides could hardly
have been prominent. Nevertheless, in the tract on the Spitefulness of
Herodotus (c. 36) he is apparently referred to as older than that writer.
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pursued at the same time historical and geographical researches*

His history did not however escape, like that of Herodotus,
the vice of dwelling upon the mythical period, from which little

but genealogies could be related. But these mythical accounts

of the old poets were not merely transcribed into prose ; they
were apparently compared with and corrected by the local

traditions. It may have been originally to extend and im-

prove this local knowledge that geography was studied, and

no doubt commercial reasons added their force. Thus geo-

graphy and mythical history became combined in the same

hands, and in the case of Herodotus the avoidance of myths,
and descent to real history, made the combination natural and

artistic. Though we know that Hellanicus wrote in the Ionic
'

dialect, the 179 allusions collected by Miiller do not contain

any materials for a criticism of his style or for any judgment of

his literary merits.

_Hermogenes and Dionysius both rank him below Hero-

dotus, and no doubt justly. Whether he wrote a few years

before Herodotus or after him, the fact that a distinguished

literary rival in the same field made so widely different a figure

tends to increase our respect for our father of history, and our

conviction that his work was not the natural outcome of a

general progress in prose literature, but the discovery of an

original and unique genius. As to mere research, Hellanicus

may possibly, as Mure asserts,
1 have been superior, seeing

that he had some notion of the Latin language, and mentions

Spina, Cortona, and Rome, which belonged to a part of Italy

almost unknown to the Greeks of his day. But these, and his

other notices of Italy and Sicily, may have been borrowed

from Hippys of Rhegium, or Antiochus of Syracuse, who is

cited (fr. 7) by Dionysius of Halicarnassus as mentioning
Rome. All these lost authors do not properly belong to a

history of extant classical literature
;

their statements, quoted
at second hand, and in altered phrase, are important to the

historian who is sifting the age and character of the authorities

for some alleged fact, but they have no claim whatever to be

called literature. I refer all those who desire a full list of these

1 iv. 237.
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writers, and the conjectures of the learned about them, to Mure's

fourth volume, or to Carl Muller's first volume of his inestimable

Fragmenta Historicorum Grcscorum.

323. But I will not pass on without saying a few words

about two other contemporaries who were among the Ionic

prose writers (though also otherwise celebrated), because they

seem to have struck out a new vein in literature, and one which

did not find favour for a long time after they made their essays.

1 1 refer to the personal memoirs of STESIMBROTUS of Thasos,

land ION of Chios. The latter has already occurred
( 228) in

the list of the lesser known tragic poets, and he might have

achieved in this direction an undying fame but for the exces-

sive splendour of his rivals. He may have been a good poet ;

'nevertheless he did not attain unto the first three/ As an

historian we find him cited as the author of two works the

\Settlement of Chios^ in which he gave the antiquities and

I early history of his native island, and a_ bookL varipu sly called

this vTrofjLv^fjLaTa or Eg-c&y/xtai, his memoirs or foreign travels,

that is to say, his travels to Athens and other famous towns.

He seems to have made notes of the eminent men he met, and

their social qualities, and these he put together into piquant

chapters, which are occasionally cited by Athenseus and Plu-

tarch. The long fragment on Sophocles (fr. i) is very curious,

and so are the notes on Kimon and Pericles
; but the utter

silence of all early writers concerning this work, and some

chronological difficulties about the campaign of Sophocles,

have made Ritter suspect that the whole treatise is a later

forgery. If we consider the undeveloped state of Greek prose

before the year 421 B.C., when Ion is alluded to as already

dead, it is indeed somewhat strange that familiar memoirs

should have been written, and still more strange that such a

branch of prose should have found no school of cultiva-

tors ;
for Stesimbrotus (born Ql. 72), who was a contemporary

sophist, and wrote about Homer and about the mysteries, is

quoted by Plutarch in a very similar way for gossiping anec-

dotes, but is never cited in the better days of Greek litera-

ture. He wrote a book about Themistocles, and Thucydides

(son of Melesias), and Pericles, from which a good deal is
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quoted about Kimon, and Pericles and Themistocles. But

these memoirs seem, even from our scanty fragments, of a

very different complexion from the pleasant social sketches of

Ion. Plutarch ranks Stesimbrotus with the comic poets in
his_

savage attacks on Pericles, nor did he give even of Kimon so

agreeable a picture as Ion's. According to Adolf Schmidt

(PerikL Zeit. vol. ii.) this is unjust, and not only is he a main au-

thority of Plutarch, but even of Thucydides, as regards Themis-

tocles' life. We cannot say whether Stesimbrotus, who doubtless

spoke Ionic at Thasos, but who lived from about 470 at Athens,

wrote in that dialect ; however, the distinctly Ionic character of

Ion's fragments leads us to suppose that this familiar sort ofprose
was not composed in severe Attic purity, but in the easy dress

of Herodotus' co-ordinate constructions and semi-poetical dia-

lect. But the days of Ionic prose were numbered : not even

the splendour and variety of Herodotus' great history could

stay the influence of Attic taste, of Attic rhetoric, of Attic preci-

sion, which invaded Greek literature at this time and overcame

all other tendencies. Thus it may possibly be the form jn

which they wrote which condemned these two anecdotists

to oblivion for centuries. Rhetorical prose became the only

prose tolerated ; even narratives were regarded as species of

eloquence, and so the familiar homeliness and artless charms of

the chroniclers gave way to political oratory and political his-

tory. It is indeed not unlikely that Stesimbrotus formed a

sort of connecting link, and that under the pretence of writing

memoirs he composed a bitter political pamphlet against the

liberal policy of the day. His trade as a sophist, and the

strong protests of Plutarch against his unfairness, make us sus-

pect that we are drifting away fast from the candid spirit and

the large views of Herodotus.

334. For even Herodotus had his early and formidable

detractor, who set himself deliberately to contradict the histo-

rian's accounts of Persia and Assyria, and to show their general

untrustworthiness. As this man. KTESIAS, the private physician

of Artaxerxes at the battle of Cunaxa, wrote in Ionic prose,

and in the style of earlier historians, it will be well to include

him in the present chapter, though his work cannot have
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appeared till after the year 400 B.C. But both his opposition

to Herodotus and his general attitude, which owing to many
years' residence in Persia was not affected by the revolution of

taste at Athens, bring him together logically with the earlier

prose of Asia Minor.

We know that he was the son of Ktesiochus of Knidos, and

Galen describes him as a relative of Hippocrates the physician ;

so that he may have been an eminent practitioner attracted by
high pay to the court of Ochus, where he remained fourteen

years (415-1 B.C.), as well as the first three of Artaxerxes' reign.

He described himself as a person of great importance at that

court, and as an envoy, not only to the Greeks after the

battle of Cunaxa, but to Evagoras, prince of Cyprus, and

afterwards to Sparta. His two ^principal works, the Persica,

_which included Assyrian and Median histories leading on to

the Persian, and his Indica, or description of the wonders of

India, were composed after his return home. A Periplus and

a tract on Mountains and Rivers are also quoted. We do

not possess a single direct quotation from these works, our

knowledge of him being derived from copious paraphrases in

Photius, who gives the facts in his own language. Hence we
can only take on trust the statement of ancient grammarians
that he wrote in good Ionic, and with elegance, but without the

simplicity of Herodotus, for he was always seeking for sudden

and striking effects and pathetic contrasts. 1 But he set himself

deliberately to overthrow the authority of Herodotus on East-

ern history by asserting that he himself had access to the

jrpyal records, the /?ao-iA.i/xt Si</>#e/)at, in the archives of Artax-

erxes and he remodels all the Median history, changes the

names of the personages allied with and opposed to Darius,

and_in every point makes it his duty to show Herodotus a

liar. Though successful for a time, and perhaps to some
extent causing Herodotus to be neglected, he did not satisfy

critics like Aristotle, or even Plutarch, who in the Life of

1 His fragments 23-8 contain what appears to be the earliest prose
narrative of a romantic love-story, that of the Median Stryangeus and the

queen of the Sakse, Zarinsea. Cf. Rohde, der griech. Roman, p. 39.
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Artaxerxes throws doubts on his authority. But the pseudo-

Plutarch follows him in his tract On the Spitefulness of Herodo-

tus
,
so does Diodorus. 1

His fragments were first edited and his credibility upheld

by Stephanus in 1566, and this is the attitude of the two learned

editions of Dindorf (Didot's Herodotus] andJBahr, both of which

were published just before the newly deciphered cuneiform in-

scriptions were brought to bear upon the question. The learned

arguments and the judicial attitude of these critics, who insist

upon the better sources of information of Ktesias, and the im-

possibility of his being quite incredible where he insists upon a

distinct version, have been rendered amusing by the reading of

the inscriptions, which prove thatJHerodotus was nearly always

right, and that the colossal errors of Ktesias must have arisen

from a deliberate attempt to deceive. 2 From this point of view

the work is a literary curiosity, and it is to be hoped that some

learned German will think it worth his while to re-edit the

fragments, with all the monumental evidence appended, in

order that we may know what residuum of truth is left in them,

and whether it is worth while discussing their authority where

they contradict Herodotus only, and are not themselves con-

tradicted by monumental evidence. For my own part, I do

not believe it is possible to lie consistently, and think there

must be some elements of real history in every such fabrication.

325. It is, however, very remarkable that while the Ionic

dialect found little favour in history or in any kind of poetry

during this epoch, and the resuscitation of its old epic form

was not more successful than its very perfect narrative style

in the hands of Herodotus, still in the department of pure
science this dialect was domirfant, and maintained itself far into

the next century. The earlier Ionic philosophers and their

1 The latter tells us (xiv. 16) that Ktesias brought down his Persian

history to the year of the Sicilian Dionysius' declaration of war against the

Carthaginians (398 B.C.) For adverse judgments cf. Clinton's Fasti, sub

an. 398 B. c. There is now a good ed. of the remains of Ktesias (except

the Indica] by Mr. Gilmore (Macmillan, 1889).
2 Cf. Rawlinson's Herodotus (i. 77). Mr. Sayce has since endeavoured

in his Herod, (books i-iii.,' Macmillan, 1884), to reverse this decision, but

not, I think, with success, in spite of his great special learning and acute-
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Eleatic offshoot had used epic hexameters to convey their

speculations. From the time of the profound Heracleitus,

Ionic prose, and probably the dialect of Miletus, came into

use
;
and we find in the latter half of the fifth century, not

only the_Samian Melissus,
1 and the Clazomenian Anaxagoras,

but the Thracian Democritus, the Cretan Apollonius, and the

cosmopolitan Protagoras
2
writing in this accepted philosophic

tongue. It is remarkable, too, how the many actual quotations
from these men show that terseness and vigour were perfectly

attained in the language which strikes us as so diffuse and

easy in Herodotus. Perhaps the most splendid specimen of

this incisive and almost more than Thucydidean force and

brevity is found in the genuine works of Hippocrates, who,

though he may have taken that historian for his model, writes

in pure Ionic, and approaches the style of Heracleitus far more
than he does that of the Attic politician. The many treatises

by later hands, which are transmitted to us under the name of

Hippocrates, are composed in the same dialect, which had

evidently become the established language of the school or

medical guild of Kos. Such guilds are very tenacious of

language, and Latin is not more universal in the medical pre-

scriptions of the present day than Doric became at Athens in

the next century, when Doric schools of medicine were highly

esteemed.

The scientific development of the Greek mind at this epoch
does not belong to our subject, but I have called attention

to the prevalence of Ionic prose among the most serious

1 Though it seems that the Elean Zeno, the comrade of Melissus in

philosophy, agreed with him in adopting prose (instead of the epic verse

of his master Parmenides) as his method of conveying his subtle dialectic,

there is still no evidence that he wrote in Ionic prose. The citations

from his book are in Attic, but may possibly have been all paraphrased

by Aristotle, Simplicius, and Diogenes. The silence concerning his

dialect is, however, good negative evidence that he wrote in old Attic.

Blass (Att. B&r. i. 52) speaks of Gorgias as the first Attic orator, on some-

what similar evidence. But if the Sicilian rhetor, who only visited Athens

in old age, was able to compose in Attic, Zeno, who came there in middle

age, may have also done so, though he was not a professional orator.

3
Zeller, Phil, der Griechen, i. p. 1020, note.
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thinKers, as well as among tne most frivolous anecdotists, to

show how easily we may make rash judgments about Greek

dialects, and talk of the softness and weakness of the Ionic

speech as an evidence of luxury and mental relaxation, whereas

all the really earnest science of the day I here waive the claims

of the sophists was expressed in this very dialect, and with a

strength and compression which savours rather of harshness

and obscurity than of simple and artless transparency.

326. The life of HIPPOCRATES is shrouded in a strange

mist, considering the extraordinary celebrity of the man. In the

late biographies which remain to us the following facts seem

worthy of record. A certain Soranus ofKos, otherwise unknown,
is said to have made special researches among the records of

the Asclepiad guild, in which Hippocrates was set down as the

seventeenth in descent from the god Asclepios, and born on

the 26th of the month Agrianus, in the year 460 B.C. The
inhabitants were still offering him the honours of a hero. He
seems to have travelled about a good deal, particularly in the

countries around the northern ^Egean, and to have died at an

advanced age at Larissa in Thessaly, leaving two sons, Thes-

salus and Drakon. Many of his descendants and followers in

the school of Kos were called after him Suidas enumerates

seven in all so that this additional uncertainty of authorship

attaches to his alleged writings. The many statues of him

agreed in representing him with his head covered, a peculiarity

which excited many baseless and some absurd conjectures. Ab-

stracting carefully from the numerous Hippocrates mentioned

in contemporary Attic literature, there are two undoubted refe-

rences to the great physician of Kos in Plato,
1 and one in Aris-

tophanes,
2 which confirm the epoch assigned to him in the

biographies. He is said to have been instructed by Herodicus

of Selymbria, and Gorgias of Leontini, a legend arising merely
from the confusing of this Herodicus with another physician
who happened to be the brother of Gorgias. There is no

vestige of either Herodicus' practice or Gorgias' rhetoric in

the extant treatises ; but Hippocrates assuredly, like Pericles,

1
Protagoras, 311, A j Phcedrus, 270, c.

2
Thesmoph. 274.
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trained himself for a large knowledge of his special pursuit by
a familiarity with the metaphysic of the day. His alleged study
of the great plague at Athens is not corroborated by a com-

parison with Thucydides' account. The works pronounced

genuine by Littrd in the large collection of Hippocratic writings
which still survive are these : the treatises on Ancient Medicine^

on Prognosis (which includes our diagnosis in the largest sense),
the Aphorisms, the tract on Climate (air, water, and situation),

the Epidemics (i. and iii.),Jthe Treatment of Acute Diseases, the

tracts on joints, fractures, and surgical instruments applied to

them, on head wounds, and the Oath and Law of the guild.

It need hardly be added that several of these are disputed

by more sceptical critics
; but some of them, for example,

the tracts on Climate and the Epidemics, are certainly genuine,
and show that _Hippjocrates was _not. only _a .reat physician
and philosopher, but a literary genius of the highest order.

It is, of course, quite mistaken to say that he originated Greek

medicine ; a large body of recorded facts, and of contesting

theories, were before him ; a great deal of practical know-

ledge had been accumulated, and had guided the treatment

of 'disease among his predecessors. In the Asclepeia or tem-

ple hospitals established at Athens, Epidauros, Knidos, Kos,

Cyrene, and elsewhere, a great many cases were recorded in an

empirical way. On the other hand, the physical philosophers,
such as Empedocles, Democritus, and Anaxagoras, were con-

stantly putting forth theories on the nature of man and the

composition of the body. What was perhaps more important
than either was the close study of physical conditions by the

trainers in the palsestras. These men made hygiene and diet

a matter of first-rate importance^ and both they and the philo-

sophers banished superstition from the study of health, and

introduced that purely human and rational method of discus-

sion which is so prominent in Hippocrates, and which gives
his reasoning so strong a likeness to that of his contemporary

Thucydides.
1 From all these sources we can see materials

1 Here is a specimen :

(De aere, aquis, locis. cap. 29.) Of u.\v olv eVfxcfynoi rfyv amrjj/ irpoff-

TifleWi 0e<p, Kal ffcBovrai TOVTOVS TOVS avQpdirovs Kal irpoffKWfovffi. Se
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drawn together to form a large and comprehensive system of

medicine. Discarding all assumptions of abstract elements, or

of various phenomena being deduced from one substance,

Hippocrates seems to have insisted upon taking man as he

appears in experience, and from an accurate induction of par-

ticular cases to establish the laws of health and disease. The

gymnasts had taught him to lay stress on hygiene, and he

insists that an accurate analysis of health is vital for teaching
us the true symptoms of disease. But while thus starting from

particulars, and building his inferences on them, he learned

from the philosophers that large view which, as it were, neglects

local symptoms, and seeks to classify each case under general

conditions of disease, bringing out the common features in

each, and comparing them with the general conditions of nor-

mal health. Hence he paid special attention to climate and

situation, and his most interesting tract is that on the effects of

air, water, and situation, in which he compares Asiatic and

European races, and suggests to Plato and Aristotle the cele-

brated political division of mankind so often quoted from the

Politics. The minute noting of cases in his Epidemics shows

ircpt 76 fwvrwv fKaffTOt. 'E/wol 8e Kal avTcp Sorcei ravra Ta irdOea Beta

Kal Ta\\a irdvra, Kal ouSei/ erepov erfpov 6ei6repoy, ovS^ avdpuirivdarepov,

a\\a iravTa ou.o'ia Kal iravTa 0e?a* fKao~Tov Se e^et <pvo~iv T&V TOIOVTODV Kal

ovSev &vev $vo~ios ylyverai. Kal TOVTO TO iraQos &s JJLOI So/feet yiyveo~dai

<ppdffw. 'TTTO TTJS lirirao~iris avrovs KeSfMara \aju.&dvei, are del

airb ra>v 'iirircav rots iroffi' eiretra airoxcoXovvTat Kal \Kovvrai ra I

<r<f)6Spa voo"fi<rG>(ri. TOVTO Se irdffxovffi ^Kvdecav ol ir\ol5<noi, ofy ol

a\\' ol fvyeveffraroi Kal l<rxyv irXfiffTTjv /ce/tTTj/teVot, Sia T^V Imraa-i-nv ol 8e

v, ov yap 'nrird^ovrai, Kairoi expf)v, ^^ Qeiorepov TOVTO Tb

i, ov TO?S yewaioTaTOis T&V 2/cu0eW Kal TO?S ir\ov-

povvois, a\\a TO"IS airaffi d/j.oi<as Kal

6\iya KKTijfJi.evoiffi' el 8^j TifJidf/J-evoi xa^POV(fl * ^ ^ K

avOpcoTTtav Kal O.VT\ TOVTWV x^p
/ros a7ro8iovo"t. Et/cbs yap TOVS p.fv TtXovfflovs

dvetv iro\\a TOIS 0o?s, Kal avaTiOevai dvaS^OTa, ovrtov X/"//*(TCB<', Kal Ti/j-av

TOVS 8^ vevijTas ^ao*oj/, Sia TO /i^) *X. iV
>
?Tf*Ta Kal ^iri/j.e/j.(po/j.vovs, OTI ov

8(SJa(T( %P^/*OTO ouToro"*' &O~T T(av TOIOVTWV a/jLaprtiav TO.S frpias TOVS o\iya

1) TOVS TT\OVffloVS. 'A\A.A ydp,

Beta fjifv Kal T<U/T< eo~Ti 6/j.olus TO?S &\\ots ytyveTai 8e Kara

Kal rj rotavTri vovffos airb TomuTTjs irpocpdffios Tols ^KvOais

oil)? etpT)Ka. "Ex^* Se Kal KUTO. TOVS \oiirovs avOpdvovs 6fj.oia>st

VOL. II. I E
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the other side of his mind
;
and there are points of diagnosis

(' prognosis/ as he called it) on which modern physicians have

nothing to add to his observation.

Turning from details to the general features of the man,
so far as we can discern them in the acknowledged treatises,

we are struck with the honest, earnest, scientific spirit of all

his researches. He is in direct antagonism with the spirit

of charlatanism, and of seeking after sudden effects and sur-

prises, which must have been a very general feature among
medical men when they had but lately separated themselves

from priests and soothsayers in fact, from the 'medicine

men ' who impose upon early and superstitious societies. The
celebrated opening sentence of the Aphorisms is a memorable

manifesto against this spirit,
' and in a hundred places he warns

against ostentation, recommends simplicity and patience, and

confesses with true and deep modesty his errors and his

failures. Here, again, we are reminded of Thucydides' de-

scription of his own work, no ayi>nna^a JQ TO irapa\pfjfj.a, but a

eg aei. In fact, as Littre has observed, the polemic
of Hippocrates against the charlatans is as serious and sus-

tained as that of Socrates against the sophists.

327. The style of Hippocrates is nervous, exceedingly

compressed, and, at times, obscure from its brevity ; but, on the

other hand, profoundly suggestive, picturesque, and full of

power and pathos. He uses poetical words and images freely,

but always to increase the fulness of his meaning, never for

mere ornament. He is far terser in thought than Thucydides,

though he resembles him in shortness of expression ; indeed,

as I have before said, he more resembles Heracleitus than any
other Greek prose writer.

The questions about his dialect are quite similar to those

which beset the text of Herodotus. Though dwelling in the

Doric settlement of Kos, he used the Ionic dialect. It ap-

pears, however, not only from our texts, but from the remarks

of ancient critics, that his language was closer to old Attic

than that of Herodotus, and we do not know whether it

1 6 &ios Ppaxvs, f) 8e T^%vt\ naKp-f}, & 5^ Kcupbs 6vs, T) tie irct

r, 8c Kpisrts xoAeTT^.
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was merely another of the four dialects distinguished by

him, or whether it was an artificial language with Atticisms

introduced. Our MSS. are hopelessly vacillating in their

various transcriptions of the same words
; and here, as with

Herodotus, the ignorance of scribes, who substituted a familiar

for a provincial form, has destroyed the evidence which we

might have had concerning the literary dialects of Asia Minor.

The whole history of the text of this author is, indeed,

full of doubt and difficulty. The researches of Littre' have,

disentangled the following facts. Ktesias of Knidos, though
said to be a relation of Hippocrates, belonged to a rival

school^ and is reported by Galen to have criticised some

points of practice recommended by Hippocrates. As these

physicians were contemporary, Ktesias cannot have referred to

any later or spurious writings. But such soon came into exis-

tence. The sons and the son-in-law of Hippocrates, as well as

other members of the school, edited, enlarged, and circulated

his writings. Some of the tracts are evidently mere rough
notes thrown into shape ;

and thus a body of Hippocratic

writings, not unlike the collection of Aristotelian writings,

began to be formed, in which the genuine and spurious were

almost inextricably combined. Aristotle, who shows many
traces of intimacy with Hippocrates, quotes one of the existing

tracts (On the Nature ofMan) under the name of Polybus, his

son-in-law. We hear in the succeeding generations of Diokles

of Karystus, Apollonius and Dexippus of Kos, as commentators

upon his doctrine. With Herophilus, who founded a celebrated

school at Alexandria, the real criticism of the text seems to have

begun ; for the lists of Hippocratic writings varied, and the

learned men, called *
sifters

'

(xp<'oTe), drew up a short list of

what they held genuine. No author was more commented on,
both as to style and as to matter, than Hippocrates. While the

school of Herophilus carried on fierce polemics on his princi-

ples, and on the genuineness of certain tracts, the verbal critics,

like Aristarchus, discussed his dialect and style. I must refer

the reader to Littre's fifth chapter for a full list of all these

critics down to_Galen, who is our best authority upon Hippo-
crates, but whose medical criticisms only have survived; atrea-

E 2
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tise on the genuineness of the several tracts, and another on the

historical allusions in them, are unfortunately lost. We may
pass in silence the few later names which follow upon Galen,

the last of the great ancient physicians. Three Lives are to be

found : in Suidas (very full), in Tzetzes, and one ascribed to

Soranus (not Soranus of Kos).

328. Bibliographical. A great number of MSS. of Hippo-
cratic writings remain, but we are still in want of any com-

plete catalogue of them. Those in Paris have been collated

with exemplary care and diligence by M. Littre, who dis-

covered that one of them (No. 2253), of the tenth century,

contains a text far superior to all the others, and is derived

from a purer archetype. He also shows that none of our

MSS. represents the texts of Artemidorus, Rufus, and Sabinus,

prepared in Hadrian's time, and criticised for their innovations

by Galen, who comments, even in his day, on the variations

in the MSS. Concerning the Viennese, Marcian, or Vatican

copies I can find out nothing certain. The text first appeared
in a Latin translation of Fabius Calvus, the friend of Raphael,
in 1525 (Aldus); the Greek text in 1526 (ibid.}. Then come
the great Basle and Dutch editions of Cornarius and Foes.

The only modern editions of note are Littrd's (4 vols. Paris,

1839), based on the Paris MSS., and Ermerins' Dutch edition

(1859-64), which only adds a collation of two trivial Leiden

MSS., and many notes of Cobet on a Marcian codex. The
Histories of Medicine, such as Sprengel's and Daremberg's,
must be consulted for closer information.

At last we have, in the Revue des etudes grecques for 1889

(vol.
ii. pp. 342, sq.), a learned enquiry into the extant MSS.

on medical subjects by M. Costomiris, himself both a Greek

and a physician. He gives a catalogue of the treasures of the

Paris libraries, and adds that there are many tracts of Galen

and others still unprinted !
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CHAPTER III.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND THE RISE OF TECH-

NICAL EDUCATION IN THE FIFTH CENTURY THE SOPHISTS

AND SOCRATES.

329. WE now proceed to consider the speculations and

the teaching of Greek philosophy a large and special study

so far as they had a direct influence upon letters. There was

a time when Greek philosophy assumed the garb of epic

poetry, and though very novel in subject, did not modify the

form which it adopted, or create a new kind or species in

literature. I have mentioned Xenophanes, Parmenides, and

Empedocles as the most remarkable representatives of this

epoch in Greek thought. There came also a time when prose

had long been the received organ for earnest thinking, when

philosophy, with equal indifference about the form, used that

received organ without adding any other feature to literature

than seriousness of tone and the introduction of some tech-

nical terms. Such, for example, was the prose of Chrysip-

pus and of Aristotle. But at the crisis in the Greek mind

which we have reached with the middle of the fifth century a

period of seething restlessness in politics and in speculation, of

scepticism in religion, of vagueness in the yet untormed theory

of morals philosophy must necessarily become an important

thread in the variegated tissue which the historian seeks to un-

ravel. The rise of a new character in Greek literature produced

by these causes must of course have been gradual, and marked

off by no gap of time from what preceded, and we might

expect to find even contemporaries variously affected by it

some adhering to the old, and some to the new ideas. But by
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a peculiar good fortune we still have two remarkable pairs of

writers, contemporaneous in most of their life, who illustrate

the wide gap in style and in sentiment which may be produced

by a very small difference in age. Sophocles and Euripides
were not twenty years apart in age, Herodotus and Thucydides
not more, and yet the mellowness of the old, and the crude-

ness of the new
; the acquiescence of the old, and the scepti-

cism of the new
; the clearness of the old, the depth of the

new, are shown in them as if there were a century intervening.
[t is for this reason that, having concluded our survey of

Herodotus and Sophocles, the last and most perfect bloom of

Ionic and of old Attic culture, we ought not logically to pass
to their rivals and younger contemporaries, Thucydides and

Euripides, without pausing to survey the remarkable intellectual

forces which had come into play throughout Greece, and

which found in them their earliest and greatest exponents.
But for the severance of prose and poetry in this work I should

accordingly have assigned to the Sophists a place which might
seem peculiar in literary history.

1

There are periods in the life of men when a few years
make little difference in intellectual matters. If a new theory
or a new way of thinking is broached to men of forty and men
of sixty, the former are nearly as unlikely to embrace it as the

latter. The case is widely different if we compare men of

twenty with men of mature and settled convictions. For the

time of opening manhood and growing intellect is the time

when the mind is for a very few years peculiarly open as well as

retentive, when passion intensifies study and inflames enthusi-

asm, and thus the prominent teachers of our earliest manhood,
whether preachers, or poets, or politicians, have an influence

upon us which seems absurd to our elders, who keep quoting
the leaders of their own youth as the ideals for our imagination.

Thus a very few years make a wide gap in our intellectual

sympathies, and this is probably the most natural account of

the gap between Sophocles and Euripides. Sophocles heard

the same philosophers or sophists whom Euripides heard, but

Viz. between Caps. XVI. and XVII. of Vol. I.
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they were not fashionable at Athens till his education was com-

pleted, and his career and artistic style determined. 1 Thus

they would have but little effect upon him in comparison with

their effect on the rising Euripides, who may have met Zeno

and Anaxagoras before his genius had found its expression, or

at least before he had adopted his philosophic creed.

330. If we enquire what influences were at work when

the dominion of Athens in literature, as well as in politics,

was secured, and every leading thinker, whatever might be his

home, came to Athens as the natural field for preaching his

system, we shall find several distinct schools Grote enume-

rates twelve whose main object was physical speculation

carried on to some extent by observation, but mostly by deduc-

tion from certain metaphysical hypotheses. Among the latest

of these was the teaching of Empedocles of the four hete-

rogeneous elements, and their mixture by Love and Hate ;

there was the atomic theory of Leucippus and Democritus, of

the homogeneity and indivisibility of all the particles of matter

which are mechanically combined in the void. But there were

also two theories which probably had far deeper influence on

such men as Euripides the one on account of its striking and

fruitful dogma; the other on account of the new method

whereby its tenets were maintained.

Anaxagoras, while agreeing with the Eleatics on the im-

possibility of creation or annihilation, and with various of his

other predecessors on the qualities of the elements of matter,

could not explain the composition and harmony of the world

without assuming as the prime cause of motion NoD^, or spirit

This postulate of a heterogeneous, non-material cause to ac-

count for the harmony and order, as well as the composition

1 The dates of all the leading earlier Sophists are not accurately deter-

minable, but I think the weight of evidence is in favour of the assertion in

the text, which has, moreover, general reasons in its favour. This is the

general result of the careful and elaborate discussions of the dates in the

notes to the last edition of Zeller on the Sophists (Phil, der Griechen, voL i.

sect. Hi.). Of course I do not put Diagoras of Melos in Ol. 78, as Suidas

does, but about Ol. 98. On this point cf. Meier's article Diagoras in

Ersch und Gruber's
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of material nature, though only assumed in the most timid way,
and for the purpose of. introducing physical explanations, was

nevertheless an innovation of capital importance, and opened
the way to a philosophic adoption of the unity

l of God, and the

general idea of a divine Providence which we have already met

in its popular form in the history of Herodotus. It moreover

caused the gradual abandonment of that habit of personifying

natural objects which was the universal feature of the untutored

Greek mind
;
and though the contemporaries of Anaxagoras

held it gross impiety to call the sun a mass of white-hot metal,

these views must infallibly prevail as soon as the unity of God
was seriously adopted, and his action required to explain the

course of the world.

We have secondly, among the metaphysicians of the day
the Eleatic doctrine in the hands of Zeno, who did not add to

the theory of the unity of Being, and the unreality of variety

and change, but merely strengthened it by a polemical method

of reasoning which had a vast effect on the style as well as the

thought of his day. He sustained his somewhat unintelligible

and abstract dogma by attacking the opinions of his opponents,
and showing that what they assumed as obvious such notions as

variety and change involved greater absurdities and contra-

dictions than the doctrine which he professed. This negative

dialectic, this habit of pulling to pieces the doctrine of the

adversary by question and answer, was carried out to its full

completeness by Socrates, who made it the most powerful
instrument of philosophic teaching ever known in the history

of human intellect. It must be carefully kept in mind that

Zeno did not use this dialectical method for the purpose of

teaching scepticism; he was no sophist or technical rheto-

rician, but nevertheless his method was naturally adopted by
them, and they used it as a model.

331. This leads us to consider the influence upon lite-

rature of the SOPHISTS, the practical teachers of education in the

fifth century, who sprang up to meet a sudden and pressing

want, and who professed each in his own way, and without any

1 The reader will remember that this does not necessarily imply His

Personality.
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concerted plan or system, to instruct for money, and to train the

youth of any city in the political and literary acquirements

necessary for attaining and holding a prominent place in

society. Only one of these celebrated men, Gorgias of

Leontini, takes an actual place in the history of Greek litera-

ture, and that from his rhetorical side, in which he was the

direct forerunner of Attic eloquence. This rhetorical side

of the Sophists, and their grammatical and linguistic studies,

will properly be treated when we come to another department
of Greek prose literature. I am here only concerned with their

indirect effect on literature, and especially upon history and

tragic poetry, by means of their metaphysical and ethical

speculations. These are, indeed, not easy to sever from their

rhetoric ; for as with them form seemed always more important
than matter, and an immediate result than a permanent gain,

they were perpetually turning philosophy into rhetoric, and

proclaiming rhetoric as philosophy.
1

Grote was the first to dispel the cloud of misconception
which had been diffused about the Sophists by ancient calumny
and modern dulness, nor is there any part of his monumental

history of Greece more enduring in value than the famous

sixty-seventh and sixty-eighth chapters on this subject. While

all the works of the Sophists have perished, there have remained

to us the ablest and the most systematic attacks ever made

upon them, and from opposite sides. Aristophanes, repre-

senting the old Conservative party, which hated all enlighten-

ment and progress, attacks them in his Clouds, where he makes

Socrates, as the most familiar at Athens, their representative,

though attributing to him many tenets which he is well known
to have opposed. Still Socrates, though he did oppose the

Sophists and ridiculed them, and did not travel about or take

pay, was, broadly speaking, one of them. He was a profes-

sional educator, he kept shaking old prejudices and received

opinions, he practised dialectic, he trained men to think and

speak accurately, and so he might fairly be made by the comic

1 Thus Philostratus, at the opening of his Lives of the Sophists, saysr^v

apxaiav <ro<j>iffTtK})v p^ropiK^v ^jfiffBai xp$) <jn\o<ro<j>ovffav, and this theory was

carried out strictly down to the time of Isocrates and proclaimed by him.
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poet a vehicle for his furious onslaught on all the weaker and im-

moral features in the Sophistic education, though it was Socrates

who had really reformed and rendered it the noblest outcome
of the age. On the other hand, Plato, representing the ultra-

Radical party, which advocated not the reform but the recon-

struction of society, attacked them for the opposite fault for

not being thorough enough, for preaching mere hand-to-mouth

expedients, and having no systematic principles at the basis of

their slipshod philosophy. For this purpose he represents in

his Dialogues such men as Callicles and Polus and Euthydemus
as impudent assertors of a selfish morality or as mere intel-

lectual mountebanks, who are overthrown and humbled by the

elenchus of Socrates. But even Plato, the professed enemy of

the Sophists, does not venture to traduce the great leaders

who had inaugurated the movement, and made it popular and

lucrative. Protagoras, Gorgias, and Prodicus are even in

Plato's Dialogues treated as important and respectable thinkers,

who though not a match in argument for Socrates, yet advocate

reasonable and moral theories, and advocate them with ability.

But all these circumstances, which Grote has brought out into

clear daylight, were jumbled together by the former editors of

Plato, and by most of the historians of philosophy, into a

stupid tirade against all the Sophists whom Plato chose to

oppose. Critics ascribed to them the lowest and most impos-
sible motives, and attributed to their influence a complete

degradation of Greek society, which, as a fact, is historically

false, and even if true could never have been produced by a

few wandering teachers of open immorality. The dramatic lam-

poons of the old comedy, and the hardly less dramatic pictures

in Plato's Dialogues, are used indiscriminately as absolute proofs

against the Sophists, and yet as quite untrustworthy or merely
ironical when they record anything in their favour. There is no

more prominent proof of the prejudiced estimating of evidence

common among distinguished classical scholars than the

German literature on this subject, and it is an equally curious

evidence of either preoccupation, or perhaps of the slow

effect which an argument in a foreign tongue produces, that

though most of them cite Grote's arguments, they fail to see
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their force, and set down his logic to his democratic party

spirit.
1

332. These Sophists, who sprang up to meet the want of

their age, and were morally neither better nor worse than the

public they addressed, attempted to give practical instruction

to such as desired it in philosophy, in morality, and in politics.

They did not form a sect or school, but nevertheless resembled

one another in certain important features, which they had indeed

be it noted in common with the older and more profound

philosophers, such as Xenophanes, and more particularly Em-

pedocles. They travelled about from city to city, because in

those days of city states it was not convenient to send youths to

a special university town, where they must have lived as aliens;

and therefore, as they could not go to their university teaching,

it must come to them. For the sophistic teaching corresponds

very closely to what we should call university teaching, and in

later days a *

pupil of Isocrates
'

is spoken of as we should say
' an Oxford man.' In the next place they were said to make

very great fortunes by their profession, which Isocrates opposes

by the bad argument that Gorgias, the richest of them, left but

a small property. For though they were men of good morals and

temperate habits, we perceive in them all a certain ostentation

and expensive style of dress and living, which they evidently

thought necessary to their importance, and which doubtless

absorbed their profits.

These external points, along with their encyclopaedic pre-

tensions and practical system of teaching, make it just to

call them by a definite class-name. Honoured and feted by
the richer youth, suspected and mostly despised by the older

and more staid people, a brilliant and yet a second-rate pro-

fession, they afford an exact parallel to the artists of the pre-

sent day I mean especially singers and actors, who travel

about the world in great luxury, and are received with much
ambition and pride by younger people of the .highest class, but

who, nevertheless, spend great fortunes and acquire brilliant

reputations without rising to that position in society which the

1 To this Oncken, and Zeller in the latest edition of his History of
Greek Philosophy, are honourable exceptions.
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better classes assert for themselves. 1 An Athenian gentleman
whose son turned sophist, however celebrated, would have felt

as an English squire whose son turned operatic singer. The

worship of these merely material artists actors and dancers

appeared in Greece also, at a later and degenerate time ;

in the classical epoch even such a social position could only
be attained by artists in intellectual perfections.

333. But, as might be expected from their somewhat

superficial character, which resulted naturally from the number
of subjects which they professed, the Sophists found scepti-

cism very convenient where positive theories were abstruse and

disputed, or when moral objections were brought against purely
intellectual education. Protagoras of Abdera, the earliest and

perhaps the greatest of them, asserted in the opening of his

book :
*

Respecting the gods, I neither know whether they
exist nor what are their attributes

; the uncertainty of the

subject, the shortness of human life, and many other causes,

debar me from this knowledge.' This statement, which is not

verified by any allusion in Plato's portrait of the man, is said

to have so offended the orthodox public of Athens that they
exiled Protagoras, and had his book publicly burnt. More
certain is his theory that

' man was the measure of all things ;

'

in other words, that all knowledge was relative, and depending

upon the faculty of knowing a statement of vast importance,

and the basis of all idealism and of most scepticism from that

day to our own. Profound as these dogmas appear in them-

selves, they were peculiarly convenient for a teacher who de-

sired to draw his pupils from theological and moral speculation

into the more positive and practical pursuit of rhetoric and of

politics. If individual man is the measure of all he can know,

and of all he ought to do, the moral consequences are doubtless

very serious, and they became obtrusive enough in the sequel ;

but the earlier Sophists did not teach these developments.

1 I should be stating an absurdity were I to say, or imply, that there are

not thorough gentlemen, in every sense, pursuing these artistic callings ;

but it is notorious that this is not the rule, and that it is possible to be a

renowned artist without more than a special cultivation of a particular

dexterity.
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Similarly, Gorgtas, as a philosopher, wrote a book denying

any possibility of a scientific knowledge of nature, apparently
in the absolute sense. It was called On the non-existent or on

Nature (rrepl rov pri OVTOQ rj Kepi ^vo-ewe),
1 and argued, (i) that

nothing exists, (2) that if it does it cannot be known, (3)

or even if known cannot be communicated. These propo-
sitions were sustained by a negative dialectic similar to that

of Zeno, offering the adversary an alternative and then

disproving both members. In morals these two sophists

seem to have taught nothing peculiar, though the logical

result of their psychological scepticism could not be doubtful.

Prodicus of Keos, on the contrary, to whom the apologue
of the Choice of Heracles between Virtue and Vice is ascribed,

was apparently a teacher of the orthodox sort, and merely

graced with the ornament of rhetorical diction the principles

of popular morality. I will not here follow the history or

the catalogue of the Sophists further. But in the absence of

any philosophical treatises written by the Sophists, or of any
closer information than mere titles on their method, we may
say a word here upon the fragments of one of the more obscure

of their number, which are nevertheless preserved in no incon-

siderable number.

334. Antiphon, the sophist, also called rfjoarooncoVoc and

ovetpoKptTrig, often confused with the contemporary rhetor, is in-

troduced by Xenophon disputing with Socrates ;

2 but he is not

there represented as preaching any opinions save a contempt
for asceticism and a vindication of human pleasure, as well as

being the advocate of paid teaching. Hermogenes criticises

his style only, and thus we are reduced to his fragments to

tell us the nature of his teaching. He wrote a work in two

books about Truth, which, as in Protagoras' treatise, meant

Being or Reality, and in this work seems to have embraced
most of the physical enquiries of the day. Its tendency was

sceptical, for he denied Providence, and there were scientific

1
Perhaps this title was intentionally parodied from the title of Prota-

goras' work, which seems to have been inscribed ircpl &A7j0ei'ay ^ irepl rov

faros. I do not think this remarkable resemblance is noted by the historians.

2 Mem. i. 6.
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(as opposed to theological) explanations of astronomical phe-
nomena. To this physical treatise he added a moral or

ethical discourse, as is plain from the elegant extracts quoted
from him, without special reference, by Stobseus, which illus-

trate worldly wisdom and human fortunes in graceful and

poetical diction, and with anecdotes possibly in the style of

Prodicus. But the tone is not so much that of a preacher as

of a mere painter of human life. I would call special attention

to frag. 13 1,
1 which is closely analogous to the speech of

Medea in Euripides,
2 with additional points of considerable

merit, on the balance of happiness and misery in marriage.
3

There was a third book, called Politicus, which was probably
a handbook for a young citizen who desired to prepare himself

for public life. These fragments are sufficiently full to show
us both the encyclopaedic turn of the man and his super-

ficiality, so that his aim was rather to clothe knowledge in an

attractive form than to stimulate to deep enquiry. Hence we
can still see the justice of his nickname Xoyo/jiayeipog, which

Suidas has preserved. If he recommended pleasure, and to

snatch the happy moment as it came, his pictures of human
sorrow and labour may have been meant to enforce this view,

as well as the denial of Providence with which he is credited.

But still the moral fragments are elegant in expression, and

refined in the feeling which they show, so that we may be sure

this forerunner of Aristippus did not choose to pass for anything
else than a moral and respectable teacher. His fragments
can best be studied in Blass's edition of the orator Antiphon,
and in the discussion 4 in which he has considered their con-

trasts with his namesake's speeches.

335. It seems established that the successors of these men

gradually degenerated into polymaths and then into mounte-

banks in education, and that they soon sank in importance.
1 Ed. Blass (Teubner).

2
Medea, vv. 200, sq.

s It ends with the words </>epe 5^ Kal noiSes yeveffQcaffav QpovriSwv IjStj

irdvra Tr\ea Kal Qoixerat rb vio-rfoiov aKipTtipa e/c TTJS yvda^s Kal rb

TTpSa-cairov ovKeri rb avr6. Blass thinks these extracts belong to his book

irepl dfjiovoias, from which the express quotations only prove that it was an

exhortation to harmony among citizens.

4 Attische Beredsamkeit^ i. 99.
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Before Plato composed his later Dialogues they had become

too insignificant to merit refutation, and in the following gene-

ration 1

they completely disappear as a class. This is of

course to be attributed not only to the opposition of Socrates at

Athens, but to the subdivision of the profession of education.

Its most popular and prominent branch that of Rhetoric was

taken up by special men like the orator Antiphon, and developed
into a strictly defined science. The Philosophy which they had

touched without sounding its depths was taken up by the

Socratic schools, and made the rule and practice of a life.

The Politics which they had taught were probably found too

general, nor were these wandering men, without fixed home,
or familiarity with the intricacies of special constitutions, likely

to give practical lessons to Greek citizens in the art of state

craft. Thus they disappear almost as rapidly as they rose a

sudden phase of spiritual awakening in Greece, like the

Encyclopaedists of the French. 2

These were the intellectual disturbers of society, who began
to tell on poetry when Euripides approached the problems of

the drama. It is indeed absurd to say that moral and meta-

physical difficulties had not been agitated by earlier poets.

The conflict between the duties of avenging a murdered father

and of filial affection to the murderess, is one which might
make the most thoughtful doubt and hesitate. The conflict

between obedience to the law and obedience to the holiest

affection, in the Antigone, is an antinomy far deeper and more

interesting than those of Zeno. But the tragic poets did not

press for a general solution, they did not insist upon a full

statement and argument on both sides
; they taught, after their

manner, philosophy, but not dialectic. Euripides could no

1 Isocrates indeed in his speech irepi avnUaws (especially 198, sq.),

not delivered till 353 B.C., says a great deal about popular objections to him-

self, and to the Sophists, as a class to which he was supposed to belong. But

probably he was merely repeating the arguments of his youth, which were

important enough when he opened his school, about 408 B.C., but were

quite obsolete in his later years. Isocrates shows the peculiar tenacity of a

narrow intellect in repeating a once acquired idea.
2 Cf. Zeller, Phil, der Griechent i. pp. 1027, sq
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longer avoid these explicit controversies. The physical theories

of Anaxagoras, and his theological difficulties, were current

among thinkers at Athens, and demanded a more popular

exponent than a dry prose treatise. If man be indeed the

measure of all things, the passions and the miseries of man
take their place in philosophy, and require exposition and

analysis as well as his higher principles. Above all, the weak
and the ignorant, the woman and the slave, have their rights in

the democracy where all men have been already equalised, and

their wisdom, their fortitude, and their temperance are not less

suitable to excite our terror and our pity than the sufferings of

heroic men. Such were the altered conditions of tragedy in

the hands of Euripides.

336. But I must add a word, lest it should be imagined
that the great poets and prose writers, whom I have de-

scribed as rising just before the movement, had remained

absolutely untouched by it. Both Sophocles and Herodotus

were too clear-sighted and too sympathetic to permit of their

standing altogether aloof from the current of thought in their

maturer years. Hence we find in Sophocles Eristic, as in the

dispute of Teucer and the Atridse (Ajax), we find in Herodotus

scepticism, we find in both a rhetorical skill which, though con-

cealed by the garb of poetry or of conversation, shows that

neither was insensible to the charms of the new artistic study
of diction. The appearance of a break with the old beliefs in

Herodotus, and the insistance upon personal evidence, have

caused him to be named, though unjustly, the sophist of Greek'

history. There is in Sophocles an approximation even to the

compression and obscurity of Thucydides, which indicates (I

suppose) the reaction of Antiphon and his school against the

obvious and stilted periods of Gorgias. But nevertheless,

when all due allowances have been made, the broad fact

remains, that Sophocles and Herodotus belong to a different

generation and a different school of thought from Euripides

and Thucydides. Hence it is not only justifiable, but even

necessary, to separate them in treatment, though they stand

almost side by side in chronology.

337- If this history were a history of Greek philosophy, we
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should class SOCRATES not with the Sophists, but as the head

of a new movement, and the father of Ethical philosophy, and

of critical method in the succeeding century. But from a lite-

rary point of view, it must not be forgotten that he was a man
of the Periclean age, and the contemporary of those who
made the fifth century the most splendid in Greek literature.

Nevertheless we cannot trace his effect upon the books of his

own day, except in the attacks of the Old Comedy, and the

many traditions which make him a friend and admirer of

Euripides. It is only after his death that all Hellas begins to

ring with his name. We may therefore connect him either

with the influence which brought him forth, or with those

which were derived from him. I prefer the former, though
less usual course, as being best suited to show his position in

Greek literature.

It must be remembered that Socrates never wrote anything,
and that his literary prominence is solely due to the extraor-

dinary stimulus he gave to others. For he not only suggested
all the philosophy of the succeeding centuries, but he really

created a new form of Attic prose the philosophical dialogue,
which in the hands of Plato outshines every other form of

Greek writing in the fourth century, except perhaps the speeches
of Demosthenes. Let us first consider what he owed to his

predecessors, and then what were his special points of origi-

nality as compared with them.

338. It is hardly true to say that he was the first to bring
down philosophy from heaven from abstruse physical specula-
tions to earth to ethical questions concerning the rules of

human life. More than one of the greater sophists, such as Pro-

dicus, had concerned themselves with morality, and professed
the teaching of virtue. It is not less inaccurate to say that he
invented negative dialectic, or the method of arguing with an

adversary by raising difficulties, and proving absurd conse-

quences, for this had been the special field in which Zeno had

already attained remarkable results. But Zeno had only ap-

plied his dialectic to purely speculative metaphysic, and the

Sophists had only regarded moral lessons as a small part of the

cycle of practical education. The novelty in Socrates was the

VOL. II. I F
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application of the scientific method of dialectic to practical

questions, and his severance of these, of ethical enquiries, from

the physical and theological speculations of older philosophers.
This was accordingly another step in the severance of the

branches of education, which was perhaps commenced by

Antiphon's exclusive adherence to rhetoric. Now this latter

was the very branch which Socrates wholly avoided, and which

he protested against in the pursuit of clear ethical notions. He
insisted upon perpetual question and answer, upon keeping up
the pupil's attention by making him join as an equal or fellow

enquirer in the search, and he sought, from an induction of

the particular uses of any term, to arrive at some general defini-

tion which should comprise them, and thus convey a clear and
consistent idea to those who used that term. Thus he not

only laid the foundations of the science of ethics, but he stimu-

lated his followers to an accurate use of abstract terms, and to

set down their enquiries in the form of question and answer
;

in other words, philosophical accuracy, and the conversational

form, were his positive contributions to literature.

His main importance arose from his wholesome antagon-
ism to the taste for rhetoric, for flowing periods, and plausible

statements, which infected and had almost completely lea-

vened Attic literature at the close of this period. His whole

life was a protest against rhetoric as an engine of educa-

tion or of self-culture. Talking well about a subject was a

mere disguising of ignorance to oneself and others. The
real thing was to sift each point, and discuss each state-

ment. So deeply did Socrates feel this necessity of clearing

up one's own mental condition, that he held all virtue to

be knowledge, and that vice arose not from passion, but from

ignorance, or perhaps rather from confusion of thought. This

part of his teaching was indeed as it were an inheritance from

the Sophists whom he combated all his life, for they too pro-

fessed to make good citizens by teaching, and if virtue can be

taught, it must be a kind of knowledge. But the whole spirit

of Socrates' teaching was nevertheless directly opposed to the

rival educators, with whom he was often classed. They were

brilliant and superficial ; he was homely and thorough ; they
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rested in scepticism, he advanced through it to deeper and

sounder faith ; they were wandering and irresponsible, he was

fixed at Athens, and showed forth by his life the doctrines he

preached.

339- But I will not digress into Socrates' philosophy or

into his life. These things are fully discussed not only in the

philosophical, but in the political history of Greece. It may be

sufficient here to state that he was the son of the sculptor

Sophroniscus and Phsenarete (a midwife), and that having fol-

lowed his father's trade for a short while an alleged specimen
of his work was preserved in the Acropolis, where Pausanias

saw it he turned to ethical speculation. But he started with

self-examination, and, rejecting all superficial solutions, he

soon came to test his researches by examining those around

him, and seeking from them answers to the moral questions
which puzzled him. He performed the public duties which

fell to his lot with constancy and bravery, and bore with great

equanimity the extreme poverty /AV/KO. 7rei/ia which was the

result of his devotion to the training of others. But as all

the foremost young men of Athens Alcibiades, Critias, Char-

mides attended him, he was attacked by the orthodox and

democratic party after the Restoration, with the charge of cor-

rupting the youth and teaching the worship of strange gods.
His defence, which we must not identify with the famous

Apology of Socrates by his pupil Plato, justified his conduct,
and assumed so bold and patronising a tone to the jury, that

he was condemned by a small majority, and executed 399 B.C.

The real causes and the significance of this sentence have

much occupied modern critics, but do not belong to our present

subject. Thus Athens lost a striking and familiar figure, which

had for half a century frequented the market-place ; but his

spirit lived on in the schools which sprang from his teaching.

340. The many extant busts agree with the indications in

Plato's Symposium concerning the very ugly type of his face

round eyes, snub nose, and thick protruding lips. But if the

type was that of a Silenus, there was much kindliness and geni-

ality about him, along with great bodily vigour and endurance.

We have two detailed portraits of his life and conversation in the
F 2
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Dialogues of Plato, and in the Dialogues of Xenophon, who also

wrote memoirs of his master. These latter are by modern scho-

lars thought to give a less idealised portrait of the man, but in

many traits they agree with the more elaborate and grander pic-

ture found in the Dialogues of Plato. There is a peculiar group
of these Dialogues specially devoted to drawing a true picture
of Socrates in his last days the Euthyphron, a discussion on

his views concerning piety at the moment when he was charged
with impiety by Meletus ; \heApology, which professes to give his

defence in court; and the Crito, in which he refuses the chance

of escaping, and lays down the strict duty of obedience to the

law as the great civic virtue. This last dialogue shows us

clearly enough the Xenophontic side of the man, who together
with intellectual scepticism inculcated plain orthodox morality
in practice. The Phado, which completes the dramatic picture,

and paints the last hours of his prison life, seems a later com-

position, and attributes to him metaphysical theories, which

were rather Platonic than Socratic. But the scenery is no

doubt fairly accurate. This group then gives us Socrates in

his death. The best Platonic picture of him in his life is to be

found in the introductions to the Lysis and Charmides, and in

the latter portion of the Symposium, where the drunken

Alcibiades gives that wonderful, audacious, and unparalleled

account of him in his most secret moments.

It is suspected that Plato has introduced many of his

own theories under the aegis of Socrates' name. This very

probable conclusion is, however, apparently opposed to the

testimony of Aristotle, who constantly in his extant writings

quotes the opinions of Socrates, and quotes them from his

words in the Dialogues of Plato. But he probably assumes

it as known that the Platonic Socrates is an idealised

portrait. Nor does he ever quote the Socrates drawn by

Xenophon or any other of the numerous authors of Socratic

dialogues.
1 There is a third sketch of the man in the fragments

of Aristoxenus, who states on the authority of his own father

that he was a man of strong passions and irascible temper,

taking money for teaching, and altogether of a lower type than

1 In the chapters on Plato and Xenophon I will return to this question.
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the fuller accounts compel us to believe. This shows us at

least that he had many opponents and detractors, who looked

upon him as anything but a great moral and social reformer.

341. It is indeed not difficult to see injurious ten-

dencies suggested by his teaching, which might alarm more
earnest thinkers than the old conservatives, who feared that he

was shaking all the foundations of traditional morality and

religion. There is no doubt that by his discouraging the pur-
suit of practical politics, of oratory, and of physical science,

until men had cleared up all their first principles by ample dis-

cussion, he encouraged a strong and very mischievous tendency

among all social people that of wasting their time in conver-

sation, the Xco-^s Ttpirvov KaKov of Euripides. It is no doubt

very well to say that these dialectical talks were all-important.

Even in the Dialogues of Plato, which are of course vastly

better than the actual discussions, there is much prolixity, and

much waste of time and ingenuity. Accordingly the charge that

Socrates taught young men to idle in talking over what they

ought to do aSo\e<rxt
~
lt' as tne Greeks called it is not un-

founded. Again, the doctrine that each man's first and most

absolute duty was to purify his own soul from moral ignorance,

and attain to that knowledge which was virtue this doctrine

asserted the infinite value of each man's own good as contrasted

with the good of others and of the State. Hence Socrates

preached what the Germans call that absolute subjectivity which

was ultimately the destruction of the whole ancient idea of the

State. Though himself an exemplary citizen, it may be asserted

that none of his known pupils ever turned out even a mode-

rately good one. Young aristocrats like Alcibiades, Critias,

and Charmides set up their
* absolute subjectivity

'
as above

the laws, and endeavoured to use other men as slaves or play-

things. Men of pleasure like Aristippus iised the virtuous and
vicious alike for their own convenience, and escaped by volun-

tary exile from the intolerable duties of promoting the welfare

and good government of their fellows. Last of all the Cynics,
such as Antisthenes and Diogenes, broke with society altogether,

lived as strangers under the protection of laws which they

despised, and offended and shocked their fellow-citizens by the
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grossest rudeness and the most shameless indecencies. No
doubt these men were parodies of Socrates. They omitted all

the refinement, all the grace, all the wonderful attractiveness,

which his threadbare cloak and naked feet could not impair.

They exaggerated his somewhat prosy homeliness about

cobblers and tinkers and tailors as the proper illustrations in

moral enquiry. They travestied his noble contempt of a false

and unjust public opinion into an insolent disregard of all the

traditional decencies of social life. Still they were parodies.

They followed up his rejection of the ordinary culture of

sophistic education with a rejection of all culture, and thus for

the first time that closest of all alliances in Greek social life

was dissolved. Unfortunately, perhaps indeed fortunately, the

books of all the Socratic philosophers, except those of Xeno-

phon and Plato, have perished. The myriad tracts enumerated

by Diogenes Laertius in his Lives of Euclid of Megara, of

Stilpo, of Antisthenes, of Diogenes, of Aristippus, and of the

other viri Socratici are gone, and have hardly left a trace

behind. But though we thus have escaped commenting upon
their style and method, it was necessary to say a word in passing
on the extraordinary revolution produced by Socrates in Greek

thought. Had these men lived a century earlier, they would

assuredly have been Sophists. In the fourth century they were

all developed in antagonism to the general features of the

Sophists.

342. But we must now take up another thread in the com-

plex woof, and show how great men of a totally different stamp
stood out at Athens, together with the poets, the historians, and

the Sophists. We have seen in the last chapters how, from the

writing of treaties and drawing up of registers, the first

attempts had been suggested of setting down first mythical

histories, and then annals in unfettered or prose diction

a very important and late step in a society whose poetry

had long reached a splendid literary form, and had been

employed for politics and for philosophy as well as for more

emotional and romantic subjects. These bald and dry at-

tempts were gradually refined into the narrative form by

Hecataeus, and perfected by the introduction of dramatic
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elements of humour and pathos in the matter, and mixture

of dialogue with narrative in the form, by the great and

consummate genius of Herodotus. But with him this branch

of Greek literature reached its highest point. The later

attempts to write Ionic historical prose, such as that of Ktesias,

strove merely to enhance the effects attained by Herodotus,

and made no lasting impression upon their age. Indeed, it is

very remarkable how little even his splendid work is cited

among contemporaries, and how intent the men of his day were

upon a different style and a different ideal in prose writing.

Not even the great body of Greek speculation which was

written in Ionic prose, and which contained the deepest

thoughts of their deepest thinkers Heracleitus, Democritus,

Anaxagoras could stay the current which set in a new direc-

tion.

Perhaps an account of the Sophists should not close without

a word about Hippias of Elis, whom the Platonic dialogues

called after him describe as an ostentatious, but clever and ver-

satile man, accomplished in many arts, but specially in rhetoric.

His writings are completely lost, and there remain from him

but a couple of antiquarian notes, such as that in the Argument
of the CEdipus Rex on the history of the word tyrant. Among
his other researches, he undertook to publish for the Eleans a

complete list of the Olympic victors, and this list, surviving

in Eusebius' Chronicon, has ever since been quoted as the

earliest and most authentic register of events kept in Greece.

But Plutarch (Numa, cap. i) says expressly it was a late work

(that is, resting on no ancient or earlier researches), and that

Hippias started from no trustworthy foundation. If so, the

learned world has been mistaking a sophistical tour deforce for

an authentic record of facts. I have discussed the question in

the Journal of Hellenic Studies, ii. 164, sq., where my results

have not been shaken by any of the recent discoveries at

Olympia. The early Olympiads were plainly manufactured, and

Pausanias, who searched for archaic work, could find no dedi-

cation older than the so-called 291)1 Olympiad. But he speaks
of rewritten and spurious epigrams.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE BEGINNINGS OF ORATORY AND THE RISE OF ATTIC PROSE
COMPOSITION GORGIAS, ANTIPHON.

343. THE new direction was itself determined by two great
causes the spread of education among the masses, and the in-

crease of democratic constitutions throughout the Greek world.

For the consequent importance of conversation and discussion

raised eloquence above all other branches of literature, and no
sooner was critical attention directed to its power and charm,
than they were found to be reducible to a theory which could

be taught to a degree impossible in the case of poetry. This

was the teachable or artificial element in oratory, by which

the speaker, in addition to the natural gifts of genius and of

outward grace, adds the technical skill derived from the science

of rhetoric, the riyvt), as the first inventors called it

In the simpler sense eloquence had always been at home

among the Greeks. The Homeric poems assume it as a great

gift in their heroes, and one not generally possessed by them.

Odysseus, and Nestor, and Phoenix are the orators of the

heroic age, and the specimens of their persuasive speaking in

the poems show how keenly the rhapsodists and their audiences

appreciated this high quality. In Hesiod it is an inspiration

of kings by the muse. The deficiency of the Spartan Menelaus

almost seems suggested by Doric, not by Achaean Sparta.

But in early historical days, it is remarkable how little we hear

of eloquence. None of the early tyrants is reported to have

owed his power to this quality, not even Peisistratus, who was

a literary and perhaps an eloquent man. In the pages of

Herodotus we can only find the Athenian Hippocleides, who
outshines the other suitors of Agariste in social eloquence at the
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feast, and Themistocles the first notable historic instance, which

the evidence of Thucydides corroborates. Though Herodotus

does not remark upon it, his dramatic narrative leaves us in no

doubt as to the secret of Themistocles' influence. It is, however,

certain that his speaking was not more based on technical know-

ledge than that of the orators in the Iliad, and that, like the

many other speakers in Herodotus, he trusted to a persuasive

manner, and to weighty facts to produce the effect he desired.

The period after the Persian wars was that which we have

already discussed in connection with tragedy, and the develop-
ment of philosophy and sophistic. The democratic right of

free speech, and the love of talking and disputing, so dear to

Greeks of all ages, comes out everywhere. Tragedy is the

poetry of argument and of eloquence, rival systems of philosophy
are the arena of polemic and exposition ; sophistic is little

more than the setting up of this formal readiness as the highest

and most perfect accomplishment of life. But far more im-

portant than all these luxuries of education were the practical

uses of eloquence, not only in public deliberation, but in plead-

ing before democratic assemblies or courts of justice. Hence
the necessities of the age must produce teachers of eloquence
in all these branches.

344. The earliest practical development was due to the

Sicilians, who seem to have been always remarkable among
the Greeks for their Attic qualities, their quickness of intellect,

and love of clever speaking. There are signs of this talent even

in the scanty fragments of Epicharmus and Sophron ; nor did it

become extinct down to the days of Cicero, who specially

notes it in many places through his Verrine speeches and

his rhetorical writings. But the introduction of democracy
at Syracuse in 466 B.C., and at Agrigentum a few years later,

gave a great impetus to the study of oratory ; and so it comes

that while Aristotle, speaking loosely, mentions Empedocles
of Agrigentum as the master of Gorgias and the father

of rhetoric, Syracuse certainly produced in Korax the first

founder of the art of preparing court speeches, with a view

to persuading the judges by artful attack and defence. It

is said that the expulsion of the tyrants produced so many
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claims for property wrongfully seized and transferred by them,
that Korax wrote his techne, and probably prepared speeches
for pay, to meet this public outburst of litigation. But the

special point about him and his successor Tisias, was their

avoidance of the trade of sophist, and their strict adherence

to the practical profession of rhetor. We are told in the Lives

of the Orators, ascribed to Plutarch, that Tisias gave lessons to

Lysias at Thurii, and to Isocrates at Athens. Pausanias even

says that he came with Gorgias on his celebrated embassy (427

B.C.) to Athens. All these anecdotes are of little authority.

There is no good evidence that Korax, who taught early, and

Tisias, who taught late, in the fifth century, wandered about

like Gorgias. It is also certain that they composed their

speeches for Syracusans in Doric dialect, and were therefore

inconvenient models for Attic orators. A techne, or rhetorical

treatise, by Tisias was extant in antiquity, in which he de-

veloped the importance of the ekes, or putting probable points,

which Plato adopts and developes in his Phczdrus.

It is evident that these Rhetors, just like the Sophists, cared

nothing for truth and falsehood, but altogether for persuasion.

This was generally called '

making the worse argument appear
the better/ and is attacked by both Plato and Aristophanes,

as if the whole profession of advocates were not necessarily

founded upon the principle of leaving the truth to be ascer-

tained by the judge, and of confining themselves to the

strengthening of the side on which they have been retained.

This charge against the Sophists, which all the German scholars

repeat with great devoutness, might be brought with equal

justice, and equal irrelevancy, against the great profession of the

law in the present day. It is Machiavelli's adherence to this

scientific neglect of moral considerations in a general policy,

instead of a particular cause, which has excited against him

the same kind of charge with greater force.

As has been just observed, we have no evidence of the influ-

ence of Korax and Tisias on Attic judicial oratory, and yet it is

almost certain that Antiphon must have studied them. For

he was essentially their successor, and not the successor of the

Sophists, strictly so called, who taught at Athens during the fifth
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century. Protagoras was indeed supposed by some to have made
advances in rhetoric, but it was not in forensic, but in dialectical

speaking. He discussed the accurate sense and use of words,

and noted grammatical anomalies ; he expounded poets, and

discussed politics in fact, he did everything but lay down strict

rules for judicial argument Nevertheless, his general studies

must have greatly influenced style ;
and if Pericles thought

it worth while spending a day in discussing with him the real

cause of an accident, he can have been no mean or unsuggestive
thinker. But neither he, nor Prodicus, nor Hippias of Elis,

though the one set forth the praise of virtue with elegant

diction, and the other brought together an encyclopaedia of

knowledge in his lectures, can be called special masters in the

art of Attic prose. It is indeed possible that they all, like

Protagoras, continued to use the Ionic dialect.

345. But while these men were promoting in a formal

way accuracy of diction and elegance of form, political oratory

of a more solid kind, such as had been employed by Themis-

tocles, was receiving a great impulse at the hands of Pericles.

There can be no doubt as to the extraordinary effect of his

public speaking. Even the comic poets who upbraid his

policy, and assail his motives, cannot deny it. They speak
of him as the Olympian, whose eloquence was very thunder

and lightning ; they speak of him as charming the audience

with magic power, and alone of the speakers of that day

leaving a sting behind. 1 Yet we know that he left nothing
written save a few decrees, that he never thought of publish-

ing his speeches, and that the wonderful effects produced
were not by a violent or impassioned manner, but by the

weight of his character, the dignity and calmness of his de-

meanour, and the solid and convincing nature of his argu-

ments. The few sayings remembered of him are remarkable

for pithiness, and for a deep poetic feeling, and we know that,

in addition to his political speeches, he made some of those

semi-political harangues at public funerals, which were of the

nature of an epideictic display, and which excited an ungovern-
able enthusiasm in the Athenian women then present, whose

1 Cf. Vol. I. 256, note.
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seclusion debarred them from hearing elsewhere the great orator.

But we may be certain that, though we have no remains of the

speeches which he delivered, the compositions put into his

mouth by Thucydides have no resemblance to them except in

the policy they advocate. The rhetorical antitheses and verbal

subtleties of Thucydides were quite foreign to the genius of

Pericles, who clearly owed his power to his profound thoughts,

which were doubtless clothed in poetical and figurative, but

clear diction. This purely political oratory, which despised the

trammels of rhetorical form, was probably the oratory aimed

at by such democratic speakers as Cleon and Lysicles and

Hyperbolus, though we know that the first of them added vul-

gar and extravagant action a thing quite contrary to Greek

taste. In after days there may have been a few proud and

careless aristocrats who trusted to natural gifts in public speak-

ing, and this would seem also to have been the case with

Phocion
;
but on the whole, even political oratory could not save

itself from the inroads of rhetoric, and thus we have in Demos-
thenes the highest combination of both, but probably a political

eloquence inferior to the more pregnant and more poetical,

though less elaborated, eloquence of Pericles.

During the period of Pericles' greatness as a political

orator, judicial eloquence was shaping itself, as we shall

presently see, into an exact science in the hands of Anti-

phon. But at the same time, the third prominent branch

among the Greeks, epideictical oratory, or the eloquence of

display, was rapidly developing in the hands of Gorgias. It

was of course impossible that these three branches of oratory
should keep perfectly distinct, for great distinction in any
one of them must naturally lead to the others, as Pericles

was called upon to deliver panegyrics, and Antiphon to defend

himself by a political speech. Still the parentage of the '
Attic

orators
' from Antiphon, and of Antiphon from Korax, is direct

and certain ;
so is the descent of Isocrates from the school of

Gorgias. Equally certain is it, that in Themistocles, Pericles,

Alcibiades and Phocion we have a practical kind of public

speaking, which did not condescend to rhetorical artifices, and

was probably more like the best speaking in the English House
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of Commons than anything else which I can suggest. But of

course, from the very nature of this eloquence, which was not

written out by the speakers, and never reported (a device

unknown to the Greeks), we can trace in it no development
or necessary progress.

346. We therefore turn at once to GORGIAS, whom we

merely mentioned (p. 60) in speaking of the philosophic side of

the Sophists, as his real importance belongs to the history of

oratory. Aristotle speaks of Empedocles as his forerunner ; but

does not imply that Empedocles actually prepared a ri\vr\^ or

devoted himself to rhetoric, but that his reputation in this direc-

tion arose both from the splendid diction with which he recom-

mended his physical theories, and from his democratic action

at Agrigentum. If Empedocles was the teacher of Gorgias in

philosophy,
1 this may have been an additional reason for the

remark. But the slight difference of age, as Blass remarks,

between the two men, as well as between Protagoras and Tisias,

makes the relation of master and pupil between any of them

unlikely. For Empedocles seems to have become prominent
about 470 B.C., and the birth of Gorgias, who lived all through
the fifth century, cannot have been much after 490. All our

authorities agree that he lived over 100 years, and that he came
to Athens as a celebrated man in 427, apparently for the first

time, as his speaking then made so wonderful an impression.
He was born at Leontini, the son of Charamantides, and had a

brother Herodicus, a physician whom Plato mentions, and a

sister, whose descendants set up a memorial statue, which

Pausanias describes, to the rhetor at Olympia. His other

remarks in connection with it
2 are curious, but not very trust-

worthy. Though Gorgias was justly counted a sophist, and

published a celebrated sceptical treatise, he seems to have

preferred to call himself a rhetor. He travelled much about

Greece, and was reputed to have amassed great wealth yet
he only left a very small fortune, though he was unmarried,

1 The testimony of Plato (Menon, 76 c) is decisive that Gorgias and

Empedocles were advocates of the same doctrines, and must therefore have

been in some way connected.
8
vi. 17, 8 : this inscription has been found lately at Olympia (Blass,

Att. Ber. iv. 324).
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and had frugal habits. But frugal habits, as I explained (p. 59),

are consistent with luxury and even extravagance in other

directions. He seems to have died in Thessaly, whither so

many celebrated men of letters resorted.

A great number of eminent men are named among his

pupils : MenonandAristippus in Thessaly, who are mentioned

in Xenophon's Anabasis; Likymnius, Polus, Alkidamas and

Isocrates, the rhetors, with good reason ; Thucydides, Critias

and Alcibiades, on doubtful authority. Though he shared with

all the other Sophists the boast that he could make the weak

appear the strong, and that no professional man could argue
even concerning his profession against a trained dialectician, he

seems to have been a man of good moral character and high

aspirations, and is said to have designated as a lampoon, and the

work of a young Archilochus, the celebrated dialogue (Gorgias)

in which Plato attacks his theory of rhetoric. He left several

technical essays, but they are supposed to have been ready-

made commonplaces rather than scientific expositions of prin-

ciples. He is besides reported to have composed political

speeches and harangues ; probably the former were merely

accidentally political, and belonged properly to the epideicticai

species, the harangue, of which he was the real founder, and in

which his great merit lies.

347. The subjects of these oratorical displays are pre-

served to us. Two of these, called the Olympicus and Pythicus,

were, like Isocrates' Panegyricus, intended as a sort of poli-

tical pamphlet, except that Isocrates was unable to deliver

them with effect, while Gorgias evidently trusted to the

power and grace of his voice and presence. The subject

of the once famous Olympicus was an exhortation to the

assembled Greeks to give up internal feuds, and combine

in attacking and appropriating the territory of the barba-

rians. This subject was a favourite one with the Rhetors, and

gave them opportunity to flatter the Greeks on their national

advantages as compared with the surrounding barbarians ; but

it is a great mistake to confound this Panhellenism, either in

Gorgias or in Isocrates, with the Hellenism of a later age,

which sought to infuse Greek culture into the surrounding
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empires. Similarly there was an Epitaphios of Gorgias, which

probably served as a model to succeeding orators, for, in addi-

tion to the lost epitaphios delivered by Pericles and other lead-

ing Athenian citizens, we have five extant that in Thucydides,
that in the Menexenus of Plato, that of Hypereides, and those

ascribed to Lysias and to Demosthenes, which are late and

poor.
l We know from these how stereotyped was the form of

such harangues, and it is more than probable that it is to Gor-

gias that we owe its first establishment. There was also a

panegyric on Elis, beginning, we are told, without preface

(proem) with the words
T
HX*e iroXit, evfiaipiDv. The farther

allusions in Aristotle's Rhetoric to his use of digressions in

these harangues make us imagine them not unlike Pindar's odes

in a prose dress, wherein the mythical ancestors and former

greatness of the victor's family formed the chief ornament of

the encomium.

348. Gorgias' style was far more flowery and poetical than

the chaster taste of succeeding generations could tolerate even

as a display, for of course the judicial orators, who spoke in

court and for a fixed purpose of persuading a jury, must

have been from the beginning more ordinary in their lan-

guage, and tamer in their reasoning. But in addition to the

license of his subject, and the occasions of his display, there

seems in our extant fragments a striving after alliteration

and riming in sound, and antitheses in sense, which show

how prose in his hands still felt afraid to abandon the

aids by which poetry seeks to charm the ear. The compo-
sition seems far too attentive to form, and the display of inge-

nuity in this respect is so conscious and excessive as to be

considered childish by the Greeks, who laid him aside, till the

Roman rhetors took him up, and studied him afresh. The

grammarians who write about style censure him gravely for this

excess of napicra and 6/zoiort'Xevra, just as Plutarch censures

Aristophanes for using them, as compared with Menander.

1 Isocrates also mentions that the subject of the Panegyricus, so far as

it consisted in the praise of Athens, brought him into direct competition
with these encomia. His Evagoras was often called, though wrongly, an

Epitaphios, because it dealt with the virtues of the deceased monarch.
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His metaphors also were so frequent as to be tedious. Most of

these very superficial devices were called Gorgian figures. I here

quote the principal fragment given by Dionysius, as it is not

easily accessible, except in Mullach's Fragmenta or Clinton's

Fasti, though a curious and early specimen of Attic prose.
1 For

Gorgias appears to have adopted this dialect, and thus in another

important respect to have marked an epoch in Greek eloquence.

There are two speeches preserved among the orators under

his name, the Encomium of Helen, and the Defence of Palamedes,

which have much exercised critics as to their genuineness.

Blass, after a careful examination of them in his first volume,

cannot make up his mind to accept them, though they have many
likenesses to his certain fragments, and there is no decisive ana-

chronism in style or matter to expose them ; but when he comes

to discuss \hzHelen of Isocrates 2 he is so impressed by the argu-

ments in favour of its being a reply to the Encomium, and to a

speech of Gorgias. that he decides in favour of its genuineness.

Nothing can better prove to us the difficulty of deciding the

1 Schol. ad Hennog. 412 : Tf yap cwnjj/ rots av8pdo~i rovrois, &v Set

avtipaffi TTpoffeTvai ;
T'I 5e Kal irpoff^v, >v ov Se? jrpocre'tt'ai ;

el-rrelv Svval/j.rjv

a jSouAojucu, /3ouAotJai?
/ 5e & Se?, \a&kv /J.ev rty Qeiav ve/JLeffiv, <pvyii)v 5e rbv

avQp&iTivov (pd6vov. Ovroi yap e'/ce'/cTTji/ro evOeov p.ev r^v aper-ffv, av6p<airivov

Se rb Qvi}r6v TroAAa p.*v 8); rb trapikv firieiites rov avOdSovs SiKaiov vpoKpi-

vovres, TTO\\O. Se v6fj.ov d/cptj8efas \6ycav bpQ6rt]ra' rovro vo/J.ioi/T

Kal KOiv6raTOV v6/J.ov, rb Se'oj/ eV rq5 Se'oi/n Kal \syeiv ical Gi'yS.v Kal

Kal ftiffffk affK-^a-avres /j-dXiffTa &v Set, yv<ap.Tiv Kal p(a(J.r)v, r^v /J.ft> ^

r^v Se aTTOTeAoCvres* QfpuirovTes (J.fV T<av atiiitws 8vffTvxowT(i>v, Ko\affral

Se T<av aSi/cws CVTVXOVVTWV, avOdSeis npbs rb ffv/j.Qfpov, a6pyr)TOi irpbs rl>

irpetrov, r (ppovip-cf) TTJS yva>/j.r)s iravovrfs rb &<$>pov, vftpiffral els rovs v

K6fffJ.ioi fls TOVS Koa-fjiiovs, &<l>ofioi els rovs a<p6ftovs, Seti/ol ej/ rols

Maprtfpia Se TOVTWV rpoiraia eGT-hffavTO T&V Tro\f/J.i(av, Albs p.lv ayd\fj.aTa}

roiiTcev Se OLvaQiifJ-aTO.' OVK aireipoi otfre e/j.<pvTOv "Apeos, oi/re vo^div 'Epcbruv,

oijTf evov\iov "EptSos, oC/re (pi\OKd\ov Elp^vrjS' (re/J.vol fj.ev ds rovs Oeovs r$

SiKaicf, offiot Se irpbs rovs roieeas rfj Oepaireia, 5f/catof irpbs rovs ao-rovs r<f

i<r<p, eio-e)3ers Se irpbs rovs <t>i\ovs TTJ iriffrei. Toiyapovv avriav cwroflcmWaw

o ir66os ov (rvvaireOavev, aAA' aQdvaros OVK ao-ca/j-drois ff^affi r? ov tyvruv.

^efjivas yap (says Dionysius) evravda ffvfjKpop-f}ffas Ae|ets 6 Topyias, cvvoias

eVtiroAoiorepos virej-ayyfhtei, roTs re iraptffois Kal 6/j.oiore\evrois Kal 6/j.oio-

KardpKrois Ka\\Qnri&v 8i' 8\ou irpbs K6pov rbv \6yov.

2 AB. ii. p. 222 ; and more decidedly, iv. 326.
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question than these doubts and changes of opinion in such a

critic as Blass, who is not, like most German*, over-sceptical, or

disposed to make light of all evidence against his own subjec-

tive opinions. Still, as all early critics seem to ignore them,

they are probably clever forgeries, at least on me they produce
that impression, as on most of the German critics.

1 These

speeches are now printed in the Teubner Antiphon (ed. Blass),

but he has unfortunately not added the fragments, which must

be sought in Mullach's Fragmenta Philosophorum, vol. ii. The

MSS. are very numerous for the Helen, and in general found

with the speeches of Antiphon. Their value is discussed by
Blass in his Preface to Antiphon, p. xi, sq.

349. It is unnecessary in this place to make more than a

passing mention of Polus of Agrigentum, and of Likymnius,

(perhaps the Chian lyric poet cited by Bergk, FLG. p. 1251),

pupils and followers of Gorgias. For of neither have we any re-

mains, nor do the ancients quote any works of Polus save a rhe-

torical treatise. The picture of the man in Plato's Gorgias is

disagreeable, forward, and insolent ; but perhaps here too Plato

is playing the Archilochus. Likymnius is even more obscure,

and only survives in stray allusions of Aristotle and Dionysius

as the inventor of 'Likymnian words' of more sound than

meaning. The greater pupils of Gorgias, Alkidamas and

Isocrates, belong to a later generation, and a newer epoch of

literature than that with which we are now occupied.

35' We turn to ANTIPHON the orator, the father of Attic

judicial oratory, who may indeed have heard Gorgias, and

learnt from him, as some of the ' Lives
'

assert, but who was

nevertheless the founder of a very different and far more solid

branch of Attic prose composition. Plato in his Phczdrus (2570)

says, that distinguished statesmen in Greek cities were ashamed

1 In the preface to his Antiphon (Teubner, 1870), Blass, in recording

his change of opinion on both orations (after Reiske), regards the Pala-

medes as a valuable specimen of early Attic judicial oratory, which is quite

true, so far as accurate dissection of the subject goea. He adds, that even

if forgeries, these speeches give us as good an idea of the genuine Gorgias

as the Roman copies give us of old Greek sculpture. Cf. Susemihl,

Gorgias und Att. Prosa, in Jahrfs Jahrb. for 1877.

VOL. II. I G
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to commit to writing and leave behind them speeches, lest they

might hereafter be called sophists. Though his evidence as

regards the Sophists is always suspicious, it is not unlikely that

this sort of teaching was at first classed with other teaching,

and the office of schoolmaster or pedagogue (in our sense)

has never ranked high among the *

upper ten' of any society.

It is probable from Thucydides' expression (though not cer-

tain, as Blass implies) that at first Attic counsel, who were

not allowed to speak for their clients, aided them with verbal

instructions. But it was inevitable that they should come to

write down the speeches in full, and practise their clients

in delivering them, so that this species of eloquence soon

outran the political speeches on the bema, which remained for a

long time the composition of mere practical politicians. Hence
it was that when a professional rhetor like Antiphon did happen
to make a political speech in the course of a judicial debate,

the effect of it was so extraordinary. The Germans think that

this practice of retaining a professional advocate by litigants was

the result of what they call the ochlocracy, which invaded Attic

politics about 420 B.C., and which is supposed by them to have

rapidly corrupted all morals and principle in the state. But

this, as Mr. Grote has long since shown, is a mere servile sub-

mitting to the evidence of the comic aristocrats, who traduce

and malign the completed democracy. It required no special

revolution or degradation of public opinion to produce written

court speeches, when the habit of retaining counsel was once

sanctioned.

351. Antiphon the son of Sophilus, ofthe deme Rhamnus l

in the north of Attica, was born early in the fifth century, about

480. His grandfather was said to have been an adherent

of the tyrants, so that his origin was probably aristocratic,

as is to be also inferred from his politics. The authors of

the c Lives
'

are at variance as regards his education, concern-

ing which they evidently knew nothing; his style shows, as

might be expected, evident traces of the study of Tisias and

Gorgias the reasonablepresumptions (eu-ora) of Tisias, and the

1 Cf. the picturesque description of the district in M. G. Perrot's

Eloquence politique etjudiciaire d AthSnes, i. p. 106.
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antitheses of Gorgias being prominent in his speeches. He
was evidently a celebrated teacher of rhetoric, as appears

from an allusion in Plato's Menexenus, and from Thucydides'

statement we know that he was the leading advocate at

Athens. But it appears from the hint of his being self-taught,

from his appellation Nestor, and from other allusions in the

Lives, that he did not become celebrated as a practical ora-

tor or politician till he was advanced in years. We possess

none of his speeches which seem to date before 420 B.C., ex-

cepting possibly the indictment of the stepmother, which in my
opinion is not genuine. He appears, from his traditions, and

perhaps from constant associating with young nobles as their

teacher, to have acquired a profound hatred of the Athenian

demos ; he wrote speeches for the allied cities in disputes

about the tribute, and wrote a violent attack on Alcibiades,

who, as being a renegade, was of course exceptionally hated

by the aristocratic party. But it is probable that this speech
was spoken by some client, for all through his life this wily and

able man kept in the background, and pulled the strings of

public affairs through weaker men whom he put forward. He
was in fact a sort of Athenian Baron Stockmar, who made
excursions from education, or perhaps still more a Richard

Wagner, who made excursions from art, into politics. This is

the picture drawn of him in a famous passage by Thucydides,
who was, according to common tradition, his pupil and friend,

and who evidently regarded him with no common admiration.

The circumstances in which he became a moving force are

a prominent part of Greek history. After the Sicilian disaster,

when he was now an old man, he undertook the organising
of the oligarchical revolution, which resulted in establishing
the Four Hundred at Athens. We know from Thucydides'
graphic picture that this was done by a huge conspiracy, which
worked by means of the aristocratic clubs in Athens. These

clubs, called Iratpiat, were purely political, and may perhaps
be compared to the Orange societies in the north of Ireland,
which while they profess loyalty to the constitution in their own
sense, and to their own order, hardly conceal their hatred of
their political opponents in the very formulae of their party

G 2
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creed. We know that these clubs carried out their object by
political assassination, and that they intimidated the populace

by their prompt and daring crimes. For this policy Thucy-
dides makes Antiphon responsible, and if indeed he proceeded
to call him * second to no man of his day in virtue? we might
well doubt the historian's morality as well as his veracity. But

of course Thucydides meant intellectual ability, as well as a

generous devotion to the oligarchy. Horses or dogs which

performed their allotted functions properly possessed an dpe-n; of

their own quite analogous. After describing the plots and mur-

ders perpetrated by the oligarchical conspirators, he adds,
1 that

Peisander was apparently the chief actor and public head of the

movement ;

' but the man who devised the whole thing so as

to bring it to this point, and had watched it longest, was An-

tiphon, a man second to none of the Athenians of his day in

merit (d/aerfl), and abler than any to devise a plan, and to ex-

press his thoughts ;
who never came before the (assembled)

people, nor so far as he could help it into any debate, but (yet)

was an object of suspicion to the masses on account of his re-

putation for cleverness ; for, indeed, he was the one man able

to give most help as an adviser to those who were contending
in debate both in court, and in the assembly/

It is not our province to detail the fortunes of the leaders

of the Four Hundred ;
how they despatched a deputation, in

which Antiphon took part, to Sparta, to put Athens completely
in the hands of the Lacedaemonians ; how when they re-

turned after the failure of this embassy, the moderate party

with Theramenes obtained the ascendancy, and how most of

the conspirators fled to Dekeleia. Antiphon and Archeptole-

mus remained, for reasons which have not been preserved.

They were forthwith tried for their treasonable negotiation with

the enemies of the city, and we are fortunate in still possessing

the text of the indictment, as well as of the sentence, which in

Plutarch's Life is copied from the rhetor Caecilius, who found it

in Craterus' collection of state documents. 2 It appears that

1 viii. 68. According to the parallel passages quoted by Classen in his

Introduction (p. Ixtii), aperfi also implies unselfishness.

* Both these statements are quoted by Blass, AB. i. pp. 88-9, notes.
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Antiphon put forth all his strength in his own defence. The

veteran rhetor, who had for years been the acknowledged master

of judicial eloquence, at last found himself obliged to apply in

his own case the arts and arguments with which he had sup-

plied his clients. His speech, which was famous in antiquity,

is an irreparable loss to us, as he did not adopt a technical or

narrow ground of defence, but reviewed the whole revolution of

the Four Hundred, and probably his own political life, in his

harangue on the coup cFttat (irepl rfjg /zfiraoratrewt;). Thucydides

goes on to say, when describing his character as above quoted,

that the defence was the finest oration of the kind known

up to his day. Agathon is said to have specially praised it

to the orator, who replied that the approval of one competent

judge atoned for its ill-success with the many. But of course

the case was too clear, and the general distrust of the

dangerous rhetor must have felt itself thoroughly justified by
the evidence of his antidemocratic policy.

1 He and Arche-

ptolemus were condemned to death, their descendants to loss

of civic rights ; their bodies were refused burial in Attic soil,

and their houses razed to the ground.

352. These events happened in 411 or 410 B.C. (Ol. 92, 2).

We have no other evidence whatever of the personal character of

this remarkable man. The Greek lives have sought to afford

it by confusing him with several other men of the same name,
first with Antiphon the democrat, whose services in war and

politics brought him death at the hands of the Thirty, who
were the successors of the Four Hundred in policy at Athens.

There was also Antiphon the tragic poet, murdered by Diony-
sius of Syracuse for an anti-tyrannic joke, and (omitting ob-

scure persons) the sophist Antiphon, already mentioned (p. 61).

Didymus ascribed none but the speeches on homicide to the

rhetor, to the sophist not only essays on truth and con-

cord, but even what he calls the fypriyoptKol and the TroAtnicoc

political harangues. This judgment, which Hermogenes quotes
from Didymus, is shown to be correct from the careful exami-

nation of the fragments by Blass,
2 and they are accordingly

1 See the elegant sketch of the temper and feelings of the Athenian

people at this moment in M. G. Perrot's Eloquence, i. p. 1 1 7, sq.
2 AB. i. 97, sq.
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printed as an appendix, under the sophist's name, in his

edition of Antiphon. I have spoken of these fragments in

connection with the Sophists. If the rhetor left no political

speeches, we must understand Thucydides to mean that on

these subjects his advice was given orally, and not by writing

a probable supposition, as the litigants might be obscure

people, but the politicians already speakers of some experi-

ence.

353- We Pass to tne consideration of the still extant

speeches which are ascribed to him. These are obviously divis-

ible into two classes, the theoretical exercises, and the practical

or actual court speeches. The former are peculiarly interesting

as affording a specimen from early times of the training given

by the rhetors training of a strictly real and practical ten-

dency, and very different from the idle declamation upon

impossible cases which was fashionable in the later schools.

On the other hand, they show plainly the professional spirit

then disseminated by the Sophists, who advocated the theory,

so naturally acceptable to the over-subtle and not over-con-

scientious Greek, that rhetoric was a sort of magic art, and
that by unlocking its secrets a man could ply at will the assent

and obedience of his hearers. Now-a-days, when a great part

of eloquence consists merely in feeling intensely upon a subject,

and letting the heart find its most simple and natural utter-

ance, we cannot easily put ourselves into this curiously arti-

ficial attitude, which allows the conviction of the speaker in his

cause to go for little, and makes his eloquence a mere play
of intellectual dexterity. But such was indeed the case in the

days of Antiphon. His exercises, called tetralogies, because

they contain a double attack and reply on each case, are all

upon murder cases, as indeed are all his extant speeches ; but

though this branch of them was particularly famous, the unity of

subject in his remains is rather to be ascribed to the accidental

preservation of that portion of his collected speeches in which

this class of cases had been brought together. They are meant
to show how a master of the art could frame arguments with

equal persuasiveness on either side of a given case.

One pair of the first tetralogy will here be sufficient as an
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example. A distinguished man has been found in the way
murdered by night, but his person not plundered. His

attendant slave is found lying beside him, mortally wounded.

Before dying, he attests that he recognised one of the murderers,

the man who is now charged with the crime. Moreover, the

latter was known to be at enmity with the deceased, and just en-

gaged with him in personal litigation. As the accused denies

the charge absolutely, the case would come for trial before

the Areopagus. It should be remembered that as it is an

imaginary one, there is no stress laid on the narrative of the

facts, which are assumed as undisputed on both sides
;
the pro-

blem is simply to argue from them in the best possible manner.

The accuser, who is a relative of the deceased, opens with

reminding the court how an offender of known talent and

mature experience will be sure to commit a crime in such a

manner as to avoid easy conviction, and that for this reason,

as direct evidence is almost sure to be wanting, the greatest

importance must attach to cfcorn, or probable inferences. He
adds a reminder of the public pollution resting upon the state

until the murderer has been prosecuted and punished. This is

the exordium. The argument opens by rejecting successively

all causes for the outrage except that of premeditated murder,
and shows that, such being the case, the accused had the

strongest motives to prompt him to the act, both from old

antipathy, and from the fear of condemnation in the pending
suit. Added to this, there is the only possible evidence, that

of the dying slave. On these grounds the speaker presses for

a verdict of condemnation, repeating in conclusion the religious

aspects of the question, and picturing the defilement of all the

temples and altars frequented by a blood-stained criminal.

To this very strong case the accused replies by opening
with a bitter complaint of his singular misfortune. While

others are relieved by a cessation or change from a pressing

danger, the defendant, whose property has been ruined by the

persecution of the deceased, has not escaped him even now,
but has his life still threatened and annoyed, so much so, that

it is actually no longer sufficient to establish his own good
character, but he is in danger of condemnation if he cannot
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discover and convict another man's murderers. He proceeds
at once to show that, granting his hostility to the deceased,

the certainty of being suspected was to him on prudential

grounds the strongest dissuasive from attempting it. But he will

undertake to retort the probable arguments set 'up against

him. In the first place, the deceased may have been slain by
robbers, who did not strip him because some one approached,
or by some criminal whom he had surprised in the commission

of another crime, or by some other personal enemy. Nor is

the evidence of the slave trustworthy ; for his excitement

must have made it hard to recognise the murderers, and he

would naturally name any person suggested by his master's

relations. Moreover, the evidence of slaves is at all times

doubtful, being never accepted without the test of torture.

But as regards the probabilities of the case, they are clearly

against the accuser, for how could a man in danger of being
condemned to a mere fine risk his life and liberty to avoid it ?

and if he did, he would do it through another, and not expose
himself to direct detection. His having strong reasons to

commit the deed rather show that he was suffering injustice at

the hands of the deceased, and it were indeed hard if this

injustice were to entail the still greater injustice of a capital

condemnation. The defendant concludes with retorting the

charge of impiety upon those who leave the real culprit un-

punished, and endeavour to convict an innocent man, who is

also a man of high public character and of blameless life.

Such are the two speeches which open the debate, carried

on through another attack and defence. They are all very

short, in fact mere skeletons to be filled out, as occasion

might suggest, but are so able and subtle as to show us how
natural was the distrust of such an art on the part of the

Athenian public, and how invaluable must have been the help
of such a counsel, if the opposite side was not furnished with

similar weapons.

354. The second tetralogy is on a case of homicide by
an accident in the palaestra, when a lad, throwing a dart in

accordance with all the rules of the school, hit another who
ran across him at the instant The case is interesting as
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showing the Greek sentiment concerning the pollution or

blood-guiltiness of any man or thing which was the cause of

death, whether intentionally or not Hence the constant

subtleties as to the real cause of the event which we find

here, and in the speech on the chorister, and which are re-

ported to have occupied the attention of Pericles and Prota-

goras for hours together. The third tetralogy is a dispute

about a homicide during a quarrel. The question argued

is that the accused merely defended himself against the

attack of the deceased, who thus succeeded in causing his

own death ;
and moreover, that his wounds not being mortal,

he deliberately, and against professional advice, had himself

treated by an incompetent physician, who caused the fatal

result. All these curious rhetorical exercises are evidently

from the same hand, and there have not been wanting attempts

to prove them of later date and inferior authorship than that

of Antiphon. But there is no reasonable ground for such

scepticism. The faults of over-subtlety and of crudeness attri-

buted to them are exactly those which we should expect from

his age and character, and their similarity in style, in spite of a

few peculiarities, to Antiphon's certain speeches and to Thucy-
dides' history are satisfactory evidence of their genuineness.

355. I feel much more doubt about the Charge of Poisoning

againsta Stepmother, which comes first in our MSS. This speech

has no doubt many features very similar to the acknowledged

pieces, such as the irpoKaraffKevri, or short summary before the

narrative of facts, which was usual with Antiphon, and the

artificial antitheses and assonances. But it is certain that

other rhetors of the same age used these devices. On the

other hand, the narrative of the facts obtains a prominence and

a picturesqueness in this speech which are foreign to what we
know of Antiphon, while the argument is neither forcible nor

ingenious, as his arguments are wont to be. There is, moreover,

a predominance of pathos in the speech which seems to me

strange to him. But the best modern critic, Blass, is not

convinced by these objections to reject the speech, and the

reader may therefore regard my opinion as having the weight
of authority against it
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356. As the speech about the chorister is on the subject
handled in the second tetralogy, so the speech On the Murder

of Herodes is in character very similar to that of the first. He-
rodes was an Athenian, and a relation of the accuser, who
became a cleruch at Mitylene after its capture in 427 B.C.

While on a journey to ^Enos, he left his ship at Methymna by

night, apparently in a state of intoxication, and never returned,

nor could his body be anywhere discovered. His relatives

charged with the murder the only companion of his voyage, a

Mitylensean, who was supposed to be incited by an enemy
of Herodes called Lykinos, who also lived at Mitylene. As
additional evidence there was adduced a letter supposed to be

written by the accused to Lykinos, and the declarations of a

slave on board, who was tortured by the relatives, and con-

fessed against the Mitylenaean, but was forthwith put to death,

having revoked his evidence when he saw that he gained

nothing by it. It is in this interesting case, and for a citizen of

a subject town, accused with murdering an Athenian citizen,

that Antiphon composed his admirable speech. We perceive
that the accused had been harshly and unjustly treated. Upon
coming to Athens, he had been at once cast into prison, and

been refused the alternative of offering bail for his appearance,

or of standing a second trial on appeal, though such refusal

was illegal. The orator must therefore not only disprove the

charge, but overcome a strong bias in the jury, arising from his

inferior condition, and the feeling against Mitylene, which had

not died away since the memorable crisis described by Thucy-
dides. I will not here pursue the intricacies of the argument,
in which there is, as usual, little narrative, but rather a subtle

discussing of the probabilities of the case. The trial is in-

teresting in showing the constant and stupid application of

torture, and the little faith which was put in slaves' evidence

even with this precaution. Moreover, a free man who was on

board was also tortured, which seems very strange, and one oi

the speaker's points is the fact that while the slave confessed

and criminated him, the free man would confess nothing.

357. Particularly interesting is the argument which shows

that mere probability is an unsafe guide, especially in capital
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cases, and this is illustrated by several cases of false condemna-

tion, where the truth came out afterwards. 1 The conclusion is

also very characteristic, as showing the religious character of the

Athenian public, to which Antiphon perpetually appeals. The

speaker urges that had he been guilty, the gods must have

shown their displeasure by unfavourable weather when he was

sailing, or unpropitious signs when he was sacrificing with

others ;
whereas the contrary was the case. 2 This and other

like appeals in Antiphon's speeches have been used with great

simplicity by Blass 3 to prove that the orator was a man of

antique sanctity, and an advocate of the national and estab-

lished religion. We may be sure that the follower of the great

sophists, and the master of Thucydides, held no such views.

His political career, and the practice of devising clever argu-

ments to sustain the weakness of a bad cause, are anything but

the marks of an old-fashioned and conservative piety. But

of course Antiphon, as a skilled rhetor, knew the audience

he was addressing, and especially in cases of homicide the

religious superstitions of the people were very strong, and

sustained by a wholesome instinct. Hence he takes the utmost

care that his case shall not be ruined by disclosing the least

irreverence or scepticism on such matters the least hint of

which would have been to an elderly and sedate jury the

strongest EIKOQ that the speaker was a lawless and guilty person.

1
69, sq. H5j 5* eyuye Kal irp6repov aKofj 3irlffTa.fJ.ai yeyov6s, rovro

ufv robs airoQavtvras rovro tie robs airoKreivavras ovx fvp-r\Q4vra.s ....
avr'iKa 'E<f>id\rijv rbv vp.4repov Tro\iri)v ouSeVcu vvv fvpTjvrai of airoKreivavres

.... rovro 5* tvrbs ov iro\\ov xP0f/ov 7ra 's ^T7?<r6J/ oi58 SciSe/ca CTTJ

ycyov&s rbv SeffirSryv airoKreivai' Kal el
/u.}} fyofirideis, us ave{36-r]o~v, eyKara-

\iirci)V rty fjidxcupa-v *v rfj ffQayf) &%ero (pevyow aAA* fr6\/J.i]fff /xelVai, airtaKovr
1

bv ol ev$ot> ovres airavrfs' ovSels yap Uv $fro rbv iralSa ro\/j.T)o-al irorf rovro.

He adds a curious condemnation of all the Hellenotam'se on a false

charge, when only one escaped through the delay of his sentence.

2 From the fact of Andocides (De Myst. 137-9) urging similar

points in favour of his own innocence, I infer that it was a commonplace
at Athens to argue that fair weather was a proof of favour from the gods,

and that a sea voyage was supposed to afford them a peculiarly convenient

opportunity for punishing the guilty.

AB. L 135.
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358. Though the subject-matter of Antiphon's speeches
is not without interest, there can be little doubt that the most

important feature about him, especially in a history of Greek

literature, is his form. For he is the earliest master of that

artificial and technical prose, which reached its climax in De-

mosthenes, and which is one of the most remarkable develop-
ments of the genius of the race. Nor is there any depart-

ment of Greek Literature so foreign to modern taste or to

modern ideas. We would willingly attribute all the minute

analysis of sentences in Greek orations to the barren subtlety

of the rhetors of Roman times, and believe that the old ora-

tors scorned to compose in gyves and fetters, and study the

syllables of their periods, and the prosody of them, as if they
were writing poetry. But all these details seem to have been

handed down in the re'xvcu which each of them published,

and Antiphon's was not the least-known among them. It

seems that every sentence was to be weighed and measured

in these orations, which were indeed not long but yet very

intricate, and which were constructed with so close an adher-

ence to rules, both in matter and in form, that we cannot

imagine any parallel now-a-days. Not even French prose, the

most polished and artificial organ of thought in modern Europe,
can compare with Greek rhetoric in this respect. The Greek

orator composed in periods, each of which was divided into one

or more jc\a, or members, four being the major limit. These

cola implied one another in construction, and were summed up
or completed by the last member, which was longer and

weightier in sound than the rest. This is the icarcffrpa/i/ueVi?

Xe'frc, of which Antiphon is the earliest official representative,

though Gorgias was probably its originator, and there are not

wanting examples of it in Herodotus. The relative length

of the cola, their cadence, their ending syllables all these

matters were made subject to rules. Antiphon, standing at

the opening of this peculiar study, has by no means attained

all its refinements ;
he often offends against the canons of the

Roman critics by allowing the natural course of expression to

carry him away. But this is only in comparison with later

Attic eloquence. In comparison with our eloquence, we per-
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ceive at once a stiff and artificial tone about him, enhanced by
the antique flavour of his language, wherein he and Thucy-
dides affected the old and unusual, in contrast to the beautiful

spoken Attic of their day.
1 I will not trouble the reader by

going into more minute details on these technical points, which

rather injure than help our enjoyment of Attic prose, but re-

commend the full discussion in Blass' chapter on Antiphon,
with the special tracts to which he refers. In an official history

of Greek oratory these are essential details, however dry and

uninteresting they may be to the general student.

To us moderns much of the force of Antiphon consists

perhaps in his having not refined his style into complete
accordance with these technical laws. The austere harmony
which we find in him and in Thucydides is far more impressive

than the smooth harmony of Isocrates. 2 This character is sus-

tained by his choice of words, which are dignified and often

poetical without the excess of metaphors censured in Gorgias.

He uses the older <r<r, though it had been already replaced by

rr, and the expression TOVTO piv TOVTO 3e, so common in Hero-

dotus but abandoned in later Attic prose. As to the method

.
of his orations, we notice that the arrangement is simple and

natural. After a proem, he throws in a sort of TrpoKraratr^ev^, to

prepare the mind for the narrative of facts which follows. But

here is his weak point, particularly as compared with Lysias,

while his strength lies in argument, especially in the urging and

retorting of a priori probable proofs. He reiterates, however,
a good deal, and comes back on points already argued. Besides

1
Thus, while such writers as Dionysius and Demetrius are constantly

showing anacolutha in the use of particles (p.4v repeated, or without 5e, or

vice versa, &c.). we are rather struck with such sentences as this : y<i>
8*

fiyovfjiai TToA.i> aviofficarepov flvai a<ptvai rov retivtwros rty rt/j.a>piav, &\\co$

re Kal rov pev e'/c irpofiov\ris aKovffloas airoddvovros, TTJS 8e fKov<ri<as IK irpo-

voias avoKreivda-ns (i. 5) or this : ov ykp Siiccuov otfr' %py<p apaprSyra Sib

^ftfiara ffo>Qriva.i, otfr' ^79* opOws trpd^avra Sib. p^ara. cwroAeVfleu rb pev

'vcip prinarTJs 7\c6<r<njs o/icfym^ 3<rri, rb 5 Zpyov rys yv&ni)s. And yet this

latter is found fault with by the critics for having the last clause too short,

and nothing corresponding to afj-dpT^fid fort 1

2 We have no better word than harmony to use here for the Greek

ippovia, which is not at all the same in meaning.
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fat figures of language, as the rhetors called them, that is to say,

balanced antitheses, alliterations at the end of clauses, and such

like, he made but sparing use of figures of thought, such as

indignant questions, invocations of the gods, and such indica-

tions of emotion as we should certainly leave to nature, but

which these strict theorists had discussed as mere rhetorical

devices. It was remarked that five of these, the aposiopesis, the

assumed hesitation (<)ia7rojor/ate), the emphatic repetition of a

word (aVaSiVXowrtc), the climax, and the use of irony, were un-

known to him. But this is not true of irony, which is prominent

enough in the Herodes speech, when the speaker is refuting
the point that, as no murderer had yet been discovered, he is

bound to clear himself by making the discovery.

The sum of these remarks leads us to the conclusion,

that while the early condition and incomplete development of

oratory made Antiphon adhere more closely than his more
subtle and variously trained successors to a fixed and symme-
trical plan, he did not equal them in the smoothness and grace
of their structure, or in the artful simplicity of their narratives.

Nevertheless he makes an august and haughty impression,
even when pleading in the person of others. His tone is severe

and dignified, his language strong and clear, without being
fervent or passionate ;

and he stands before us not only as

the fit organiser of an anti-democratic revolution, but as the

master and model of the historian Thucydides,

359. Turning to the external history of Antiphon's work,
we note that, though greatly esteemed by his actual contem-

poraries, he was soon eclipsed by succeeding orators, whose

developed graces were more agreeable than the harsh har-

monies of the antique rhetor. His commonplaces are men-
tioned by Aristotle as of the same kind as those of Gorgias,
and it is probable that Aristotle refers to the extant tetralo-

gies, which may have been part of the well-known re^vi?.

But the other earlier writers on rhetoric do not seem to have

paid any attention to him. He was not a model for either

late Attic or Roman eloquence. Dionysius often refers to

him as being, like Thucydides, a writer of the old rough

style, and as being with Lysias and Isocrates a leading orator
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of Thucydides' day as being a fine writer, but not plea-

sant Caecilius of Calacte appears first to have made a special

study of him, and we have many good things cited from his

criticisms in a special treatise on Antiphon and in his Lives

of the orators. Hermogenes speaks of him with equal care

and appreciation. The Life in Plutarch's Lives of the Ten

Orators, the Greek arguments, and many citations of phrases

in the Lexica show that he was studied if not generally read

in late Greek times. There was even a special book on Anti-

phon's figures by Caius Harpocration, and we have extracts

given by Photius from the orations.

360. Bibliographical. As to MSS., Aldus tells us, in the

preface to his Ed. Princeps, that Lascaris was sent to the East

to look for Greek books, and brought back one containing the

orators from Mount Athos. This MS. was evidently different

from any of those now extant, but not, I think, superior to

the best we possess, though in some passages it alone pre-

serves the true reading. Foremost is the Crippsianus (A),

used by Bekker as the basis of his text, which is in the British

Museum, and of the thirteenth century. But since Maetzner

collated the Oxford (N), of about the same age, it has been

found, after much controversy, to be a better copy of the same

archetype as A. 1 Others are the Laurentian and Marcian,

(B and L), and a Breslau copy (Z). After the Ed. Princeps

(1513), which contains all the orators save Demosthenes, as

well as the speeches attributed to Gorgias and Alkidamas,
and is the first edition of them all save Isocrates, there are

texts by Stephanus and others; but of highest authority, in

our own time, are those of Bekker, Baiter and Sauppe (the
Zurich Ed.\ Msetzner, and Blass (Teubner, 1871). If these

are not professed commentaries on the author, there is a host

of critical monographs by Sauppe, Franke, Brieglebe, Spengel,
and others, with occasional flashes of light from Cobet in the

Mnemosyne. An exhaustive account of the man is given by
Blass,

2 and F. Ignatius, de Ant. eloc. (Gb'tt. Diss., 1882), is a

partial lexicon.

1 Cf. the discussion in Blass' Preface to his text of Antiphon, which

differs from his earlier history of Attic oratory in some points.
2 AB. \. ch. iii.
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361. In connection with the technical development of rhe-

toric by Antiphon, it may be well to add a word on some con-

temporary or immediately succeeding men, whose main activity

is to be placed before the archonship of Eucleides, and who are

specially noted in Plato's dialogues, in Cicero's rhetorical works,

and by Dionysius, as marking epochs in the history of Attic

eloquence. The fact that their writings are almost wholly lost

prevents their claiming any considerable space in this short

history. Foremost stands Thrasymachos of Chalkedon, who
can be inferred from the extant notices to have flourished during
the later years of the Peloponnesian war. He figures as a lead-

ing personage in Plato's Republic^ where he appears in the cha-

racter not of a rhetor, but of a bold and vulgar sophist, of

blustering manner, and of low moral tone. But whether this

portrait is indeed a fair one may well be doubted. In the

Phadrus he is mentioned with Theodorus as a cunning rhetor,

and this is more in consonance with our other notices of him.

His technical treatises are referred to as aQoppal prjroptKai (which

probably do not differ from his great techne\ as ciridccjcrcito/,

and as iraiyvLa. Perhaps the deliberative speeches, of which

a fragment remains, were also technical models. From his

atyoppai were cited various set proems, v-rreppaXXorTec, or cli-

maxes, and \ot, or appeals to pity ; Plato l
speaks of him as

able to excite to rage, and to soothe again the minds of his

hearers, and this praise seems not ironical. But more generally,

Blass has shown from a comparison of the ancient authorities 2

that he was regarded as the real founder of the newer Attic elo-

quence, inasmuch as he adopted in style the just mean between

poetically artificial diction, on the one hand, and vulgar col-

loquialism, on the other. Secondly, he determined more ac-

curately the rhetorical period, a proper rounding of sentences

for proper effect, where everything is subordinate, and related to

the main thought, no loose or disconnected clauses being ad-

mitted. Thirdly, according to Aristotle, he first used the paeonic

rythm, beginning his period with a first pseon, and ending with

a first or fourth a subtlety which is now of little interest^

> Phadrus, 266-7.
8 *& * 246,
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and, as Blass shows, not verified by the extant fragments, but

which tells how profoundly artificial was Greek oratory in

comparison with ours. Cicero, however, also observes in

Thrasymachus this strict attention to rythm, but observes that

both he and Gorgias made their clauses too short, and there-

fore their rythms too manifest. This Blass illustrates from

Gorgias' remains (AB. iv. 331). Thrasymachus seems accord-

ingly to have been a valuable guide to Lysias, and other prac-

tical orators of the next generation. Only two short fragments

remain.

We have the same sort of praise in Plato's Phczdrus^ of

Theodoras of Byzantium, and of Euenos of Pares, who seem

to have been fertile in separating each part of an oration into

subdivisions, such as TTjoo^yj/o-ie, ^y^o-te, and eTri&jyyrjo-ie,

iricrrwfftg, and tTwriaTwffiQ ; Euenus also suggested indirect and,

as it were, accidental effects, which he called irapeTraivoi,

7rapav/>oyot, and the like. But all these subtleties belong strictly

to the history of Greek rhetoric, and require no special treatment

in a general history of literature.

266 B.

VOL. II. I H
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CHAPTER V.

THUCYDIDES ANDOCIDES, CRITIAS.

362. THUCYDIDES is said, upon late and doubtful authority,

to have been born 0471 B.C., and to have been therefore forty

years old at the opening of the Peloponnesian war. This agrees,

however, fairly well with the two passages in his work l in

which he states that he began his study of the war from its

commencement, being then of mature age, and having per-

ceived its importance ;
that he wrote down the events as they

occurred, and lived all through it to the close. As to the

historian's early life, we can only affirm that, while he is not

known to have taken any active part in politics, and yet had

sufficient means to permit perfect leisure, he must have studied

with care in the rhetorical schools of Gorgias, and still more of

Antiphon, as well as in the sophistical schools of philosophical

scepticism. He further tells us that he was the son of Oloros,

that he himself suffered from the plague at Athens, which he

so graphically describes
;

2 also that he was appointed general

for the protection of Athenian interests in Thrace, and that he

was sent for from Thasos, where he was occupied, by his col-

league Eukles to save Amphipolis, but that having failed in this

object, owing to Brasidas' promptness, he secured Eion. 3 He
tells us that, owing to his possession of gold mines in Thasos

and on the opposite coast of Thrace, he was of great influence

in that country,
4 but that he was banished after the affair at

Amphipolis (B c. 424) for twenty years, and thus had the

opportunity of studying the other side of the conflict, especially

the Peloponnesian affairs.

1
i. i, and v. 26. 2

ii. 48.
3

iv. 104-6.
4 This circumstance may have caused his appointment as strategus,

without any expeditionary force, in that region.
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These are then the indisputable facts which we possess on his

own authority moreover, we may infer that he outlived the cap-

ture of Athens by Lysander in 405 B.C., perhaps for some time, as

these confessions occur early in the fifth book, and we must

allow him time to complete the remainder. On the other hand,

his assertion that he witnessed and recorded the whole war is not

borne out by the close, which ends abruptly, and shows evi-

dence of being broken off by the death of the author, or some

other untoward circumstance. Indeed his observation 1 that

the eruption of ^Etna in the year 426 was the third recorded,

and the last known up to the date of the remark, seems to fix

his death, or the limits of his revision of his work, before 396

B.C., when another eruption took place. However, his long

absence from Athens, as well as his severe and perhaps surly

character, kept him from being affected by the rapid changes
of style and taste which mark the later years of the fifth cen-

tury. Hence, though his work was, in part at least, written

after new Attic prose had been developed, and when Lysias
was delighting the juries with translucent simplicity, Thucydides

kept up certain austerities of style, which make him and

Sophocles peculiar among all the extant Greek writers.

According to the most current tradition, he was assassinated

in Thrace, where he lived in retirement on his property, and his

unfinished work, which passed into the hands of his daughter,
was edited either by her or by Xenophon, to whom she en-

trusted it. As we shall presently see, there are some points of

style in the last and unfinished book which make Xenophon
a possible editor. There is a great controversy among the

Germans, some arguing that he considered the war concluded

with the peace of Nicias, and had actually composed the first

four and half books when he found that he must continue his

task, and so he began again
2 with a new proem. Others,

among whom is the latest editor, Classen, consider that the

so-called inconsistencies in his work, on which Ullrich based

this theory, can be explained away, and that there is a clear

proof of the whole work being the outcome of one deliberate

1
iii. 1 1 6. 2

v. 26.

H 2
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plan, not carried out till the end of the war, though evidence

was taken, and notes made, all through its course. The con-

troversy is, however, neither interesting nor profitable, and by

modifying our purely subjective opinion as to the degree of

completion which the earlier books may have attained before

the later were written, we may indefinitely approximate the

one hypothesis to the other. 1

Two other more fanciful inferences are drawn from his work.

When he contrasts it with those which are intended for imme-

diate display, and speaks
2 of them as composed by the logo-

graphers rather to afford pleasure than profit to the hearer, he

is supposed to refer to the recitation of Herodotus at Athens.

The earliest possible date for any such performance, and that

of only parts of his work, is 446 B.C., which may serve to mark
the time when the two historians came in contact, not when

Thucydides was a child (according to a current anecdote), but

a grown man, and able to criticise. But all this is doubtful, and

still more so is the notion of Ullrich, that his remark on Anti-

phon's defence of himself, being the finest known rtiv ^XP L W "

points at the defence of Socrates. This conjecture assumes

that Socrates' defence was esteemed an oratorical performance,
which it certainly was not.

There is a note of Plutarch, in his life of Kimon, which is

of more value, and apparently trustworthy. After detailing the

descent of Kimon through his mother from a Thracian king

1 The legends about Thucydides' life have been lately examined (apart

from Classen's Introd.) by Petersen, De Vita Thucyd., Dorpat, 1873 J

by Wilamowitz-Mollendorff in Hermes (xii. p. 326, sq.) ; by O. Gilbert

(PhiloL 38, 2), and by Firmani, Revista di Filologia, for 1877, p. 149,, sq.

But no new facts have been established. The newer tracts on the composi-
tion of his history, and the relation of the earlier to the later part, are

enumerated by L. Herbst, in the first part of his elaborate Jahresbericht

(Philologus, 38, p. 504). The result of his very dry and intricate discussion

is to show that while Thucydides regards and speaks of the first ten

years of the war as a separate war, he did not compose its history, nor

even his general introduction, without a knowledge of the whole twenty-
seven years of its course. Whether the allusions which prove this were

originally in the narrative, or inserted on revision, no man can tell.

2
i. 21 : aydvifffAo, es rb ira.pa.xPW"- &Ko6eiv . . . &s \oyoypd<poi

TTDOffay(ay6rfpov TTJ aicoodffei t) a\i]6effTepov.
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Oloros, he adds :
' Therefore the historian Thucydides, being

related to Kimon's family, was the son of an Oloros, called

after his ancestor, and owned gold mines in Thrace. He is

said to have been murdered at Scaptesyle (in Thrace), but the

monument over his remains, which were brought to Attica, is

shown among the tombs of Kimon's family, next the tomb of

his sister Elpinike. But Thucydides was a Halimousian as to

his deme, whereas Miltiades' people were Lakiadse.' There is

also a very explicit and credible statement in Pausanias l that

his return from exile was due to CEnobius, son of Eukles (appa-

rently his old colleague in Thrace), who carried through a

deciee that he should be restored to Athens, but that having
been assassinated as he was returning, a statue was erected to

him in the Acropolis, and a monument set up to him not far

from the Melitean gate.

3^3' On a double Herme in the museum of Naples we have

representations of Thucydides and Herodotus, which represent

the former as a somewhat mean, surly-looking person ; yet the

type is so unlike an ideal Greek head, and so thoroughly in-

dividual, that it was always believed to have some authority.

The printing of photographs of the splendid bust at Holkham,

by the Earl of Leicester (in May 1878), along with a translation

of Prof. Michaelis' essay upon these portraits,
2
proves that the

Naples portrait is a poor and shabby copy of the same (pro-

bably bronze) original from which the Holkham bust is taken.

The latter is in splendid condition, and expresses all the stern-

ness and strength, together with the peculiar modernness, which

marks the character of Thucydides. I am of course far from

thinking that a bust which did not express these qualities could

not be genuine ; some men are very disappointing in their ap-

pearance. But it is very satisfying to have the portrait corres-

ponding to our ideal, and in no conventional way. It is the

opinion of Otto Gilbert 3 that this is a copy of the portrait
statue set up by CEnobius.

1
i- 23. 9.

2 I must here record my thanks to the Earl of Leicester for sending me
a copy of this valuable but unpublished contribution to archaeology.

1
Philologus, 38, 2, p. 259.
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364. Turning to a survey of his work as we have it before us,

we must adhere to the now received division into eight books,

though it is nowhere countenanced by the author, and though
we hear of divisions into nine and into thirteen books as known
in old days. But the existing arrangement is convenient and

well devised. Thucydides intends his work to be a military

history of the Peloponnesian war, compiled from original docu-

ments, and from a careful record of personal observations,

as well as a comparison of the fresh reports of eye-witnesses.

That he has carried out this plan perfectly, and that his book

is the most complete and careful record of the details of a long

war, cannot be for a moment questioned, It is a work infinitely

more complex, and more difficult than Xenophon's account of

his Retreat from Cunaxa, but is like it in being a contemporary

history. The chronological method which he prefers, and

specially vindicates,
1 as superior to the ordinary plan of quoting

archontates and priesthoods, is that of successive summers and
winters. Nevertheless, his starting-point

2 must be determined

on the old method, and his strict adherence to summers and
winters leads him at times to break off a connected account of

military operations to notice some distant and unimportant,
but synchronous transaction. This defect of arrangement has

been commented on by Mure and others. Unfortunately it

has led the author to record a vast number of petty raids and
resultless movements in outlying parts of Greece, while he
has omitted the whole of the literary and artistic, as well as

almost the whole of the social and political, history of the great

epoch on which he wrote. This is the more to be regretted
as the few digressions he does make into archaeological or

political subjects are, in proportion to their extent, the most
valuable and interesting parts of his work.

365. But the author himself is by no means of that opinion.
His preface opens with the assertion that the Peloponnesian

war, as he had from the very commencement expected, turned

out by far the most important crisis in Hellenic, and therefore

in human, history. It is almost impossible that in making this

statement Thucydides should not have had the great work of

1 v. 20. *
ii. i.
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Herodotus in his mind's eye, especially if he did not begin to

write, as many critics maintain, till the close of the war. But

whether this be so or not, his proof of the bold assertion as to

the importance of his subject is singularly sophistical. He turns

first to the very ancient times, and in what is called his Archa-

ologia reviews the condition of early Greece, and especially the

resources displayed in the Trojan war, which he holds to have

been but small, for want of the real sinews of empire xwara

irai vavriKov, money and a navy. The same was in a lesser degree

the case with the states which became prominent under tyrants

from this time to that of the Persian wars, as he shows by a

series of most interesting observations.

But when he comes to this crisis ! he shirks a fair esti-

mate of its comparative importance with his own subject ; he

gives a very meagre extract to show its effects upon Sparta

and Athens, and concludes 2
by saying that the ancient affairs

were difficult to ascertain on proper evidence, because of the

uncritical way in which people hand down tradition. He
illustrates this by three examples : first, that of the Athenian

misconception about Harmodius and Aristogiton, to which he

again reverts more fully,
3 and then to the popular Greek errors

about two trivial matters, which had not past into oblivion,

the \OXOQ UtTardrrjQ, and the double vote of the Spartan kings,

in one at least contradicting an opinion of Herodotus. ' So

little pains do the many take in seeking after truth, and rather

turn to what is ready at hand !

' 4 In c. 23 he returns to the

1
c. 1 8. 2

c. 20. '
vi. 54.

4
Herbst, in a very minute examination of this preface (Philologus,

38, pp. 534-45), gives a new exposition of the whole argument, and de-

fends Thucydides against the charge of having endeavoured to slight the

importance of the Persian war in the history of Herodotus. He considers

that Thucydides divided his retrospect into two portions, that of the

ira\aid, reaching from mythical times down to the battle of Marathon, and

that of the M?j5iKo. The iroAata, which he reviews in cc. 2-1 7, embrace
the Trozca, which have been exaggerated by fables, and the period of

the tyrants, in which a careful examination of facts shows want of the re-

sources of war. He then sketches the M7j5iK(in cc. 18, 19. The criticism

which follows (cc. 20-2), and which contains the disrespectful remarks on
the logographers, and the general untrustworthiness of old traditions, is
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comparison of the Medic affairs, and observes that they were

settled by four battles, whereas the later war was more pro-

tracted, severe, and full of horrors. He speaks of cities being
now destroyed by barbarians, of which we know only a single

small instance (Mycalessus). He also asserts that this war

greatly affected barbarians as well as Greeks. Historically

this is not provable, but I fancy Thucydides' opinion was

rather that any war, however petty, among Greeks was vastly

more important than the most momentous struggle with bar-

barians. This is the real cause of his exaggerated estimate of

the Peloponnesian war a war which was perhaps of less im-

portance in the world's history than any other struggle of

similar length, for it was not a struggle of either opposed races,

or religions, or great ideas ; and had its issue been reversed,

it would not have materially affected the general course of

human history. But an exaggerated notion of his subject is

a good fault in an author, and only to be blamed when it

leads him to invidious comparisons with his rivals. With the

twenty-fourth chapter the real history of the war begins, and in

an excellent narrative he tells us of the quarrel between Corinth

and Corcyra about Epidamnus, followed by other preliminary
movements and the discussion at Sparta.

1 But before entering

upon the actual war, he again reverts to the past, and resumes

the sketch of Greek history this time Athenian from the

capture of Sestos to the outbreak of the war. 2 There follow

directed, according to Herbst, wholly against the historians of the iraXaid

poets and poetical logographers and has nothing to say to Herodotus.

Thucydides then turns (c. 23) to a parallel criticism of the really important

Mrj5i/cc, and though allowing their greatness, nevertheless maintains the

greater importance of his own period, because of the brief crisis of the

Persian war, and because of the lesser number of Greeks engaged. But

this presupposes that he is comparing the Mrj5t with the whole twenty-

seven years war, and not with the Archidamic alone. I think this general

sense may be read into the passage, but it is certainly not the obvious

one, and I do not believe that Thucydides intended to avoid censuring

Herodotus' method of writing history, as distinguished from the early

logographers. Cf. A. Bauer's Thtmistodes, pp. 31, sq., since published

(1881).
1 cc. 24-55, S6-88-

2 cc. 89-118. This was known among old critics as the

TTjpla of Thucydides.
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additional preliminaries to the war, again interrupted by the

episodes of Pausanias and Themistocles ;
l and the book ends

with the completion of the preliminary matter.

366. It is remarkable that in the latter chapters Thucy-
dides not only implies a knowledge of Herodotus, but also

some respect for him. He starts his second retrospect from the

capture of Sestos, where Herodotus had paused ; he says that

while the Medic affairs had been fully treated, the succeeding

period was neglected, even by Hellanicus, who was inaccurate

in his chronology ;
2

he, moreover, in his digressions about

Pausanias and Themistocles, expressly fills up the points

omitted by Herodotus. This seems to me to denote a differ-

ence of date in the composition of the early preface and these

later portions of the first book. We see, however, that this

book is full of digressions and of prefatory matter, all in the

author's opinion strictly necessary to the understanding of the

Peloponnesian war. I have also omitted all mention of the

speeches a peculiar and somewhat foreign feature in the

history, to which we will revert presently with more detail.

Passing on to the succeeding books, we find in every one

of them some brilliant piece of narrative ; indeed, wherever

the subject is worthy of the writer, his talent for nervous and

spirited description responds fully to the occasion. Thus we
have in the second book the night attack upon Plataea (at

the opening), then the graphic and affecting account of the

plague,
3 which has been the model for so many subsequent

writers ;
and the naval operations of Phormion off Naupac-

tus.4 We have in the third book 5 the night escape of the

Platseans from their city, which has been reproduced in our

own day by Sir E. Creasy in his Attic novel, The Old Love

and the Neiv ; the terrible tumults at Corcyra, with the his-

torian's reflections,
6 and a very interesting chapter

7 on Delos.

The fourth book opens with the brilliant Athenian success

at Sphacteria, and contains not only the equally disastrous

failure at Delium,
8 but the active operations of Brasidas

1 cc. 128-38.
*

c. 97. cc. 47, sq.

cc. 83, sq. cc.20, sq. cc. 75, sq.
' c. 104.

e
cc. 77, sq.
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in Thrace, including the historian's own failure to save Am-
phipolis.

1

This passage, which is curt and stingy in detail, has given
rise to much discussion among critics. Most of the Germans,
whose enthusiastic reverence for Thucydides will allow no flaw

in his character, maintain that he did all that could be done to

save Amphipolis, and that his exile, to which he alludes casu-

ally in another place, was an unjust sentence, caused by the

disappointment of the Athenians at Brasidas' success. The
most prominent supporters of this view are Classen (in his

Commentary) and Ernst Curtius (in his History). On the

other hand, the reticence of the historian on the date and
nature of his appointment to the command, and the uncon-

cealed dislike and contempt he shows for Cleon, who probably
caused his exile, have led critical English scholars, such as

Mure in his chapter on Thucydides' life, and Grote in his

History, followed (as usual) by Oncken, to declare that the his-

torian was remiss and dilatory up to the last moment, and

probably deserving of his punishment. We have not sufficient

evidence to settle the question with any certainty. It seems to

me that the historian honestly thought he was not to blame,
but that the Athenians, perhaps just as honestly, differed with

him in opinion. His silence as to the sentence passed upon
him is quite in keeping with his usual reticence on the disap-

pearance of leading men from the scene. Thus he merely
tells us that Pericles lived two years into the war ; he only
lets out accidentally that Phormion was dead, by stating that

the Acarnanians applied for his son to be sent to command
them.

367. Returning to our catalogue of remarkable passages,

we have the celebrated reflections on the close of the Archida-

mian war, and the new proem to the rest of the work in the

fifth book ;

2 and later on, after the long and complicated in-

trigues of Alcibiades in the Peloponnesus, the description of the

battle of Mantinea, apparently from personal observation.3

The sixth and seventh books, by far the finest portion of

the work, are mainly concerned with the preparation and

1 cc. 104-6.
2

c. 26. 8 cc. 64-75.
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outfit of the Sicilian expedition, its interruption by the out-

rage on the Hermae, its gradual progress, and disastrous close.

Indeed, the sustained splendour of the narrative in the seventh

book makes it impossible to specify passages. The eighth

book, in which we miss the finishing hand of the author, is

mainly interesting for its accurate account of the oligarchical

revolution at Athens in 411 B.C., a political crisis so closely

connected with the war as to form part of it, and thus fortu-

nately to find its way into the narrative.

But it must be remembered that these remarkable narratives

are interrupted both by barren chronicles of petty raids and in-

effectual campaigns, which are given in most conscientious

detail, and by political speeches inserted at intervals, in order

to expound the feelings and passions which formed the atmo-

sphere in which the facts occurred. While the former details

arise from a too minute and careful registering of the facts,

which Thucydides no doubt overrated in importance, the se-

cond are of a very different kind, and are rather violations of,

than servile submissions to, historical accuracy. I need only

say one word about the former. The various raids about

^Etolia and Acarnania, among the Sicilian cities before the

arrival of the great Athenian armament, or in the Peloponnesus
after the peace of Nicias, though they are of little moment, and

are now passed over by most readers, nevertheless serve to give

us a very living picture of Greek warfare and of Greek politics,

with their perpetually shifting intrigues and varying aspects;

and although we should gladly have taken instead a few more of

his invaluable digressions on antiquities or on changes of consti-

tution, we must acknowledge that they give his narrative of the

war great completeness. There is indeed only a single passage
in which he betrays weariness of these trivial movements, and

says he will not chronicle them concerning Sicily, except when
the Athenians were directly concerned.

368. But wherever the facts become important, his narra-

tive is not content with a mere chronicle, it adds the motives of

the actors, and describes their most secret thoughts, as if the

historian had been present and had heard them declared. This

drawing of human character in accordance with the suggestions
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of the facts, is particularly remarkable in the 8th book, where

there are no set speeches, and is a striking example of the

dramatic way in which Greek historians identified themselves

with their subject We moderns make our reflections con-

sciously, and separate them from the narrative. Thucydides
seldom does so, but lets his subjective opinions come out in

the drawing of character, and the attribution of motives as his-

torical facts. As his basis is strictly the human, as opposed to

the divine so often admitted by Herodotus, these motives are

generally verified by the results, and are never improbable, but

yet they are not history in our sense. 1 This is far more dis-

tinctly the case with the speeches, where he absolutely leaves

the domain of sober narrative, and assumes the person of a

rhetorician, from which point of view he is justly criticised by
all competent and complete historians of Attic eloquence. It

is indeed most probably his great example which has led subse-

quent classical historians to interlard their narrative with imagi-

nary harangues, and which gave to Greek and Roman history

that rhetorical flavour noted by Mure as the main defect of

Attic prose literature. It is generally admitted that these

speeches have no claim to any accuracy ; and though most

historians long to find at least Pericles' Funeral Speech in the

second book authentic, Mure has shown in this particular case

how the mannerisms of the historian are specially prominent,
and how he uses arguments which could not possibly have

been spoken by a Greek political leader who possessed the

secret of fascinating his audience.

There is even very little apparent effort made to preserve

character in these speeches. Thus the Lacedaemonian speakers

are as voluble and as lengthy as the rest, and their Doric dialect

is exchanged for the old Attic diction ofthe work. Thucydides
himself 2 notes the difficulties of preserving accuracy in these

speeches, and says he endeavoured to reproduce the general

sense ofwhat was really spoken, that is to say, really spoken in

his opinion; but we may be quite sure that no such speeches

could ever have had any effect upon a large audience. Ac-
1 Cf. the excellent remarks of Herbst, Philol. 38, p. 556-9.
2

i. 22.
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cordingly he toned them all to the uniform dress required by
his history as a work of art, and only suggests peculiar features

by the short and rude speech of the ephor Sthenelaidas,
1 or

by the lively style of Athenagoras,
2 or by the egotism of

Alcibiades. But more frequently they are so general and im-

personal as to be ascribed to
' the envoys

'

or ' the speakers
*

of

a certain city or policy. The best analysis of them has been

given by Blass, in the first volume of his work on Attic elo-

quence, in which he follows closely the well-known criticism

by Dionysius of Halicarnassus.

369. Excluding the dialogues, which we shall consider pre-

sently, there are forty-one speeches, of various length, inserted

in the first seven books, the eighth being peculiar in possessing
none. They may be classed as panegyrical, of which the famous

speech of Pericles 3
is the only specimen, juridical, of which

the demurrer of the Plataeans and reply of the Thebans 4 are

specimens, and thirty-eight deliberative harangues. About
fourteen of these are exhortations to soldiers by their general,

and are mostly short and to the point. There remain twenty-
four strictly deliberative speeches, inserted generally in pairs

or threes, and sometimes even so constructed that the answer

follows a long time after the first speech, and not professedly in

reply to it. A careful reading of these speeches will show a
"

gradual improvement in clearness as the work advances ; those

of the sixth book being much more to the point and freer from

obscurity than the earlier ones, the speeches of Hermocrates

especially being very good specimens of the deliberative style.

It seems indeed not unlikely that Thucydides in his exile made
the acquaintance of the great Syracusan, to whom he is every-
where very favourable, and from whom he may have obtained

the outlines of his policy. Colonel Mure thinks that the same
sort of relations with Alcibiades, when in exile, are to be in-

ferred from the minuteness with which his secret policy is de-

scribed. O. Miiller has the same idea about Athenagoras, and
most critics about Pericles and Nicias. These conjectures only

prove how much character Thucydides has succeeded in in-

1
i. 86. 2 vi. 36.

ii. 35-46. iii. 53-9 ; 61-7.
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fusing into these speeches, though conceived in his own torm

and diction.

370. Dionysius, whose judgment as a rhetorician is of value,

however modern scholars may despise his notions of composing

history, gives us a very complete criticism of many of them,
with a full appreciation of the glaring defects which require

the genius of the author to palliate them. The chief of these

is obscurity, which most critics think a natural and unavoid-

able result of the early and undeveloped condition of Attic

prose, combined with the perpetual striving of the author to

pack his sentences as full as possible with meaning. Hence
even his censors have perpetually admired his marvellous

power of conveying substance in the smallest amount of words,

and of pressing on the reader a new thought before the former

one is fully expressed. Next to this compression and conse-

quent obscurity, the historian has been justly censured for

many sophistical mannerisms, such as the perpetual antithesis

of nominally and really (Xoyw and e'pyw ),
which in the Funeral

oration occurs sixteen times, and nearly one hundred times in

the course of the work. There are also needless definitions of

obvious words, and subtle distinctions, not to speak of the

affected use of neuter adjectives for nouns a practice for which

his latest German commentator finds reasons which will ap-

pear, to such as are not pedants, invented to sustain a bad

case. 1 Colonel Mure and Dr. Blass have also noted curiously

inappropriate arguments in some places, where an orator of

common sense could not possibly have followed the course

assigned to him. Such are the opening words of Pericles'

Epitaphios, in which he ascribes a spirit of niggardly detrac-

tion to his audience, and the speech of the Corinthians,'
2 where

the changes and chances of war are insisted upon by those

whose object was to urge it, and not to dissuade from it.

To these criticisms, which seem to me well founded, I

have two remarks to add. In the first place, when Classen and

others speak of the undeveloped condition of Attic prose, and

the difficulties of wrestling with an unformed idiom to express

1 Cf. Classen, i. p. Ixxiii, quoting the authority of Hermogenes.
8

i. 120.
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adequately great and pregnant thoughts, they altogether over-

state the matter in their efforts to defend Thucydides. Eu-

ripides and Cratinus had already perfected the use of Attic

Greek in dramatic dialogue. Again,' not only was it quite

feasible to transcribe into Attic the excellent models in Ionic

prose already subsisting, but in Attic prose Antiphon had al-

ready attained clearness, as we can see in his extant speeches.

Possibly his example may have aided in making the speech
of the Plataeans and the Theban answer, which are essentially

court speeches, the best in the work. But apart from dramatic

poetry and oratory, it seems perpetually forgotten that the tract

on the Athenian polity, which we have among Xenophon's

works, must have been published before 415, and more pro-

bably about 428 B.C., and therefore years before Thucydides'

history, and that whatever faults the tract may disclose, it shows

an easy and complete mastery of the Attic prose idiom. 1

Secondly, when critics, both ancient and modern, reiterate

their praise and wonder at the extraordinary compression of

thoughts in these speeches and in the descriptions of the his-

torian, and speak of his hurrying on from new thought to new

thought without waiting to express himself clearly, they seem to

me to misstate altogether the true nature of his eloquence. I

cannot find that there is this crowding of ideas in his orations,

but rather a crowding of curious and distorted aphorisms about

some leading idea, which is reiterated in all sorts of forms.

The real key to his style is to be found in the characteristic

description of his Athenian audience which he puts into the

mouth of Cleon. 2 There appears, in fact, as before observed in

1

Dionysius notes the same thing in comparison with the prose of

Critias, whom he calls one of the new Attic school, but who wrote before

Thucydides.
2

iii. 38 : ctfrioi 8' vpfis Kcutas ayuvoOfrovvrfs, olnvfs fldQare dfaral

fjifv r&v \6ytov yiyvfffOai, aKpoaral 8e rwv fpywv, r& fjikv fj.f\\ovra fpya a-jrb

TUV e5 flir6vTd)v ffKciirovvres, &s Svvara ylyvfffQai, T& 8e Trfirpa.yfji.fva ^877,

ov rb Spaffdfv iri<rr6Tfpov fyfi \afi6vTfS $ rJ> aicovffOev, airb r>v \6y<av Ka\S>s

firirifj.t}(r<ivT(av' /col fj-era Kaiv6ri\ros /J.fv \6yov avarciffdai &pi<Troi, p.ra SeSo-

Ktfj.afffj.fvov 8e
fj.)) vvfirf<rQai td\eiv, Sov\ot fores rwv del ar6TT(av, vTrfp6irra.i

8e TWV fi(oQ6Tav, Kal fj.d\iffTa fj.fv avrbs eiVeTj/ e/coo-ros f3ov\6fj.evos Svyatrflat,

8e
fi-fi, avrayuvi^fvoi rots ret rotaDra \eyovffi, ^ Vffrcpot aico\ovdriffou
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the case of Sophocles (Vol. I. p. 316, 194), a sort of tendency
to play hide-and-seek with the reader, and, while expounding
an obvious or familiar idea, to astonish him by the new and

strange way in which clause after qlause is brought out.

371. In support of this opinion, that Thucydides is only
condensed in expression but not in thought, a great number of

passages could be cited, but I must content myself with a few.

The famous picture of the excitement of the land forces during
the last great battle in the harbour of Syracuse

l

may serve as

the first It has elicited the profound admiration of Grote,

and the ridicule of Mure for the same reasons. And though
we cannot but agree with much of Grote's praise

' the modern
historian strives in vain to convey the impression of it which

appears in the condensed and burning phrases of Thucydides
'

there is real truth in the words of Mure :

* The specification

of the modes in which the assembled crowd displayed its emo-

tions ; of the exact position of the groups of which it consisted ;

of the precise amount that each saw and heard, with the vicis-

situdes of their feelings and gestures, even to the nervous
"
bobbing

" and "
ducking

"
of their heads or bodies in sym-

pathetic response to the critical turns of the combat, are over-

stated to superfluity or triviality.' He shows too in a note the

greater tendency to antithetical jingle of structure and sound

in this part of the narrative.

I will next refer to an equally well-known passage, both as a

good specimen of the style, and as an illustration of my position.

It is the account of the Athenian character as contrasted with

the Spartan by the Corinthian envoys.
2 Now in this passage,

SoKelv rrj yvdifirj, oe<as 5e ri \eyovros irpoeiraiveffai, Kal irpoanrBeffOat re

irp6dvfj.oi
elvat ra \ey6/j.eva, Kal irpovoria'ai fipaSeis ra ^| avrwv airoftr{ff6/J.eva'

t]rovvres re &\\o ri, &s flirelv, 3) ev oTs ^ufj.ev, (ppovovvres 5e ovSe irepl rwv

irap6vr(ov iKavoas. a.Tr\js re, aKorjs ytiovfj 7jff<T(afJi.evoi, Kal crotpiffrtov 6eara"is

iotK6res Kadtifj-evois /iaAAoi/, ^ Trepl TroAews /JovA.et/0/ie'j/oiy.

1
vii. 71.

2
i. 70 : ol fjLev ye vecorepoiroiol Kal e'Trworjffai oels Kal eirire\effai fpycp

& kv yvtaffiv' v/*e?s Se ra virap-^ovra re cr<aeiv Kal e-TTtyvcavai /tTjSev, Kal epytf

ouSe ravayKata e|i/ce<r0ai. ai>6is Se oi fj.ev Kal irapa Svva/JLiv roX^rai, Kal

irapa yvca/jLyv KivSvvevrai, Kal ev rols Seivo'is ve\TTt8es' rb Se vfterepov rrjs

re 8vvdu.(i>s tydea 7rpa|ai, rrjs re yv<&/j.r]s /nySe rots fiefiaiois irurrevaai, r&v
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not only is the contrast very much over-strained (instead of being

qualified by such cases as those of Nicias and Brasidas), but the

whole description plays round the single idea that the Athenians

are a very enterprising, and the Spartans a very conservative,

society. Again, in the fine speech of the Plataeans in defence of

their lives, the appeals to the generosity of Sparta are repeated all

through the argument till they become wearisome. An endless

number of similar instances, and of the repetitions of the same
ideas and the same phrases, even in different speeches, indicate,

if anything, rather a poverty than a richness of ideas. 1

The fullest and most suggestive is, perhaps, Pericles' Epita-

phios, though it too has its reiterated antitheses of in word and
in deed; but even here we may perceive one great reason both

of the obscurity and of the constant playing with a few ideas

which characterise almost all the harangues. It is the fixed

purpose of the historian to make them quite general in appli-

cation, and hence the careful avoidance of all details and all

particulars which give point and flavour to every great speech
of every real orator. Thus the allusions of Pericles to the art

education and aesthetic pleasures afforded at Athens lose much

point by the avoidance of every detail concerning the great artists

oie<rdai airo\vd'f)(re(r9ai. Kal p.}]V Kal &OKVOI irpbs V/J.OLS

,
Kal cwroSrj/tTjTal irpbs fv8r)/m.oTdTovs. otovrai yap ol p.cv TTJ a-jrovaria

av rt KTaff9ai
) fyte?s 5e T< Tre\Qe'iv Kal ra erolfjia &j> j8Acu|/cu. Kparovvrfs re

riov exQp&v eirl ir\iiffrov eepxoj/TCU, Kal viKwy-tvoi CTT' Ao^t<TToy avairiirrovffiv.

ihri Sc, TO?S p.fv ff(jop.a.ffiv a\\OTpiwrdTOis inrep rys v6\f(os xpuvrai, rfj

yvca/J.ri Se oiKeLordrr) es rb irpdffa'eiv ri virep avrrjs. Kal a p.\v Uv

u^i ee\Q(affu', oi/cela ffrepeffdai yyovvrat, a 5' kv tire\96vTes

(\lya irpbs rot, /xe\\ovra TV^V Trpd^avres, fy S' apa irou /col velpa <Tq>a\S>(riv,

avreKTrlffavres a\\a eir\-f)p(0<rav ryv xp^av- P-^voi yap $xov

tXiri^ovffiv a &y tirivo'hffaiffi, $ia rb ra%Tav rfyv fvi^ip'no'iv iroieTffOai uv

yvSxri. Kal TttSro /xera Tr6vu>v Trdvra Kal KivSvvtov 81 8\ov rov aluvos (JLOxdov

Kal airo\avov(riv eAa%icrTo ruv inrapxdvTcov Sia rb ael Kraffdai, Kal /i

&\\6 ri T)ye~iff6ai % rb ra Seofra irpa^ai, ^vfjupopdv re ovx
v airpdyfiova, ^ aa^oA.fai' firitrovov. SXTTC ef rts avrobs l-vveX&v (pair)

avrovs *Xflv f)O'vx'iai
' A1^7

"

6 TOVS &\\ovs avQp<airovs e^,

opQGis kv tiiroi.

1

Cf., for example, the latter half of iii. 37, iii. 44, and the appendices
to Mure's fifth volume, on the rhetorical mannerisms of Thucydides.

VOL. II. I I
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or the great works which were within the sight and in the mind
of all his supposed hearers. Indeed, throughout the whole

work not a single contemporary artist, or poet, or literary man is

mentioned, except Hellanicus, and that for his inaccuracy ; not

a single public work or monument, save the Propylaea, and

that perhaps because it was a needless expense in the way of

mere ornament, without the excuse of religion. But if this

adherence to generalities has damaged the rhetorical effect

of the speeches, it has made them a better and more en-

during monument of the philosophy of history as the author

conceived it.

Finally as to the form of the speeches, the rhetorical critics

have observed that while there is a general attention paid to

the rules prescribed in the early handbooks, while there is

generally a fixed exordium, &prothesis, a narrative of facts, and

a formal conclusion, there is no such slavish adherence to them

we should expect rather in professional court-speeches than

in the deliberative addresses of political leaders. While figures

of diction, such as rimed endings, artificial antitheses, and the

like, are frequent, figures of thought, such as indignant questions,

irony, aposiopesis, and the like, are rare, as if beneath the

dignity of the historian, and chiefly admitted in the harangue
of the demagogue Athenagoras ;* whereas even in the speeches
of Cleon, whom the author hated and despised, no attempt
has been made to portray his vulgarity in his language.

372. Passing to the dialogues, the first to be mentioned, on

account of its length and prominence, is the so-called Melian

dialogue at the close of the fifth book. The form of this

passage is that of a court-speech interrupted by replies to each

point, and is an ingeniously constructed method of expounding
the brutal policy of the Athenians as expressed in a private

conference. Grote has raised special objections to its historical

value, and thinks it rather a sort of tragic climax of insolence,

intentionally dramatised before the disastrous peripeteia of the

1

They are, however, much more frequent than is to be inferred from

Blass's account, who speaks of Athenagoras' speech as affording the only

examples.
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Sicilian expedition. While agreeing fully with his objections, I

think he need not have contrasted it, as less genuine, with the

speeches, many of which rest on just as little evidence, and

have just as little internal probability. But in any case the

obscurities and outlandish contortions of expression in the

discussion have struck all commentators, and elicited from

Dionysius special censure. It is properly ranked with the

speeches on account of its rhetorical and sophistical tone, and

may be regarded as one of the weakest points in the great

history. The other two examples, the dialogue of Archidamus

with the Platseans,
1 and that of the Ambraciot herald and the

Acarnanian soldiers of Demosthenes,
2 are both admirable, the

former being formal and stately, the latter very brief and

dramatic ; and it is to be regretted that there are not more such

passages in the work. 3 For on the whole this dramatic quality

is a feature which we miss in Thucydides, after perusing the

more picturesque Herodotus ; the genius of the Father of

history has not been here equalled by his great Attic rival.

373. The absence of both speeches and dialogues from the

eighth book has caused much discussion in ancient and modern

times, and is generally considered to be due to the accident of

the work being unfinished at the author's death. There are

several summaries of opinion throughout the book which would,
it is thought, have been expanded and transformed into speeches
had he lived to revise and complete it. Cratippus, his contem-

porary, is reported to have said that Thucydides deliberately

omitted them, finding that they did not suit the prevailing taste.

But this seems to imply that the earlier books were published by
the author himself, unless we interpret Cratippus to mean that

Thucydides observed such a change in Attic eloquence with

the rise of Lysias that he felt what he had already composed
was becoming antiquated. On the other hand, Xenophon, in

the first two books of the Hellenica, which are a professed
continuation of Thucydides, inserts several speeches a proof

1
ii. 71-4. a

iii. 113.
8
Perhaps i. 53 should be added as another case, but there is here only

a single protest and reply.

I 2
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that he at least did not consider the eighth book showed a

change of style in its author. The later books of the Hellenica,

written years subsequently, have no speeches in them, so that

there seems really to have been a change of fashion, but not

in Thucydides' time. There are, moreover, a good many
peculiarities in this book, a good many words not elsewhere

occurring in the history, but common in Xenophon, and a

prominence of personal expressions of opinion, which have been

sufficient to suggest its spuriousness to many ancient critics,

and which have led some moderns to believe that the editor,

probably Xenophon, had some share in reducing it to its present
form. The reader will see most of the peculiar phrases in an

appendix to Mure's fifth volume. I would especially add the

violent sentence about Hyperbolus,
1 which is so different from

what the historian says even about Cleon, and so historically

false and misleading when we consider the real circumstances

(preserved by Plutarch) of Hyperbolus' ostracism, that I wonder

how Grote can quote it in a foot-note 2 without perceiving that

it either overthrows his own theory of ostracism or the trust-

worthiness of his infallible guide. So also the emphatic com-

mendation of the Athenian Five Thousand 3 seems to me too

personal and explicit for the usual manner of the historian.

The last discussion of this question is in Classen's intro-

duction to the eighth book, in which he of course adopts the

theory most honourable to Thucydides, and most favourable to

the dignity of the text on which he has spent so many years of

his life. He has pointed to the peculiar recension of the text of

this book in the Vatican B, as showing an early feeling that it

had not received the author's final revision, but this recension he

attributes (at earliest) to some Alexandrian grammarian, though
he joins Bekker in accepting it, as approaching what Thucy-
dides would have produced had his labours not been cut short

by death. This may be reasonable enough, but when he goes

C. 73 : Ka^ tr

Sia Swdpews ical a^Kafiaros <f>6/3ov, d\Ao Sia Trovyplav

((as
i
airoKTeivovffi juerct Xap^fo/ov (a strategus).

2
vii. 145.

8 c. 97.
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on to argue (p. x. sq.) that the historian deliberately omitted

speeches here, as in a large part of the fifth book (which,

by the way, also shows want of a final revision), he will not

carry conviction to any unprejudiced mind. It is all very

well to say that the political movements were too fleeting

and intricate for set declarations, but surely nowhere in the

work can we see better scope for a great harangue than in

the stirring events at Samos (c. 76), where the fleet became

in fact the Athenian democracy. Classen thinks that Thu-

cydides only inserted speeches where they had really been

made. I do not agree with him that Thucydides was re-

strained by any such considerations, but even taking up
Classen's ground, does he imagine that the events both at

Samos and at Athens were carried out without both vigor-

ous and plausible speeches at every meeting? But there

is endless room for this not very profitable subjective

criticism.
1

Mr. Jowett's Translation and notes to Thucydides have now

supplied the English reader with a fine edition of this great

author. Unfortunately, that part of the work which would

have been of inestimable service in the literary estimate of the

man is for the present delayed. But it is clear from the tone

of the Preface and Commentary that Mr. Jowett's forthcoming

Essays will be far more conservative than the general review

in this volume, and that they will present to the reader in the

best and most attractive form that account of Thucydides
which refuses to adopt the newer German Quellenkritik alto-

gether. This already appears in the case of Antiochus of

Syracuse, who is the only earlier writer on Sicilian antiquities

known to have discussed the foundations of the various towns,

and whom it is almost certain that Thucydides, if he consulted

any authorities at all, must have consulted. There seem to

be even traces of Ionic diction, possibly transferred from

Antiochus by Thucydides. If Mr. Jowett is not convinced

that Antiochus was an authority used by Thucydides, still

1 Cf. another ingenious attempt by Cwilinski in Hermes, xii. pp. 23-
87-
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less will he accept the arguments of Adolf Schmidt (dasperi*

kleische Zeitalter], that the estimate of Themistocles, and many
other points, were borrowed from Stesimbrotus, or those of

Miiller-Striibing, on the deliberate omissions of important facts

in the History. The Thukydideische Forschungen of the latter

contain some acute essays on deep and ancient corruptions of

the text, recently reinforced by Mr. Rutherford's researches. 1

It is very common to allege that, because Thucydides was

dependent on his own enquiry for his account of contem-

porary affairs, and because he is silent about his authorities,

that in his digressions on past history he trusted altogether

to tradition and his own sagacity. Mr. Jowett, for ex-

ample (Preface, p. xvi), quite underestimates the amount of

obligation he owed to previous writers. He certainly knew
Herodotus' history ;

he can hardly have avoided Antiochus'

archaeology in speaking of what happened centuries before

his day in a country not known to him as Athens was
;

it

is equally probable that he had before him Stesimbrotus'

memoirs of Themistocles. To assume that he did not use

these authorities is to assume a great improbability, and in-

deed to lower his authority as a historian of past generations.

Similarly, the excuse for his obscurity, that Attic prose

style was as yet unformed, is met by the answer that An-

tiphon, Lysias, Critias, and the author of the Tract on the

Athenian State, do not show this feature. To admit both charge
and excuse together, as Mr. Jowett does (Preface, p. xv), is

surely to halt between two opinions. If any writer be great

enough to have his faults freely admitted, it is Thucydides.
But it is surely uncritical praise to say that we have no

right to borrow lights on this period from later and inferior

writers, because he * stands alone among the historians, not

only of Hellas, but of the world, in his impartiality and
love of truth.' The means of proving such a statement do

not exist, as he is our sole authority for most of what he

tells. If we had good contemporary evidence to control

him, I venture to say his standard of impartiality and truth,

1 Cf. his ed. of the 4th book (Macmillan, 1890).
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though very high for his day and his nation, would not

stand one moment's comparison with such a history as Thirl-

walPs. But it is the undying reward of his literary genius
to produce this strong confidence in his readers. This is

the Thukydidescultus of which Adolf Schmidt speaks with im-

patience, but which we should rather respect and reckon

with as a natural consequence of the writer's isolation and

greatness.

374. It remains for us to gather up the details, and to form

some general estimate of the genius and character of the great

historian. Whatever faults of style, whatever transient fashion

of involving his thoughts, may be due to a sophistic education,

and to the desire of exhibiting depth and acuteness, there can-

not be the smallest doubt that in the hands of Thucydides the

art of writing history made an extraordinary stride, and attained

a perfection which no subsequent Hellenic, and few modern

writers, have attained. If the subject which he selected was

really a narrow one, and many of the details trivial, it was

nevertheless compassed with extreme difficulty, for it is at all

times a hard task to write contemporary history, and more

especially so in an age when published documents were scarce,

and the art of printing unknown. Moreover, however trivial

may be the details of petty military raids, of which an account

was yet necessary to the completeness of his record, we cannot

but wonder at the lofty dignity with which he has handled

every part of the subject. There is not a touch of comedy,
not a point of satire, not a word of familiarity throughout
the whole book, and we stand face to face with a man who
strikes us as strangely un-Attic in his solemn and severe

temper.
This dignity was, perhaps, even more strongly shown by his

reticence on topics which excited the interest, and filled the

thoughts, of ordinary men. We can hardly think that he de-

spised the great artistic and literary life at Athens, which was so

dear to his ideal hero, Pericles
; yet, as already remarked, he

never turns aside, except in a passing clause, to mention it, or to

notice any of the great rival intellects which were fascinating the
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Athenian public of the day. It would have been strictly to the

point, when he insists upon the elastic and irrepressible hope-
fulness and energy of Athens, which astonished all her enemies,
to have noticed that even during the invasions of the land, and
the long dolours of siege and of sickness, not only did Sopho-

cles, Euripides, and their many tragic rivals continue to hold

the attention and the interest of the Attic public, but even the

buffoonery and broad farce of the Old Comedy found in war and
distress a subject for fun and banter, and a people ready to en-

joy and delight in it. All this would have enhanced his argu-

ment, but he merely mentions this side of Athens in passing,

and by the mouth of Pericles, who probably made a far different

use of so great and fruitful a topic.

375. Far more distinct and unmistakeable is his contempt
for the social gossip and scandal of the day, which encompassed
the two prominent Athenians of the period Pericles and Alci-

biades with a perfect cloud of anecdote. The older comedians

we hear the echo of it in Plutarch and Athenseus were aris-

tocratic and conservative, and never ceased attacking in Pericles

his policy, and his private life. The attacks on Alcibiades,

who seems to have either bullied or cajoled the comic writers,

still remain to us in the form of orations which are very libel-

lous accounts of his private life, but are corroborated by the

allusions of Thucydides and other good authority. The later

aristocratic thinkers also were adverse to Pericles' policy, and

it seems to me as if Thucydides, in composing his history, had

among other objects this in view, that he should vindicate from

these objections the statesman whom he regards as the ideal

leader of Athens. But concerning the private scandals told

about the life of Pericles, concerning the very existence of

Aspasia, concerning the heresies of Damon and Anaxagoras, and

their persecution as Pericleans, on all these topics he is contempt-

uously, perhaps indignantly, silent Indeed, as regards women,
he seems to have summed up his views in a single sentence at

the close of Pericles' speech, when he said that ' she was best

who is least spoken of among men, whether for good or for

evil.' It is not unlikely, indeed, that a conscious antagonism
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to Herodotus led him to a faulty reserve in this respect, and we
cannot but regard it as a defect of over-dignity, when he leaves

us to discover from a late epigram of Agathias, that a jury of the

same Athenian assembly which condemned the whole popula-

tion of Mitylene to death, forced Paches to suicide for violating

the honour of two of the women who had been condemned to

slavery by the same decree. It is not, indeed, his habit to allude

to the death of any leading men unless it took place in battle,

but it was here the duty of an impartial observer, who disliked

the democracy, and often records things against it, to mention

the example of a just and upright feeling.
l It has been very

common to praise Thucydides for the wonderful impartiality of

his statements
;

it is not at all so certain that he was strictly

impartial in his reticence. This question has been discussed

with great ingenuity by M. Muller-Striibing in his works on

Aristophanes and Thucydides, and he has made out a case

against the historian or against the purity of our text. 2

376. Parallel to this dignity of reticence on social matters

and on political scandal, is the historian's neglect of religious

matters, and his somewhat contemptuous allusions to oracles

and other manifestations of Providence. This may be referred

to the strictly modern character of his history, in which it differs

strongly not only from that of Herodotus, but from the subse-

quent histories of Xenophon and others who relapsed into a re-

ligious attitude. The age and society in which Thucydides grew

up were probably the most sceptical in all Greek history ; it was

a period like the close of the eighteenth century in France, from

1 I am bound to add that Mr. Bury has since led me to doubt the

whole story in Agathias as a late invention.
a The arrogance of this author, who professes to have learned political

insight by long residence in England, but who is certainly in every other

respect un-English enough, has elicited from Classen a vigorous reply, as

regards Thucydides, in the Introduction to his Commentary on the fifth

book. But to attack Thucydides is such high treason with Classen, that

even the strongest arguments of this kind could have no effect upon him.

Nevertheless his rejoinder, though short, is valuable, though Mr. Striibing

has shown many fresh reasons for his views in his Thuk. Forschungen

(Vienna, 1881).
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which society afterwards recoiled, and returned to the more

natural condition of either belief or acquiescence in the national

faith. But Thucydides will only admit religion where the fears

or the hopes it raises become moving springs of human action
;

there is no trace in his work of any positive faith, no hint of

ruling power in the world beyond that of human intellect.

Appeals to Divine aid are only the appeals of the weaker side,

who have no solid argument at their back, and are contempt-

uously set aside as idle by those who insist on the motives of

self-preservation and of self-interest as the real guiding princi-

ples of society. He uses indeed frequently the term aperrj

apparently for a moral quality in men, or at least for that

generosity and unselfishness 1 which obtain a good report in

society, sometimes perhaps for that reputation itself. But

when he applies it to a deliberate political assassin Antiphon
we feel that he must have meant it in some widely different

sense from its later use, and that even this word must be applied

in an intellectual way, and mean generally ability or reputation.

Of course no man has ever been able to banish the notions of

right and wrong from his language or his thoughts, and perhaps
it fared with apt rrj

2 as with the terms ayatiog and rated?, which

Mr. Grote asserts to have had at first a political meaning

only, whereas the moral meaning is really the ground of their

application in politics. However this may be, it is more than

likely that with the belief in the religion of his day, and the

belief in rewards and punishments from on high, Thucydides
abandoned the belief in the intrinsic worth of moral excellence,

and that he especially points to the fate of Nicias to show that

these qualities availed nothing when combined with want of

vigour and ability. Hence the clearness with which he ana-

lyses motives and explains policy from the single ground of

selfishness and a regard to material interests. It was left

indeed for Classen, his latest commentator, to discover in

Thucydides a hidden wealth of piety and virtue, which leads

1 Cf. the list of passages given in Classen, i. p. Ixvii.

2 It is specially noted by Suidas that Thucydides and Andocides used

aper-fi in the sense of eu5o/c/o, and this seems to me true in several places

throughout both authors.
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him to set forth the evil results of passion and selfishness, and

to show the fatal consequences of impiety and neglect of the

gods. There is no use in arguing the point with a man who

after long and laborious study, perhaps owing to this study,

adopts such views. But it is one more instance of the simplicity

of mind and partial appreciation of evidence for which the

Germans are no less remarkable than for their industry and

their enthusiasm. I trust that in refuting this undue glorifying

of a favourite author, I have not detracted aught from the great

and enduring merits of the historian who has taught us to know

more of Greek interpolitical life than all other Greek authors

put together. In acuteness of observation, in intellectual force

and breadth, in calmness of judgment, in dignity of language,

there has never been a historian greater than Thucydides.

377. As regards the historian's trustworthiness, it has been

so universally lauded that it is high time to inquire how far his

statements are to be accepted as absolute truth. We may be

confident, I think, that on contemporary facts his authority is

very good, and so far there has been no proof of any inaccu-

racy brought home to him. The discovery three years ago of

the original text of the treaty, which he reproduces in v. 47,

has indeed shown that our MSS. differ considerably from the

actual wording of the original. I agree with Classen that these

variations were probably due to an originally inaccurate trans-

cription, and not with Kirchhofif, that they prove a great cor-

ruption of our texts. But what is more important for us to

note is this, that the variations, though many (thirty-one in all),

are very trifling, and do not in a single case alter the sense.

This is the outcome of Kirchhoffs careful discussion in the

twelfth volume of Hermes.* So far then the authority of

1 This is not KirchhofTs opinion. He cannot believe for one moment

that such a man as Thucydides would make or insert in his work a

slovenly copy' of a document. I think that is exactly the difference be-

tween the most accurate of ancient historians and the moderns. Thucy-

dides, whose speeches were no doubt very wide of the mark, and repre-

sented very vaguely what the various orators really said, was not in my
mind the least disposed to quarrel about trifling details in the transcription

of any document, and I think we are very fortunate to find it done as ac-

curately as it has been done. Cf. the later article of Kirchhoff ori the

documents used by Thucydides in Sitzber. Berlin Acad. xxxiv. p. 829, sq.
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Thucydides is unassailed. But when he goes into archaeology,

the case is very different. His admirers have not indeed ven-

tured to establish the reality of the Trojan war on his authority,

but they all assume that his Sicilian history is as accurate as

his history of the war in his own day, though it reaches back

300 years, nay even to 300 years
' before the advent of the

Greeks/ It is only lately that his sources for this early history

have been examined, and it appears that he copied from

Antiochus of Syracuse, a XoyoTrotoe of the stamp of the fore-

runners of Herodotus. Hence in this portion of his work he

has really no more authority than Antiochus, and the whole-

tradition requires careful reconsideration. But this would lead

us too far from our subject, and I will refer the reader to the

second appendix of my first volume, where I have discussed it

in relation to the knowledge of western geography shown in the

Odyssey of Homer.

378. Turning to the external history of the text, we find

that though it is not mentioned by any of the writers of the suc-

ceeding generation, it must have at once attained a high repu-

tation, for several historians Xenophon, Cratippus and Theo-

pompus set themselves to continue or complete it, without

venturing to handle over again the epoch treated by the master

hand. The later encyclopaedists of Greek history refer to

him as the best authority. In Roman times we know from the

manifest imitations of Sallust, from the praise of Cicero and of

Quintilian, that they admired the man, and were offended at his

obscurities, just as we are. 1 But the Alexandrine critics had

declared him the highest model of the older Attic dialect, and
commented copiously on his text. So also the schools of rhe-

toric established at Rome turned their attention to him ; and we
have already frequently made mention of the judgments of

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, whose remarks upon our author

are full of acuteness, and often very just, though he judges alto-

gether from a rhetorical point of view, and therefore fails to

comprehend the higher merits of Thucydides as the first philo-

sopher in historiography.

379. Bibliographical. The body of scholia which we pos-
1
Plutarch, De Gloria Ath. t

is full and appreciative on his merits.
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sess, and which, in contrast to those on Herodotus, are often

very full, seem to be derived from a variety of commentaries

(ikr}yrj<rets) by Asclepius, Antillus, Evagoras, Phaebammon,
Sabinus and Didymus, most of them of unknown date, but

some very old and of value. From these we have excerpts of

various value, and often contradictory, so that the study ofthem

is one of difficulty. They are to be found in most of the MSS.,
which are many, and by no means of ascertained value, Poppo,

Bekker, and Arnold differing broadly as to their relative import-

ance. Nor do the MSS. seem all as yet collated, and we may
expect new results from a critical appendix to Classen's edi-

tion, which would form the proper conclusion to the work. Thus

Haase (in the Didot ed. 1842) says that a twelfth century copy
with good scholia had just been acquired at Paris, but too late

for his edition. There is preserved at Monte Cassino a fine

and early MS., which I cannot find mentioned in any of our

editions. So far as I can make out, a Laurentian codex (69, 2)

is the earliest, but the Vaticanus (B) is the best. A lost
'
Italus'

(Bekker's A), a Cassel MS., an Augsburg (Augustanus), now in

Munich, and a Clarendonius at Cambridge, are all about the

twelfth century in age, and all of value for the recension of the

text. The Vatican (B) is peculiarly valuable for its recension

of the eighth book, in which it constantly differs from the other

copies, but whether these variations are early and clever

emendations, or due to an originally purer text, is difficult to

determine. The former is the opinion of Classen, and the

German critics generally. Hence Schone still proposes to

make the Laurentian (C) the basis of the text, but Classen

prefers the Vatican recension.

The editions are very numerous. The princeps is that of

Aldus (1502), then there is a Juntinewith scholia (1526), but

they had already been printed with Xenophon by Aldus in

1503. The edition of Stephanus (1564, and often reprinted)

gives the scholia round the text, and Valla's early translation.

Hudson's folio of 1696 (Oxford) is. a handsome book. Then
we have Duker, Poppo, Goller, Haack, and in our own time

Bekker, Arnold, Haase, Kriiger, G. Boehme, and Stahl (re-ed.

Poppo). The most recent commentary is that of Classen, a

careful and scholarly work, but sadly in want of an index and
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of a critical preface on the MSS. and older editions. Messrs.

Bigg and Simcox have given us four books, Shilleto a learned

edition of two. The recent edition of Book IV. by Mr. G.

Rutherford (Macmillan, 1890) opens up a new line in criticism,

and shows great corruption in the text.

The translations of Thucydides are in themselves a curious

study. The earliest Latin version was that of Valla (1485),

corrected by Portus (1594), then Casa (Florence, 1564), and

Baron Hoheneck (1614). There are two very early English

renderings, that of Nicholls,
'
citizen and goldsmith of London,'

in the fourth year of Edward VI. (1550, who mentions the

older French edition of Claude de Seysell, Archbishop of

Turin), and that of Thomas Hobbes, about 1670. We have

since, Smith (1753), Bloomfield (1829), Dale (ed. Bohn, 1848),

Crawley (1874), and also the speeches done separately by
Wilkins. All are now eclipsed by Mr. Jowett's Translation and

notes (2nd ed. Oxford, 1881). There are Italian versions by
Cellario (Verona, 1735), and Strozzi (Venice, 1735), who calls

the book, as might be expected at Venice in those days,
' the

war of the peoples of the Morea with the Athenians/ The
German version by Boehme, and the French by Betant and by
ZeVort, are in good repute. The Lexicon of Thucydides

(London, 1824) seems to me of little value,
1 and that of Be'tant

is out of print (Geneva, 1843-57).

380. It seems fitting to close the splendid epoch of Attic

literature which has so long occupied us with two very distinct

and characteristic names one of whom sums up in his single

person almost all the literary tendencies of his age, but was too

strong and ambitious in character to rest content with such

glory, and who accordingly lived and died in the violent con-

flicts of party politics the notorious Critias. The second,

Andocides, was involved in public affairs from apparently the

very opposite cause, a certain weakness and instability of

character which would not let him rest content with an ancient

name and an ample fortune, but which involved him in troubles

and wanderings, and in the bad repute of being an uncer-

1 The renew of Thucydidean literature up to 1887 in Bursian's Jahres-

bericht (voL iviii. pp 65 sq.) by Franz Miiller gives all the tecnt literature
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tain friend and, under pressure, a betrayer of his party. But

in another way he shows the results of Attic culture in that he

attained, under these circumstances, a place in the Attic Ten

who were models for subsequent eloquence, and that although,

like Critias, he was thought an amateur by professionals,

he was quite a first-rate professional among amateurs. The

life of Critias ends with the second restoration of the demo-

cracy, as that of Antiphon with the first, but, as beseemed his

more violent character, on the field of battle, and not by the

verdict of the court. Andocides, whose activity and whose

eloquence are concerned with the same period, prolonged an

inglorious life after the Restoration. But he is in no sense a

connecting link between the old and the new. He was not,

like Thrasymachus, a stepping-stone beyond Antiphon leading

to Lysias. He was rather a weak echo of the school of

Antiphon, modified by the subjects which he treated, or perhaps

owing to these subjects, different from Antiphon, and interesting

as the earliest specimen we have, along with Thucydides, of the

deliberative as contrasted with judicial style of Attic eloquence.

But we must first gather the facts known to us concerning the

life of Andocides. In this case we are not in want of full

information, at least on the important moments of his career,

but unfortunately our information is untrustworthy from the

fact of its being conveyed either in the bitter attack preserved

among the speeches of Lysias, or the impassioned defence of

his character by the orator himself. On both sides we can

even now detect exaggerations and inaccuracies, so that it is

not easy to say how far the rest may not be equally vague or

misleading. Thucydides, for example, will not assert many
things which Andocides claims to have been clearly proved.
The following sketch has accordingly been compiled by modern
historians from the somewhat conflicting evidence of lying or

at least prejudiced witnesses.

381. ANDOCIDES was an aristocrat of ancient family,

deduced by the genealogist Hellanicus from the god Hermes

through Odysseus, which belonged to the Kydathenaean deme,
and the tribe Pandionis. The orator asserts that his great-grand-
father Leogoras commanded an attack upon the Peisistratids,
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which we find it hard to verify. This man's son (the elder)

Andocides was employed as strategus with Pericles and Sophocles

against Samos, also at Korkyra, and in the negotiations for the

thirty years' peace previous to this time. These facts are cor-

roborated by Thucydides.
1 The elder Andocides' son was

Leogoras (the younger), a man of luxurious and hospitable

habits, who begat the orator, and a daughter, married to Callias,

the son of Telekles. Thus the boast of the orator that his

family had been celebrated both in war and peace, and was

well known and respected at Athens, is fairly justified.

The pseudo-Lysian attack upon him, which seems a genuine

speech delivered in 399 B.C., states that, though some forty

years old, he had never done any public state-service. This

assertion, while attributing to him a character inherited from

his father rather than his remoter ancestors, contradicts the

date of his birth (467 B.C.) given in the Greek Life, which is a

most untrustworthy compilation, and probably confounds the

elder and younger Andocides. The orator seems rather to have

been born about 440 B.C. We know nothing of his training, but

can hardly conceive him not to have profited by the teaching of

Antiphon, then the foremost sophist of the day, and, moreover,

of known aristocratic sentiments. Having joined the political

club of Euphiletus, he became involved in the affair of the

Hermae, and hence in various troubles, which lasted most of

his life. The details of the affair belong rather to Greek

history than to literature. It is certain that after several inferior

persons slaves and metics had informed, a certain Diokleides

informed against the family and friends of Andocides, who
were all thrown into prison, and were in the utmost danger of

immediate execution. Under these circumstances, Andocides,

pressed by his relatives, and under promise of a free pardon

gave such informations as satisfied the public and restored

public confidence.2 Our authorities vary widely as to how

many they embraced, and what credit they deserved. His

opponents said he accused his own father and himself. The
orator asserts that this is false, and that he only added four

names to those already implicated, and these he specifies.

1
i. 51.

2 Cf. the quotation below.
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He confessed to have known of the plot, but to have opposed

it, and so accounted for the escape of the Hermes before his

own door, which Euphiletus had given the conspirators to

understand would be mutilated by Andocides, while he was in

bed with a broken collar-bone, both unable to stir and opposed
to the conspiracy when he first heard it broached. Thucy-
dides says

l that the real truth was never ascertained, but, as

many commentators observe, he wrote before the speeches of

Andocides could have been known to him, and may thus have

been less well informed than we are. Of course this informing

made the orator an object of hatred to his companions, and

presently, by a decree of Isotimides, entry into the agora and

temples was forbidden to those who had committed sacrilege,

even though freed from penalties in consequence of the Hermae

affair.

It is plain that as soon as the high premium for inform-

ing about this matter was offered, a perfectly distinct set of

informations was given concerning the violation of the Eleu-

sinian mysteries, and in these Alcibiades was involved, when hia

enemies failed to connect him by any evidence whatever with

the mutilation of the Hermae. The two charges were accord-

ingly intentionally confused, and the man who had escaped the

one was implicated in the other. Thus Andocides, who merely

confessed some knowledge of the latter, was assumed by his

adversaries to have admitted guilt concerning the former. This

he steadily denies ; but the decree of Isotimides compelled him to

leave Athens and wander abroad, where he made his living by
mercantile speculations. His adversaries told ugly stories of

his dangers and adventures in Cyprus. Then he brought

various supplies to the Athenian army at Samos in 412.3.0., in

the hope of working out his return by conferring solid benefits

upon his countrymen, but upon venturing to Athens he was

seized by the Government of the Four Hundred, and only

escaped death by their fall. So he returned to Cyprus, where

he is said to have been again imprisoned by Euagoras, and

having managed the despatch of a corn fleet for Athens,

returned about 409 B.C., when he delivered the extant speech
1 vi. 60.

VOL. II. I K
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concerning his return. But failing in his object, he again
went into exile, and is said by his accuser to have visited almost

all Hellenic lands ; he himself confesses that he made friend-

ships with various kings and strangers, and probably acquired

by trade a considerable fortune. After the capture of Athens by

Lysander, he returned with the other exiles about 402 B.C., and

found his paternal property gone, and his house, after his father's

death, occupied by the demagogue Cleophon, though now

probably empty. He then began his career as a rich citizen,

performing public duties, of which a tripod commemorating a

victory with a cyclic chorus was long extant. But after three

years he was attacked by the demagogue Kephisius for his old

complicity with the profanation of the Mysteries. The pseudo-

Lysian speech against him seems to have been delivered by
one of Kephisius' fellow accusers, Miletus or Epichares. Being

supported by the respected democrats Anytus and Kephalus,
Andocides gained the cause.

Once more he appears on the political scene. The speech

concerning the peace, if genuine, asserts that during the Corin-

thian war, he was sent with full powers to treat for peace with

Sparta. He brought back terms, and an embassy of Spartans,

and pressed on the people the arrangement he had negotiated,

but in vain. The Life says he was again banished in conse-

quence of his failure (about 391 B.C.) : but the whole story of

these negotiations, on which Xenophon and Diodorus are

silent, is very doubtful. Blass believes it because Philochorus

is cited in the argument of the speech as asserting the fruitless

visit of a Spartan embassy at this time. Of Andocides' death or

of his posterity we hear nothing. Thus this lengthy summary ot

the facts of the orator's life shows him to have been an aristocrat

who moved in political circles, and spoke either on public or

on personal matters, but did not compose speeches for others

or teach the art of rhetoric as a professional.

382. The extant speeches and fragments of Andocides

can be classified chronologically with tolerable certainty, and fall

into the following order : (i) the fragment Trpbg TOVQ IraipovQ, be-

fore 415 B.C., and with it, perhaps identical, is the arvfjifiovXtvnKos,

from which we have two fragments ; (2) the speech on his
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Return, sometimes called Trept riis a^tmc, 409 B.C. ; (3) on

the Mysteries^ also called -n-epl rfjs IvSa'frwe, 399 B.C. ; (4) con-

cerning thepeace with the Lacedemonians, 390 B.C. The attack

'on Alcibiades, though handed down as Andocidean, and

spoken in the person of Phaeax, is now generally believed to

be the composition of a later sophist, as shown both by his

ignorance of history and his polished style. It is hardly neces-

sary to analyse these speeches individually, as they are not

very important specimens of Greek oratory, and their loose and

disconnected structure makes a brief abstract impossible.

If we take up the speech on the Mysteries, which is far the

longest and the most characteristic, we can frame from it a per-

fectly adequate idea of his style, which in the other orations is

less marked and striking, though of the same complexion. He
opens with a proem, which reappears in the nineteenth oration

of Lysias, and which both orators seem to have adopted from

some collection of commonplaces by an earlier sophist. But

when we compare both versions, we find that Andocides

inserts matter of his own, and reverts again to his model,
whereas Lysias seems to have used it with hardly any modifi-

cation. In Blass' text (Teubner, 1871) the quotations from the

proem are printed in special type, so that the reader can easily

see the use made of it by our orator. He then proceeds, after

expressing a doubt what line he will follow, to a long narra-

tive of his share in the affair of the Hermae, and the various

informations tendered concerning it. He shows that his in-

forming only touched the Hermokopidae, and had nothing
to say to the profanation of the Mysteries, with which he

was now charged. The whole narrative is very lively and

picturesque, and full of a natural charm rarely to be found

amid the artifices of Greek orators. The scene in the prison

( 48) is very pathetic, and worthy of special note. 1 He is at

avrtf Kal vv re %v Kal

piov (Tuj/e/ce/cAetiTTO, 5\Kov 8e T<j5 p.tv fJ.'fjT'rjp ry 8e o5eA^>^ rep 8e yvvfy Kal

jratSes, %v Se $0$) Kal oT/croy K\ai6vr(av Kal oSvpo/j.evutf ra iraptivra /ca/ca,

\eyei irp6s fj.e Xap/J.i5rjS, &v pei' oi/eij/io's, rjXiKi^r^s Se Kal ffvvfKTpacpels TTJ

oiKta rf, TjfjLerepa e/c irai86s, '6ri 'AvSo/ftSTj, T>V v.tv irap6vTcav KaK<av 6pas rb

y, eyw 8' ev p.\v irape\Q6v

K 2
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great pains to contradict the charge that he confessed any per-

sonal guilt, or brought any charges whatever against his father

and relations, whom he claims, on the contrary, to have saved

from an unjust sentence. The legal portions of the speech, in

which he discusses the various kinds of aripiu, and the subse-

quent restoration not merely of aripoi, but of exiles, are not so

clear, and evidently not so much to the taste of the speaker.

But when he reverts again to personal matters, and attacks the

motives and private character of his accusers, especially Callias,

son of Hipponicus, he becomes very lively and striking. A

very full and accurate analysis of this and the other orations is

given by Blass. 1

383. The criticisms upon his style are, however, all based

on the formal and technical ideas of the rhetoricians, and seem

to me to do little justice to the orator. They call him simple,

unadorned, irregular, and wanting in method and vigour. They
notice that his periods run frequently into abnormal construc-

tions, and end in anacolutha. They mark his frequent digres-

sions, and the want of due proportion in the parts of his

speeches. They complain that, although he generally uses the

language of common life, and is even vulgar and comic in his

pictures, he nevertheless often employs poetical idioms, which

violate the strict notions of Attic prose. But if we remem-

ber that his speeches must have been published, not as

models of style, but as pamphlets vindicating the character and

policy of the author, who was no rhetor or sophist, but merely a

cultivated aristocrat, most of these charges fall to the ground.

In fact Andocides stands nearest of all the Attic orators to our

modern conception of a public speaker. We do not admire too

vvv Se avayitdo/j.ai Sia T}]V Trapovaav ffvfj.(popa.v. ois yap e^poD Kal ois ffvv-

TJffOa &vev rj/JiCtiV rwv avyyevuv, OVTOI CTT! rcus alriais SL &s rj/ne^s a.Tro\\i>fjieOa

ol fJ.ev avruv reOvacriv ol 8e o^ovrai (pevyovres, orcpcav avrcav Karayvovres
aSi/ceiV . . . . et tfKOVffas ri TOVTOV rov 7rpdy/j.aTOs, etVe, /cat irprov /uei/

aeavrbv ffwffov, e?ra Se T}>V Trarepa, *ov elitds ecrri ae /taAiOTa (pi\f7v, K. r. A..

\4yovro5 8e 5 &vtipes rov XappiSov ravra, avTifioXouvrcov Se ruv &\\wv Kal

evl>s /ca<TTOv, iv&VfJ^6l}V wpbs euouToV' & irdvTwv eyca Setj/orciTTj

irepnreffcav, ir6repa irepiiSd) TOVS epavTOv avyyevtis

a>s, /e. T. \.

1 AB. i. 300, sq.
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strict or logical a frame, we like the language of common life,

adorned occasionally with flowers of poetic ornament ;
we en-

joy digressions and personal attacks as giving life and point to

political debate. It is moreover confessed that by his dramatic

habit of introducing the very words of other speakers, he has at-

tained a very striking amount of ethos, in the sense of character-

painting, which lends a great additional charm to his narrative.

But we can understand how this orator was always despised

by the formal and technical writers, to whom we owe all our

information on this side of Greek literature. Yet it is hardly

creditable to modern critics that they should blindly follow this

judgment, and ignore the very interesting and modern fea-

tures in this remarkable man, who alone represents to us the

amateur and non-professional eloquence of the higher classes at

Athens. 1

384. The external history of the text is bound up with that

of Antiphon, both authors being handed down to us together,

except that the good Oxford MS. (N) ornits Andocides. Other-

wise what has been said above of the MSS. and the Aldine prin-

ceps on Antiphon may be consulted. A. G. Bekker has pub-
lished a translation and commentary on the orator (Quedlinb.

1832). Without producing special editions, Sluiter, Meier,

Vater, Kirchhoff, Hirschig and others have elucidated many
points in the text. 2 Baiter and Sauppe's, and Blass' are the

best texts.

385. Widely different in character from Andocides was his

contemporary and relation, CRITIAS, born also of a noble family,
which had been known and celebrated as far back as Solon's

1

Perhaps I should add that in the Phcedrus of Plato, an amateur

speech on Eros is composed by way of contrast with the formal epideixis
which he professes to quote from Lysias. There is, moreover, a long
attack on formal rhetoric, and an exposition of the conditions which
moderns would think proper for an orator, though the standard of Plato

is too high. Possibly the speeches of Phocion, if we had them, were
similar protests against artificial rhetoric from the practical side. But the

dissent of Socrates and his school, and of such men as Phocion, were in-

effectual in stopping the tide of public opinion in favour of professional
and technical eloquence.

2 Cf. Blass's Preface to his Ed. (Teubner), p. vi.
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time. Indeed, both Solon and Anacreon celebrated the beauty
of the ancestors of Critias. 1 We hear through Xenophon and
Plato that Critias applied himself much to mental culture, and
attended the teaching of Socrates, but would not be dissuaded

by him from pursuing immoral objects, and hence quarrelled

with the philosopher.
1 Nevertheless it is very remarkable that

a man who made literature only a stepping-stone to political

influence should have attained so high a point in various kinds

of writing.

He may have been born about 450 B.C., but showed little

prominence up to the time of the Four Hundred, of whom
his father Callaeschrus was a prominent member. Of course

he was always an oligarch, but he probably spent his earlier

life in study, and did not see a proper scope for his energies.

It is remarkable that he took no strong side with the Four

Hundred, so that he not only remained at Athens, but pro-

posed decrees about the recall of Alcibiades, and the enquiry
into Phrynichus' death, which show a desire to agree with the

democracy. Yet he roused the suspicions of Cleophon, who
had him banished. It was during his exile, in the dissolute

society of Thessalian nobles, that he developed that strong

hatred of the democracy, and that general lawlessness and vio-

lence, which make his name a byword among later Athenians.

His career as one of the Thirty, and his death in battle against

Thrasybulus, are matters of notoriety. He was evidently a

man of strong clear head and logical consistency, but probably
a sceptic in morals, and an advocate of the worst theories of

the sophists whom Plato brings up as opponents to Socrates.

Though highly cultivated in music and literature, though a

good artist in various kinds of poetry and prose, he was a ruth-

less and cruel man, upon whose nature the refinement of aris-

tocratic birth and good society had no effect. His political

misdeeds have, however, probably obscured his literary merits ;

for he sums up in himself all the forms and kinds of Attic

literature, and in all of them he attained a certain eminence.

We have spoken above (137) of his poetry, of his elegiacs and

hexameters, which were political and aristocratic in tone, and of

1 Xen. Memor. i. 2, 12, sq.
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his tragedies ( 232), which seem to have quite outdone Euripi-

des in preaching scepticism and a contempt for received dogmas.

Nevertheless, the frequent attribution of his plays to Euripides

shows how high was their poetical merit. In prose he wrote

descriptions of the polities of Sparta, Thessaly, and other

states
;
lives of celebrated men, such as Homer and Archilochus ;

and philosophical discussions, of which Galen quotes one

on the nature of love. Hermogenes quotes as to oratory his

icpoolfua ^fjtrjyoptKa. His prose works are said to have been

the best, but, being long neglected on account of the deep
hatred which his life inspired, were first revived and praised by
Herodes Atticus, and then criticised next to the Ten by Hermo-

genes, by Philostratus and others. It excites some surprise

that he did not supplant Andecides in the Canon of the Ten
orators. Unfortunately we only possess a few trifling fragments
of his prose, and need not therefore discuss the judgments of

the critics. They praise his taste and purity, and remark that

he rather belonged to the new Attic writers, having none of

the harshness of Thucydides, who nevertheless survived him.

He was subtle and persuasive, but not, say they, fiery or vehe-

ment 1 His political violence was, we may fear, rather the result

ofdeliberate selfishness and cruelty than of wild passion, for even

in his poetry this latter quality seems absent, or under strict

control. But from his manysidedness, and from his strictly aris-

tocratic tone, he would have been a very good representative
of Periclean culture, and of the older bloom of letter's at

Athens, which passed away or changed with the Restoration.

1 Cf. Philostratus' interesting critique of his style, Vit. Soph. p. 213.
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CHAPTER VI.

ATTIC LITERATURE OF THE RESTORATION

LYSIAS AND IS^EUS.

386. FROM this time onwards the aristocrats, as a party,

;eem to have been absorbed or destroyed, and though Plato

shows plainly enough his tendencies, he lives apart from the

people, and seldom attempts to influence the politics of his

day. Charges of hostility to the demos are indeed still common
in the quarrels of the day ; there is hardly a speech on public

matters in the collection of Lysias in which it is not urged by
the speaker against his adversary, and likewise pressed as a

counter-charge. Even Thrasybulus does not escape it. But

parties had been so broken up and confused by the disorders

of fifteen years ;
the adherents of the Four Hundred were so

often enemies of those of the Thirty ;
so many aristocrats had

been exiled as too moderate
;
so many time-servers had changed

sides, that we cannot show any definite aristocratic party after

this date. But it was a time of sad memories and of poignant

regrets ;
in spite of the amnesty voted, and honestly enough

observed by the demos, every private accusation, every charge
of peculation or violence, gave occasion for hints of former

treason, and for suggestions that the over-indulgence of the state

might now be rectified by condign punishment on another score.

387. It is of course not easy to draw lines of distinction in

an epoch where a great number of literary men of various kinds

were working collaterally, and where no year or decad could

be wanting in intellectual work. But yet it seems, by some
curious coincidence, that the lives of most of the great older

lights of Attic literature closed during the dark troubles

towards the end of the Peloponnesian war. Beginning with
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Antiphon, we can enumerate Sophocles, Euripides, and Agathon
in poetry ; Critias, Socrates, and Thucydides all of whom
died within a few years of the archonship of Eucleides. It

does not appear indeed that among so many authors more
than two Aristophanes and Andocides of those whom we

know, wrote before this crisis, and also after it. Andocides, as

I have explained, is not of much importance. The later work

of Aristophanes is perhaps the strongest evidence we have of

the altered tone of literature after the year 399 B.C. Attic

life was no longer the stormy existence of a tyrant demo-

cracy, ruling a great dominion, and occupied with imperial

interests a society keen and intellectual, but rude withal, and
in some respects coarse and cruel. The Athens of Isocrates

and Plato is a tamer and more refined city, in which for a

generation political interests sink into a secondary place, and
in which intellectual and moral culture come into the fore-

ground. This is really the time in which the change took place
from the Periclean to the Demosthenic citizen. 1 The Athenians

of the Restoration, excluded from empire by the predominance
of Sparta, sought material wealth and social refinement ; they

paid mercenaries to perform the military duties which had no
vital importance in their eyes. And for awhile all enterprise,

even in art, paused. The glories of Pheidias found no rival till

the schools of Scopas and Praxiteles, a generation later, re-

kindled the torch. Attic poetry decayed, and never recovered.

The New Comedy gained its greatness at the expense of all

the higher flights of fancy, and cannot rank higher than the

genteel comedy of Sheridan.

It cannot, however, be held that the years immediately

following Eucleides were merely days of rest and weari-

ness, for, as if to mark the epoch of the Restoration, several

eminent men, who attained maturity some years before,, now
enter the field of literature, and perfect the development of

Attic prose. Of these four stand pre-eminent above the

rest Lysias, Isocrates, Plato, and Xenophon. These men,

historians, pamphleteers, philosophers, court advocates, occupy
the field till circumstances again brought Athens into the

1 Crete's Hist. t vol. xi. p. 390, and my Social Life in Greece^ p. 269.
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position of asserting Hellenic interests against foreign do-

mination
; then political oratory revives with Demosthenes

and his compeers. The lighter literature of the epoch the

many anecdotists whom later compilers quote, the Middle

Comedy, which gave a picture of the society of the day, are

unfortunately lost, and though fragments of comedies survive

in hundreds, we can form no adequate notion of the merits of

even Antiphanes and Alexis. The dramatic side of Plato and

of Xenophon only gives us a glimpse into aristocratic life, a few

realistic pictures in Lysias' speeches show an ugly counterpart
in the poorer ranks. But if the social aspects of Athens are in

this period but partially preserved, her intellectual development
stands before us in a very clear and instructive way, for we
have ample specimens of the style the way of thinking of all

the great prose writers of the age.

388. We will commence with LYSIAS, the oldest of

them, whose technical education must have been completed
in the earlier epoch, but whose literary activity, though late

in development, starts with peculiar freshness and vigour
at the very opening of the Restoration. With him, moreover,

we enter upon a new phase of oratory, and that which is

the most characteristic of old Greek thought and culture. I

have sketched in the last page the general condition of Attic

society after the return of Thrasybulus, how external peace
and an enforced amnesty left many private feuds, and em-

bittered many new disputes. I may add that the Athenians,

who had no longer a great empire to control, turned to a

closer scrutiny of domestic affairs and of home finance. The
state was now poor, and the citizens unable to bear heavy
taxation ;

it is not unlikely that many men of doubtful cha-

racter, who had made money abroad, came to Athens, and

were allowed to obtain or regain civic rights (like Andocides),

because they would undertake liturgies and other expensive

state burdens. On the other hand, there were constant com-

plaints of peculation and waste among public servants one

man is charged with embezzling the revenues in the adminis-

tration of foreign affairs, another is capitally accused for

squandering the public chest in adding to the public sacrifices
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by false statutes, and thrusting upon the state religious burdens

too great for it to bear. Thus this period of external quiet

at Athens was prominently an age of litigation. It was not

unlike the crisis at Syracuse which was said to have produced
the earliest masters of rhetoric, Corax and Tisias.

But at Athens Antiphon had already domesticated the art

We can therefore expect only a new development with the

rise of more favourable conditions. This new development is

distinctly and prominently set before us in the oratory of

Lysias. Let it be remembered that the Athenian theory of

public life and of citizen duties required every man to appear

personally and transact his own business; as the assembly
must not be made up of elected representatives, but of the free

citizens in person, so in the law courts it was abhorrent to

Athenian notions of the personal dignity and importance of

citizenship that any man should hand over his affairs to a pro-

fessional advocate, and sit by as a mute. Far less would any
Athenian judge have ventured to insult or perplex the litigant

who endeavoured to plead his own cause, and escape from the

heavy expense of employing a professional pleader. All this

trade-union feeling which marks the judges and the bar of

modern days was unknown at Athens. There was rather an

opposite feeling in the Attic courts. The jury suspected and

feared the devices of an art which professed openly to confuse

the right and the wrong, and to give the victory to the worse

over the better cause. As it was nevertheless inevitable that

feeble or inexperienced litigants should seek the assistance of

those who made the law their study, we find the profession of

paid advocate, or professional speech-writer, in this curious

phase at Athens, that the orator must conceal himself, that he

must assume not only the person but character of his litigant,

and avoid all that the jury might suspect as too perfect for an

average citizen.

Thus the logographer of the Restoration was strictly a

dramatic author,
1

differing from the poet in this, that while his

plot was given him by the case in hand, the arguments, the

diction, nay even the particular emotions to be expressed were

1 My colleague Mr. Gray reminds me that Demosthenes laid down act-

ing vw6icpiffis as the soul of eloquence ; a strong corroboration of my text
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devised by the advocate, and put into the mouth of an

actor, who, however poor in forensic gifts, had at least a deep
interest in the performance, and a personal knowledge of the

circumstances of the case. It had been said by older rhetors

that what was probable (ek-oc) was more valuable in argument
than what was true, as such

; this principle was carried to a

far finer point by the so-called ijOoiroua (conveying of cha-

racter) and the -Kpt-nov two hardly distinguishable qualities
1

of the school of Lysias. Thus when critics, old and new, note how
like to comedy are many of the details in Lysias' speeches, they
have caught only particular cases of these ' comic graces

; which

are really of the very essence of this artistic logography. It is a

matter of common remark how dramatic genius seems to have

faded out at Athens after the days of the three great tragedians
and the old comic poets. Perhaps it would be truer to say
that this talent became diffused through a wider area, and

through branches of literature apparently foreign to it. Dra-

matic speech-writing and dramatic dialogue (as with Plato)

occupied the attention of great artists who might in an earlier

generation have held a foremost place among writers for the

stage. There was a reality about the courts, and a freedom

about the schools, which suited various complexions of mind.

But the talent, though disguised, is there still
;
we are still in

the presence of Attic thought and Attic culture of the highest

type. With this preface we turn to the details.

389. Lysias, an Athenian by birth, was the son of the Syra-

cusan Kephalus, a man of respectability and fortune, who was

persuaded by the influence of Pericles to settle in Athens as a

metiC) where he carried on a thriving manufacture, chiefly as an

armourer. He is introduced as a very old man, living in

refined and elegant society, at the opening of Plato's Republic.

It appears from the house property owned at Athens and the

Peiraeus by both Kephalus and by his sons, that they must

1
Dionysius speaks of the -rrpeirov (appropriateness) in three respects ; as

regards the character of the speaker, as regards the character of the audi-

ence, and as regards the character of the speech itself, which should change

according as narrative, argument, or appeal become necessary. The first

of these is %6os.
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have all been of the privileged class of aliens called isoteleis, who

were assessed the same state-burdens as citizens, though they

enjoyed no full political rights. The date of Lysias' birth seems

to be wrongly stated in the Lives of him as 458 B.C., in which

case he would have been nearly sixty years old before he made
his first essay as an orator. For other critical reasons the date

of his birth has been brought down by recent scholars to about

435 B.C., but this is merely a matter of inference, and depends
on our denying the accuracy of Plato's picture of the family in

his dialogues. We are told that as a boy of fifteen he, and at

least one of his brothers, went to Thurii, and the assumption
that they went among the original settlers was the main cause

of the orator's birth being fixed at the now rejected earlier

date. But there is no reason to sustain this view. It seems

that at Thurii he came in contact with Tisias or his pupils,

and studied under them the art of rhetoric, in which he became
known as a theorist, probably at an early age.

We hear from Aristotle that he kept a school of rhetoric,

but that finding himself outdone as a theorist by Theodorus,
he took to practical oratory, in which he was without any

dangerous rival. This story, repeated for us by Cicero, is I

think suspicious, because, as Lysias seems to have adopted

speech-writing for a profession owing to his loss of fortune, we
need not conceive his adopting rhetoric from any other mo-

tive, and we find him coming out as a great practical orator

immediately after the catastrophe which deprived him of his

fortune. Moreover, Plato in his Phcedrus, which is supposed to

be a discourse between Socrates and Phaedrus, when Lysias is

a young and rising man, speaks of him already as a celebrated

orator. 1 However this may be, it seems certain that he so-

journed at Thurii from the age of fifteen till the Sicilian disaster

brought troubles on the democratic party through most cities

of Magna Graecia, and he was among the 300 citizens banished

1 Grote (Plato, i. p. 200, note) makes this allusion in the Phadrus an

argument for his view that it was not written till after 399 B.C. He thinks

that Lysias, according to his own statement of his want of experience in

the opening of the speech against Eratosthenes, was not famous before

that date.
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by a revolution which sent him back to Athens in the archon-

ship of Callias (412, B.C.). Here he and his brother Polemar-

chus carried on their business, and apparently without incurring

the general impoverishment which affected Athens at the close

of the Peloponnesian War. For when the Thirty were in

power, and were looking out for convenient persons to plunder,

these brothers, with other resident aliens, were chosen as

affording the best booty. In the striking narrative of his

speech against Eratosthenes, an adherent of the Thirty, Lysias

has told us the story of this cruel and violent proceeding,

in which his elder brother, Polemarchus, was put to death with-

out cause or trial, the property of both seized by the Thirty,

and Lysias only saved by presence of mind and accident from

their hands. When in exile at Megara he seems to have worked

actively in aid of the democratic party. Plutarch's Life, ap-

parently quoting from his lost speech about the benefits he had'con-

ferred'(on Athens), states that he presented Thrasybulus' soldiers

with all the rest of his property, 2,000 drachmae and 200 shields,

which must have been invested in business far from Athens.

He, moreover, collected mercenaries, and persuaded the Elean

Thrasydemus, his own great friend, and a strong democrat in

politics, to give two talents in aid of the undertaking. It was

in consequence proposed by Thrasybulus, as soon as they suc-

ceeded, that civic rights should be accorded to Lysias ; but the

proposal, though carried, was indicted by Archinus, a companion,

perhaps a rival of Thrasybulus, as illegal, because proposed
before the council who should have prepared it were pro-

perly elected, and in consequence Lysias remained for the rest

of his life an isoteles. Several somewhat hostile allusions to

Thrasybulus in the extant speeches have puzzled the critics,

who think that the orator ought to have been a staunch adherent

of his democratic friend as if it were not part of Lysias' art to

assume the person of his client, and perhaps by such very allu-

sions to lull the suspicions of the jury that he and not a simple
citizen was pleading the cause. But we do not know how far

this disguise was possible, or whether it was not as transparent

as that of the assumed authorships which we noticed in the Old

Comedy of the previous generation. For we hear that Lysias
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having lost his fortune, and having revealed to both himself and

others his practical power in prosecuting the murderers of his

brother, became so popular a professional speech-writer, that

at least 200 of his speeches (not to mention spurious attri-

butions) were preserved. Among the many rivals who may
have written some of the speeches assigned to him, none ap-

proached him in celebrity. We hear nothing further concern-

ing his private life, save that he stood in intimate relations to a

certain Metaneira, though married to his niece, the daughter

of his youngest brother, Brachyllus, according to a common
fashion at Athens. He does not seem to have lived to an

advanced age, his latest extant speeches not reaching, I think,

3/ below >o B.C. The epigram or poem of Philiscus upon him

cited in Plutarch's Life is so corrupt as not to be worth quot-

ing ;
} but there is a fine bust of him in the Naples Museum,

which seems to be genuine, and shows a strong, clear, somewhat

hard face.

390. The speeches of Lysias are upon so great a variety

of subjects, that it is extremely difficult to classify them. The

great majority are very short pleadings in private disputes, some

on trifling subjects, but even here constantly touching on public

affairs, and discussing the general character both of the litigants,

and of the public men of the day. But before entering on this

side of the orator's work, we may dispose briefly ofhis rhetorical

and political speeches I mean political as opposed to mere

court arguments. Of his earlier works, his technical treatise,

which is alluded to, and his erotic and panegyrical efforts, which

were extant both in the form of speeches and of letters, we know
almost nothing. But a curious sketch or specimen of his rhe-

torical essays on erotic subjects is preserved in the Phcedrus of

Plato, where Socrates insists on Phsedrus reading out to him a

composition of the kind which he has just heard Lysias, the

famous orator, deliver. There is considerable controversy as

to the genuineness of this document, most English and French

critics, such as Mr. Jowett and M. Perrot,
2
holding it to be a

1 Cf. Bergk, Lyr. Fragg. p. 640.
2 Mr. Grote, in his admirable chapter on the Phadrus (Crete's Plato,

ii. cap. xxiv.), seems never to have suspected the genuineness of this docu-
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mere satirical imitation of the orator by Plato, many Germans,
and among them Blass, asserting it to be a real transcript

Blass, indeed, goes so far as to say that even such a stylist as

Plato could not have produced so characteristic an imitation of

the graces and turns of Lysias, whose speech is here, as he well

observes,formally far superior to Socrates' answer. But surely

the imitation of Agathon's style in the Symposium shows how
clever a counterfeiter Plato could be. I confess myself not con-

vinced by these arguments, nor by others such as this, that the

direct assertion of its being read from a written copy precludes
its being the invention of Plato. The historical impossibilities in

the Dialogues show plainly how far Plato considered his dramatic

license to extend, and it seems more likely that he closely paro-

died some kindred speech of the orator, than that he intro-

duced real quotation of such length into his compositions a

practice which would have inestimably increased their value

for the history of literature. From Lysias' panegyricus we have,

on the contrary (in Dionysius), a genuine fragment, that of a

speech delivered at the ninety-eighth Olympiad, when the

elder Dionysius of Syracuse sent a pompous embassy to contend

at the games. The subject is the increasing danger to Greece

from the great king on the one side, and the Sicilian tyrant

on the other, with strong exhortations to harmony among Hel-

lenes, and a firm resistance to the encroachments of both.

The mob at Olympia, as we are told, in consequence of this

address, hooted the poems of Dionysius, plundered his gilded

and embroidered tents, and insulted his deputation, but this

was the only effect produced. The critic Dionysius says it was

inferior in weight and dignity to similar compositions of Iso-

crates and Demosthenes. The fragment, however, as far as it

goes, seems quite equal to the more diffuse rhetoric of the

former, and must have been fully as exciting to the hearers,

though Dionysius says it is not so.

391. The Epitaphios
!

appears to be spurious, and I will

merit. But he was a man strangely easy of faith concerning the alleged

authorship of Greek documents, and in the same chapter (p. 256) implies

his belief in the authenticity of the Epitaphios of Lysias.
1 Or. 2. Mr. Rutherford tells me that many more are wholly un- Attic.
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therefore postpone the consideration of it to another place,

where we can bring it into comparison with other displays of the

kind. Of the imaginary speech for Nikias before the Syra-

cusans, we have only a sentence or two, and though it was

accepted by Theophrastus, it is likewise of doubtful authenti-

city. But a genuine and interesting fragment of a ^/^yo/o/a,
1

or deliberative speech, has been preserved by Dionysius,

in which the speaker urges a complete restoration of the

democracy after the expulsion of the Thirty, against the pro-

posal of Phormisius to limit civic rights to landholders. In

this, as in many other speeches, Lysias spoke his own strong

sentiment against every form of government except that of the

whole people. This sentiment is practically illustrated by the

longest and best known of his court speeches, that against

Eratosthenes)
delivered in his own person, and generally stated

(after his own exordium) to be the first essay that he made in

court. It falls after the fragment just mentioned, which must

have been delivered in 403 B.C. The only other document in

the collection of earlier date is the speech for Polystratus,

which may be as early as 406, but which all good critics refuse

to consider genuine.

I may remark that spurious speeches like this, if really

delivered at the time they profess, and not the work of later

sophists, are a most valuable index of the general condition

of Attic oratory apart from the great masters who towered above

the average crowd.

392. The speech against Eratosthenes is in every respect a

very fine oration, full of point and of vigour, but only exhibiting

a certain number of Lysias' perfections. The narrative of his

brother's murder and his own escape is admirable, and the press-

ing of his proof by questioning of the accused irresistible. But

far more interesting to us is the sketch of the political acts of

Theramenes, who at the moment was somewhat rehabilitated in

character by his enmity to Critias and his tragical death. The
whole speech seems intended to have a larger scope than the

condemnation of Eratosthenes, who is too contemptible an

adversary to have his motives dissected, or his character painted

1 Or. 34.

VOL. II. I L
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at full length. Neither does Lysias seek to convey his own
character to the jury, a device chiefly useful to a defendant, but

not to a plaintiff who merely sought to fasten his charge upon
the adversary.

The speech against Agoratus is very similar in character,

except that both plaintiff and defendant are lower in the social

scale, so that while there is less of general political argument,
there are more copious details, especially of the wretched

conduct of Agoratus, who after becoming a tool to the Thirty
and doing to death a large number of honest citizens, escaped
to Phylae, and attempted to join the democrats. 1

Though
saved from instant death by Anytus, who nobly reminded

his soldiers that this was not the time or place to take ven-

geance on their enemies, he was shunned as an accursed

outcast, and when attempting to join the solemn procession
on the return of the exiles from Peiraeus, was disarmed and
driven off with scorn by ^Esimus, the chief of the ceremony.
Thus if this oration is remarkable for Lysias' dramatic power
or character-drawing, it is in the drawing of the adversary.
This feature recurs in several of the lesser orations spoken by
plaintiffs, of which I may refer the reader to that against Alci-

biades (the younger), a dissolute young debauchee, who is de-

picted as having inherited only his father's vices ;

2 that against

Philon,
3 in which a mean and selfish creature, who pro-

fited by his neighbour's misery, is brought before us in strong
colours ; that against Diogeiton,

4 who was a false guar-

dian, and an oppressor of helpless orphans, according to

his accuser ; and that against Nikomachus. 5

393. Far more striking, however, and more artistic than

these portraits of adversaries, are the portraits conveyed by
Lysias of the characters of defendants in their own speeches.
Here character was of great importance, for in answer to the

allegations of the prosecutor, the defendant, without boasting

1
77, sq.

2 The authorship of this oration, which is evidently a genuine speech, is

doubted by Blass and others, chiefly because they think the character-paint-

ing not delicate enough for Lysias (Blass, i. 406).
8 Or. 31.

4 Or. 32. Or. 30.
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or insolence, was bound to let the jury know his past history,

his services to the state, and his general blamelessness of life.

This is more strictly the ethop&ia for which the orator was so

celebrated. His defendants are all personages distinct enough
for a drama or a modern novel. The most remarkable ex-

amples are those found in the speech for Mantitheus,
1 that of

the accused, a political character, in or. 25, that of the speaker
in or. 21 (very similar, with delicate distinctions, to that of

Mantitheus), and that of the defendant -charged with cutting

away a sacred olive on his estate.

Let us pause for a moment at this group ; it consists of

people of consideration, who come forward to speak with

confidence and dignity in their own behalf. The speech of

Mantitheus, whose name is preserved in the superscription,
is the most remarkable. He is a young aristocrat, whose
ancient family and good traditions have prompted him not to

only to seek danger in the van of battle, and retire from action

more slowly than the mighty Thrasybulus, but to ascend the

bema without waiting for the sanction of mature age, and to

advise the people on public affairs. He chooses, moreover, to

adopt a style of dress and of life suited to his aristocratic

station, though no one has ever seen him joining in the revel-

ries and the misconduct of other young men of the same class.

He thanks his present adversary, who has questioned his fitness

for the council, for having given him a fitting opportunity in

the scrutiny (^oci/iaor/a) of exhibiting his life. Though some-

what self-assertive for our notions of good taste, the speech
is admirably suited to a young Greek aristocrat. The other

discourses of the same class, being delivered by older men, are

calmer and less confident, but each of them conveys a strong
and clear impression of the speaker's respectability, dignity,

and superiority to any vulgar crime.

394. Passing to a lower condition of society, we may cite

the oration on theproperty ofAristophanes, in which the speaker's

father, who was already dead, was charged with having made

away with the money of Aristophanes, confiscated after his

execution by public decree. Here the speaker, touching lightly

1 Or. 16.

L 2
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on the dreadful fate of Aristophanes (who was executed without

trial, and even his body refused to his relatives), endeavours to

show that his own father and he himself were quiet, unpre-

suming people, his father having maintained a good character to

the age of seventy, when he died, and he himself having been

too young to share in such a crime. Still more characteristic is

the first oration, on the killing of Eratosthenes, whom the speaker
found in his wife's chamber, having discovered her infidelity by
a slave, and having summoned various friends to be witnesses

of the outrage. The picture of the innocent and unsuspicious
husband a man of the poorer class ; of all the suggestive cir-

cumstances which he overlooked from thorough confidence in

his wife; of his sudden awakening to a knowledge of her guilt

all this is drawn in homely detail, and with masterly power.
Similar in some respects, though contrasted in not asserting

complete innocence and justification, are the speeches in reply
to Simon, and in answer to the charge of malicious wounding.

1

The speakers, who had quarrelled with rivals in somewhat

disreputable love affairs, while admitting their folly, and the

reality of the brawl, assert their own efforts to keep things

quiet, and the fury and unreasonableness of their opponents.
All three orations are very, interesting in opening to us

views into the inner life of the lower classes at Athens. To
take them as specimens of public morality, as is done by
most Germans and the English critics who follow them, is

to make the Newgate Calendar an index of average morals.

As this has been done for Ireland in the last century by a

distinguished historian, we must protest against its being done

for Athens.

395. Last in this class of speeches I will mention the very

interesting speech on behalf of the Invalid Pauper, whose

allowance of an obol per diem, according to the Athenian

poor-law, was challenged, and who shows that his case is a fair

one for public charity. The old grammarians, who could not

understand how the great Lysias should plead in such a case,

where the issue was trifling and any remuneration impossible,

rejected it as spurious. Most moderns are of the opposite

1 Or. 3 and 4.
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opinion, justly. But they seem hardly to have appreciated the

circumstances of the case, which are easily to be deduced from

the speech. The alleged pauper was evidently what we call

' a character/ with a small shop close to the agora, the com-

mon resort of many people far above him in means and sta-

tion, who were doubtless attracted by his wit or his drollery.

These people, moreover, seem to have lent him horses to

ride, and this fact, together with the distinguished company
which thronged his shop, led the accuser to believe that he

was not aSvvaTog, without means of helping himself. It is

indeed more than probable that his influential friends got him

put on the relief list in preference to more deserving appli-

cants. This created envy against him, and he found himself

in danger of losing his pension. We can imagine him appeal-

ing with comic pathos to Lysias, who probably frequented his

shop with other strollers in the agora, and we can imagine how
the company would join in entreating the great advocate to

help so useful and popular a character. Thus half in charity,

half in fun, Lysias writes him a defence, which could only have

had effect when spoken by a well-known and original character,

and which gains or loses almost all its point by the delivery.

There is all manner of fun in the speech, comic pathos,

parody of serious arguments, unexpected turns
; but it must

be acted to produce any effect. Most of the arguments are

not serious, and the impression produced is that the speaker
was by no means so badly off as he pretends ; yet the defence

would be very telling, when a trifling sum was at issue, and
would be sure to carry the Council by its cleverness and its

racy humour. This tendency to the humorous is very apparent
in two other speeches, that against Theomnestus? who endea-

voured to evade a charge by adhering to the letter of the law

in contempt of its spirit, and the fragment against the Socratic

./Eschines, which draws a picture of the defendant worthy of

Aristophanes. Allied, as usual, to this talent, is the power of

pathos, which, though kept in restraint by the taste of the day,
and sparingly admitted in early Greek oratory, is very promi-
nent in the prison-scene drawn in the speech against Agoratus,

2

1 Or. 10. 2
39, sq.
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which strongly resembles that already noted in Andocides

(above, p. 131). Still finer and unique in our remains of

Lysias is the narrative in the speech against Diogeiton, which

indeed Dionysius cites as a model, where the appeal of the

mother of the orphans to her father, who was their guardian, is

not inferior to the finest speeches in Euripides. I will quote
it here, as being little known to ordinary students. 1

396. I have endeavoured to bring together these gene-
ral features because the particular analysis of so many short

speeches, on so many various subjects, would detain the reader

far too long, and occupy a disproportionate space in this history.

The argument, the authenticity, and the literary features of

each speech have been fully discussed in Blass' Attische Bered-

samkeit and in Mr. Jebb's Attic Orators, to either of which

the special student of Lysias may turn for fuller information.

I am likewise bound to pass by in silence the many political

and social lights on the history of Athens afforded by the

allusions of his speakers many of them not creditable to the

public morality of the Restored democracy, and showing how

vague suspicions, political changes, and even the poverty of

the public purse, were made the handles of private accusations.

15 :
' ^TTfiro ffv ^r6\fjLti<rast

>

#77,
'
fiireiv, ^x66" roffavra xp^f-ara, &s

SpaxfJ-as 6 rovrwv varty KareAwre Kal rpidKovra ffrarrjpas, & irap'

fj.ol Kara\fi<p6fvra e/cetVou rcXfvrfaavros tyw ffoi fSuKa
;

Kal

rovrovs 7jia>Kas QvyarptSovs Svras IK rys olitias rrjs avrwv

avi>7ro?>7jTouy, ov fjiera. aKO\ov6ov, ov /j.era ffrptafjidrwv, ov f^era 1/j.a.Tiwv, ob

&s fKelvos irapa ffol Kartdero. Kal vvv rovs fJLtv e'/c TTJS p.n\rpvia.s TTJS e/xrjs

iratSeufjs Iv iro\\o'is xp^/*o't / fv$aifjiovas faros' KB* ravra ply Ka\ws voifts'

rovs 5' fyovs atiiKf'ts, obs arifjuas IK rys alicias tK&a\&v avrl irKovviuv irruxpbs

diroSet^oi irpo6vfj.fj, Kal tirl roiovrois tpyois otfre rovs Ocovs
</>oj8p, ovr* ^

rfyv ff^v Ovyarepa r^v ffvvt&viav alffx^vy, ovrc rov a$\<pov jjLf/jivi)fftu, a\\a
irdvras focis irepl t\drrovos voirj, \pi\iiATwv.

' r6re fjLfv ovv, & &vSpes Siica-

erred, vo\\uv Kal Sewtav \nrb rys yvvaiKbs pydevrvv ovro Sterfdrtfjtfv vaines

ol irap6vrfs uiri> rwv rovrtp treirpa'yii.fvwv Kal rwv \6yuv ruv tKfirqs, dpwvrfs

H^v rovs TrcuSas, ofa %<rav trfirov66res1 a.va.fj.i/j.vT)crK6/j.voi Se rov airoQav6vTOs,

ws avdtov TTJS ovffias rbv tirirpoirov KartXitrtv. fvdvfj.ovu.evoi 5e us ^aAeir^y
v 8r<p XP^I Vfpl T&V tavrov iriffrevffai rivd, &o~rc

}
u avSpes 8iKao~rat,

TIV TrapovTiDV SvvaffOat (pdfy^affdai, r.AAo Kal SaKpvovras
r&v irfirov66rofv airi6ifras
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Associated with these disagreeable features is the want of confi-

dence in testimony shown through all his orations. After a pre-

amble, and the prothesis, or first short statement of the case,

the orator proceeds (where it is possible) to a narrative of the

facts, in which he seeks in the clearest order and the simplest

language to convey his client's view of the case. Then follows

the citing of witnesses, who swear to the truth of the narrative.

But, instead of being content with this, the speaker generally

goes on to general a priori arguments, based on the character

or the interests of the litigants. Indeed, general character

seems to have weighed far too much in the Athenian law-

courts, as it will ever do where a trained judge is not present

to guide and control the feelings of the jury.

The attack on Alcibiades (or. 14, 15) is generally regarded
as spurious, but by an early if not contemporary author, and

bears curiously close relations to the speech of Isocrates de

Bigis, to which it seems to be a reply. But the speech attri-

buted to Lysias is not from so masterly a hand as the defence

by Isocrates. Another speech in the Lysian collection, that

against Poliochus, has likewise distinct references to the same

defence, which, though in form a court speech, is really an

encomium on Alcibiades, and may have been a good deal

modified after its delivery for the purpose of publication.

397. The general merits of Lysias have been implied in the

above review of his extant speeches. It is perhaps important
to add that the pettiness of many of the causes pleaded, and

the consequent shortness and dryness of the argument, espe-

cially when delivered in support of the main speech (Sevrepo-

Xoym), have much injured his reputation among modern students

of Greek. Did we possess a few more of his great efforts, like

those against Eratosthenes, Agoratus, and Diogeiton, we should

better appreciate the praises of the ancient critics.

But with this pettiness of particular causes seems connected

the criticism of Plato, that Lysias, in contrast to Isocrates, or

to Pericles, among his forerunners, did not seek to deduce his

special arguments from general philosophical principles. This

was no doubt true ; we also find, as Plato says, his arguments

strung together without logical nexus, and even repeated need-
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lessly. On the other hand, this close adherence to the indi-

vidual case gave him that wonderful variety which the ancients

admired, observing that among 200 genuine speeches no fixed

use of any commonplaces, even in the proem, could be found.

But his occasional repetitions of arguments are probably inten-

tional, and meant to bring important points before the court in

an artless way, and as a simple man might do who could not

give weight or importance to a single statement by lofty diction

or sounding periods. For, above all things, Lysias aimed at

unaffected simplicity, the tenue dicendi genus, the d^eX^c Adyoc
of the critics, in which he was always considered the un-

approached master. This character he attained by the use

of plain words, having been the first to perceive that elegant
and even dignified prose did not require poetical diction to

exalt it and here he broke loose completely from the traditions

of Gorgias. Secondly, he attained it by clear statement, there

being seldom the least obscurity when we know the whole of

the case, and where the text is not corrupt. Thirdly, by

brevity a feature which strikes us very much in most of his

speeches, and which can only be fully understood by regarding

many of the shortest as mere auxiliary statements to the main

argument.

398. Of course a great writer like Lysias does not bind

himself slavishly by such rules. There are passages of deep
emotion where unusual words and phrases occur, and where

they are more natural than common diction. There are cases

where, for the sake of pathos, he repeats an idea, and holds it

before the audience with great effect ; again, for the sake

of point, he introduces those parallelisms and balancings
of clauses, which were then so common in Attic eloquence
that to avoid them was perhaps more affected than to use

them. These ornaments are what give Lysias' speeches the

archaic complexion which has been compared to the stiff curls

and conventional smile of the older Attic sculpture, even in its

high development under the hands of Calamis. 1 But all these

1
Dionysius uses the parallel illustration of the old simple paintings with

few colours and little perspective. Cf. Plutarch, De rect. rat. aud. 9 : &(nrep

iv rpi&uvi AvffiaKov \6yov Aewry KO) tyi\f Kafl^/ievos, fapcucros
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things are distinctly exceptions to his rule of extreme simpli-

city, which would often degenerate into dryness or meagreness
but for the exquisite grace (x^i ^) which is the most brilliant

feature of his genius. This quality, which cannot be analysed,

has been extolled by all critics, and is equalled, especially in

his narratives, by Herodotus alone of Greek prose writers.

Indeed, as Antiphon stands close to Thucydides, and is strong

on the argumentative or dialectical side, so Lysias approaches

Herodotus, being far superior in the historical or narrative part

of his oratory. His style seems at first sight, as Dionysius

observes, so simple and natural that anyone might hope to

imitate it, whereas it is really the most exquisite and un-

attainable gift to copy nature artistically and yet with perfect

accuracy. For this purpose he often deserts the rounded

period, and uses, like Herodotus, an easy and lucid X?ie

elpopevr], which makes his story wonderfully plausible and per-

suasive. Thus he steals upon his hearers, as the ancients

observed, instead of coercing them by power and grandeur.
He also abandons his periods for an opposite purpose, when in

passages of great excitement he adopts short unconnected

clauses, as in the famous conclusion of his speech against

Eratosthenes, and in the mother's description of her orphans
before Diogeiton. All these peculiarities make it easy for us

to understand how his critics thought him inferior in those

panegyrical or deliberative harangues, where a periodic style

was peculiarly effective. Thus a plain and forcible speaker in

our own day might find great difficulty in composing a con-

gratulatory address, which is expected to run in long and

rounded sentences. Of course rhetors and grammarians have

always preferred Isocrates, but if it were only as an antidote to

that over-artificial and watery eloquence, the remains of Lysias
are of inestimable value.

399. Turning to the external history of his works, I have

nothing to add to what has already been said about Plato's cri-

ticism, except that he may have been biassed by Lysias' demo-

cratic views, which led him constantly to attack and expose
with great severity men with whom the philosopher had great

sympathy. Aristotle very seldom mentions Lysias in compa-
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risen with Isocrates, and Theophrastus, though regarding him as

the type of the '

genus tenue,' seems to have thought Thrasyma-
chus more important in the history of rhetoric. Deinarchus,

Charisius, and Hegesias are spoken of as imitating his style in

contrast to that of Demosthenes. There were treatises com-

posed upon him, as upon the other orators, by the Alexan-

drian critics, but these are unfortunately lost, nor do we possess

any scholia upon this author. But in Roman days, when there

was a reaction against the florid Asianism, Lysias found many
admirers and students who aimed at old Attic simplicity and

purity : of these C. Lie. Calvus is the most important. Cicero,

who was attacked by this school, holds the balance very

fairly between Lysias and his supposed opponents. He grants

Lysias all the merits due to him, but prefers Demosthenes as a

model on account of his power.
In the Augustan period, when Atticism triumphed, there

were very full appreciations and discussions of Lysias by

Dionysius and Caecilius, both of whom wrote special works on

him, besides the extant tract of Dionysius, and many judg-
ments of both these and of Hermogenes in relation to other

orators. Various later commentators, such as Zosimus of

Gaza, Zeno, Paulus Germinus, are cited in the Lexica. In

fact, throughout all Greek criticism, his place seems fixed as

next in importance to Demosthenes and Isocrates. Of the

233 speeches declared genuine by Dionysius and Caecilius, of

all these comments and explanations, we have only the critiques

already cited, a good many special points in Suidas and Harpo-

cration, the titles of about 170 speeches, and a single collection

of 34 speeches, some of them imperfectly preserved, with about

100 lesser fragments.

400. Bibliographical. The speeches (with the exception
of the spurious Epitaphios, which was copied separately also)

are handed down to us through one codex,
1 the Palatinus X,

preserved at Heidelberg, which is the parent of all other

copies, particularly of the Florentine, once esteemed of higher

authority. Not only was X copied from an archetype already

1 Written in the twelfth century, and brought from Nicsea to Europe.
Cf. a special article upon it by Scholl in Hermes, vol. xi. pp. 202, sq.
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mutilated, but it has itself lost several pages, and is, moreover,

the work of a careless and inaccurate scribe, so that our text

has afforded critics ample scope for emendation and correction.

Eight of the extant speeches (whole or partial) are attested

by Dionysius, the ablest and most careful of the authorities

on this question. Five he rejects ; others are doubtful. The
selection seems made from two collections of Lysias' speeches,

or else there are two selections from his whole works brought

together. This is inferred from speeches on murder appearing

in the first and twelfth places, the latter of them (against

Eratosthenes] being evidently the first in order both of time

and merit. But all closer classifications are complicated and

unsatisfactory, owing to the great variety of the cases treated,

as the reader will see from Blass' discussion of the point.
1

The first edition (Aldus, 1513, with other orators) is taken

not from the Palatinus, but from the Athos MS., which Lascaris

brought over, and which is now lost, but it was evidently an

inferior copy of the same archetype. In our own day, besides

the Zurich editors, and the Teubner edition of Scheibe both

excellent this author has received inestimable aid from the

critical labours of Cobet, both in his Nova Lectiones, and in a

special school edition (Amsterdam, 1863), which is of course

the best text There are many good essays, and many selections

with notes by the Germans, of whom I may mention Hoelscher,

Francken, Frohberger, Rauchenstein. There are German
translations by Falk (Breslau, 1842) and F. Baur (2nd ed.

Stuttgart, 1869). Excellent general estimates will be found (be-

sides that of Blass and Mr. Jebb) in Perrot's and Girard's the

latter specially on Lysias writings on Greek literature.2

401. It is usual to pass from the consideration of Lysias
and his court speeches to that of Isocrates and his epideictic

displays, and then to return to Isseus as the special forerunner

and master of Demosthenes. But as the evidence of this

latter relation is not very clear, and in any case only applies to

a special class of Demosthenes' speeches those against his

i. 348, 368.
* G. Perrot, Eloquence politique, &c., aAthbtes, vol. i., and J. Girard,

dt TAttidsme dans Lysias, passim.
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guardians it seems preferable to take up the works of Isaeus

in close connection with Lysias, to whom he affords many
points of resemblance and of contrast. This will enable us to

form a better estimate of the legal eloquence of Athens before

we turn to her philosophers and pamphleteers, who were also,

according to the fashion of the day, orators and special students

of rhetoric.

402. The darkness which shrouds the life of Is^us is

hardly an accident
;

it is rather the mark I had almost said

the distinguishing mark of the developed profession to which

he belonged. While Antiphon's apparent privacy of life only
concealed an active and constant interference in public affairs,

as was clearly shown when he came to lay aside the mask ;

while Lysias' speeches contain several discourses of public in-

terest and on public affairs in which he was personally con-

cerned, the works of Isaeus, not only as we have them, but

as they were known to the ancients, were Adyoi ISiwrtKoi, not

merely for private individuals,
1 but on private suits, and in

these they approach more nearly to what we should call

Chancery practice than any other Attic eloquence preserved.

Accordingly as our Chancery lawyers do not even attain the

notoriety of those engaged in criminal or nisi-prius actions, far

less that of political speakers, so Isaeus remains personally

unknown, and even his speeches, remarkable though they be,

have seldom been studied except by special enquirers into the

principles of Attic jurisprudence. Hence the dates of his birth

and death are not known. His origin is said doubtfully to

have been of Chalcis, and his father's name Diagoras. He
may have been an Eubcean cleruch, driven back to Athens by
the loss of the island to Athens, or a metoikos, a resident alien,

1 The Greek argument of the fourth oration (concerning Nicostratus,

&c.) says that Isaeus was related to Hagnon, nephew of the testator, and

spoke this speech in aid of them personally. As there is no hint of these

facts in the course of the speech itself, they must have been derived from

some old authority, and are not improbable, though Blass thinks (ii. p. 506)
that this is alleged wohl lediglich aus thorichter Vermuthung. But, un-

fortunately, the people in question are obscure, and the speech gives us

no light concerning Isseus' life or connections. Cf. for a careful review

of the facts, Blass, AB. ii. p. 4. $4.
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who settled and practised at Athens without the social posi-

tion of Kephalus and his son Lysias. The dates of the

extant speeches, so far as they can be determined, range from

389 to 352 B.C. This, and his alleged instruction of Demos-

thenes, show his activity to have extended through the first

half of the fourth century B.C. Of his education equally little is

ascertained. He is called a follower of Lysias, a pupil of

Isocrates. But his speeches only show the general influence

which these great contemporaries must have exercised upon a

man of his ability. The absence of closer likenesses even

suggests that their education of him was not more direct.

403. The subjects of the eleven speeches, and of the con-

siderable fragments quoted as specimens by Dionysius, have no

special literary interest, nor is there any one of them which is

worth analysing in this place.
1 The most elaborate and Demos-

thenic in tone is the eleventh, that on the bequests of Hagnias.

Concerning this lawsuit, which lasted many years and under-

went many trials, we have among the speeches of Demosthenes

that against Macartatus a performance not only below the

usual level of the great orator, but inferior to the speech of

Isseus, which is far more logical and better constructed. The

eighth, on the succession to Kirorts property, is similarly inter-

esting in having been considerably used by Demosthenes in

his speeches against his guardians, but the free and independent

way in which he modifies the commonplaces or quotations from

it, shows that he was even then no mere ordinary pupil, but an

original and powerful rhetor. All the speeches of Isaeus are

about questions of succession, about the validity of wills, or of

the evidence on which they are established and impugned, and

upon the rights of relationship. They show us very clearly,

like the speeches of Lysias, the grave defects of the Athe-

nian jury system. These juries were not a small group of

men, sworn to enquire into questions of fact, guided on points

of law by a professional judge, and intended to protect private

individuals from an abuse of power on the part of the govern-
ment. They were rather the sovereign people broken up

1 From a collection of sixty-four speeches, of which fifteen were re-

jected by old critics, we only have a scanty remnant of about one-sixth.
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into divisions of 500, and bringing into court all the powers
of the sovereign, without responsibility or control of any sort

Accordingly, while the great numbers of the jury made Attic

court speeches to be practically harangues to a large assembly
a point seldom adequately insisted upon its absolute and

despotic power turned advocates to aim at persuasion rather

than sound argument, to appeal to passion and not to reason,

to flatter and not to convince by fair means.

All the court eloquence of Athens is vitiated by this funda-

mental unsoundness of the tribunal which it addressed, and

nowhere is the result more apparent than in the speeches
of Isseus, which were on subjects settled by strict law, by
established custom and precedent, by traditions as old as any
in Aryan civilisation. As regards the right and limits of testa-

mentary bequest, the strict line of succession among collateral

branches, the consequences of intestacy, the disturbing elements

of mental incapacity and undue influence in all these matters

the system of Attic jurisprudence was very complete and care-

fully constructed. But, however desirous an advocate of Isaeus'

legal turn of mind might be to confine himself to the strict

law of the case, the jury were averse to such dry discussions.

Moreover, they seem to have laid far less stress on positive evi-

dence than we do, probably on account of the mendacity of

the nation
;
we also find the preparation of documents, and

preservation of them in proper archives, strangely neglected.

Hence in no case is the advocate content with proving a point

by positive evidence, or producing a document establishing it
;

he always goes on to the eifcdc, the probabilities of the case
; and

indeed most of Isaeus' speeches are arguments against the evi-

dence on the ground of these probabilities. The produced
will is argued to be a forgery, because the testator was on bad
terms with the legatee ;

the alleged adoption of a son is denied

on similar grounds. Is it likely a man in his senses would do

such a thing ? is the perpetual plea of the litigants. It is easy
to see how such a state of things stimulated court eloquence,
and how the ingenuity of a trained rhetor was required to put
a fair face even upon a case which should have stood upon its

own merits. The dicasts thought nothing of breaking a will,
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or even of deciding in the teeth of sworn evidence. Indeed,

from the number of cases of conviction for perjury known to

us, we may infer that the swearing in Attic courts was not more

conscientious than it is in the Irish county courts of the pre-

sent day.

404. Hence we see the point of the remark upon Isseus in

the Greek Life, that he was thoroughly unfair to his opponent

and out-generalied his jury.
1 But this very reputation injured

his efficiency, for while Lysias seemed artless when charging

the guilty, Isseus was suspected even when clearing the inno-

cent. Indeed a comparison with Lysias is the best means of

showing the peculiar characteristics of Isaeus. In the first

place, his speeches are as a rule much longer and more elabo-

rate, and this especially by reason of the many summaries and

recapitulations which Lysias would have considered tedious,

and which are in any case violations of ethos, if the speaker be

an inexperienced debater. But in Isaeus the mask seems fall-

ing away ; the position of the logographer was too notorious

and well established to be denied, and he either disdains,

or he fails, to assume the personality of his client. Hence he

abandons the simple structure upon which all Lysias' speeches

are based, and affects variety and power of treatment He
breaks up his narrative into parts, and introduces argumentation
between them, he omits the exordium or the peroration, or

rather weaves in these preambles and appeals into the body of

his speech. He even begins or ends with the reading of laws

in fact, a study of variety is one of his chief objects. This is

as obvious in the diction as in the arrangement of his speeches.
In some of them, and in some parts of them, his periods are

almost as grand as those of Isocrates or Demosthenes; in

others he affects, perhaps with less success, simplicity of narra-

tive ; in others he presses the adversary with close questioning,
and with a rapid urging of short points. But while his elo-

quence is more sustained and logical, and while he forces home
his arguments by dint of clever restatement and recapitulation,

he does not attain to the grace of Lysias nor to the sustained

power of Demosthenes. Nay, even in spite of the studied

1 Kal irpbs mlv rbv wriSueov SiairovnpffaTai, robs Se 5iKa<rT&.s Karaffrparriyft.
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attempts at variety, there is a certain sameness of character

about his speeches which makes them tedious in comparison
with those of Lysias. This may be in some measure due to the

uniformity of subjects in Isaeus. Yet even apart from this, the

want of ethos and the assumption of rhetorical power naturally

produce an unpleasant effect.

405. The influence of Isocrates' rhetoric is to be seen in

the avoidance of the hiatus in some speeches, as well as

in the general finish and smoothness of many of his periods,
but we cannot trace any gradual adoption of these features, or

their predominance in the later speeches, so that it is more

likely he used this, like other devices, merely to produce vari-

ety and novelty. He certainly never adopted the avoidance

of hiatus as a fixed principle. His figures of thought, such

as indignant questions and the like, are more frequent than

those of Lysias, whose natural gifts he endeavoured to rival

by better training. Thus the old parallel clauses of the Gor-

gian rhetoric, which give Lysias his antique flavour, are

hardly ever to be found in Isseus ; but his composition is

not the less careful and artificial, though he seeks to avoid

these obvious ornaments. And thus with all his archaic man-
nerism Lysias is far the more easy and natural. It is not neces-

sary to pursue this comparison, which, after the model of

Dionysius, has been worked out by Blass and Perrot.

406. Bibliographical. We may add a word on the history
of the text. Beyond the fact of his being Demosthenes' educa-

tor, there is little mention of this orator till Dionysius and

Hermogenes, who speak very favourably ofhim. The notes of

Didymus are only once cited (by Harpocration, ya/xqXta). The
Greek arguments are very complete, but no scholia, so far as I

know, have come down to us. As to MSS., we are dependent

upon the same which have been already noticed under Anti-

phon.
1 The princeps of Aldus (1513) and the edition of Ste-

phens (1575) were followed by that of Reiske (1773), which

were based on no new collation, but all rest on the lost codex

of Lascaris. The translation and legal notes of Wm. Jones

(Oxford, 1779) are highly commended by Schomann.

1 Cf. also Buermann in Hermes, xix. pp. 325-68.
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The eleventh speech (on Menecles' bequests) was first

edited from the Laurentian MS. by Tyrwhitt (London, 1785).

The large fragment of the speech on Cleonymus' bequests was

added by Mai from an Ambrosian codex in 1815. Of later

editors the texts of Bekker and Scheibe and the complete edition

and commentary of Schomann (1831), who has also given us a

German translation (2nd ed. 1869), are best worthy of mention.

407. We have now followed out Attic court oratory to its

completeness under the hands of Isaeus
;
for any superiority

which some of Demosthenes* speeches of this kind may pos-

sess, seems rather due to the exceptional genius of that orator

than to the discovery of any new principles, or new method of

rhetoric. And as Demosthenes' '

private orations
' can hardly be

discussed apait from his life, we may pause here, and turn to

collateral fields of literary activity. But, instead of taking up Iso<

crates, who was at this time the leader of the epideictic rhetoric^

or oratory of display, and whose merits were altogether stylistic, J

prefer to proceed to that branch of Attic prose which forms the

strongest contrast to the practical advocacy in the law courts

I mean the dialogues of Plato and other companions of Socra

tes. These men despised such a trade, and kept aloof from

actual politics ; they will therefore afford us a welcome respite

from the practical oratory which has occupied us so long. But

as thoroughgoing thinkers, and philosophers in the strict sense,

their work deserves an earlier and more important place than

the idle and empty compromise attempted by Isocrates, of

combining a shallow philosophy with equally shallow theoretical

politics. Thus this eminent rhetorician, but feeble statesman,
will be brought into closer comparison with his proper contrast

Demosthenes.

VOL. n. i
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CHAPTER VII.

PLATO.

408. PLATO, whose proper name was Aristocles, was
born either 429 or 427 B.C.,

1 at ^Egina, where his father held

property. His father, Ariston, son of Aristocles, and his mother,
Peristione (sister of Charmides), were both of ancient and noble

descent, and though later writers represent him as a poor man,
this seems only from the desire of making him a closer copy of

Socrates, and of the ascetic type fashionable in Greek philoso-

phy. Several indications may be quoted to show that he was

a man of wealth and consideration. He studied gymnastics in

his youth, when he was surnamed Plato in the gymnasium
from his broad shoulders, and he is reported to have won a

prize at the Isthmian games. As his age of military service

coincided with the grievous days of the closing Peloponnesian

war, he must have been employed in the army ; but upon this

point, as well as upon his education in music, gymnastic,

poetry, and philosophy, we are left to conjecture, and to vague

legends, which were no doubt widely circulated about him, but

which have no solid foundation. Diogenes says he studied

the writing of poetry, and essayed dithyrambs, songs, and

tragedies, but that, upon meeting Socrates, he burnt his poems.
The epigrams attributed to him in the Anthologia, though

trifling, are very elegant, and some of them may be genuine.

Lastly, Aristotle 2
says that Cratylus had instructed him in

the doctrine of Heracleitus before he came under the in-

fluence of Socrates.

1 Cf. the conflicting authorities cited in Zeller's Plato, p. 2, note (Eng.

trans.).

Metaph. i. 6.
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The whole impression conveyed by these stories is con-

firmed by his works, and shows him to have been a young
Athenian gentleman in contact with all the current science

of the day, and influenced by all the social and artistic

culture of that matchless city in its matchless period. But

his conversion by Socrates marks the great turning point of

his life. Plato must have met him at an early age, for Socrates'

conversations were very fashionable among his aristocratic

friends probably the age of twenty, which is reported to us, is

too late. At all events, he became a constant and favourite

pupil, and was with the great master at his trial and condem-

nation. According to Plato's own statement in the Apology, he

endeavoured to persuade Socrates to assess the fine which

the dicasts might impose at thirty minse, which he and other

friends were ready to pay. This large sum (for those days)

implies that they had means. After Socrates' death he left for

Megara, and stayed for a time with Eucleides, another pupil

of the same school, who became afterwards the head of a

distinct sect. From Megara Plato made voyages to Egypt,

Cyrene, Magna Graecia, and Sicily ; but it is more than pro-

bable that he returned at intervals to Athens. The dates of

these journeys, even of those to Sicily, which are best known,
are involved in obscurity. He is said to have studied mathe-

matics with Theodorus of Cyrene, and to have made closer

acquaintance with the Pythagoreans in Magna Graecia. But, in

addition to these theoretical matters, he gained his first practi-

cal experience of the effects of irresponsible monarchy from

the elder Dionysius. Though introduced by Dion, the tyrant

was so offended with his views, which were then probably a

reflex of those of Socrates, that he delivered him up to the

Spartan ambassador Pollis, who had him sold in the market of

.^Egina. He was, moreover, well-nigh put to death by the

^Eginetans, who at this time (about 390 B.C.) would permit no
Athenian to touch their shore. Being ransomed by one Anni-

keris, he returned to Athens, and set up a school at the well-

known Academy, in the western suburbs of Athens.

409. We unfortunately know nothing of the details of his

oral teaching, which he avers in his written dialogues to be far the

M 2
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most important. We hear that his discourses were very dry, and

that in lecturing on the good he by no means adopted the homely

style and illustrations of Socrates, but brought in mathematics,

astronomy, and finally so abstract an idea of the Good that no

one but his special pupils would listen to him. This we have on

the report ofAristoxenus, who professes Aristotle's authority, and

it agrees with some sneers to be found in the Middle Comedy.
At all events, Plato took no part whatever in the politics of

Athens, which were thoroughly distasteful to him, and opposed
to all his principles. His notions of the proper State and its

government are clear enough in the three works he has left us

on the subject, the Politicus, the Republic, and the Laws. But

when his old friend Dionysius died, he was persuaded by Dion,
and also by the younger Dionysius, then under Dion's influence,

to revisit Syracuse (367 B.C.) in the hope that, by converting the

new tyrant to his views, he might at last have an opportunity of

realising his theories of state reform. The experiment turned

out exactly as might have been anticipated. After a few days
of novelty and of politeness Dionysius grew weary of Plato, and

jealous of Dion, so that he banished the latter, and Plato soon

departed. But he actually was induced to return to Syracuse
about 361 B.C., perhaps chiefly in order to reconcile his friend

Dion with the tyrant. After escaping again from the tyrant's

displeasure, he returned to Athens, where he spent the re-

mainder of his old age respected by a large society of admirers.

He died peacefully at a marriage feast, according to the legend,
in 347 B.C., having exceeded the age of fourscore years.

410. Plato is one of the very few Greek authors of whose

works nothing has been lost. On the contrary, the catalogue
we possess is rather redundant than defective, and one of the

main duties of modern criticism as regards him has been the

sifting of his writings, and the rejection of what is unworthy or

unauthentic. Before approaching the dialogues, we may say a

word concerning the lesser and more obscure writings, which

were once ascribed to him. There are the epigrams already

mentioned, which most critics reject, but one or two of which

seem to me probably genuine : there are certain Distinctions

to which Aristotle refers more than once; but as
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they are never mentioned in any catalogue of his works, they
seem to have been some collection of maxims from his oral

lectures preserved in the school of the Academy. There are,

moreover, a collection of Epistles, which are still printed in the

editions of the text, and which Grote, in his great work on

Plato,
1

accepts as genuine, and bases upon them many state-

ments about the life of the philosopher. One of them (the

seventh) is so interesting and circumstantial about his relations

with Dion and Dionysius, that all critics have longed to have

it regarded as genuine, and even those who reject the Platonic

authorship think it an almost contemporaneous composition by
a writer thoroughly informed on Plato's life. But I agree with

Mr. Jowett and with all the German critics, that none of these

epistles are genuine, and am disposed to look on the informa-

tion derived from the seventh epistle as very suspicious. It may
be all true, but no point unsupported by other evidence should

be accepted without the greatest caution. We hear, moreover,
of about ten dialogues which were of old considered spurious,

and most of which are mentioned as such by Diogenes Laertius. 2

There remain thirty-five dialogues,
3 of which four (the second

Alcibiades, Anterasta, Hipparchus, and Epinomis] have been

1 Plato and the other Companions of Socrates, i. p. 220, sq.
2

iii. 62.
f Here is the list : Dialogues of

(a) SEARCH, (ft) EXPOSITION.

Theatetus Timceus

Parmenides Laws
Alcibiade's 7. *

Epinomis
* Aldbiades 77. Critias

*
Theages Republic
Laches Sophistes

Lysis Politicus

Charmides Phcedon

Menon Philebus

Ion Protagoras

Euthyphron Phadrus

Euthydemus Symposium
Gorgias Cratylus

*
Hippias I. Criton

Hippias 77.

[T.O.]
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doubted by the Greek critics,
1 and many more by the school of

Ast and Socher, which grew out of the Wolfian controversy in

the second decade of this century.

411. The connection of these isolated compositions,
and their relation, both logically and chronologically, have

ever been, and will remain, a subject of controversy, unless

the view of Grote is adopted, that Plato deliberately intended

them as perfectly distinct works, and consciously laid aside in

each all reference to the rest as regards theory. This Grote

distinctly asserts to be the case, at least as regards the two

classes of dialogues, into which the Platonic compositions
must be divided. We will first discuss the logical order.

Plato himself is of course the main authority to be consulted.

The same characters who have met in the Thecetetus meet

again expressly in the Sophistes, though they do not take up
the unfinished thread of the discourse. The Politicus pro-
claims itself a third colloquy of the same party (with a new

respondent). The Republic, Timceus, and Critias are similarly

connected, and a fourth dialogue, the Hermocrates, though ap-

parently announced, was never composed. But I am not sure

that Plato did not merely assume the same personages for

the sake of dramatic convenience, without meaning to assert

intimate relation. I do not know that the author himself gives

us any further clue. The earliest attempt at a logical classifica-

tion of which we know is that quoted by Diogenes,
2 as laid

down by Aristophanes of Byzantium. He arranged five tri-

logies : i. Republic, Timaus, Critias; 2. Laws, Minos, Epi-

nomis; 3. Thecetetus, Euthyphron, Apology ; 4. Sophist, Politicus,

Cratylus; 5. Criton, Phtzdon, and Letters. The rest of the

dialogues he placed singly and without any fixed order,

(o) SEARCH, () EXPOSITION.

*Cleitophon The Apology
*
Hipparchus Menexenus.

* Erasta
* Minos.

These last two are not properly dialogues, but the one a dicastic, the

other an epideictic exercise.

1 Cf. Zeller's Plato and the Older Academy (Eng. tr.), p. 49, note.

8
iii. 61.
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Several important remarks here suggest themselves. Aristo-

phanes does not utilise the hints just mentioned in the dia-

logues themselves. He does not follow any scientific order on

any conceivable theory of Platonism. He seems also to have

recognised as genuine, not only works now rejected, but even

those doubted of old, such as the Epinomis. Diogenes next

mentions the arrangement of Thrasylus, two centuries later, into

nine tetralogies a dramatic connection often forced and

absurd, and of no real value. It was probably suggested, as

Grote observes, by the really close bond which unites the

Euthyphron, Apology, Criton, and Ph&don. It is Thrasylus' full

catalogue of thirty-five dialogues (including Apology and Menexe-

nus) which Grote thinks based upon the safe traditions of the

Academy and the critical work of the xupifrvrfG, or critical

sifters, of Alexandria, and therefore perfectly trustworthy. But

Thrasylus implies another cross division which is of far more

value that into Dialogues of Search (^r^rtKo/) and of Exposi-
tion (vtyriytipaTiKoi).

1 It appears also from the statement of Dio-

genes that essays of classification in old times were almost as

numerous and various as among the modern Germans, for nine

dialogues which he mentions were each put first in the list by
divers critics. I am very far from agreeing with Zeller's inference,

that these attempts imply a trustworthy tradition or belief in

some fixed and definite order. But to those who are sceptical

as to any other logical nexus between the dialogues, or of the

possibility of tracing a gradual philosophical progress throughout

them, this distinction at least is salient and quite unmistake-

able, that in some of them a discussion is raised, which results

in no conclusion, while in others principles are laid down, and a

whole system of law or of philosophy dogmatically expounded.
412. Next after the labours of the Alexandrian and Augus-

tan grammarians, who seem not to have attempted any deep
sounding of the mind of Plato, but were content with distinc-

tions of form, we come to the neo-Platonists, who went into

1 Cf. the list on page 165, note 3. His subdivisions under these heads

I need not repeat. The same principle underlies the classification of

Albinus (in his Isagoge to Plato), though he differs in his subdivisions, as

may be seen in Zeller's note (p. 97).
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the opposite extreme, and sought to find mystical revelations

and divine allegories at every turn in the dialogues. This

method of criticism, along with the attempts to show Plato's

agreement with the religion of Moses, and his consequent

inspiration as an * Attic Moses,' is now so universally discredited

that it may suffice to refer the reader (with Grote) to the pre-

faces with which Ficinus, the great Renaissance Platonist,

introduces the Dialogues in his Latin version (Florence 1494).

Serranus, in Stephens' edition of 1578, goes back to the old

external way of classifying, and makes out six groups accord-

ing to the general subjects treated (Ethics, Physics, Politics,

&c.). From this time on till the end of the last century

speculation on the internal relation of the dialogues seems to

have been suspended. With Schleiermacher a new era com-

mences, and since his day Germany has been flooded with

theories based on the internal consciousness of the theorist,

ascribing a necessary and natural order to the writings of

Plato, together with rejections of all those which will not suit

the theory, and bold assertions that all opponents and objectors

are ignorant of the true spirit of real Platonism. The comba-
tants may be divided into three camps, that of Schleiermacher

now rather waning in influence, though he was the originator of

the whole discussion, and still supported by Ritter, Brandis, and

Ribbing, which holds that Plato consciously composed his dia-

logues in a fixed and logical order, which anyone can ascertain

who attains to a thorough knowledge of the Platonic system.
Next comes that of K. F. Hermann, with a large following, who
denies any conscious arrangement in the mind of Plato, but holds

that the dialogues show the necessary growth and development of

his mind. Various attempts are now being made to reconcile

these theories, and to assert this necessary growth, accompa-
;nied with a conscious expression of it in certain pieces. Lastly,

there is the English school, of which Grote is the leader, and
Mr. Jowett the present representative, and to which we may
almost add the German Ast, had he not been so illogical as to

reject numerous dialogues, though holding the view which most

easily admits differences of style and treatment. This school is

perfectly sceptical as to the possibility of proving any large
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plan or sequence in the dialogues, and not only holds each to be

complete in itself and isolated, but even careless of contradicting

the rest, and often openly inconsistent with them. It follows

logically that all dialogues not discredited by external evidence

must be accepted, such a thing as internal improbability being

seldom admissible.

The great and continuous divergence of opinion among
the German Platonists, who have now for 100 years exhausted

all possible combinations without establishing any sure re-

sults, almost compels us to adopt the third theory in the

main. A few general guide-posts are perhaps not denied by

anybody. These are, for example, that the purely Socra-

tic and questioning dialogues were written when Plato was

fresh from the converse of Socrates ; that after his travels in

Italy and Sicily he approached Pythagorean metaphysics, and

thus brings out principles perfectly foreign to Socrates under

his authority. Furthermore, dialogues like the Euthydemus
show a polemical antagonism to Antisthenes and Isocrates, or

some such persons, who were rivals as heads of schools ; these

are to be referred to the more active period of his life, while

such didactic and dogmatic dialogues as the Laws, which was

certainly written in Plato's old age, seem to indicate the latest

form of his teaching, and the temper of his decaying years.

With the exception of these, and perhaps a few more such

generalities, nothing certain ever has been ascertained as to

the logical order of the Platonic writings.

413. For convenience' sake, and in order to afford some
frame wherein we may arrange the diverse pieces, the plan of

Zeller,
1

put forth without much dogmatism, may be followed

as reasonable, and fairly probable ; but the great work of Grote

has for ever destroyed the hope of any surer results. Fol-

lowing this division, we may regard the first, a purely Socratic

group, as consisting of the Lesser Hippias, Lysis, Charmides,
Laches

-, Protagoras-, Euthyphron, Apologv, and Criton. In these

there is no Pythagoreanism, no attempt at a philosophy of

nature ; they are purely ethical, and concerned with virtue

in the Socratic sense, as one and reducible to knowledge.
>
Plato, pp. 115, sq.
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Next come the Gorgias, Menon, Thecetetus, and Euthydemus, in

which the doctrine of Ideas, moral theories of the state after

death, the theory of Reminiscence, and sundry Pythagorean
elements begin to appear. The Phcedrus, about whose date

the widest diversity of opinion exists, may have been an intro-

duction to this group. Next come the dialogues, which, while

presupposing both Pythagoreanism and the theory of Ideas, in-

troduce us to Eleatic and Megarian philosophy, abstruse and dry-

in character : these are the Cratylus, Sophist, Politicus, Parme-

nides, and Philebus, and to these Zeller appends the two most

celebrated of all, the Symposium and Phcedon, which latter is

often placed shortly after the death of Socrates, though its

doctrines show a large advance on Plato's earlier works. To-
wards the end of his life come the Republic, Timceus, Critias,

and Laws. Zeller, in this list, omits the Ion and Menexe-

nus, as well as the Epistles and first Alcibiades. I think the

former two are not spurious, or at least proved spurious, and
feel the danger of determining such matters without very

strong evidence. I venture to assert that no modern Ger-

man critic would have admitted either the Lesser Hippias or

Laws, and that their spuriousness would now be an accepted

fact, had not Aristotle chanced to allude to them in passages
of still remaining works. While such mentions of Aristotle are

of course conclusive (if precise) as to the authenticity of a

dialogue, nothing can be inferred from his silence. Thus the

Protagoras, one of the most universally accepted, has no early

guarantee whatever. The extant allusions of this kind, both

direct and indirect, are collected with great care by Bonitz in

his valuable Index Aristotelicus, and are discussed by Zeller,
1

who will not, however, admit the Menexenus, in spite of a direct

reference in Aristotie's Rhetoric, on account of *
internal improba-

bilities.' So indelible is the habit of preferring a priori specu-
lations to external evidence !

414. I must add a word on the chronological order of

the dialogues, which need not be the same as the logical

order, for Plato may have composed a prior composition,

dramatically',
as an afterthought or introduction to an already

1

PP- 54-77-
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existing dialogue. Again, such a dialogue as the Phado,
which in dramatic propriety should follow immediately on the

Apology, is supposed with good reason to be a very distant

afterthought to an early group.

There is no direct evidence that any dialogue whatever

was published during the lifetime of Socrates, except the

anecdote in Diogenes,
1 that Socrates, on hearing the Lysis

read, exclaimed,
*

Herakles, what a number of lies this youth
has told about me !

'

This Grote rejects, and argues with great
force that Plato published nothing till after the death of So-

crates, and when he had at least reached his twenty-eighth year.

We have no evidence to decide the question, though Grote's

argument is rendered probable by the fact that several of the

apparently earliest dialogues are written about the accusation

and death of Socrates, and must therefore fall after this date.

So also the group called the second in Zeller's list, above given,

alludes to events which happened 395-4 B.C., and is later

than that date. We have hardly any other chronological data,

unless we argue that striking inconsistencies imply a lapse of

some years for their growth. Thus the theory of the Protagoras,
that virtue is the intelligent pursuit of happiness, and the

balancing of lesser pains against greater rewards this theory
is contradicted in the Gorgias, where the identity of the good
and the pleasant is distinctly controverted as an immoral doc-

trine. Again, Pericles and Isocrates, who are greatly praised

by name in the Phadrus, are rudely handled and severely
censured in the Gorgias and Euthydemus, if indeed Isocrates

is the philosopher-politician alluded to in the latter. If the

Ecdesiazusa of Aristophanes were directed against Plato's Re*

public, we should obtain a minor limit (391 B.C.), which is

contrary to all probability, as that dialogue has unmistakeable

evidences of maturity in views and dogmatism in tone. The
absence of all direct mention of Plato in the play permits us to

reject it as positive testimony. The author of the seventh

Platonic Letter speaks as if the Republic were an early work,
but probably upon this very evidence, whereas the play itself 2

shows many reasons for believing that Plato is not in view.

1
iii. 35.

a Cf. Zeller, p. 139, note.
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415. It seems hardly necessary in this general sketch to

give a particular abstract of each of the dialogues, for purely

metaphysical discussions are foreign to our plan, and the actual

texts are easily accessible, not to speak of the admirable and,

classical versions of Schleiermacher, the Stuttgart translators

(40 vols., 1869), and Mr. Jowett. I shall therefore confine my-
self to general indications of their contents, while in a few typical

cases a fuller treatment will include the broad features which

recur in divers discussions. And first let us consider the

form adopted by Plato and other followers of Socrates the

philosophical dialogue.
1

416. It is in no sense true that Plato was the originator of

this literary form, though most of his commentators attempt to

add this to his other merits. But it is certain that he was the

greatest artist of this kind which Greece, or perhaps the world,

ever saw, and that as he drew into one all the partial truths of

earlier philosophy, so he united in his works all the various

kinds and attempts of his forerunners in the use of dramatic
v

prose. His early biographers asserted that he studied carefully

the mimes of Sophron, which were apparently prose and city

idylls, portraying character and manners among the lower

classes at Syracuse.
2 In the Poetic, indeed, all similarity be-

tween these mimes and Plato's dialogues is flatly denied
;
but

the assertions of the Poetic are so inaccurate and conflicting,

that I attach little weight to them, and think this denial, if

true, refers to the subject-matter only. At all events, it is

certain that in this school of Sophron and Xenarchus character-

drawing was attained by prose dialogue, perhaps the truest

forerunner of the Roman satura or medley. I turn next to

another model, which must have been before Plato's eyes,

and in which dialogue must have played an important part

the Memoirs of Ion of Chios, and Stesimbrotus of Thasos.

1 The definition given by Albinus (Isagoge, c. i.) is very complete, and

each member of it reasoned out : "Ecrrt roivvv OVK &\\o TI, t) \6yos <?|

Kal OTroKpurecos ffvyKei/jievos irepi TWOS T<av iroXiTiK&v Kal fyiX

/j.cra rr,s irpfirova"ris ijOoiroitas rwv

Kal TTJS Kara rfyv \eiv irapa(TKi/7}S.

* Cf. Vol. I. 240.
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These works are not known, or not quoted, by writers of this

period, and are, as I have above said,
1 liable to suspicion on

this account ;
but if they existed in Plato's day, as is alleged,

he must necessarily have known them, and the extracts in

Athenseus show us how essential dialogue and character-draw-

ing must have been to them. The use of rapid question and

reply is fully understood by Herodotus, who perpetually en-

livens his history with dialogue ; and even by Thucydides, who
in two or three striking passages

2
exchanges the tameness of

his narrative for this more striking form. 1 am here speaking
of the shorter and simpler dialogues in both historians

;
for the

more elaborate discussions, such as that of Xerxes and Arta-

banus in the one, and the Melian dialogue in the other, are

rather upon a tragic model than upon that of any earlier prose

dialogue, nor indeed do they aim at any special character-

drawing, as Albinus points out. Of course the great influence

and popularity of tragedy and comedy must have stimulated all

contemporary literature in the same direction. Most young
authors of the day Plato among the number aspired to be

dramatic leaders of thought, like the great poets, who had

remodelled all Greek poetry. We even saw how the legal

oratory of the day assumed the dramatic tone, and how the

orator composed his speech according to the very character of

the client who spoke it. This dramatising of court speeches is

perhaps the closest parallel we can find to the philosophical

dialogue, as a piece of TjOo-rroua or character-painting. Along
with all these indirect antecedents, we are distinctly told that

the form of dialogue had been already employed for philo-

sophical teaching by Alexamenos of Teos to us a bare name
and the Eleatic Zeno. We see plainly in the antinomies of

the latter how dialogue, with prompt question and answer, was
the most natural and almost necessary form for his writings
to assume. But this was pure dialectic, dry metaphysical

subtlety and counter-subtlety, and was doubtless devoid of

all grace and poetry. Perhaps in the Philebus, the Sophistes,

and the Parmenides, Plato copied this dry and unattractive,
but scientifically invaluable, method of enquiry.

1

p. 42.
2 Cf. above, p. 115.
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But there is no evidence that Plato, in assuming this

form, led the fashion, or turned the minds of men to its ad-

vantages. Some of the spurious documents may be as old as

the genuine, and it rather seems that the fashion grew up with

the age and society of Socrates, and that Plato outran and ob-

scured many rivals and competitors by his genius. We can

perceive at least four distinct and important objects attained

by adopting it. First, it was the best and most natural way of

giving a full and lively history of the life, character, and con-

versations of his master Socrates, thus producing from another

mind, and from a different standpoint, a grander, if not so faith-

ful a memoir of the inimitable master. Secondly, it exhibited

most clearly the most Socratic and valuable point in Plato's phi-

losophy the principle of searching after truth, and of resting in

this search as a great intellectual end, whether any conclusion

was attainable or not : the raising and discussing of all the

objections to, and difficulties in, any theory, could in no other

way be brought so vividly before the student. Thirdly, it

enabled Plato to put forth opinions tentatively, without as-

suming any responsibility, and of ventilating a new theory
before adopting it as a dogma. In the infancy of philosophy
this is no unimportant object, and both in this and the last-

named points we may justly compare Plato's dialogues with the

disputations of the mediaeval schools a great engine of real

culture, and of real education, lost in the hurry and crowding
of our modern instruction. Lastly, we must not forget that

Plato satisfied a keen dramatic and literary instinct by drawing
these personal sketches. He gave rein to a satirical and critical

spirit also ; and if, in that strangely modern statement of

Socrates at the close of the Symposium, we are told that the

genius for tragedy and for comedy (of old dissociated) is really

one and the same, in no Greek author is it so clearly exempli-

fied as in the author of the tragic Phadon and of the farcical

Euthydemus. Gorgias called him an iambist, and most critics

a dithyrambist in prose.

417. While admitting all these advantages in Plato's dia-

logues a literary form which has survived to the present day,

and of which he was practically, if not strictly, the originator it
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ought not to be overlooked that they have certain faults inher-

ent in themselves, and perhaps some arising from the peculiar-

ities of their author. A conversation which exhibits character

on both sides must always command attention, but there are

many long passages in which the respondent is a mere answer-

ing machine, and in which his perpetually repeated,
'

Yes, cer-

tainly,'
'
It seems so,'

'

By all means,' excite great ennui in the

modern reader. Hence comes the undoubted fact, that this great

author is far more talked about, and lauded to the skies, than

honestly read, and that even diligent scholars find it a task to

read a dialogue of Plato honestly through. Very often the

questions and answers are minute and trivial, containing no

further interest than the persistent assertion of the importance
of the search after truth as such. Often, again, the points made

by Socrates are really sophistical and unsound, and we feel

annoyed that Plato will not let the respondent give him the

true and embarrassing reply.

There is, moreover there cannot but be in modern minds

a strong feeling that Socrates and his school wasted time in

disputation, and induced habits of idleness, cloaked under the

garb of philosophic research. It is here that the conditions of

old Attic and of modern life are widely in contrast. The
Athenian gentleman, with slaves to do his work, with no home

occupation, and living about the city as in a huge club, had

apparently no notion that he could waste his time, when it

was not required in the public service. The modern gentle-
man thinks very differently. His work lies in reading and

writing, in the transaction of professional or public business,
his amusement in games and field sports ; so that he seldom

regards conversation as a serious pastime, or a means of ac-

quiring new truth or deeper culture. This is no doubt much
to be regretted, and we should be reminded that a great deal

of our best knowledge is learned by conversation. But the

Athenians of Socrates' school surely went into the opposite
extreme. Even all the literary skill and the nameless charm
of Plato's style cannot conceal from us the fact that his dia-

logues are tedious in the minuteness and elaboration of their

conversations. This will be admitted by any candid reader of
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Plato who does not belong to the scholastic trade union which

thinks that all great Greek authors are to be lauded as per-

fect, and that even the mildest detraction is to be set down as

want of taste, or want of real appreciation or of sympathy for

the classics. Verily the merits of such an author as Plato do
not need to be supported by a suppression of his weaker points.

418. We might hazard even a further word of criticism as

to the form of dialogue he has adopted in some of his greatest

works, such as the Parmenides and the Symposium, in which

the main conversation is reported in indirect narration by one

of the speakers. This prolonged obliqueness of construction,

with its crowded infinitives, always appears awkward, not to

speak of the dramatic absurdity of making any man repeat

from memory a set of speeches or an intricate dialogue. This

absurdity is only artistically tolerable where the speaker re-

ports a conversation in which he himself took a leading part,

as is the case with Socrates in the Lysis, Charmides, and Pro-

tagoras. Zeller *

quotes Weisse and Schone as making this

distinction of direct and indirect dialogues a fundamental one,

and ranging them accordingly another example of perverse

ingenuity in forcing the facts to fit into a preconceived theory.

There is no reason whatever for classing together the Charmides

and Parmenides, because Plato chanced to make both of them

(dramatically) repeated and not direct conversations. The

point is as old as the Alexandrian days, for Diogenes Laertius

mentions it,
2
remarking that it is a dramatic rather than a

philosophic principle.

The anachronisms in the dialogues, on the contrary,

are not disturbing to our enjoyment, though we can imagine
sober and critical Athenians sharing in the impatience of

Grote, who thinks the historical blunders in the Menexenus

prove that Plato had never read Thucydides ! This judg-

ment is rendered positively comical by the fact that Socrates,

in making his speech on the glories of Athens, actually alludes

to events as late as the peace of Antalkidas (387 B.C.),

whereas he himself died in 399 B.C. The author of such

an anachronism would hardly have recoiled from historical

1
pp. 107-8, note. 2

ii. f} 50.
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inaccuracies in older times ; and yet the dialogue is quoted as

genuine in Aristotle's Rhetoric.

419. I will proceed to analyse a very few of the dialogues,

each as representative of a class, though it is necessary to add,

and to insist, that there are not any two of them strictly upon
the same model, nor is there any one ofthem in which there are

not many fruitful and original remarks. Laying aside theApology
and Criton, which are intended as special pictures of the specu-
lative and of the practical sides of Socrates' life, we will first

approach that group which the commentators call purely Socra-

tic. In most of these, after a dramatic introduction, where the

passionate relations of young men at Athens are the leading

feature, someone makes a remark implying some moral idea,

which is not clearly denned, but used by the public with vague
andvarying associations. Such are the notions ofValour (Laches),

Friendship (Lysis), Chastity ( Charmides), Religiousness (Euthy-

phron). Socrates, in the dialogues mentioned, immediately
fastens upon this vagueness, and proceeds to sift the connota-

tion of the term in the minds of those around him. He refutes

the first crude answer easily, by cross-examining the respondent,
and showing him inconsistent with himself; then other answers

are suggested, and in their turn refuted. But Socrates himself

generally offers no solution of his own, and where (in another

class of dialogues) he does attempt to do so, he often proceeds
to refute himself, and show that so far only a negative result

can be attained, and that it will require a deeper philosophy to

establish consistent and scientific definitions of even the most

ordinary terms. It is quite plain that this negative dialec-

tic, this sceptical cross-examining, was Socrates' great feature,

and that (like Bishop Butler) he was far weaker as a construc-

tive philosopher ;
for we may be quite certain that the great

system or series of theories put into his mouth in Plato's later

dialogues contain not his, but his pupil's notions.

The fragment entitled Cleitophon, which most critics assert

to be spurious, on account of its cogent criticism on the barren-

ness of positive results in Socrates' teaching, deals altogether

with this point. After a negative discussion on justice, in

which various definitions are rejected, Clcitophon turns upon
VOL. II. I N
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Socrates, and presses for a positive answer. '
It is not once or

twice/ he says,
' that I have endured these perplexities, and

have importuned you to clear them up. At last I am wearied

out, and come to the conviction, that you are doubtless a con-

summate proficient in the art of stimulating men to seek virtue ;

but as to the ulterior question, how they are to find it, you
either do not know, or you will not tell. I am resolved to go
to Thrasymachus, or anybody else who will help me, unless you
will consent to give me something more than mere stimulating

discourses. To one who has not yet received the necessary

stimulus, I repeat that your conversation is of inestimable

value ; but to one who has already been stimulated, it is

rather a hindrance than a help to his fully realising the acqui-

sition of virtue, and with it of happiness.' Such is the summary
of these negative and sceptical dialogues, to which Socrates

here makes no reply, but which the ancients considered a sort

of introduction to the Republic, in which the notion of Justice

is formally and positively considered. 1

In selecting a specimen, one is at first strongly inclined to

cite the Lysis or Charmides, in both of which the dramatic

introduction which is laid in a palaestra, among a crowd of

fair youths with their passionate elder friends is peculiarly

striking and peculiarly Attic. The excitement at the entrance

of Charmides, the reigning beauty, and the intoxication felt at

his presence even by Socrates, are among the strangest features

in old Greek life, as compared with that of modern Europe.

But the questions raised and discussed What is friendship or

affection ? What is chastity or self-control ? are by no means

so important as that in the Euthyphron, where a permanent
moral difficulty is started.

420. Socrates is going to put in his formal plea of defence

against the charge of impiety laid against him by Meletus,

when he meets Euthyphron, a man of religious life, and an

authority in theological matters perhaps a Greek pharisee

who is coming to the same archon's office to indict his own

father for homicide. This strange situation arose from the

following circumstances. A free dependant of the father had
1
Grote, ii. p. 18.
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killed a fellow-servant in a drunken quarrel at Naxos, where-

upon his master threw him bound into a ditch, and sent to the

Exegetes at Athens to know what should be done with him.

Meanwhile, the prisoner died in the ditch of cold and hunger.

For this barbarity, Euthyphron indicts his father as guilty of

homicide, which in the Attic law implied a pollution upon the

house, of the same kind as we should consider murder. But

though we should feel so deeply this outrage on common

humanity that we might feel disposed to sympathise with

Euthyphron, the Greek public, who were well accustomed to

barbarous treatment of slaves (and this wretched Ofjg is re-

garded as hardly better), and who did not set the absurd

value we do on human life as such, were of a different opinion.

With them family ties were so sacred and binding, that the

feeling of all Euthyphron's relatives was one of horror at his

proceeding.
' Your father/ said they,

* did not kill the man

(who was in any case a wretched hireling) ; if he did, was not

the man a murderer ? and, in any case, to indict one's father

is simply monstrous.' Such, then, was the verdict of public

opinion. To this Euthyphron opposes his clearer and better

knowledge. Either his father's act was just or unjust ;
if the

former, let
'

it be so proved ;
if not, the murderer is tainted

with a curse, and so is his family. It is, therefore, an obliga-

tion of the strictest kind, on the ground of piety, to remove

this curse ; and so far from being impious to indict him, it

would really be impious to omit doing so.

Here Socrates joins issue. He professes ignorance on the

merits of the dispute ;
for he is ignorant of the general feature

which constitutes piety, and in which all pious acts must par-

ticipate. What, he asks, is this general feature or quality?

Euthyphron answers by giving the particular case in point : it is

holy to bring to justice him who commits impiety, whoever he

may be. The examples of the gods Kronos punishing Uranos ;

Zeus, Kronos show this.
* Do you really believe these stories,*

says Socrates; 'I can hardly bring myself to do so, and
this is probably why I am indicted for offending against ortho-

doxy. But if you insist, of course I must admit them, for I

have no evidence against them. But to return. The answer
N 2
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given is too special ; there are other pious acts to be done.

What is the general type or standard that a man should know
and apply to all actions, and determine them as pious or the

reverse ?
' The second answer of Euthyphron is :

' That which

is pleasing to the gods is holy. But the gods, as you just

toow said, are often at variance, so that the same act may
please one and displease the other. Well, then, what all the

gods love and there are such acts is holy, and what all hate

is unholy and impious.' Here Socrates begins to subtilise,

and touches dialectically a great theological question that of

immutable morality.
* Do the gods love an act because it is

holy ? or is it holy because they love it ?
'

Euthyphron declares

himself for the former alternative.
'

Well, then, the gods loving

it is only an accident, by reason of its essential feature, which

has not yet been described.' Here Euthyphron confesses

himself puzzled, and Socrates suggests that it may be a

subdivision of the Just, viz. our duties to the gods, as or-

dinary justice is our duty to men. But after a short excursion

into this field,
1

Euthyphron impatiently returns to the old

orthodox answer, that piety is to do in prayer and sacrifice

what is agreeable to the gods, which Socrates shows to be

identical with one of the already rejected answers. Here

Euthyphron breaks off on the plea of other business, and thus

no positive solution is attained. 2

421. Such are the apparently earlier and simpler Dialogues

of Search, to which may be added the greater and lesser Alci-

biades and Hippias, if we accept them as genuine which critics

are agreed to do in the case of the lesser Hippias, but are doubt-

ful as regards the rest. In all of them Socrates is represented as

seeking to purify and deepen a popular notion, by showing vague-

1 Plato is here on the verge of another great modern question : whether

piety consists in gratitude to the gods an act of right traffic between gods
and men, as he calls it or in the love of God as the ideal of perfection.

The Xenophontic Socrates held the former ; in Plato's later dialogues the

latter is expounded with great loftiness and splendour. But whether this

latter doctrine be truly Socratic may well be doubted.
2 The reader will not forget that a particular phase of this very moral

difficulty the conflict of the most sacred obligations had occupied all

the great tragic poets from ./Eschylus onward.
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nesses and inconsistencies in its application, and by comparing
various special meanings, with a view to fixing its general charac-

ter or essence. In an age when formal logic was in its infancy,

and the now well-understood processes of generalisation and

specification had not been analysed, it was not only useful, but all-

important, to insist upon the conscious use of them ; hence we

may well excuse Plato for making these logical processes meta-

physical engines, and setting up the results attained by them as

laws or principles of the nature of things. Such a mistake was

peculiarly likely to overtake the first speculators in formal Logic,

who were at the same time ignorant of all languages save their

own, and came naturally to think distinctions of language
must correspond to differences in things. No confusion was

more permanent in Greek philosophy than this double meaning
of \6yog, ratio and oratio, as if the Greek language were a

necessary and natural manifestation of the reason, and through
it of the nature of things.

422. These reflections lead us naturally to a second group
of the dialogues, those which are supposed to have been written

under the influence of the dry logic of Eucleides of Megara,
when Plato went to sojourn there

; nay, by sceptical Germans
some of them are even supposed to have been written by
thinkers of this school. These are the Thetztetus, Sophistes,

and Politicus, which are dramatically intended as a trilogy,

and the Parmenides, PMebus, and Kratylus. The references,

however, of the Sophistes and Politicus to each other and the

The&tetus are merely dramatical ; for the difficulties raised and
left unsolved are not touched in the sequel, nor is there any
logical connection in these extended conversations, in which a

new speaker, an Eleatic stranger, is introduced in the Sophistes
as taking up the leading part. Of all the dialogues of this

group, the Thecetetus is probably the most valuable ; for while

it is, like the earlier group, strictly a dialogue of Search, with-

out any official result, it discusses all the difficulties, and

suggests the solution, of the problem : What is knowledge?
What is the relation of a varying subject towards varying

objects, which can result in universal and necessary truths?

What, again, is opinion? How is false opinion possible?
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What is the process and what the criterion of knowledge?
This dialogue, like the rest of this group, shows an important
advance in philosophising, in that it is not so much popular or

vulgar beliefs, but the theories of antecedent thinkers, which

are subjected to the Socratic elenchus. Thus in the present
case it is the Protagorean theory that all truth is subjective,

that varying man is the measure of all he can know, and hence

of the universe, which is canvassed and criticised. And this

theory is very properly regarded as the subjective form of the

older objective
'
flux of all things' maintained by Heracleitus.

It belongs to the history of Greek philosophy to discuss

the metaphysical aspects of such enquiries ;
but it is our duty

to call attention to the famous literary passage of the piece, in

which the rhetor, who speaks before a tyrannical audience to

gain a fixed object, and is accordingly a slave, is contrasted

with the philosopher, who spends his leisure in the search after

truth, unincumbered by any control or coercion from the outer

public. This remarkable passage, which shows a dignity and

self-assertion somewhat different from that of the historic

Socrates, is worth quoting as a specimen.
1

S) p. 172 c. : Kal TroAAa/cts fjiiv 76 8^7, S> fiaiu.6vi, Kal &\\OT ware-

v6t]ffa,a.Tap Kal vvv, &s et/c^rwy of eV rais <pi\o(To<ptais iro\vv xpoV<w SiaTpfyavres

fis Ta St/ecurHj/na toWes yeXoioi (palvovTai gropes. 0EO. H&s 8^ ovv Aeyeis ;

2H. KivSwevovaiv of eV SiKaffTrjpiois Kal rots TOIOVTOIS e/c vewv KvXiv5ovfj.evoi

irpbs TOVS eV fyiXoffofyia. Kal rrj rotaSe SiarpiPfj rQpap.(J.ivovs us ot/cerot irpos

f\v6epovs reOpatyOai. 0EO. nfj S-fj ; 2ft. '''Hi rots fj.ev, TOVTO o <rb elires,

ael irdpfffTt (rxoA.^? Kal TOVS \6yovs fv elpfyp eirl o"%o\^s iroiovvTai '

Sxnrep

i)IJ.eis vvv\ rpiTOV tfSr) \6yov K \6yov ftTaAa^U)8avo/iej/, OVTCO Kct.Ke'ivoi, lav

avrovs 6 eireXdwv TOV TrpOKeipevov fj.a\\ov, Ka&direp TI/MS, apeffrj, Kal Sta fta-

Kpoav ^ jSpaxewv /xeAet ovSfV \eyeiv, tiv ^6vov T\)-)(wn TOV SVTOS. of Se ev

do"xoA((j re ael \4yovffi
'

KaTGirelyei yap vScap peov, Kal OVK ey-^upfl irepl ov

"av liridvfjL^ffwffi TOVS \6yovs voie'io'daiy o\A' avdyKrjv exa>v & b-VTitiiKOS e0eo*T7jK

Kal vTroypaty^v irapavayiyvoxTKOfJievriv, &v eKrbs ov firjTfov
' of Se \6yoi oel

vepl 6/j.o5ov\ov irpbs $(nr6Ti)v KaO'fi/j.evov, v x lP^ T^ I/ S/KTJJ/ e^ovro, Kal ol

ayS)VS ouSeTTore TTJV &\\cas aA\' ael T))V irepl auroO woAA^Kts Se /cal irepl

6 5p6^.os. &&T' e^ airavTuv TOVTUV HVTOVOI Kal Spi/j.e1s yiyvovTai,

rl)V SCOTTO'T^I' \6ycp re 0&>7reOo*at Kal epyy xapiffaffQai,

Se Kal OVK opdol ray T//UX^S. T^V yap avlftv Kal rb evdv re Kal rb

iy avayKdov<ra irpaTTeiv o*/coAtc, fj.fyd\ovs KivSvvovi

ert a7raAa?s v<us tirifid\\ovff'*t ovs ov Swdpevoi uera TOV
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The Sophistes is by no means so uniform and consistent.

It begins with an exercise in logical division, so as to determine

in what exact place of the predicamental lines descending from

the genus acquisitive art, the position of the angler should be

placed among those who live by catching their food. As Grote

remarks, such exercises were of great value and interest in the

infancy of logic, though now of little importance. Plato goes
on to speak of the sophist as a man who palms off falsehood for

truth, but then passes on to the difficulty : how can you speak
falsehood how can you assert non-being, which has ex hypo-

thesi no existence ? This question had already occupied him

in the Thecztetus, and is here discussed against the materialists,

who assert as real objects of sense only, and against the idea-

lists, who hold that real being is confined to Forms or Ideas.

Plato argues that some mediation must take place when we
assert unreality. He then, after a long and tedious discussion,

returns to the sophist, whom he paints in dark colours ; though,
as Grote justly says, his picture is more suitable to Socrates

than to any of the professed sophists we know.

Of the Politicus I will speak in connection with the state

theories in the Republic. It would lead us too far to speak at

length of the other three dialogues I have grouped here : the

Parmenidcs, which puts into the mouth of that venerable philo-

sopher an exposition to the youthful Socrates of the famous

antinomies of the Eleatic school ;
the Philebus, which discusses

the nature of pleasure ;
and the Kratylus, that curious first

essay at derivation of words. In this latter Plato shows plainly

Kal a\v}Qovs inroQepeiv, tvOits firl rb tyev$6s re Kal rb a\\-f)\ovs

eiv Tpeir6(Jievoi iroAAa Ka^irrovrai Kal ffvynXuvrai, &ffd' vyies ovSev

TTJS Stavoias fls avSpas e/c fteipaitlow TeAeuraJtn, Seivoi re Kal ffo<pol

es, as olovrai.

Kal OVTOI . fiev 5); roiovroi, 3) Qe65(ope
' robs 5e rov ^yuerfpov %opov

jr6repov jSovAet 5ie\66vTS % idffavres iraXiv irl T^V \6yov Tpa.TrujJ.eQa,

'iva fify /cot, & vvv 8$} e'\4yo/j.v, \lav iro\v TTJ lAeuflepta Kal

TWI/ K&yuv KaTaxp&fJLtOa ; 0EO. M?)8a/iws, & 2c6/cpoTs, aAAa

iravv yap eS rovro efpj/cay, '6n ov% ^/ie?s ol tv ry roiySe xopetovres TUP

X/tywv inrijperat. o\A' ol \6yoi ol ijfjLerepoi Sxrirep olKerat, Kal e/caoros

uvTwv TTfpifjLet/ei airoTeAeo-^Tji/ot, orav fifuv 5o/cfj oi/re yap SiKaffT^s otirt

Beards, &o"iro iroiijra?st iTriTiu-fjffwv re Kal &p(ov ^Triffrarfi irao* T//U?P.
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his belief that words express the nature of things, and his ten-

tative analysis of ordinary words is intended to show that

the meaning he postulates was in the minds of the first framers.

Many modern critics have thought the whole intention was
to ridicule some contemporary efforts

;
but anyone who has

heard ignorant people nowadays attempt derivations, and who
knows Plato's attitude, will side with Grote in asserting that

the attempt was serious, though only provisional, and that Plato

would readily have surrendered his results had anyone shown
him a more reasonable method of procedure.

423. As we cannot fix any chronological sequence, we may
here turn to a small group of very interesting tracts, which are

more clearly satirical in tone than the rest of the dialogues.

I will not say that there is anywhere in Plato a want of this

quality, but the main purpose of two at least the Ion and the

Euthydemus is to ridicule two well-known classes of literary

men. In the first Socrates cross-examines, in a tone of good-
humoured banter, a popular rhapsode who has just come from

a contest of epic recitation at Epidaurus, and who gives us

many curious details concerning his profession, and the bold

claims which the unintelligent reciters of Homer made to uni-

versal knowledge, derived from that omniscient bard. For to

the Greek public Homer was strictly a Bible, in which beyond

controversy all theology and morals were contained. The

majority also maintained, though here there were doubters,

that all kinds of science and practical wisdom were also to

be derived from him. But when Ion confesses that he knows
no other poets critically, Socrates explains this peculiarity by
expounding two theories which are the direct pagan counter-

parts of the doctrines of Verbal Inspiration, and of Apostolical

Succession in the Christian Church. He holds that the Muse

inspired Homer to a certain madness, distinct from, if not

opposed to, reason, which made him sing divine truths which

he himself did not comprehend ;
that this madness is trans-

mitted by a magnetic succession to the rhapsodes, and that thus

they teach truths on the ground of inspiration, which are not

attained by rational discussion or inference.

It may be well to add here the remark, that the whole school
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of Socrates never criticise the great poets of their nation from

aesthetic, but from moral grounds ; they never commend a pas-

sage as beautiful, but approve or disapprove of it as moral or

wise. The same may be said of the criticism in the Frogs of

Aristophanes, and generally of criticism before the days of

Aristotle. Perhaps this is not the smallest reason why the

beauties of Greek poetry are so natural and so unconscious.

That the Greeks of this age were susceptible to these beauties

as such is certain ; it is equally certain that they were quite

foreign to that peculiar vice of modern literature, the conscious

production and conscious analysis of aesthetic effects in poetry.
I need not here turn aside to discuss the many qualifications

and exceptions, some of them only apparent, of this law, which

the reader should verify and emend for himself. The Ion closes

with the ridiculous assertion of the rhapsode, that he must

at least be a good general, because he knows his Homer, in

which that art is taught ; Socrates banteringly presses him to

admit the converse, that all good generals must be good rhap-
sodes.

The Euthydemus is similarly a ridiculous picture of the arts

and devices of a pair of professional sophists Euthydemus and

Dionysodorus. This again is an indirect dialogue, or reported
conversation by Socrates of his discussion with these two men,
who profess to teach arms, and judicial rhetoric, and virtue, but

have lately, in their toothless old age, mastered the art of Eristic,

by which they profess to silence anyone, or in which to instruct

anyone who pays the necessary fee. The dialogue wanders

into coarse and vulgar buffoonery, showing Plato in the light of

a comic artist, though I think he is deficient in wit, even where
he abounds in humour. It is, however, remarkable that the

sophists carry on the very same sort of elenchus or cross-exami-

nation as Socrates, but with a totally different object : they wish

to humble the adversary, and display their own force ; Socrates

is always intent on stimulating and suggesting, and never seeks

to confute for the mere sake of victory. There is a curious

epilogue which, as Grote says, seems like an after-thought,
which defends the pure philosopher, even such an one as

Euthydemus, against a popular half-and-half teacher, who is
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neither professional orator, nor real philosopher, but a mongrel
worse than either, who gives himself great airs, and knows

nothing thoroughly. There seems great probability that this

points at Isocrates, of whom Plato expressed high hopes in the

Phadrus, but who had become the head of a rival school, and

was now viewed with a critical eye, and not without jealousy,

by the head of the Academy.
424. We pass to the Menexenus, or funeral panegyric, which

Socrates professes to have learnt from hints of Aspasia, who

had, he says, taught Pericles his great harangue. This points

apparently to the speech in Thucydides' second book, in rivalry

with which Plato would seem to have composed this dialogue.

He represents the art of making funeral harangues as an easy

one, and desired, according to Grote, to resist the rhetors

on their own ground, by showing he was equal to them in sus*

tained eloquence. If this were indeed his object, we cannot

hold that he was very successful. The eulogy of the dead is

very inferior to the weighty and splendid performance of Thucy-

dides, though it is smoother in form, and more easy to under-

stand. Yet we hear that it was afterwards very popular at

Athens, owing no doubt to the author's general reputation.

The review of Athenian affairs comes down to 387 B.C., though

put into the mouth of Socrates an anachronism which

causes some to reject the speech. But Aristotle's Rhetoric

speaks of it, as of other Platonic dialogues, as ' Socrates in the

Funeral Speech.' The rhetorical critics from Dionysius to

Blass have paid much attention to it, and Dionysius criticises

it severely in comparison with the De Corona of Demosthenes.

Plato was no really finished rhetorician in the Greek sense.

Though he laid the foundations for a far deeper and more phi-

losophical theory of rhetoric than any of his contemporaries,

he was not in form so strict and irreproachable as they were.

He mixes poetical and prose words, he abounds in metaphors,
he does not round his periods with accuracy. It is even re-

marked as regards this speech that he does not adopt the formal

improvements of the Isocratic school. The hiatus is not

avoided, as it is in later Platonic writings, and the emulation is

evidently not with the new, but with the old rhetors, professedly
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with Archinus and Dion, leading citizens who were probably

of the old school, and would not suit themselves to the new re-

finements which we shall discuss when we come to Isocrates.

The Epitaphios ascribed to Lysias is very like Plato's speech

in plan and structure, and might be regarded as its model, were

we sure of its priority. As a performance in rhetorical prose,

it is not equal to the speech of Agathon in the Symposium, in

which the peculiarly florid and balanced style of that fashion-

able author seems imitated with wonderful skill.

425. Great as are the merits of the dialogues already men-

tioned, they are far beneath the writings of the two classes

which have yet to be named. The first I will term the perfect

dialogues meaning those of Plato's mature genius, in which

both the negative vein and positive philosophical teaching

are combined, without any loss in dramatic form or bril-

liancy. We may call the remaining the constructive dialogues,

and discuss in relation with them Plato's political and social

theories. But it seems justifiable to apply the term perfect to

three pairs of dialogues, which I put in this order, because each

pair expounds either the same subject or opposite sides of the

same subject. They have no other connection. Thus the Pro-

tagoras and Gorgias set forth opposite views on the nature of

virtue, Socrates arguing in the former that it is identical with

private utility, while in the Gorgias he repudiates this view,

and holds that virtue is totally distinct from pleasure. Again
the Phadrus and Symposium, though the former touches on

other subjects, are mainly dialogues in which the famous Pla-

tonic theory of Eros is expounded and defended against objec-
tions. Lastly the Menon, which is professedly on the teachable-

ness of virtue, maintains this thesis by adopting the theory of

the pre-existence of the soul, and may therefore be brought

together with Phaeton, which preaches its permanence after

death. Of all these the Menon is perhaps the least striking as a

literary piece, though it is philosophically very suggestive, and
has inspired poets down to our own day with its magnificent

conception of the antenatal life, which accounts for so many
great riddles a priori knowledge, noble instincts, sudden dis-

coveries by moving a step backward, and drawing them from
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the treasure-house of a former existence. l This hypothesis has

made the dialogue more famous than its professed subject, the

teachableness of virtue, upon which Socrates actually comes to

a definite conclusion. Identifying virtue as a kind of knowledge,

as Socrates consistently did, he holds that the highest kind of

virtue, being such, must be communicable ; but that the ordi-

nary virtues of men being only right opinions, are not so con-

veyed, but come by special inspiration of the gods. Hence it

is that there are bad sons of good fathers, and that in general

virtue is regarded as a moral, and not an intellectual condition.

426. The Phtzdon, or last conversation and .death of So-

crates, is certainly the most famous of all Plato's writings, and

owes this renown not only to the infinite importance of the sub-

ject the immortality of the soul but to the touching scenery

and pathetic situation in which the dialogue is laid. Socrates and

his friends in the prison, the calm cheerfulness of the victim,

the distress of the friends, the emotion even of the jailor these

pictures are only paralleled in literature by the one sacrifice

which was greater and more enduring than that of the noblest

and purest pagan teacher. But there is one moment in the

Greek prison, which stands in strange contrast to the deep sym-

pathy and gentleness which relieve the gloom on Calvary. The

wife and infant of the philosopher are removed that he may
enjoy his last moments undisturbed in the comfort of philosophic

converse, and there is no hint that the heart-broken woman
had any claim to the most precious moments of her husband's

life. Her lamentations were to him in discord with his dying

song, but we feel as if the human string had snapt when the

Attic martyr dared to silence it. How much nearer were the

mother and the Son at the cross of Golgotha ! Yet this scene,

one of the greatest in any literature, is not the main inter-

est of the dialogue. It is the clear and cheerful promise of

future happiness which has fascinated the thoughtful men of

all ages, and especially those who had not obtained a hope of

immortality through the adoption of the Christian faith. Before

all men the dark grave stands gaping, and ever the question
1 Cf. Grote, op. cit. ii. p. 7, and the passage quoted there from the

dialogue in a note (p. 8 1 B).
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repeats itself, What is the hereafter ? This is the world-grief,

the world-fear which Plato seeks to remove, and his answer has

comforted patriots and martyrs in many ages and divers lands.

But the reader who imagines that here at least he will find

a pure and simple strain, that, like the song of the dying swan,
the notes must be clear and the melody simple and pathetic, will

be greatly disappointed. The dialogue is full of hard meta-

physic concerning the self-motion of the soul, its participation

in the eternal ideas of a former existence, its likeness or unlike-

ness to a harmony, and, moreover, concerning the nature of effi-

cient and final causes. The discussion ends with an elaborate

and difficult myth concerning the future state, which tries the

intellect, but does not excite the emotions, of the reader. In

all these features the Phadon bears a singular analogy to its

great musical parallel in modern times, the famous Requiem
in which Mozart declared his hopes and fears through the last

hours of his failing life. Here too, at first hearing, the ear misses

the simple and sweet melodies which he composed in earlier

life, but is surprised with all the intricacies, all the display of

wonderful learning, which heap harmony upon harmony, in-

version upon inversion, subject upon subject in complicated

counterpoint. It requires long familiarity both with Plato and

Mozart to feel the great leading ideas, and follow the thread of

the divine argument. But even to honest men who are not

satisfied with the reasoning, the practical evidence that Socrates

showed his own perfect conviction of its truth is perhaps the

clearest and the most effective corroboration.

No doubt Plato has here introduced some metaphysic of

his own. Indeed the doctrine of Ideas is so developed and

prominent in the Phczdon, that the critics place its composition

long after Socrates' death, and late in Plato's mature life.

But the main picture must be true, and if Plato had left us no

other monument of his genius, it would have sufficed to place
him in the highest rank.

427. The most striking contrast to the Phcedon is the

Symposium, which is no doubt really greater and more bril-

liant, but is so intensely Greek, that it sounds strange and

even offensive to modern ears. It is an account given by
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Aristodemtis of a banquet at the house of the tragic poet

Agathon after one of his victories, at which, together with

other less famous persons, Socrates, the physician Eryxima-

chus, Aristophanes, and by and by Alcibiades, discuss the na-

ture and praise of Eros. The introduction is very graphic,

and brings before us vividly the manners of refined society

at Athens. Instead of drinking hard, which most of them

had been doing the night before, or listening to a flute girl,

they
' send her to play to the women within, if they like it,'

and propose to speak in turn in praise of Love. The speeches

are somewhat strained and mythological, especially that of

Aristophanes, which is more grotesque and far-fetched than

witty, and again shows that Plato had no real wit at command,
in spite of his delicate humour. The speech of Agathon is, on

the contrary, a very remarkable rhetorical display, and well

deserves the applause which it receives from the company. It is

in the old style of Gorgias, full of alliterations and conceits, and

is evidently carefully copied from the poet's style. The speech
of Socrates, whose passion for cross-examination breaks out

several times during the dialogue, is an exposition in which he

repeats the lessons he professes to have heard from the pro-

phetic Diotima, and forms (with the Phczdrus) the locus dassicus

for the proper understanding of the Platonic Theory of Love.

But presently Alcibiades breaks in with a riotous party, and

the banquet degenerates into a scene of drunkenness and
almost of ribaldry. For Alcibiades, instead of praising Eros,

undertakes to praise Socrates, and gives such an account of his

resistance to erotic temptation, as even in Greek society is only
excused by the drunkenness of the narrator. Nevertheless, the

most wonderful of all our pictures of Socrates, in all his ugliness,

his fascination, his deep sympathy, his iron courage, his unas-

sailable chastity, is this panegyric of the licentious Alcibiades.

The end of the banquet shows him in yet another light, as a

man of so strong a head, that he can drink most men under the

tables, and sit discoursing though his audience is unfit to follow

him upon the analogies of the pathetic and the humorous, and
how a tragic ought also to be a comic poet. This quality

of resisting intoxication was prized by Plato even more than it
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is nowadays, as giving proof of a strong and clear intellect,

not easily disturbed by outward causes.

428. The Phadrus is a discourse in a far simpler setting

there are only two speakers, Socrates and Phsedrus but yet there

are few Platonic works more full of poetry, as Socrates, by the

shady banks of the Ilissus, and within view of the theatre of

Dionysus, soars into a mighty dithyramb on the nature and

effects of that divine impulse which leads us to long for immor-

tality, and to seek after perfection. The position of this piece

in the development of the author's system has been much dis-

puted, but there seems now to be a sort of general agreement,
even among the Germans, that it was an early work. This is

most in accordance with the high expectations expressed of

Isocrates, who afterwards became a rival, and is probably

(above, p. 185) censured in the Euthydemus. It accounts also for

the favourable judgment here pronounced on Pericles, in con-

trast to the severe remarks in the Gorgias.
1 As to what the

critics say about the youthful exuberance of the style, and what

in the translation of Zeller is called ' the want of intuitive

faculty in the myth,' it seems to me discovered to suit the

theory of its early composition. On the other hand, the great

doctrines which Plato is supposed to have attained gradually,

and long after the death of Socrates, are here almost all dis-

tinctly preached. The Reminiscence of previous existence, the

Platonic Forms or Ideas, the Eros, and other points, show that

if this is indeed an early work, the favourite theory of a gradual
evolution in Plato must be abandoned. And this is the sen-

sible view of Grote.

The dialogue opens with the recitation of the erotic

speech alleged to be Lysias', which has been discussed above

(p. 143), and to which Socrates at first replies with a sar-

castic parallel speech, formally inferior to the Lysian harangue.
But then craving pardon of the god, he breaks out into that

wonderful rhapsody on the nature of philosophic love, which

has made its everlasting mark upon human thought, and
still survives in the mouth of the modem public which has no

1 But cf. Thompson, Pref. to his Ed., and Usener, Rh. Mus. xxxv.

p. 131.
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inkling of its real sense. The identifying of all kinds of Eros

as mere degrees of the same eternal instinct the Love of the

Ideal Beauty, which is coincident with the Good and the True

is no doubt a very noble theory. Above all it marks in old Attic

days a very different kind of pursuit of knowledge from that of

modern life, when competition for material rewards is stifling

all the poetry and charm of learning. The passion for truth,

which Plato held to be a love '

passing the love of women,' is

now a rare thing to meet, and is regarded as an unpractical

anachronism. But while we admit the poetical and aesthetic

beauty of the doctrine, it must be confessed a very unfortunate

specimen of the perpetual efforts of Socrates to find a common
thread or connecting link between all the senses in which the

same term was used in ordinary speech. It might puzzle an

ignorant person of intelligence to know how Plato identified

the sexual instinct with the longing to solve a mathematical

problem. The desire of happiness is the desire after the

Good, which is identical with the True this leads us to the love

of Mathematics or to any other new truth. Again the desire to

possess the good must be a desire to possess it for ever ;

hence a desire for immortality, hence, when this is unattain-

able, the desire to procreate an alter ego who may repre-

sent us. And the selection of beauty for this purpose is of

course the desire of possessing the Beautiful in its phenomenal

manifestation, for this alone of the eternal Ideas has its illustra-

tion in sense. Such is the logic of the theory of Eros.

The latter part of the dialogue, after the famous myth com-

paring the soul to a chariot with ill-matched horses, is a criticism

on existing Rhetoric, and suggestions ofa newer and wider theory.

He complains that the existing professional speakers have neither

the logical nor the psychological knowledge necessary for the

true art. In the first place the subject must be carefully

divided, and the heads subordinated an advice still valuable,

and which, if taken to heart by the many persons who deliver

invertebrate harangues, might raise their performances into a

higher order. Secondly, the special peculiarities of the minds

to be addressed must be studied, and the arguments specially

suited to these circumstances. As Grote observes, these con-
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ditions are too exacting, and it is not fair to attack the practical

men who were training the Attic public in habits of debate,

because they could not satisfy the requirements of the philoso-

pher. But nevertheless Plato, though himself a rhetorician

inferior in form to his ablest contemporaries, laid the basis of a

better and more permanent philosophy of Rhetoric developed

by Aristotle to some extent, but requiring and admitting of

application at all ages and among all kinds of culture. It has

indeed been well shown by Spengel that the hints thrown out

by Plato in this dialogue on the defects of the popular rhetoric

of the day, on the importance of \jwxayuyia, or psychological

study of human character, and on the essentials of proper

proofs and method, contain all the really valuable matter of

Aristotle's rhetoric, and that they are silently adopted and

developed by Plato's great pupil. Aristotle refers indeed to

the polemic against rhetoric in the Gorgias for the purpose of

refuting and qualifying Plato's views as there expressed. But

no doubt Spengel is right, that it was not the fashion of the

day to quote authorities, and that Aristotle's silence as to the

Phczdrus arises from no vulgar jealousy, but rather from cordial

approval of this striking flash of Plato's far-seeing genius.

Another topic in the Phcedrus is the comparative value of

written and oral teaching, on which again we have from Plato

a profoundly true, if exaggerated, theory. He despises mere

written discourses. He does not believe that a man can be taught
to know anything by such means. Until a man has discussed a

subject with kindred minds, until he has undergone a careful

cross-examining and sifting of his views, he cannot be said to

know thoroughly, or have made his own, any subject. Here
Plato argues with the mediaeval schools, or rather against the

modern universities, where the increase of examinations has

compelled students to spend their time in reading many books,
and remembering what they say. When the test is a colloquium,

or discussion with the examiner, some of the resulting evils may
be obviated

; but even this safeguard has been for the most part
abolished by the English universities, and many candidates for

honours, who can write down apparent knowledge on paper,
would be speechless ifset down to stand the vivd voce elenchus of

VOL. II. I O
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the examiner. However, the tirade against the value of written

discourses (which is repeated from the Phcedrus in the seventh

epistle) sounds strange from one of the most prolific authors of

written treatises in his day, many of them expository and didactic

in style.

429. The criticism of Rhetoric in the Phadrus leads us

naturally to the Gorgias, in which the same subject is handled at

greater length, and with greater detail. Rhetoric is treated as the

art of practical politics, of persuading the multitude, just like

Sophistic, which aims at laying down laws both of morals and

politics. Socrates, on the contrary, insists that true politics are

the art of making men happier by making them better, and are

therefore a consequence or deduction from ethics and from a

thorough philosophy of human nature. The sophist Gorgias,

like Protagoras in the dialogue which bears his name, is repre-

sented as un estimable man and a successful teacher, but not

rising above the popular level, and only teaching by knack, not

from any scientific principle. In the mouth of Polus and of

Kallikles, two inferior followers, are put certain repulsive

theories of selfish morality, of the right of the stronger, and

of the happiness of power, to which Socrates replies by showing
that vice is indeed misery, and that the happiest thing for the

evil-doer is to suffer condign punishment, as the sick man must

endure painful remedies. He all through compares vice to

disease of body an analogy least of all tenable on his theory
that vice is ignorance, and that the wicked man is ignorant
of his condition, and requires to be restrained and corrected

by wise interference from without. Though Plato does not

say it, the only disease which really suits his argument is that

form of lunacy in which the patient is happy and contented

under his hallucinations ; for then indeed the man who does

wicked acts, without knowing they are such, is in a worse con-

dition than he who does them with a consciousness that they
are wrong.

The Gorgias is the greatest of all pagan protests in

favour of absolute morality against the utilitarian theory,

that good is pleasure, and evil pain. In this dialogue there is

no account whatever taken of present pleasure, and he alone
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is thought a true philosopher and a good man who can despise

such inducements, and follow his conscience in spite of bodily

pain and torture. The first declaration of Stoicism, and of the

self-denial of our Gospel, is to be found in the splendid and

ennobling argument of Socrates, who knows that he will not be

followed by the mob, who feels himself isolated and disliked,

but who claims the inalienable right of the honest man to think

for himself, and follow those eternal laws of justice which alone

can render any human soul, or any human society, permanently

happy. Grote complains that in arguing against utility, and even

in supporting it (Protagoras), Plato only supposes that coarse

form which regards the purely private interest of the indivi-

dual, without considering the utility of those around him. And
no doubt by bringing in this latter consideration, late writers in

ethics have contrived, as Grote does, to put a fair face on the

doctrine of Interest. But is not this the colouring of an ugly

theory with the colours borrowed from a foreign source ? Can the

regard for others be called utility or interest with any common

decency of expression ? The very assertion this is my interest

excludes in many cases those of the rest ofmankind, and if these

interests clash with it, to choose them is to violate the doctrine

of utility in its only proper and reasonable sense. Thus the noble

protest of the Gorgias stands, with t\\zPhcedo, among those writ-

ings of Plato which have not (like the Symposium and Phcedrus)
lost their point by a change of social conditions, and there are

few of the dialogues more profoundly instructive and interesting

to the ethical student of the present day.

430. A remarkable contrast to it, in ethical theory, is the

Protagoras (on the possibility of teaching virtue). This dialogue
is in style and scenery not a whit inferior to the Gorgias ; nay, it

is even a more elaborate and brilliant composition, and not even

the theorists who wish to prove it an early and mistaken piece
can find in it the supposed crudities of the Phczdrus. It has

all the marks of Plato's ripe scholarship and literary perfection.

Yet in it Protagoras is made the honest and persuasive advocate

of the best traditional morality, whereas Socrates attacks these

views, and holds that virtue is the art of computing our pleasures
and pains, and making the most of the balance. To utilitarians

o 2
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like Grote, this theory, which is very foreign to Plato's general

tone, is peculiarly attractive. Nay they even strain points to

bring out this side of the Socratic ethics in other dialogues.

No doubt there was a certain vulgar homeliness about Socrates,

which sometimes taught the pleasant consequences of virtue as

if they were its chief recommendation. It was, moreover, an

excellent engine in disputation, as it opposes an intellectual

computation of results to an often vague aesthetic feeling.

But the real value of the Protagoras, as compared with the

Gorgias, is to demonstrate Grote's theory of the mutual

independence and frequent conflicts of the dialogues, which

were written separately, and which each put their own point of

view, often in intentional variance from the rest. Plato evi-

dently was too genuine a pupil of Socrates not to feel the

difficulties in all ethical speculations, and though he was quite

ready to dogmatise, and set up a system, he was quite ready to

discuss and debate its foundations. In fact, as Grote has

shown beyond all question, the constructive and the sceptical

sides of Plato are separate streams of thought, and he did not

seek to bring them into one channel.

On another point these two dialogues are interesting. They

prove the general respectability and high character of the lead-

ing sophists. Though Plato was the determined enemy of their

system, though he ridiculed and censured the pretence of teach-

ing excellence, moral or intellectual, for money, he always

makes inferior followers of the great sophists Polus, Thra-

symachus, Euthydemus the butts of his satire, and treats both

Gorgias and Protagoras with respect. They are not debaters,

they cannot stand a cross-examination from Socrates, but they

teach vulgar morals with elegance and sincerity, and there are

few finer passages than the exposition put into Protagoras'

mouth of the general diffusion and teaching of virtue by all

society in a civilised Greek city.
1

431. We pass to the last class the purely or mainly con-

structive dialogues, in which Plato has set forth his views on the

construction of the world (Ti'mceus) and on the reconstruction of

society (Republic and Laws\ with the fragment called Critias.

1
Protagoras, pp. 322-3.
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These latter are so important from a social and political view, as

well as from their great length and explicitness, that they deserve

special consideration. The Republic is, moreover, the best

composed and most perfect composition of Plato, so much so

that those, German critics, who assume that a man must decay
in old age, will not allow it to be placed late in the catalogue.

All agree that the Zaws, if genuine, were a late work, and were

intended to give a more practicable scheme than the Republic,

both of them being, however, harmonious in principle.

But the style and tone of thinking are very different. There

is no kind of Platonic excellence which is not represented in the

Republic. There is the gentle, pertinacious, ironical Socrates

in the first two books
;
there is the didactic, imaginary Socrates

to suit Plato's convenience in the later books. There is the finest

character-painting the resigned and mellow old age of Kepha-
los, the brutal frankness and impetuosity of Thrasymachus, the

delicately shaded differences between Glaucon and Adeimantus,
both earnest seekers after truth. There is hard-and-dry meta-

physic in the fifth and sixth books
; there is a splendid myth,

that of Er the Armenian, at the close of the tenth. Few of

the important theories of other dialogues can be cited which

are not alluded to or implied in the argument. But when
there are oppositions, such as between the Gorgias and Prota-

goras, it is the nobler and more ideal side which is adopted.
In fact, there are peculiar points of contact with the Gorgias
and Phczdon, and perhaps less of the erotic element than we
should expect from the author of the Phcedrus and Symposium.

432. The formal subject of the dialogue is the enquiry, what
isjustice ? It is the subject approached with such boldness, and
with so direct a challenge to Socrates in the Kleitophon, that those

who accept that fragment as genuine think it was originally in-

tended as the opening of the Republic. Others again, from the

negative and lively tone of the first two books, imagine that this

portion was an early composition, added to and enlarged by Plato

in his later and more constructive years. All these are but con-

jectures. What is more important to note is that the work has
taken both its name and importance, not from the official, but
from the indirect or accidental investigation which Socrates intro-
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duces in a huge parenthesis. The problem to be solved is the

nature of justice. It is only by the assumption of a civilised

polity being a system analogous to the mental constitution of

an individual, and of larger and easier survey, that the conver-

sation passes into the description of the ideal State, falsely

called by us the Republic, as the absence of monarchy is by no

means essential to Plato's scheme. We know in fact from the

Politicus that he was inclined to the rule of a single head, and

an absolute head too, provided the ideal character, the king-

philosopher, could be found to conduct it. In the State or

Republic before us, he places the control under a small number

of guardians, with similar qualifications to his Politicus, but

the number is immaterial, their relations to one another are not

considered, and their authority is regarded rather as an abstract

unity than as the wisdom resulting from discussion, and the

decision of the majority in a consulting board. The real point,

which he considers vital in the constitution, is to exclude the

public from consulting on state affairs, and to confine the

government to one, or to a few, select experts, who are not to

be required to impart their reasons to the subject classes, or to

submit to criticism. 1 This is the attitude ofall those aristocratic

theorists who speculated on the best form of polity in Plato's

age. They were all profoundly convinced of the evils of a de-

mocracy, and still more of the inexpediency of amateur politics.

The hand-to-mouth legislation of mobs, or of the casual advisers

of mobs, was to them absurd on so vastly important an issue,

and they considered that here if anywhere professional skill

was absolutely required. The common sense or collective

wisdom of a number of intelligent private men the best form

of government, according to modern notions was by them

1 Cf. his argument in the Politicus (pp. 292-3) beginning : (JLUV olv

SoKet ir\r)d6s ye fv Tr6\et TOUTTJI/ r^v TnffT-f)fJUiv tivvarov elvai KT-fjffcurdai ;

his conclusion is (p. 297 B) : &s ou/c &v irore ir\T)Qos ov$' &VTIVWVOVV, rV
TOiaitTiiv \a.f&v liti<TT^i\v, olov r &j> yevoiro /16T& vov SIOIKC'IV ir6\iv,

and therefore (p. 292) : T))V /*/ op0V apxV irepl eva. nvd, KOI 8vo, KCU

Kovra.ita.oiv 6\iyovs, Se?v ^re'ii/, '6ra.v 6p6^) yiyvrjrai. He goes on to com-

pare the art to that of medical men, who treat patients of all ranks and

dignities, without allowing them to interfere or meddle with the treatment,

often painful and distressing, which medicine and surgery prescribe.
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thoroughly despised. If any of the practical politicians, like

Pericles, had really done anything great, it was to be accounted

for by their partial acquaintance with deeper philosophy, and

their even occasional converse with the philosophers who
raised their thoughts to the general laws of the world. Yet

even Pericles had fallen vastly short of the Platonic require-

ments, as we may see in the Gorgias.

Assuming then that the public was unfit to govern itself,

Plato, and with him the Greek theorists, were furthermore

quite averse to allowing it even that liberty of life, which was

the mark of the Athenian democracy, and which all actual

states allowed their citizens in their own homes. The general

notion which governed , Greek life was that the state could

demand any sacrifice from the citizen, that his personal rights

were as nothing in regard of any state claim, but that, provided

he submitted to this demand, his private life was to be without

control. When the citizen entered the strong door of his house,

he was absolute master, and it required some extraordinary vio-

lence or scandal to persuade the state to interfere. Thus ordi-

nary Greek politics, while holding the absolute power and

claims of the state, were less particular than we are in maintain-

ing private morality.

There was one peculiar exception the Spartan society

under the paternal despotism of the ephors. Here the young
men at least were kept under control all through their life.

They lived in common, slept in common, hunted in common,
and were all the time under organised supervision. Plato

applies this idea to the higher classes of his state, and, strangely

enough, makes this higher caste or class the military class.

The men of his day were beginning to find out that a citizen

militia, torn from home and from peaceful duties, was no

match for professional warriors, like the Spartans, whose disci-

pline and experience were now being imitated by mercenary

troops and paid generals. Hence the theorist set apart a

special caste as a military guard for the rest of the state, and

he devotes much of his treatise to their education and mainte-

nance. Moreover, like that Homer whom he, though himself so

saturated with his genius, ejects from his state, he will not conde-
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scend to describe the life and training of the artisan or husband-

man class, but spends all his attention upon the noble warriors

in the battle of life.

433. But Plato went far beyond this. He saw clearly that

while the production of other animals was carefully controlled by
men, and hence varieties and improvements in breed were

easily obtained, the production of man, the highest and most

precious of animals, was left to chance, to random fancy, to

stray passion, to pecuniary considerations ; so that congenital

defects, moral obliquities, and all other defects are propagated,

and deform the human race. This question was then, and has

ever since been, so surrounded with a cloud of sentiment, and

entwined with the sacred ties of family affection, that the very
discussion of it is almost intolerable, and only a few advanced

thinkers are even yet to be found who will venture to urge
this necessary condition for the physical and therefore intellec-

tual improvement of mankind. Mr. Jowett, no old-fashioned

conservative, can see how the abolition of private property, and

a community of goods, may yet become the condition of a more
advanced culture, and how the assertion of private rights and
interests may be a hindrance to the public good. But he recoils

even from imagining a society without permanent marriages,

without apparently a home or family ties, and where the propa-

gation of the race was directed and controlled by the state.

It is usual to speak of Plato's theory as the Community of

wives a gross libel on the philosopher, who guarded the rela-

tions of the sexes in the strictest way, as long as they lived

together for the state, who made marriage, so to speak, a
*

sacrament,' and punished every sin against its sanctity as

impious.
1 But though he does not give details on this point, it

appears that his marriages were to last only for a season, and
when the necessity for a new union of citizens arose, the persons

1 The only point in this part of the Republic which is in any sense im-

moral is the license given to the guards who are past the stated age for

marriage. They are not restricted, except in this, that they are not to

produce any children, or, if they do, to make a\vay with them. This is

the point on which modern ethics may well censure the highest Greek

morals.
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who had formerly cohabited had no claim to remain together,

nor were the parents to know their own children, whom the

state took and educated.

It should be observed, that though Plato had no actual model

for these temporary marriages, there was at Sparta a greater

regard paid to the breeding of the human race, and with good

results, than in any other civilised society of either ancient or

modern times. This care had certainly advanced to the point of

disregarding all the usual sentiment as to the sanctity of married

life, for Plutarch tells us facts (in the life of Lycurgus) which

show how easy the adoption of Plato's scheme might have been

at Sparta.
1 The really remarkable point about the matter is this :

that in the state where temporary husbands were allowed, and

where the production of a healthy and beautiful race was made
the paramount consideration, no decay in female honour, no

collapse of family ties, or of the influence of home, ever took

place. Spartan wives and mothers were, on the contrary, the

noblest and purest in Greece. Accordingly, Plato could have

pointed to Sparta as the only state which approximated to his

ideal polity in freeing the relation of the sexes from the shackles

of mischievous sentiment, and nevertheless as the only state in

which the physical improvement of the race was undoubted,
while the chastity and refinement of both sexes were not im-

paired. In other respects the Spartans had fallen short (not
in degree, but) in principle. They had apparently thought
about the equality of the sexes, according to certain legends
about Lycurgus, but the weaker sex had proved itself the

stronger in resisting the lawgiver, and the education and train-

ing of women had accordingly suffered. Plato proposes that

in his caste of guards both sexes shall receive the same treat-

ment. Again, as to education, the ignorant and vulgar ephors
would of course fall far short of Plato's philosophic elders,

who seem rather framed on the model of the Pythagorean
brotherhood. Hence music, as well as gymnastic, was to be

taught on philosophical principles, and with a view to educate

1 Schomann (Gk. Antiq. i. pp. 214, 267, Eng. tr.) thinks that even

polyandry was sanctioned, but only on late evidence. He cites Polybius,

Excerpt. Vatican, xii. 6, p. 819 (Ed. Hultsch); but cf. Part II., p. 68.
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the faculties and feelings of the mind rather than the muscles

of the body. On Plato's theory of the tripartite division of the

soul, the intellect must be developed by philosophy, the affec-

tions by music, while the union of both is to keep in check

the lower appetites.

434. But no real reform can take place in education with-

out a complete reform in religion, and hence Plato goes to his

extremest length when he proposes to abolish Homer, the Bible

of the Greeks, and all other poetry based on the ordinary theo-

logy. He thinks a totally new religion is requisite for pure
and sound morals. The deity must be one and the author of

all good. He must be passionless, without variableness or

shadow of turning, without love or jealousy, without pride or

interest. All defects in the world are to be attributed, not to

his want of benevolence, but to- his want of omnipotence in

controlling the original necessities of things. New myths must

be invented and circulated in place of the amours and wars of

the gods, such myths no doubt as those of which he has him-

self given specimens in many of the dialogues, and not least in

the end of this dialogue. The control of the whole polity is

placed in the hands of a small number of elders, chosen from

the caste of guards, who have been so trained in speculative

philosophy, and so steeped in the contemplation of the Ideal

Good, and True, and Beautiful, that they will be persuaded with

difficulty, and only as a matter of duty, to undertake the regu-

lation of human affairs.

But the great work is so full and suggestive that no ade-

quate analysis can find a place here. I must omit the determi-

nation of justice as the proper relation of the various divisions

of the soul, like that of the various orders in the state, as well

as the curious history of the various aberrations from right

polity in the state, and right morals in the individual, with

which the later books are occupied. To one feature, however,

I will call attention. It is fashionable among Christian theo-

logians to say that the pagan world, and especially the Greeks,

had no consciousness of sin, no real feeling for the pollution

of moral guilt If such persons would take the trouble to read

the picture of the tyrant (ix. i), they would find the portrait
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of a stricken conscience never equalled, so far as I know, from

Plato's day till the days of Macbeth and Richard III. in

Shakspeare's drama.

435. Plato's Deuteronomy, the Laws, may best find its

place as an appendix to the far greater Republic. It professes to

be the second best constitution, and one surrendering many
points to the strong national prejudices which were openly vio-

lated or disregarded in his earlier and more complete system.

It may also be regarded as a third alternative, if we consider

that the absolute control given to the '

kingly artist
'

in the Politi-

cus, and to the select few elders in the Republic, is here vested

in an established code of laws, which are administered by a sort

of timocratic democracy. It abandons expressly the theory of

the Pohticus? that a code of fixed laws is only a make-shift to

meet average cases, and the want of special knowledge in the

ruler, so that the ideal king will not hesitate to punish the wicked

according to his own judgment, and in violation of existing

legislation, as he is the highest and best judge of the neces-

sary changes in laws, and the varying requirements ofa complex
human society rv\v rf/e Tiyvi(]Q, pu)/jr]v TU>V

v6]j,ii)v 7rape^6fji'ov

KpdTTw. But if the philosopher-king, or the council of perfectly

educated elders, who know the Forms or Ideas of Things, and

act accordingly, cannot be found, we must only establish the

best possible code, and invest it with the dignity and sanctity

of a Divine Revelation. This had already been foreshadowed

in the Politicus?

Upon the fiction of a new foundation in Crete, a name-

less Athenian stranger undertakes to describe its proper con-

stitution, and does so in a detail, and with a minuteness

exceeding that of Plato's other works. But though Aris-

totle cites the nameless Athenian as Socrates, nothing can be

more contrasted with the real Socrates than the tone and

method of this lawgiver. He is with great propriety called an

Athenian, for as the Republic might fairly have been excogitated

by a philosophic Spartan, if such could exist in the fourth cen-

tury, the Laws are distinctly modelled upon the older Attic

1

pp. 294-7.
2
PP- 297, sq.
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constitution.
1 As the board of elders represent the ephors,

so the Code of Laws represents the venerable work of Solon,

protected by an invisible, or nocturnal council, which has

no logical place in the scheme. This contrast of ideals

Spartan in the Republic, Athenian in the Laws runs all

through the works, and it has long been recognised by critics

that the chief value of the latter is in pointing out to us details

of Attic law, which we only know through the adaptation of

Plato. It is interesting to find the philosopher in his old age

conceding even so much to the democracy which his soul ab-

horred, and deigning to make Attic models serve him for even

a partially ideal state. But truly the Laws are a work of his

old age, and if the testimony of Aristotle assures us of theii

authenticity in the literal sense, we may agree in a higher and

spiritual sense with the Germans who will not accept it For in

the Laws the real Plato is dead, just as the real Edmund Burke

is dead in the Letters on the French Revolution. The spirit of

Socrates is gone from him, as his figure pales out in the later

dialogues, and an evil spirit is troubling him. All his fame, all his

piety, all his earnestness, have not been able to stay the spirit of

scepticism which his dialectic had worked. The rejection of

popular theology was bringing with it the decay of morals. The

philosophers were found to be bad citizens, for the questioning

of principles had induced laxity of practice. The world is

so bad, and evil is so predominant, that he even advances

in one isolated passage to the theory of a second world-soul,

the author of mischief in creation, and the opponent of the

good Demiurge in the Republic. So then the dying theorist

composes a great palinode, in which he protests that his prin-

ciples are perfectly consistent with even Athenian principles.

He shows that, with some practical modifications, these will suit

a Platonic state, and that on one capital point he will even aban-

don the task of his life. When the laws are once established on

philosophical foundations, he will make peace with the orthodox

crowd, and forbid all discussion and dialectical practice. Let

1 The commentators note that many social points are taken from Sparta.

This is true ; but the main body of the work is on the details of legislation,

which are almost all Attic in principle.
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us but agree upon our religion, and I will defend it with all the

vigour of the narrowest religionist. I will make mere heresy
in opinions, though accompanied by a blameless life, punish-
able with five years' imprisonment ;

I will visit the graver (and
more usual) cases with the penalty of death. Verily, if this be

so, the sentence on Socrates was just, and may be defended

from the Laws of his favoured disciple. Accordingly he

banishes a strictly philosophical education in the Theory of

Ideas even from his magistrates, and substitutes mathematical

training, together with the sanctions of religion in fact, a

Pythagorean rather than a Platonic ideal.

We have in Greek literature many instances of intellectual

power unimpaired in advanced age, and not a few of our

greatest remaining monuments are the latest work of their

authors. The Laws, if genuine, are then a remarkable and

exceptional case of senility, curious and valuable in its way,
but no fair evidence of the real greatness of its author. There
is no doubt great dignity, and even oracular splendour about it

\

like the Deuteronomy ascribed to his Hebrew rival, the Laws
of the Attic Moses combine solemn homily with precept,

burning exhortation with command ; the old man's former

grace and subtlety flash out here and there. But there is

something pitiable, as well as pathetic, in the rage of this royal

thinker, who, like Lear, has brought up ungrateful children,

and they have turned against him.

436. The Epinomis, an appendix of very doubtful authenti-

city, goes in detail into the education of the Nocturnal Council,
to whom is entrusted in the Laws the general care of the consti-

tution. It consists chiefly in a theological study of Astronomy,
to which Plato seems really to have inclined in his later or

Pythagorean epoch. So likewise the fragmentary Critias, and
the projected Hermocrates, were to give illustrations of the

carrying out of the ideal principles of the Republic in history.

For this purpose the Critias, and also the opening chapters of

the Timceus, give a curious and imaginary account of the con-

dition of Attica thousands of years before, when she entered

into conflict with the power of the great continent Atlantis,

which lay beyond the Pillars of Heracles & strange and much
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discussed anticipation of the discovery of America, which the

Abbd Brasseur de Bourbourg
l has actually received as a genuine

historical tradition. To him the civilisation even of Egypt is

originally brought from the older, and once more advanced,

western continent. But these splendid dreams, as well as the

abstruse physical theories of the Timceus, cannot detain us

here. I will only call attention to the freedom with which

Plato (and other philosophers of his day) treated the facts of

history as a vehicle for moral improvement. The genuine his-

toric sense, and thorough conscientiousness as to facts, which

we all admire in Thucydides, seem to have made no impres-
sion upon Attic society. Plato especially, who preaches the

use and morality of fiction for didactic purposes, does not hesi-

tate to invent (in the Critias) and distort 2
previous history

his account of the Dorian migration and its results being con-

trary to what we can deduce from the evidence. Thus, while

the rhetors handled history as a branch of oratory, Plato

handled it as an adjunct to ethics, and dressed up the older

annals of the Greeks to suit his purposes as a sort of moral

fairy tale.

437. The above very inadequate review of Plato's works will

afford the reader a better means of judging their author than a

mere literary description of his genius. Nevertheless, a few points

may be suggested in addition to what appears from the foregoing

pages. Few readers of a single dialogue, even of the Republic,

would imagine or anticipate the extraordinary fascination exer-

cised over European thought by Plato from his own day to the

present. It is the fashion to deduce all the later schools of

philosophy from the real Socrates ; but perhaps the Platonic

Socrates may have replaced him more completely than we

imagine. The Stoic ideal of the wise man, standing apart from

and above the crowd, more precious in himself and to himself

than to others, or to the members of a Greek city this ideal

is clearly drawn in the perfect philosopher of the Gorgias, the

Politicus, the Crito. The deeper and sounder aspects of Epi-

1 Commission Scientifique de Mexique, vol. iii. the splendid work pro-

moted by the Emperor Napoleon III.

2
Laws, pp. 691, sq,.
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curus' Search for Pleasure appear in the Protagoras. The

Peripatetic goods of 'mind, body, and estate/ indeed the

whole of their system, comes directly from Platonic teaching.

Need I add that the sceptical Academics found their forerunner

in the Agnostic Socrates of the earlier dialogues, and that the

Alexandrian fusion of Judaism, Egypticism, and Christianism

could find no fitter book to form their philosophical Bible than

the works of Plato. This exaltation of Plato by the school

called the neo-Platonic is perhaps the most curious and the

greatest tribute to his genius. No argument can so convince

us of the veneration, of the sanctity, of the absolute authority

of any book in the minds of men, as the desire of ages which

have drifted away from its principles still to claim and to obey
its authority, by dint ofallegorising, and sublimating, and mysti-

cising its doctrines. The scholars of the Renaissance, the

Cambridge Platonists, Berkeley, Malebranche, and a host of

later intellectualists, have sustained to the present day the

spirit, and to some extent the doctrines of Plato.

But apart from the history of philosophy, apart from those

metaphysical theories which only attract the few choice and

subtle spirits of an age, what do we not owe to him in literature ?

The form of the philosophical dialogue, constantly copied by
later Greek philosophers, but by all of them without dramatic

genius, has fascinated even in English literature some of our

greatest masters of style, such as Bishop Berkeley and Walter

Savage Landor, nor have Symposia been wanting even in the

ephemeral literature of the present day. Both the sceptical and

the constructive sides have been imitated. The vulgarest atheist

will still put his arguments in the form of a Socratic elenchus, and

the deepest thinker will strive to use it in laying the foundations

of his system. Above all, the construction of an ideal state has

been a model imitated, as Mr. Jowett says,
'

by a goodly band
of followers/ Cicero's Republic, Augustine's City of God, More's

Utopia, are among the greatest, and perhaps even Hobbes'

Leviathan, and Mandeville's Fable of the Bees, owe some of

their celebrity to a far-off and distorted reflex of Platonic

genius. Great practical books of statesmanship, such as Aris-

totle's Politics, and Machiavelli's Principe, would not disown at
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least the suggestions of contrast. Still more fruitful has Plato

been in throwing out scattered guesses at truth, and bold

inferences from unrealised principles, which ever attract

and stimulate those who will think more thoroughly and

fearlessly than the vulgar masses. Thus in the Republic he

has anticipated the Mediaeval Church, in which the spiritual

control by a few, and a strict subordination of the rest to those

specially selected and educated, were realised beyond his most

ardent hopes. So too he anticipated a great reform of religion,

and from the summit of his Mount looked upon a promised
land which his people should inherit. And while he went a

long way beyond even the present age in his theories of the

improvement of the race by rational and careful selection of

parents, and proper attention to the physical antecedents of

humanity, he was so far from degrading the female sex in social

importance, that he distinctly asserted the equality of the sexes

and the rights of women in the strongest nineteenth-century

spirit. Again, on the laws of war, he distinctly asserts (though
here in agreement with the higher minds of his day) the laws

of what we should call Christian warfare, of humanity to

Hellenic prisoners, of regarding Hellenic troubles as family

quarrels, to be celebrated by no trophies or triumphs. His

guesses in physical science are not less curious and interest-

ing.

438. But with all this strange modernness, Plato Is a

Hellene of the Hellenes. His prospect does not include any
non- Hellenic races. Though he acknowledges the culture and

the learning of the Egyptians, and borrows, or affects to borrow,

splendid myths from other barbarians, the fusion of Jew and

Greek, of bond and free the Hellenism of a later age is far

beyond his vision. He shares with Isocrates the old, I had

well-nigh said the vulgar, Greek admiration for the most retro-

grade and narrow of the Hellenes, the Spartans ; nay, he is so

exclusive and aristocratic in spirit, that he will hardly conde-

scend to consider the lower classes, and conceives, like every

other Greek of that day, even his ideal society to be a select

body of equals amid a crowd of unprivileged inferiors and of

slaves. This it is which gives to Plato's Communism a cha-
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racter so radically distinct from all the modern dreams known

by the same name, or from the early Christian society described

in the Acts of the Apostles. It was essentially an aristocratic

Communism, and was based not on the equality of me.n, but

upon their inherent and radical disparity. It was really

the Republic of the select few, exercising a strict and even

intolerable despotism over the masses. Here again, in spite

of the modernness of the Socratic conception of the philo-

sopher as a privileged dissentient, of the rights and the

dignity of the individual and his conscience here again Plato

falls into the purest fourth-century Hellenedom, when he con-

structs an ideal state, or a code of Laws, in which this dissen-

tient can be allowed no place. To protect such an individual,

with all his nobility, and his inestimable good effects on those

around him, the actual Athens of Plato's day, as Mr. Grote says,

was a far safer, happier, and better abode. There democratic

habits and common sense had modified and softened those

theories of state interference, which no individual thinker of

that age seems able to shake off.

All these profound contradictions were doubtless the cause

of that increasing gloom and morbidness which seem to have

clouded Plato's later years. He did not believe in the perfect-

ibility of the human race. Even his ideal Polity, if carried

into practice, is declared by him to contain the seeds of a neces-

sary decay. The human race was not advancing, but decay-

ing. Dialectic and free thought led to scepticism ; acquies-

cence in received ideas to ignorance and mental apathy. We
may almost infer from the silence of contemporary history con-

cerning his later years that, beyond his immediate disciples, he

was neglected, and regarded as an idle dreamer. Yet if this

was so he but verified his own prophecies on the social position

of the true philosopher.

439. In his style he is as modern as in his thinking. He
employed that mixture of sober prose argument and of poetical

metaphor, which is usual in the ornate prose ofmodem Europe,
but foreign to the character and stricter art of the Greeks. This

style, which is freely censured by Greek critics as a hybrid or

bastard prose, was admirably suited to a lively conversation,

VOL. II. I P
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where a sustained and equable tone would have been a mistake. 1

But when Plato attempts formal rhetoric, as in the reply to

Lysias in the P/uedrus, or in the Menexenus, we find how true

was the artistic feeling of the Greek schools, and how this

greater genius, with its irregularities, falls below the more chas-

tened and strictly formal essays of professional orators. He is

said in his youth to have inclined to dramatic poetry, but his

aversion to dramatising passion was so ingrained, and his love

of analyzing the play of intellect so intense, that we may ima-

gine him producing very dry and unpopular tragedies. Yet his

appreciation of the great poets, though his criticisms of them

are always moral, and never aesthetic, was certainly thorough,

and told upon his style. Above all, he shows a stronger

Homeric flavour than all those who professed to worship the

epics which he censured. His language everywhere bears the in-

fluence of Homer, just as some of our greatest and purest writers

and speakers use unconsciously Biblical phrases and metaphors.
It is also very remarkable that he is not only the first Greek

author who confines the name of Homer to the Iliad and

Odyssey, but that the text he used was apparently that estab-

lished afterwards by Aristarchus against the inferior and faulty

copies used by Aristotle and later critics.
2 The effects of the

rhetoric of his rival Isocraces are also to be remarked in him,

though he seems never to have adopted with any strictness that

avoidance of hiatus which is a distinctive mark of Isocratic

prose.
3 Hence we see in Plato the child of his age and yet its

leader, the most Attic of Athenians, and yet a disaffected citi-

zen, a profound sceptic, and yet a lofty preacher, an enemy of

the poets, and yet a rhapsodist himself, a thinker that despaired

of his own people, and yet, aloft on his Pisgah of speculation,

looking out with prophetic eye upon a far future of better laws,

purer religion, and nobler life.

1 Albinus (Isagoge, c. 2) well sums up its characteristics : rb 'Arrt/crfi',

r}> et/xapt, rb cnrepiTTov, rb avzitSfes. It is remarkable that Aristotle, in

his Politics? calls the dialogues specially by one of the epithets here denied

rb irfpiTTOv ; but he is evidently speaking of the matter, not of the tech-

nical prose style.
2 Cf. Sengebusch, Diss. Horn. ii. p. 118.

3 Cf. above, p. 186, on the Menexenus.
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440. Bibliographical. As regards the external history of the

text, there is no doubt that the dialogues were early conveyed,

in very good copies, from the Platonic school at Athens to the

Alexandrian library, where they were commented on with care,

especially by Aristophanes and Eratosthenes. There were

even editions brought out with the critical marks devised for

the Homeric texts,
1 a fact which shows the great esteem in

which they were held
;
and the very term xwpi&vTee was applied

in this controversy. Unfortunately we have little remains of

Aristophanes' work except the grouping in trilogies of some

dialogues, mentioned by Diogenes, and two references (I think)

in the extant scholia. The neo-Platonists and the Roman
schools of philosophy studied and criticised the text diligently.

The rhetor Libanius composed good arguments, and our scholia

quote both Didymus and Aristarchus. But some of them

are distinctly composed by Christian writers, as, for example,

the note on the Sibyls to the Phcedrus. These scholia, which

are on the whole good, are scanty on many of the dialogues,

though very full on others. Thus the first Alcibiades, the Gor-

gias, and above all the Timaus, have very ample notes, while

the Protagoras, Parmenides, and Ion have hardly any whatever.

They have been separately published by Bekker (1824) in a

convenient form.

Passing to the MSS., which are good and numerous, it is

agreed that far the highest authority belongs to the splendid
Bodleian codex, dated in the year 896 A.D., and therefore one
of our oldest classical MSS. There is an equally ancient Paris

MS. for the Republic, Laws, and TimcRus. The rest have been

described and classified by Bekker in his edition, which other

editors follow. I have now to add that among the papyri sent

home by Mr. Flinders Petrie, Mr. Sayce and I have found (June

1890) fragments of a copy of the Phced'o, in a careful hand not

apparently later than the first century. These fragments, which

we have deciphered, form two separate groups, and are from pp.

69-73 and pp. 80-85 (marginal figures) of the text respectively.

The recension differs from our textus receptus frequently in the

order of the words ; and admits hiatus where it has been avoided

1 Cf. Vol. I. 32, note.

P 2
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in our texts. We hope to print these precious fragments for

Mr. Petrie shortly. The printed editions, commentaries, and

translations are so numerous, that it would be a great task

to enumerate even the principal ones. 1

Long after the Latin

version of Ficinus (1483) came the Aldine folio of 1513, de-

dicated to Leo X., not even now a rare book. Every great

press, or editor of Greek texts, since that time has produced
a Plato. I particularly avoid the philosophical side of Plato

in this literary history, and therefore pass by his ancient rivals

and pupils, who belong strictly to the history of philosophy, but

I cannot avoid making an exception to my silence on the great

library of Platonic philosophy in favour of Mr. Grote's admir-

able and not sufficiently esteemed work. In our time the best

texts are Bekker's, Stallbaum's (with full commentary, 1835-61),
and the Zurich edition (1839). An interesting and rare book is

the seven dialogues printed by the Dublin University Press, as

its first book, in 1 738. The special editions of separate dialogues

up to date are given in the prefaces to each dialogue in Stall-

baum's edition. But some good English commentaries have

since appeared, such as W. H. Thompson's Gorgias and Phadrus

(1868), Badham's Philebus (1855), Geddes', and A. Hind's

Pluedo (1884) and Timteus (1889), L. Campbell's Thecetetus,

Sophistes, and Politieus, Wayte's Protagoras, Warren's Republic

(five books, Macmillan, 1889). Mitchell's Index Gracitatis

was printed at Oxford 1832, and there are many able papers by
Mr. H. Jackson in the Journal of Philology. In addition to

Manuel Chrysoloras' translation of the Republic, about 1397

(printed by Cassarini, Venice, 1624), and Ficinus' early Latin

translation, we have an English version of the Apology and

Phc&do in 1675 ; Dacier's French in 1699, reproduced in Eng-
land 1701; Sydenham's in 1760 (several dialogues); abridg-

ments of the Phado and Thecetetus by Leibnitz
; Davies and

Vaughan's Republic an excellent book
;

F. J. Church's

Euthyphro, Apology, Crito and Phado
;
Dr. Wright's Phczdrus,

1
^icolai, LG. i. pp. 508-27, gives a catalogue of the myriad works on

Plato, to which I refer the special student. Yet he omits to mention Mr.

Jowett's translation.
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Lysis and Protagoras (both in the Golden Treasury Series) ;
V.

Cousin's French version in 1822
; Schleiermacher's, and the

Stuttgart translation by various scholars (1869) ; and now,

finally, Mr. Jowett's five volumes, with excellent introductions

which give us the literary side of Plato perfectly. Neverthe-

less, this great book by no means supersedes the admirable

work of Grote on Plato, in which we have the curious pheno-
menon of a Positivist expounding the great Idealist with sym-

pathy and generally (I think) with fidelity. The recent German
literature on Plato is reviewed in Bursian's Jahresbericht for

1887 (vol. 50, pp. 134 sqq. ending with vol. 53, pp. 186 sq.).
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ADDISN. By W. J. COURTHOPE.
BACON. By Dean CHURCH.
BENTLEY. By Prof. JEBB.
BUNYAN. By J. A. FROUDB.
BURKE. By JOHN MORLEY.
BURNS. By Principal SHAIRP.
BYRON. By Prof. NICHOL.
CHAUCER. By Prof. A. W. WARD.
COLERIDGE. By H. D. TRAILL.
COWPER. By GOLDWIN SMITH.

'

DEKOE. By W. MINTO.
DE QUINCEY. By Prof. MASSON.
DICKENS. By A. W. WARD.
DRYDEN. By G. SAINTSBURY.
FIELDING. By AUSTIN DOBSON.
GIBBON. By J. COTTER MORISON.
GOLDSMITH. By WILLIAM BLACK.
GRAY. By EDMUND GOSSE.
HAWTHORNE. By HENRY JAMES.
HUME. By T. H. HUXLEY.
JOHNSON. By LESLIE STEPHEN.
KEATS. By SIDNEY COLVIN.
LAMB. By Rev. ALFRED AINGER.
LANDOR. By SIDNEY COLVIN.
LOCKE. By Prof. FOWLER.
MACAULAY. By J. COTTER MORISON.
MILTON. By MARK PATTISON.
POPE. By LESLIE STEPHEN.
SCOTT. By R. H. HUTTON.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS contd.

SHELLEY. By J. A. SYMONDS.
SHERIDAN. By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
SIDNEY. By J. A. SYMONDS.
SOUTHEY. By Prof. DOWDEN.
SPENSER. By Dean CHURCH.
STERNE. By H. D. TRAILL.
SWIFT. By LESLIE STEPHEN.
THACKERAY. By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H. MYERS.

ENGLISH STATESMEN, TWELVE
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. each.

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR. By EDWARD
A. FREEMAN, D.C.L., LL.D.

HENRY II. By Mrs. J. R. GREEN.
EDWARD I. By F. Y. POWELL. [In prep.
HENRY VII. By JAMES GAIRDNER.
CARDINAL WOLSEY. By Bp. CREIGHTON.
ELIZABETH. By E. S. BEESLY.
OLIVER CROMWELL. By F. HARRISON.
WILLIAM III. By H. D. TRAILL.
WALPOLK. By JOHN MORLEY.
CHATHAM. By JOHN MORLEY.
PITT. By the EARL OF ROSEBERY.
PEEL. By J. R. THURSFIELD.

EPICTETUS. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.)

FAIRFAX. LIFE OF ROBERT FAIRFAX OF
STEETON, Vice-Admiral, Alderman, and
Member for York, A.D. 1666-1725. By CLE-
MENTS R. MARKHAM, C.B. 8vo. i2s. 6d.

FITZGERALD (Edward). (See LITERATURE,
p. 20.)

FORBES (Edward) : MEMOIR OF. By GEORGE
WILSON, M.P., and Sir ARCHIBALD GEIKIE,
F.R.S.,etc. Demy Svo. T.$S.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

ERASER. JAMES FRASER, SECOND BISHOP
OF MANCHESTER : A Memoir. By T.
HUGHES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GARIBALDI. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.)

GOETHE : LIFE OF. By Prof. HEINRICH
DUNTZER. Translated by T. W. LYSTER.
2 vols. Cr. Svo. 2is.

GOETHE AND CARLYLE. (See CARLYLE.)
GORDON (General) : A SKETCH. By REGI-
NALD H. BARNES. Cr. Svo. is.

LETTERS OF GENERAL C. G. GORDON
TO HIS SISTER, M. A. GORDON. 4th Edit.

Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6ct.

HANDEL : LIFE OF. By W. S. ROCKSTRO.
Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

HOBART. (See COLLECTED WORKS, p. 21.)

HODGSON. MEMOIR OF REV. FRANCIS
HODGSON, B.D. By his Son, Rev. JAMES T.

HODGSON, M.A. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. i8.y.

JEVONS (W. Stanley). LETTERS AND JOUR-
NAL. Edited by His WIFE. 8vo. i+s.

KAVANAGH (Rt. Hon. A. McMurrough) : A
BIOGRAPHY. From papers chiefly unpub-
lished, compiled by his Cousin, SARAH L.

STEELE. With Portrait. Svo. 14*. net.

KINGSLEY : His LETTERS, AND MEMORIES
OF HIS LIFE. Edited by His WIFE. 2 vols.

Cr. Svo. i2s. Cheap Edition, i vol. 6s.

LAMB. THE LIFE OF CHARLES LAMB. By
Rev. ALFRED AINGER, M.A. Globe Svo. 5*.

LOUIS (St.). (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5-



BIOGRAPHY BIOLOGY.

MACMILLAN (D.). MEMOIR OF DANIEL
MACMILLAN. By THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C.
With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d. Cheap
Edition. Cr. 8vo, sewed, is.

MALTHUS AND HIS WORK. By JAMES
BONAR. 8VO. I2S. 6d.

MARCUS AURELIUS. (See SELECT Bio-
GRAPHY, p. 5.)

MATHEWS. THE LIFE OF CHARLES J.
MATHEWS. Edited by CHARLES DICKENS.
With Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo. 25$.

MAURICE. LIFE OF FREDERICK DENISON
MAURICE. By his Son, FREDERICK MAURICE,
Two Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo. 36^. Popular
Edit. (4th Thousand). 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 16^.

MAXWELL. PROFESSOR CLERK MAXWELL,
A LIFE of. By Prof. L. CAMPBELL, M.A.,
and W. GARNETT, M.A. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

MAZZINI. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.)

MELBOURNE. MEMOIRS OF VISCOUNT
MELBOURNE. By W. M. TORRENS. With
Portrait. 2nd Edit. 2 vols. 8vo. 32^.

MIALL. LIFE OF EDWARD MIALL. By his

Son, ARTHUR MIALL. 8vo. los. 6d.

MILTON. THE LIFE OF JOHN MILTON.
By Prof. DAVID MASSON. Vol. I., au. ;

Vol. III., i8s. ; Vols. IV. and V., 32*. ; Vol.

VI., with Portrait, au. (See also CLASSICAL
WRITERS, p. 13.)

NAPOLEON L, HISTORY OF. By P.
LANFREY. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. 30^.

NELSON. SOUTHEY'S LIFE OF NELSON.
With Introduction and Notes by MICHAEL
MACMILLAN, B.A. Globe 8vo. 3$. 6d.

NORTH (M.). RECOLLECTIONS OF A HAPPY
LIFE. Being the Autobiography ofMARIANNE
NORTH. Edited by Mrs. J. A. SYMONDS.

OXFORD MOVEMENT, THE, 183343.
By Dean CHURCH. 8vo. 12*. 6d. net.

PATTESON. LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOHK
COLERIDGE PATTESON, D.D., MISSIONARY
BISHOP. ByC. M.YONGE. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo.
i2s. (See also BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.)

PATTISON(M.). MEMOIRS. Cr.8vo. 8s.6d.

PITT. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.) .. *
POLLOCK (Sir Frdk. ,

2nd Bart.). PERSONAL-
REMEMBRANCES. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. i6s.

POOLE, THOS., AND HIS FRIENDS.
By Mrs. SANDFORD. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 15^.

PYM. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.)

ROBINSON (Matthew) : AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF.
Edited by J. E. B. MAYOR. Fcp. 8vo. 5^.

ROSSETTI (Dante Gabriel) : A RECORD AND
A STUDY. By W. SHARP. Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

RUMFORD. (See COLLECTED WORKS, p. 22.)

SCHILLER, LIFE OF. By Prof. HEINRICH
DUNTZER. Translated by PERCY E. PIN-
KERTON. Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

SENECA. (See SELECT BIOGRAPHY, p. 5.)

SHELBURNE. LIFE OF WILLIAM, EARL
OF SHELBURNE. By Lord EDMOND FITZ-
MAURICE. In 3 Vols. Vol. I. 8VO. I2S.

Vol. II. 8vo. i2s. Vol. III. 8vo. i6j.

SIBSON. (See MEDICINE.)
SMETHAM (Jas.). : THE CORRESPONDENCE

OF. By W. DAVIES and SARAH SMETHAM.
Cr. 8vo.

SPINOZA: A STUDY OF. By JAMES MAR-
TINEAU. LL.D. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TAIT. THE LIFE OF ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL
TAIT, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. By
the BISHOP OF ROCHESTER and Rev. W.
BENHAM, B.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 30^-. net.

CATHARINE AND CRAWFURD TAIT,
WIFE AND SON OF ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL,
ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY : A Memoir.
Ed. by Rev. W. BENHAM, B.D. Cr.8vo. 6s.

Popular Edit., abridged. Cr.Svo. zs. 6d.

THRING (Edward): A MEMORY OF. By
J. H. SKRINE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

VICTOR EMMANUEL II., FIRST KING
OF ITALY..By G. S. GODKIN. Cr. 8vo. >s.

WARD. WILLIAM GEORGE WARD AND THE
OXFORD MOVEMENT. By his Son, WILFRID
WARD. With Portrait. 8vo. 14*.

WATSON. A RECORD OF ELLEN WATSON.
By ANNA BUCKLAND. Cr. 8vo. 6.v.

WHEWELL. DR. WILLIAM WHEWELL, late

Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. An
Account of his Writings, with Selections from
his Literary and Scientific Correspondence
By I. TODHUNTER, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 25^,

WILLIAMS (Montagu). LEAVES OF A LIFE.
Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d. ; sewed., 2$.6d.

LATER LEAVES. Being further Reminis-
cences. With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

WILSON. MEMOIR OF PROF. GEORGE WIL-
SON, M.D. By His SISTER. With Portrait.

2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WORDSWORTH. DOVE COTTAGE, WORDS-
WORTH'S HOME, 1800 8. Gl. 8vo, swd. is.

Select Biography.
FARRAR (Archdeacon). SEEKERS AFTER
GOD. THE LIVES OF SENECA, EPICTETUS,
AND MARCUS AURELIUS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FAWCETT (Mrs. H.). SOME EMINENT
WOMEN OF OUR TIMES. Cr. 8vo vs. 6d.

GUIZOT. GREAT CHRISTIANS OF FRANCE :

ST. Louis AND CALVIN. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HARRISON (Frederic).-THE NEW CALEN-
DAR OF GREAT MEN. Ext. cr. 8vo.

MARRIOTT (J. A. R.). THE MAKERS OF
MODERN ITALY : MAZZINI, CAVOUR, GARI-
BALDI. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

MARTINEAU (Harriet). BIOGRAPHICAL
SKETCHES, 1852 75. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SMITH (Goldwin). THREE ENGLISH STATES-
MEN : CROMWELL, PYM, PITT. Cr. 8vo. 5-y.

WINKWORTH (Catharine). CHRISTIAN
SINGERS OF GERMANY. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

YONGE (Charlotte M.). THE PUPILS OF ST.

JOHN. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PIONEERS AND FOUNDERS ; or, Recent
Workers in the Mission Field. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A BOOK OF WORTHIES, GATHERED FROM
THE OLD HISTORIES AND WRITTEN ANEW.
i8mo. 45. 6d.

A BOOK OF GOLDEN DEEDS. i8mo. ^s.6d.

Abridged Edition. i8mo. is. Globe

Readings Edition. Globe 8vo. 2s.

BIOLOGY.
(See also BOTANY ; NATURAL HISTORY ;

PHYSIOLOGY; ZOOLOGY.)
BALFOUR (F. M.). ELASMOBRANCH

FISHES. With Plates. 8vo. 2is.

COMPARATIVE EMBRYOLOGY. Illustrated.

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. iZs. Vol. II. 2is.



BIOLOGY BOTANY.

BIOLOGY contin ued.

BALL (W. P.). ARE THE EFFECTS OF USE
AND DISUSE INHERITED? Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

BASTIAN (H. Charlton). THE BEGINNINGS
OF LIFE. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 2%s.

EVOLUTION AND THE ORIGIN OF LIFE.

Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

BATESON (W.). MATERIALS FOR THE
STUDV OF VARIATION IN ANIMALS. Part I.

DISCONTINUOUS VARIATION. Illustr. 8vo.

BIRKS (T. R.). MODKKN PHYSICAL FA-
TALISM. AND THE DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION.

Including an Examination of Mr. Herbert

Spencer's
"

First Principles.'.' Cr. 8vo. 6s.

EIMER (G. H. T.). ORGANIC EVOLUTION
AS THE RESULT OF THE INHERITANCE OF

ACQUIRED CHARACTERS ACCORDING TO THE
LAWS OF ORGANIC GROWTH. Translated by

J. T. CUNNINGHAM, M.A. 8vo. izs. 6d.

FISKE (John). OUTLINES OF COSMIC PHILO-

SOPHY, BASED ON THE DOCTRINE OF EvO-
LUTION. 2 vols. 8vO. 2$S.

MAN'S DESTINY VIEWED IN THE LIGHT
OF HIS ORIGIN. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

FOSTER (Prof. Michael) and BALFOUR
(F. M.). THE ELEMENTS OF EMBRYOLOGY.
Edited by ADAM SEDGWICK, M.A. ,

and
WALTER HEAPE. Illustrated. 3rd Edit.,

revised and enlarged. Cr. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

HUXLEY (T. H.) and MARTIN (H. N.).

(See under ZOOLOGY, p. 40.)

KLEIN (Dr. E.). MICRO-ORGANISMS AND
DISEASE. An Introduction into the Study
of Specific Micro-Organisms. With 121 En-

gravings. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LANKESTER (Prof. E. Ray). COMPARA-
TIVE LONGEVITY IN MAN AND THE LOWER
ANIMALS. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.). SCIENTIFIC

LECTURES. Illustrated, and Edit. 8vo. 8s.6d.

PARKER (T. Jeffery). LESSONS IN ELE-
MENTARY BIOLOGY. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. ios.6d.

ROMANES (G. J.). SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCES
OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

WALLACE (Alfred R.). DARWINISM : An
Exposition of the Theory of Natural Selec-

tion, with some of its Applications. Illus-

trated. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. gs.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF
NATURAL SELECTION, AND TROPICAL NA-
TURE : and other Essays. New Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
ANIMALS. Illustrated. 2 vols, 8vo. 42^.

ISLAND LIFE. Illustr. Ext. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BIRDS. (See ZOOLOGY; ORNITHOLOGY.)

BOOK-KEEPING.
THORNTON (J.). FIRST LESSONS IN BOOK-
KEEPING. New Edition. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

KEY. Oblong 410. T.OS. 6d.

PRIMER OF BOOK-KEEPING. i8mo. i*.

KEY. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

BOTANY.
(See also AGRICULTURE ; GARDENING.)

ALLEN (Grant). ON THE COLOURS OF
FLOWERS. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

BALFOUR (Prof. J. B.) and WARD (Prof.

H. M.). A GENERAL TEXT-BOOK OF
BOTANY. 8vc. [In preparation.

BETTANY (G. T.). FIRST LESSONS IN PRAC-
TICAL BOTANY. i8mo. is.

BOWER (Prof. F. O.). A COURSE OF PRAC-
TICAL INSTRUCTION IN BOTANY. Cr. 8vo.

LOS. 6d. Abridged Edition. [In preparation.

CHURCH (Prof. A. H.)and SCOTT (D. H.).
MANUAL OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

Illustrated. Crown 8vo. {In preparation.

GOODALE (Prof. G. L.). PHYSIOLOGICAL
BOTANY. i. OUTLINES OF THE HISTOLOGY
OF PH/ENOGAMOUS PLANTS ; 2. VEGETABLE
PHYSIOLOGY. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

GRAY (Prof. Asa). STRUCTURAL BOTANY;
or, Organography on the Basis of Mor-

phology. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF ASA GRAY.
Selected byC. S. SARGENT. 2 vols. 8vo. 21*.

HANBURY (Daniel). SCIENCE PAPERS,
CHIEFLY PHARMACOLOGICAL AND BOTANI-
CAL. Med. Svo. 14^-.

HARTIG (Dr. Robert). TEXT-BOOK OF THE
DISEASES OF TREES. Transl. by Prof. WM.
SOMERVILLE, B.Sc. With Introduction by
Prof. H. MARSHALL WARD. 8vo.

HOOKER (Sir Joseph D.). THE STUDENT'S
FLORA OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS. 3rd
Edit. Globe 8vo. ios. 6d.

A PRIMER OF BOTANY. i8mo. is.

LASLETT (Thomas). TIMBER AND TIMBER
TREES, NATIVE AND FOREIGN. Cr. Svo.

8* . 6d.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.). ON BRITISH
WILD FLOWERS CONSIDERED IN RELATION
TO INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. $s.6d.

FLOWERS, FRUITS, AND LEAVES. With
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. $s. 6d.

MULLER THOMPSON. THE FERTILI-

SATION OF FLOWERS. By Prof. H. MULLER.
Transl. by D'ARCY W. THOMPSON. Preface

by CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Svo. 2is.

OLIVER (Prof. Daniel). LESSONS IN ELE-
MENTARY BOTANY. Illustr. Fcp. Svo. 4S.6d.

FIRST BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY. Illus-

trated. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d.

ORCHIDS : BEING THE REPORT ON THE
ORCHID CONFERENCE HELD AT SOUTH KEN-

SINGTON, 1885. Svo. -2S. 6d. net.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell). THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF THE CIRCULATION IN PLANTS, IN THE
LOWER ANIMALS, AND IN MAN. Svo. 12$.

SMITH (J.). ECONOMIC PLANTS, DICTION-
ARY OF POPULAR NAMES OF ;

THEIR HIS-

TORY, PRODUCTS, AND USES. Svo. 14^.

SMITH (W. G.). DISEASES OF FIELD AND
GARDEN CROPS, CHIEFLY SUCH AS ARE
CAUSED BY FUNGI. Illust. Fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.

STEWART (S. A.) and CORRY (T. H.).-
A FLORA OF THE NORTH-EAST OF IRELAND.

Cr. Svo. s-y. 6d.

WARD (Prot. H. M.). TIMBER AND SOME OF
ITS DISEASES. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

YONGE(C. M.). THE HERB OF THE FIELD.

New Edition, revised. Cr. Svo. 5*-



CHEMISTRY DICTIONARIES.

BREWING AND WINE.
PASTEUR FAULKNER. STUDIES ON
FERMENTATION : THE DISEASES OF BEER,
THEIR CAUSES, AND THE MEANS OF PRE-
VENTING THEM. By L. PASTEUR. Trans-
lated by FRANK FAULKNER. 8vo. 21.?.

' THUDICHUM (]. L. W.) and (DUPRE (A.).
TREATISE ON THE ORIGIN, NATURE, AND

VARIETIES OF WINE. Med. 8vo. 25$.

CHEMISTRY.
(See also METALLURGY.)

'BRODIE(Sir Benjamin). IDEAL CHEMISTRY.
Cr. 8vo. 2S.

COHEN a- B.). THE OWENS COLLEGE
COURSE OF PRACTICAL ORGANIC CHEMIS-
TRY. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

COOKE (Prof. ]. P., jun.). ELEMENTS OF
CHEMICAL PHYSICS. 4th Edit. 8vo. 2is.

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMICAL PHILOSOPHY.
New Edition. 8vo. i6.y.

-FLEISCHER (Emil). A SYSTEM OF VOLU-
METRIC ANALYSIS. Transl. with Additions,
by M. M. P. MUIR, F.R.S.E. Cr.8vo. 7s.6d.

FRANKLAND (Prof. P. F.). (See AGRI-

CULTURE.)
-GLADSTONE Q. H.) and TRIBE (A.).

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE SECONDARY BAT-
TERIES OF PLANTE AND FAURE. Cr.Svo. 2s.6d.

:HARTLEY (Prof. w. N.). A COURSE OF
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR STUDENTS.
Globe 8vo. 5^.

:HEMPEL (Dr. W.). METHODS OF GAS
ANALYSIS. Translated by L. M. DENNIS.
Cr. 8vo. [/ the Press.

;HOFMANN (Prof. A. W.). THE LIFE WORK
OF LIEBIG IN EXPERIMENTAL AND PHILO-
SOPHIC CHEMISTRY. 8vo. $s.

JONES (Francis). THE OWENS COLLEGE
JUNIOR COURSE OF PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY. Fcp.Svo. 3$.

iLANDAUER (J.).
- BLOWPIPE ANALYSIS.

Translated by J. TAYLOR and W. E. KAY.

LOCKYER (J. Norman, F.R.S.). THE
CHEMISTRY OF THE SUN. Illustr. 8vb. 14^.

iLUPTON (S.). CHEMICAL ARITHMETIC.
With 1200 Problems. Fcp. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

MANSFIELD (C. B.). A THEORY OF SALTS.
Cr. 8vo. 145.

;MELDOLA (Prof. R.). THE CHEMISTRY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

.MEYER (E. von). HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRE-
SENT DAY. Translated by G. McGowAN,
Ph.D. 8vo. 14*. net.

.MIXTER (Prof. W. G.). AN ELEMENTARY
TEXT-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY. Cr.Svo. js.6d.

IMUIR (M. M. P.). PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY
FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS (First M. B. Course).
Fcp. 8vo. is. dd.

MUIR (M. M. P.) and WILSON (D. M.).
ELEMENTS OF THERMAL CHEMISTRY. i2s.6d.

- OSTWALD (Prof.). OUTLINES OF GENERAL
CHEMISTRY. Trans. Dr. J.WALKER. 10^. net.

^RAMSAY (Prof. William). EXPERIMENTAL
PROOFS OF CHEMICAL THEORY FOR BEGIN-
NERS. i8mo. 2s. 6d.

REMSEN (Prof. Ira). THE ELEMENTS OP
CHEMISTRY. Fcp. 8vo. 2^. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
CHEMISTRY (INORGANIC CHEMISTRY). Cr.

8vo. 6s. 6d.

A TEXT-BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMIS-
TRY. 8vo. i6s.

COMPOUNDS OF CARBON ; or, An Intro-

duction to the Study of Organic Chemistry.
Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

ROSCOE (Sir Henry E., F.R.S.). A PRIMER
OF CHEMISTRY. Illustrated. i8mo. is.

LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY,
INORGANIC AND ORGANIC. Fcp. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

ROSCOE (SirH. E.)and SCHORLEMMER
(Prof. C.). A COMPLETE TREATISE ON IN-

ORGANIC AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Illustr.

8vo. Vols. I. and II. INORGANIC CHEMIS-
TRY : Vol. I. THE NON-METALLIC ELE-
MENTS, 2nd Edit., 21*. Vol. II. Parts I.

and II. METALS, iBs. each. Vol. III. OR-
GANIC CHEMISTRY : THE CHEMISTRY OF THE
HYDRO-CARBONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES.
Parts I. II. and IV. 21*.

;
Parts III. and V.

i8s. each. Part VI.

ROSCOE (Sir H. E.) and SCHUSTER (A.).
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. By Sir HENRY E.

ROSCOE. 4th Edit., revised by the Author
and A. SCHUSTER, F.R.S. With Coloured
Plates. 8vo. 21 s.

f

THORPE (Prof. T. E.) and TATE (W.).
A SERIES OF CHEMICAL PROBLEMS. With
KEY. Fcp. 8vo. 2s.

THORPE (Prof. T. E.) and RUCKER (Prof.
A. W.). A TREATISE ON CHEMICAL PHY-
SICS. Illustrated. 8vo. [In preparation.

WURTZ (Ad.). A HISTORY OF CHEMICAL
THEORY. Transl. by H. WATTS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, History of the.

(See z^wrt^r THEOLOGY, p. 31.)

CHURCH OF ENGLAND, The,

(See under THEOLOGY, p. 32.)

COLLECTED WORKS.
(See under LITERATURE, p. 19.)

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.
(See under ZOOLOGY, p. 39.)

COOKERY.
(See under DOMESTIC ECONOMY, p. 8.)

DEVOTIONAL BOOKS.
(See under THEOLOGY, p. 32.)

DICTIONARIES AND GLOSSARIES.
AUTENRIETH (Dr. G.). AN HOMERIC
DICTIONARY. Translated from the German,
by R. P. KEEP, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

BARTLETT (J.). FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS.
A SHAKESPEARE GLOSSARY.

GROVE (Sir George). A DICTIONARY OF
Music AND MUSICIANS. (See Music.)

HOLE (Rev. C.). A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY. 2nd Edit. iSmo. 45. 6d.

MASSON (Gustave). A COMPENDIOUS DIC-
TIONARY OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.
Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

PALGRAVE (R. H. I.). A DICTIONARY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY. (See POLITICAL
ECONOMY.)



DOMESTIC ECONOMY ENGINEERING.

DICTIONARIES continued.

WHITNEY (Prof. W. D.). A COMPENDIOUS
GERMAN AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Cr.

8vo. 7.?. 6d. German-English Part sepa-
rately. 5-s-.

WRIGHT (W. Aldis). THE BIBLE WORD-
BOOK. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vb. -js. 6d.

YONGE (Charlotte M.). HISTORY OF CHRIS-
TIAN NAMES. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Cookery Nursing Needlework.

Cookery.
BARKER (Lady). FIRST LESSONS IN THE
PRINCIPLES OF COOKING. 3rd Ed. iSmo. is.

FREDERICK (Mrs.). HINTS TO HOUSE-
WIVES ON SEVERAL POINTS, PARTICULARLY
ON THE PREPARATION OF ECONOMICAL AND
TASTEFUL DISHES. Cr. 8vo. is.

MIDDLE-CLASS COOKERY BOOK, THE.
Compiled for the Manchester School of

Cookery. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

TEGETMEIER (W. B.). HOUSEHOLD MAN-
AGEMENT AND COOKERY. iSmo. is.

WRIGHT (Miss Guthrie). THE SCHOOL
COOKERY-BOOK. iSmo. is.

Nursing.
CRAVEN (Mrs. Dacre). A GUIDE TO DIS-
TRICT NURSES. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

FOTHERGILL(Dr. ]. M.). FOOD FOR THE
INVALID, THE CONVALESCENT, THE DYSPEP-
TIC, AND THE GOUTY. Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

JEX-BLAKE (Dr. Sophia). THE CARE OF
INFANTS : A Manual for Mothers and
Nurses. iSmo. is.

RATHBONE (Wm.). THE HISTORY AND
PROGRESS OF DISTRICT NURSING, FROM ITS
COMMENCEMENT IN THE YEAR 1859 TO THE
PRESENT DATE. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

RECOLLECTIONS OF A NURSE. By
E. D. Cr. Svo. zs.

STEPHEN (Caroline E.). THE SERVICE OF
THE POOR. Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

Needlework.
GLAISTER (Elizabeth). NEEDLEWORK. Cr.

Svo. 2s. 6d.

GRAND'HOMME. CUTTING OUT AND
DRESSMAKING. From the French of Mdlle.
E. GRAND'HOMME. i8mo. is.

DRAMA, The.

(See under LITERATURE, p. 14.)

ELECTRICITY.
(See under PHYSICS, p. 26.)

EDUCATION.
ARNOLD (Matthew). HIGHER SCHOOLS AND
UNIVERSITIES IN GERMANY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

REPORTS ON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
1852-82. Ed. by Lord SANDFORD. 8vo. ^s.6d.

BLAKISTON(J.R-).- THE TEACHER: HINTS
ON SCHOOL MANAGEMENT. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.). ON TEACH-
ING. 4th Edit. Ext. fcp. Svo. zs. 6d.

COMBE (George). EDUCATION : ITS PRIN-
CIPLES AND PRACTICE AS DEVELOPED BY
GEORGE COMBE. Ed. by W. JOLLY. Svo. 15^.

CRAIK (Henry). THE STATE IN ITS RELA-
TION TO EDUCATION. Cr. Svo. 3$. 6d.

FEARON (D. R.). SCHOOL INSPECTION..
6th Edit. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

FITCH (J. G.). NOTES ON AMERICAN.-
SCHOOLS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. Re--

printed by permission. Globe Svo. zs. 6d.

GLADSTONE (J. H.). SPELLING REFORM
FROM AN EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW-
3rd Edit. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

HERTEL (Dr.). OVERPRESSURE IN HIGH
SCHOOLS IN DENMARK. With Introduction

bySir J. CRICHTON-BROWNE. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.-

KINGSLEY (Charles). HEALTH AND EDW--
CATION. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.). POLITICAL AND--

EDUCATIONAL ADDRESSES. Svo. %s. 6d.

MAURICE (F. D.). LEARNING AND WORK-
ING. Cr. Svo. 4.y. 6d.

THRING(Rev. Edward). EDUCATION AND->

SCHOOL. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TODHUNTER (Isaac). THE CONFLICT OF -

STUDIES. Svo. los. 6d.

ENGINEERING.
ALEXANDER (T.) and THOMSON (A.W.)

ELEMENTARY APPLIED MECHANICS. Part:
II. TRANSVERSE STRESS. Cr. Svo. ios.6d.

CHALMERS (J. B.). GRAPHICAL DETER--
MINATION OF FORCES IN ENGINEERING.
STRUCTURES. Illustrated. Svo. 24-5-.

COTTERILL (Prof. J. H.). APPLIED ME-
CHANICS : An Elementary General Introduc
tion to the Theory of Structures and Ma--
chines. 2nd Edit. Svo. i8s.

COTTERILL (Prof. J. H.) and SLADE.
(J. H.). LESSONS IN APPLIED MECHANICS. .

Fcp. Svo. 55. 6d.

KENNEDY (Prof. A. B. W.). THE ME--
CHANICS OF MACHINERY. Cr. Svo. izs. 6d~

PEABODY(Prof. C. H.). THERMODYNAMICS-
OF THE STEAM ENGINE AND OTHER HEAT-
ENGINES. SVO. ZIS.

SHANN (G.). AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE.
ON HEAT IN RELATION TO STEAM AND THE.
STEAM-ENGINE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 45. 6ef...

WHITHAM (Prof. J. M.). STEAM-ENGINE.
DESIGN. For the use of Mechanical En
gineers, Students, and Draughtsmen. Illus-
trated. Svo. 25-y.

WOODWARD (C. M.). A HISTORY OF THE,.

ST. Louis BRIDGE. 410. zl. zs. net.

YOUNG (E. W.). SIMPLE PRACTICAL ME-
THODS OF CALCULATING STRAINS ON GIR-
DERS, ARCHES, AND TRUSSES. Svo. is.(>d..

ENGLISH CITIZEN SERIES.
(See POLITICS.)

ENGLISH MEN OF ACTION.
(See BIOGRAPHY.)

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS.
(See BIOGRAPHY.)

ENGLISH STATESMEN, Twelve.
(See BIOGRAPHY.)

ENGRAVING. (See ART.)
ESSAYS.

(See under LITERATURE, p. 19.)

ETCHING. (See ART.)

ETHICS.
(See under PHILOSOPHY, p. 25.)



GARDENING HISTORY.

FATHERS, The.

(See under THEOLOGY, p. 32.)

FICTION, Prose.

(See under LITERATURE, p. 17.)

GARDENING.
(See also AGRICULTURE ; BOTANY.)

BLOMFIELD (Reginald). Tna FORMAL
GARDEN. Illustrated.

BRIGHT (H. A.). THE ENGLISH FLOWER
GARDEN. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

A YEAR IN A LANCASHIRE GARDEN. Cr.

8vo. 35. 6d.

HOBDAY (E.). VILLA GARDENING. A
Handbook for Amateur and Practical Gar-
deners. Ext. cr. 8vo. 6s.

HOPE (Frances J.). NOTES AND THOUGHTS
ON GARDENS AND WOODLANDS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GEOGRAPHY.
(See also ATLASES.)

BLANFORD (H. F.). ELEMENTARY GEO-
GRAPHY OF INDIA, BURMA, AND CEYLON.
Globe 8vo. is. 6d.

CLARKE (C. B.). A GEOGRAPHICAL READER
AND COMPANION TO THE ATLAS. Cr. 8vp. 2*.

A CLASS-BOOK OF GEOGRAPHY. With 18

Coloured Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 33. ; swd., vs. 6d.

DAWSON (G. M.) and SUTHERLAND (A.).
GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH COLONIES.

ELDERTON (W. A.). MAPS AND MAP
DRAWING. Pott 8vo. is.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald). THE TEACHING OF
GEOGRAPHY. A Practical Handbook for the
use of Teachers. Globe 8vo. 2s.

GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
i8mo. is.

GREEN (J. R. and A. S.). A SHORT GEOGRA-
PHYOFTHE BRITISH ISLANDS. Fcp.8vo. 3s.6d.

GROVE (Sir George). A PRIMER OF GEO-
GRAPHY. Maps. i8mo. is.

KIEPERT (H.). MANUAL OF ANCIBNT
GEOGRAPHY. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

MILL (H. R.). ELEMENTARY CLASS-BOOK
OF GENERAL GEOGRAPHY. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

SIME (James). GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.
With Illustrations. Globe 8vo. 3^.

STRACHEY (Lieut.-Gen. R.). LECTURES ON
GEOGRAPHY. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

TOZER (H. F.). A PRIMER OF CLASSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. i8mo. is.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.
BLANFORD (W. T.). GEOLOGY AND
ZOOLOGY OF ABYSSINIA. 8vo. 2is.

COAL: ITS HISTORY AND ITS USES. By
Profs. GREEN, MIALL, THORPE, RUCKER,
and MARSHALL. 8vo. 12^. 6d.

DAWSON (Sir J. W.). THE GEOLOGY OF
NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK, AND
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

; or, Acadian Geo-
logy. 4th Edit. 8vo. zis.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald). A PRIMER OF GEO-
LOGY. Illustrated. i8mo. is.

CLASS-BOOK OF GEOLOGY. Illustrated.
Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

OUTLINES OF FIELD GEOLOGY. With
numerous Illustrations. Gl. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

GEIKIE (Sir A.). GEOLOGICAL SKETCHES-
AT HOME AND ABROAD. With Illustrations,-

8vo. los. 6d.

TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY. Illustrated..

and Edit, yth Thousand. Med. 8vo. 28.?..

THE SCENERY OF SCOTLAND. Viewed in-

connection with its Physical Geology. 2nd-.

Edit. Cr. 8vo. i2s. 6d.

HULL (E.). A TREATISE ON ORNAMENTAL-
AND BUILDING STONES OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 8vo. izs.

PENNINGTON (Rooke). NOTES ON THE.
BARROWS AND BONE CAVES OF DERBYSHIRE,.
8vo. 6s.

RENDU WILLS. THE THEORY OF THE:
GLACIERS OF SAVOY. By M. LE CHANOINE
RENDU. Trans, by A.WILLS,Q.C. 8vo. js.6^.

ROSENBUSCH IDDINGS. MICROSCOPI-
CAL PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE ROCK-MAKING-
MINERALS. By Prof. H. ROSENBUSCH^
Transl. by J. P. IDDINGS. Illustr. 8vo. 245-..

WILLIAMS (G. H.). ELEMENTS OF CRY-
STALLOGRAPHY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GLOSSARIES. (See DICTIONARIES.)

GRAMMAR. (See PHILOLOGY.)

HEALTH. (See HYGIENE.)

HEAT. (See under PHYSICS, p. 27.)

HISTOLOGY. (See PHYSIOLOGY.)

HISTORY.
(See also BIOGRAPHY.)

ARNOLD (T.). THE SECOND PUNIC WAR,-
By THOMAS ARNOLD, D.D. Ed. by W. T..

ARNOLD, M.A. With 8 Maps. Cr. 8vo. 5^..

ARNOLD (W. T.). A HISTORY OF THE-
EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE. Cr. 8vo. [In prep..

BEESLY (Mrs.). STORIES FROM THE HIS-
TORY OF ROME. Fcp. 8vo. 2-$-. 6d.

BLACKIE (Prof. John Stuart). WHAT DOES.
HISTORY TEACH? Globe 8vo. 2s.6d.

BRYCE (James, M.P.). THE HOLY ROMANT
EMPIRE. 8th Edit. Cr. 8vo. ?s. 6d.

Library Edition. 8vo. 14$.

BUCKLEY (Arabella). HISTORY OF ENG-
LAND FOR BEGINNERS. Globe 8vo. 3.?.

BURKE (Edmund). (See POLITICS.)

BURY (J. B.). A HISTORY OF THE LATER-
ROMAN EMPIRE FROM ARCADIUS TO IRENE,,
A.D. 390 800. 2 vols. Svo. 32.?.

CASSEL (Dr. D.). MANUAL OF JEWISH
HISTORY AND LITERATURE. Translated by
Mrs. HENRY LUCAS. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

COX (G. V.). RECOLLECTIONS OF OXFORD...
2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ENGLISH STATESMEN, TWELVE,.
(See BIOGRAPHY.)

FISKE (John). THE CRITICAL PERIOD IN
AMERICAN HISTORY, 1783 89. Ext. cr,.

Svo. IDS. 6d.
THE BEGINNINGS OF NEW ENGLAND

;..

or, The Puritan Theocracy in its Relations to-

Civil and Religious Liberty. Cr. Svo. -js. 6d...

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. 2 vols..

Cr. Svo. iBs.

FRAMJI (Dosabhai). HISTORY OF THE.
PARSis, INCLUDING THEIR MANNERS, CuS
TOMS, RELIGION, AND PRESENT POSITION...
With Illustrations. 2 vols. Med. Svo. 36.?...



HISTORY.

HISTORY continued.

FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.). HISTORY OF THE
CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF WELLS. Cr. 8vo.

3-y. 6d.

OLD ENGLISH HISTORY. With 3 Coloured
Maps. 9th Edit., revised. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. First Series. 4th
Edit. 8vo. io.v. 6d.

Second Series. 3rd Edit., with
Additional Essays. 8vo. ios. 6d.

Third Series. 8vo. J.2S.

THE GROWTH OF THE ENGLISH CONSTI-
TUTION FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES, sth
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 5.9.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS. Lectures at the

Royal Institution. To which is added " The
Unity of History.'' 8vo. 14^.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL
SKETCHES, CHIEFLY ITALIAN. Illustrated

by the Author. Cr. Svo. icu. 6d.

SUBJECT AND NEIGHBOUR LANDS OF
VENICE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. ios. 6d.

ENGLISH TOWNS AND DISTRICTS. A
Series of Addresses and Essays. Svo. i^s.

THE OFFICE OF THE HISTORICAL PRO-
FESSOR. Cr. Svo. 2S.

DISESTABLISHMENT AND DISENDOW-
MENT ; WHAT ARE THEY? Cr. Svo. 2S.

GREATER GREECE AND GREATER BRI-
TAIN : GEORGE WASHINGTON THE EX-
PANDER OF ENGLAND. With an Appendix
on IMPERIAL FEDERATION. Cr. Svo. 3.?. 6d.

THE METHODS OF HISTORICAL STUDY.
Eight Lectures at Oxford. Svo. los. 6d.

THE CHIEF PERIODS OF EUROPEAN HIS-
TORY. With Essay on " Greek Cities under
Roman Rule." Svo. 10,?. 6d.

FOUR OXFORD LECTURES, 1887; FIFTY
YEARS OF EUROPEAN HISTORY; TEUTONIC
CONQUEST IN GAUL A_ND BRITAIN. Svo. 5*.

- ESSAYS. I. Historical. II. Miscellaneous.

FRIEDMANN (Paul). (See BIOGRAPHY.)

<GIBBINS (H. de B.). HISTORY OF COM-
MERCE IN EUROPE. Globe Svo. $s. 6d.

GREEN (John Richard). A SHORT HISTORY
OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. New Edit., re-

vised. 1 59th Thousand. Cr. Svo. 8.y. 6d.

Also in Parts, with Analysis. 3^. each. Part I.

607 1265 ; II. 1204 1553 ; III. 1540 1689;
IV. 1660 1873. Illustrated Edition, in

Parts. Super roy. Svo. is. each net. Part
I. Oct. 1891.

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. In

4 vols. Svo. i6.f. each.

THE MAKING OF ENGLAND. Svo. i6s.

THE CONQUEST OF ENGLAND. With
Maps and Portrait. Svo. i8s.

READINGS IN ENGLISH HISTORY. In 3
Parts. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d. each.

*GREEN (Alice S.). THE ENGLISH TOWN
IN THE ISTH CENTURY. 2 vols. Svo.

/GUEST (Dr. E.). ORIGINES CELTICS. Maps.
2 vols. Svo. 32^.

GUEST (M. J.). LECTURES ON THE HISTORY
OF ENGLAND. Cr. Svo. 6s.

.HISTORY PRIMERS. Edited by JOHN
RICHARD GREEN. i8mo. is. each.

EUROPE. By E. A. FREEMAN, M.A.
GREECE. By C. A. FYFFE, M.A.
ROME. By Bishop CREIGHTON.
JFRANCE. By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

HISTORICAL COURSE FOR SCHOOLS.
Ed. by EDW. A. FREEMAN, D.C.L. i8mo.

GENERAL SKETCH OF EUROPEAN HISTORY.

By E. A. FREEMAN. Maps. $s. 6d.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By EDITH THOMP-
SON. Coloured Maps. ?.s. bd.

HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. By MARGARET
MACARTHUR. 2s.

HISTORY OF ITALY. By the Rev. W. HUNT,
M.A. With Coloured Maps. y. 6d.

HISTORY OF GERMANY. By JAMES SIME,
M.A. 3s.

HISTORY OF AMERICA. By J. A. DOYLE.
With Maps. 4.?. 6d.

HISTORY OK EUROPEAN COLONIES. By
E. J. PAYNE, M.A. Maps. 4*. 6d.

HISTORY OF FRANCE. By CHARLOTTE M.
YONGE. Maps. 3^. 6d.

HOLE (Rev. C.). GENEALOGICAL STEMMA
OF THE KINGS OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE.
On a Sheet, is.

INGRAM (T. Dunbar). A HISTORY OF THE
LEGISLATIVE UNION OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND. Svo. ioy. 6d.

Two CHAPTERS OF IRISH HISTORY : i.

The Irish Parliament of James II. ;
2. The

Alleged Violation of the Treaty of Limerick.

Svo. 6s.

IRVING (Joseph). ANNALS OF OUR TIME.
A Diurnal of Events, Social and Political,

Home and Foreign. 2 vols. Svo. 18*.

each. Vol. I. June 2oth, 1837, to Feb- 28th

1871 ;
Vol. II. Feb. 24th, 1871, to June 24th,

1887. Also Vol. II. in 3 parts : Part I. Feb.

24th, 1871, to March igth, 1874, $s.6d. ;
Part

II. March '2oth, 1874, to July 22nd, 1878,

4s.6d. ; Part III. July 2 3rd, 1878, to June
24th, 1887, gs. SUPPLEMENT, June 2510,

1887, to Dec. 3oth, 1890. By J. H. FYFE.

JAMES (Right Hon. Sir William Milbourne).
THE BRITISH IN INDIA. Svo. i2s. 6d.

JEBB (Prof. R. C.). MODERN GREECE. Two
Lectures. Crown Svo. 5.?.

JENNINGS (A. C.)- CHRONOLOGICAL TA-
BLES OF ANCIENT HISTORY. Svo. $s.

KEARY (Annie). THE NATIONS AROUND.
Cr. Svo. 4.?. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). THE ROMAN AND
THE TEUTON. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS.
Cr. Svo. 3-f.

6d.

LABBERTON (R. H.). (See ATLASES.)

LEGGE (Alfred O.). THE GROWTH OF THE
TEMPORAL POWER OF THE PAPACY. Cr.

Svo. Zs. 6d.

LETHBRIDGE (Sir Roper). A SHORT MAN-
UAL OF THE HISTORY OF INDIA. Cr. Svo. 5s'

THE WORLD'S HISTORY., Cr. Svo, swd. if.

EASY INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY
OF INDIA. Cr. Svo, sewed, is. 6d.

HISTORYOF ENGLAND. Cr.8vo,swd. is.6d.

EASY INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY
AND GEOGRAPHY OF BENGAL. Cr.Svo. is.6d.

LYTE (H. C. Maxwell). A HISTORY OF ETON
COLLEGE, 1440 1884. Illustrated. Svo. zis.

A HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

OXFORD, FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO
THE YEAR 1530. Svo. i6s.



HISTORY HYGIENE. n

JVIAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). SOCIAL LIFE
IN GREECE, FROM HOMER TO MENANDER.
6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. qs.-- GREEK LIFE AND THOUGHT, FROM THE
AGE OF ALEXANDER TO THE ROMAN CON-
QUEST. Cr. 8vo. i2s. 6d.-- THE GREEK WORLD UNDER ROMAN
SWAY, FROM POLYBIUS TO PLUTARCH. Cr.
8vo. ios. 6d.

.MARRIOTT (J. A. R.). (See SELECT BIO-

GRAPHY, p. 5.)

:MICHELET(M.). A SUMMARY OF MODERN
HISTORY. Translated by M. C. M. SIMP-
SON. Globe 8vo. +s. 6d.

:MULLINGER(J.B.). CAMBRIDGE CHARAC-
TERISTICS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
Cr. 8vo. 4S. 6d.

NORGATE (Kate). ENGLAND UNDER THE
ANGEVIN KINGS. In 2 vols. 8vo. 325.

OLTPHANT(Mrs. M. O. W.). THE MAKERS
OF FLORENCE : DANTE, GIOTTO, SAVONA-
ROLA, AND THEIR ClTY. IlluStr. Cr. 8vO.
lay. 6d. Edition de Luxe. 8vo. 21^. net.

--- THE MAKERS OF VENICE : DOGES, CON-
QUERORS, PAINTERS, AND MEN OF LETTERS.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. ios. 6d.

--- ROYAL EDINBURGH : HER SAINTS,
KINGS, PROPHETS, AND POETS. Illustrated

by G. REID, R.S.A. Cr. 8vo. ios. 6d.-- JERUSALEM. Illustrated. 8vo. 21s.

OTTF, (E. C.). SCANDINAVIAN HISTORY.
With Maps. Globe 8vo. 6s.

.PALGRAVE (Sir Francis). HISTORY OF
NORMANDY AND OF ENGLAND. 4 vols.

8vo. 4/. 4,9.

PARKMAN (Francis). MONTCALM AND
WOLFE. Library Edition. Illustrated with
Portraits and Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. i2s.6d.ea.ch.-- THE COLLECTED WORKS OF FRANCIS
PARKMAN. Popular Edition. In 10 vols.

Cr. 8vo. js. 6d. each ; or complete, jt.i3S.6d.
PIONEERS OF FRANCE IN THE NEW WORLD,

i vol. ; THE JESUITS IN NORTH AMERICA,
i vol. ; LA SALLE AND THE DISCOVERY OF
THE GREAT WEST, i vol. ; THE OREGON
TRAIL, i vol. , THE OLD REGIME IN CANADA
UNDER LOUIS XIV., I VOl. J COUNT FRON-
TENAC AND NEW FRANCE UNDER LOUIS
XIV., i vol. ; MONTCALM AND WOLFE, 2
vols. ; THE CONSPIRACY OF PONTIAC, 2 vols.

(Reginald Lane). A HISTORY OF
THE HUGUENOTS OF THE DISPERSION AT
THE RECALL OF THE EDICT OF NANTES.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

:ROGERS (Prof. J. E. Thorold). HISTORICAL
GLEANINGS. Cr. 8vo. ist Series. 4*. 6d.
2nd Series. 6,y.

:SAYCE (Prof. A. H.). THE ANCIENT EM-
PIRES OF THE EAST. Cr. 8vo. 6.y.

.-SEELEY (Prof. J. R.). LECTURES AND
ESSAYS. 8vo. ios. 6d.-- THE EXPANSION OF ENGLAND. Two
Courses of Lectures. Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

OUR COLONIAL EXPANSION. Extracts
from the above. Cr. 8vo. is.

rSEWELL (E. M.) and YONGE (C. M.).
EUROPEAN HISTORY, NARRATED IN A
SERIES OF HISTORICAL SELECTIONS FROM
THE BEST AUTHORITIES. 2 vols. 3rd Edit.
'Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

SHUCKBURGH (E. S.). A SCHOOL HIS-
TORY OF ROME. Cr. 8vo. \_Inpreparation.

STEPHEN (Sir J. Fitzjames, Bart.). THE
STORY OF NUNCOMAR AND THE IMPEACH-
MENT OF SIR ELIJAH IMPEY. 2 vols. Cr.

8vo. 15.?.

TAIT (C. W. A.). ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH
HISTORY, BASED ON GREEN'S " SHORT HIS-
TORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE." Cr. 8vo.

4.y. 6d.

TOUT (T. F.). ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. i8mo. is.

TREVELYAN (Sir Geo. Otto). CAWNPORE.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WHEELER (J. Talboys). PRIMER OF IN-
DIAN HISTORY, ASIATIC AND EUROPEAN.
i8mo. is.

COLLEGE HISTORY OF INDIA, ASIATIC
AND EUROPEAN. Cr. 8vo. 35-. ; swd. zs. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF INDIA. With Maps.
Cr. 8vo. i2s.

INDIA UNDER BRITISH RULE. 8vo. i?s.6d.

WOOD (Rev. E. G.). THE REGAL POWER
OF THE CHURCH. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

YONGE (Charlotte). CAMEOS FROM ENGLISH
HISTORY. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 5^. each. Vol. i.

FROM ROLLO TO EDWARD II. ; Vol. 2. THE
WARS IN FRANCE ; Vol. 3. THE WARS OF
THE ROSES ; Vol. 4. REFORMATION TIMES ;

Vol. 5. ENGLAND AND SPAIN ; Vol. 6. FORTY
YEARS OF STEWART RULE (160343) ; Vol. 7.
THE REBELLION AND RESTORATION (1642
1678).

THE VICTORIAN HALF-CENTURY. Cr.
8vo. is. 6d. ; sewed, is.

THE STORY OF THE CHRISTIANS AND
MOORS IN SPAIN. i8mo. 4.5-. 6d.

HORTICULTURE. (See GARDENING.)

HYGIENE.
BERNERS (J.> FIRST LESSONS ON HEALTH.

i8mo. is.

BLYTH (A. Wynter). A MANUAL OF PUBLIC
HEALTH. 8vo. i-js. net.

BROWNE (J. H. Balfour). WATER SUPPLY.
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CORFIELD (Dr. W. H.). THE TREATMENT
AND UTILISATION OF SEWAGE. 3rd Edit.
Revised by the Author, and by Louis C.
PARKES, M.D. 8vo. i6s.

GOODFELLOW(J.). THE DIETETIC VALUE
OF BREAD. Cr. 8vo.

KINGSLEY (Charles). SANITARY AND So-
CIAL LECTURES. Cr. 8vo. -$s. 6d.

HEALTH AND EDUCATION. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

REYNOLDS (Prof. Osborne). SEWER GAS,
AND HOW TO KEEP IT OUT OF HOUSES. 3rd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

RICHARDSON (Dr. B. W.). HYGEIA : A
CITY OF HEALTH. Cr. 8vo. is.

THE FUTURE OF SANITARY SCIENCE.
Cr. 8vo. is.

ON ALCOHOL. Cr. 8vo. is.

HYMNOLOGY.
(See wider THEOLOGY, p. 33.)



12 ILLUSTRATED BOOKS LAW.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.
BALCH (Elizabeth). GLIMPSES OF OLD
ENGLISH HOMES. Gl. 4to. 14-5-.

BLAKE. (See BIOGRAPHY.)
BOUGHTON (G. H.) and ABBEY (E. A.).

(See VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.)

CHRISTMAS CAROL (A). Printed in

Colours, with Illuminated Borders from MSS.
of the i4th and isth Centuries. 410. au.

CRANE (Walter). THE SIRENS THREE. A
Poem. Roy. 8vo. ios. 6d.

DAYS WITH SIR ROGER DE COVER-
LEY. From the Spectator. Illustrated by
HUGH THOMSON. Fcp. 4to. 6s.

DELL (E. C.). PICTURES FROM SHELLEY.

Engraved by J. D. COOPER. Folio. 215-. net.

ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
THE. (See PERIODICALS.)

Prooflmpressions of Engravings originally

published in The English IIlustrated Maga-
zine. 1884. In Portfolio 410. 215.

GASKELL (Mrs.). CRANFOKD. Illustrated

by HUGH THOMSON. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GOLDSMITH (Oliver). THE VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD. New Edition, with 182 Illus-

trations by HUGH THOMSON. Preface by
AUSTIN DOBSON. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also with

Uncut Edges, paper label. 6s.

GREEN (John Richard). ILLUSTRATED
EDITION OF THE SHORT HISTORY OF THB
ENGLISH PEOPLE. In Parts. Super roy.
8vo. i-r. each net. Part I. Oct. 1891.

GRIMM. (See BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.)
HALLWARD (R. F.). FLOWERS OF PARA-

DISE. Music, Verse, Design, Illustration. 6s

IRVING (Washington). OLD CHRISTMAS.
From the Sketch Book. Illustr. by RANDOLPH
CALDECOTT. Gilt edges. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also

with uncut edges, paper label. 6s.

BRACEBRIDGE HALL. Illustr. by RAN-
DOLPH CALDECOTT. Gilt edges. Cr. 8vo.

6s. Also with uncut edges, paper label. 6s.

OLD CHRISTMAS AND BRACEBRIDGB
HALL. Edition de Luxe. Roy. 8vo. au.

KINGSLEY (Charles). THE WATER BABIES.

(See BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.)
THE HEROES. (See BOOKS for the YOUNG.)
GLAUCUS. (See NATURAL HISTORY.)
SONG OF THE RIVER. 315. 6d.

LANG (Andrew). THE LIBRARY. With a

Chapter on Modern Illustrated Books, by
AUSTIN DOBSON. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

LYTE (H. C. Maxwell). (See HISTORY.)
MAHAFFY (Rev. Prof. J. P.) and ROGERS

(J. E.). (See VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.)
MEREDITH (L. A.). BUSH FRIENDS IN

TASMANIA. Native Flowers, Fruits, and

Insects, with Prose and Verse Descriptions.
Folio. 52.y. 6d. net.

OLD SONGS. With Drawings by E. A.
ABBEY and A. PARSONS. 410,mor. gilt. 31^.6^.

PROPERT (J. L.). (See ART.)

STUART, RELICS OF THE ROYAL
HOUSE OF. Illustrated by 40 Plates in

Colours drawn from Relics of the Stuarts by
WILLIAM GIBB. With an Introduction by
JOHN SKELTON, C.B., LL.D., and Descrip-
tive Notes by W. ST. JOHN HOPE. Folio,
half morocco, gilt edges, jl. ^s. net.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam). JACK ANI>
THE BEAN-STALK. English Hexameters.
Illustrated by R. CALDECOTT. Fcp.4to. $s.6d-

TRISTRAM (W. O.). COACHING DAYS ANF>-

COACHING WAYS. Illustrated by HER-
BERT RAILTON and HUGH THOMSON. Ext..

cr. 410. 3u. 6d.

TURNER'S LIBER STUDIORUM : A.
DESCRIPTION AND A CATALOGUE. By W. G-.

RAWLINSON. Med. 8vo. T.ZS. 6d.

WALTON and COTTON LOWELL. THE.
COMPLETE ANGLER. With Introduction by-

JAS. RUSSELL LOWELL. 2 vols. Ext. cr. 8vo~

52.s-.6cj'. net. Large Paper Edition, Proofs,

on Japanese paper. 73^. 6d. net.

LANGUAGE. (See PHILOLOGY.)

LAW.
ANGLO-SAXON LAW : ESSAYS ON. Med..

8vo. i8s.

BERNARD (M.). FOUR LECTURES ON SUB-
JECTS CONNECTED WITH DIPLOMACY. 8vo. 9^

BIGELOW (M. M.). HISTORY OF PROCE-
DURE IN ENGLAND FROM THE NORMAN.
CONQUEST, 1066-1204. 8vo. i6s.

BOUTMY (E.). STUDIES IN CONSTITU-
TIONAL LAW. Transl. by Mrs. DICEY. Pre-
face by Prof. A. V. DICEY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION. Transl..

by Mrs. EADEN. Introduction by Sir F_
POLLOCK, Bart. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CHERRY (R. R.). LECTURES ON THE.
GROWTH OF CRIMINAL LAW IN ANCIENT-
COMMUNITIES. 8vo. $s. net.

DICEY (Prof. A. V.). LECTURES INTRODUC-
TORY TO THE STUDY OF THE LAW OF THE.
CONSTITUTION. 3rd Edit. 8vo. 125. 6d.

ENGLISH CITIZEN SERIES, THE..
(Ste POLITICS.)

HOLLAND (Prof. T. E.). THB TREATY RE-
LATIONS OF RUSSIA AND TURKEY, FROM*

1774 TO 1853. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

HOLMES (O. W., jun.). THB COMMON:
LAW. 8vo. i2i\

LIGHTWOOD (J. M.). THB NATURE OF-

POSITIVK LAW. 8vo. T.2S. 6d.

MAITLAND(F. W.). PLEAS OF THE CROWN
FOR THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, A.D. 1221..

8vo. 7*. &/.

JUSTICE AND POLICE. Cr. 8vo. -$s. 6d.

MONAHAN (James H.). THE METHOD OF-

LA\V. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PATERSON (James). COMMENTARIES ON/
THE LIBERTY OF THE SUBJECT, AND THE.
LAWS OF ENGLAND RELATING TO THE SE-
CURITY OF THE PERSON. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. -2-is.

THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS, SPEECH,,
AND PUBLIC WORSHIP. Cr. 8vo. 12$.

PHILLIMORE (John G.). PRIVATE LAW
AMONG THE ROMANS. SvO. 6s.

POLLOCK (Sir F.
, Bart.). ESSAYS IN JURIS-

PRUDENCE AND ETHICS. 8vo. T.OS. 6d.

THE LAND LAWS. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

RICKEY (Alex. G.). THE IRISH LAND LAWS.-
Cr. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

SELBORNE (Earl of). JUDICIAL PROCE-
DURE IN THE PRIVY COUNCIL. 8vo. ii.net.-



LAW LITERATURE.

.'STEPHEN (Sir J. Fitzjames, Bart.). A DI-
GEST OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A DIGEST OF THE CRIMINAL LAW :

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS. 4th Ed. 8vo. i6s.

A DIGEST OF THE LAW OF CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE IN INDICTABLE OFFENCES. By
Sir J. F., Bart., and HERBERT STEPHEN,
LL.M. 8vo. i2*. 6d.
A HISTORY OF THE CRIMINAL LAW OF

ENGLAND. 3 vols. 8vo. 48*.
A GENERAL VIEW OF THE CRIMINAL

LAW OF ENGLAND. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 145-.

/STEPHEN (J. K.). INTERNATIONAL LAW
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

WILLIAMS (S. E.). FORENSIC FACTS AND
FALLACIES. Globe 8vo. 4-$-. 6d.

.LETTERS. (Sen under LITERATURE, p. 19.)

LIFE-BOAT.
GILAIORE (Rev. John). STORM WARRIORS ;

or, Life-Boat Work on the Goodwin Sands.
Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

iLEWIS (Richard). HISTORY OF THE LIFE-
BOAT AND ITS WORK. Cr. 8vo.. 5*.

LIGHT. (See under PHYSICS, p. 27.)

LITERATURE.
.History and Criticism of Commentaries,

etc. Poetry and the Drama Poetical Col-
lections and Selections Prose Fiction Col-
lected Works, Essays, Lectures, Letters,
Miscellaneous Works.

History and Criticism of.

(See also ESSAYS, p. 19.)

.ARNOLD (M.). (See ESSAYS, p. 19.)

BROOKE (Stopford A.). A PRIMER OF ENG-
LISH LITERATURE. i8mo. is. Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

A HISTORY OF EARLY ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE. 2 vols. 8vo.

"CLASSICAL WRITERS. Edited by JOHN
RICHARD GREEN. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d. each.
DEMOSTHENES. By Prof. BUTCHER, M.A.
EURIPIDES. By Prof. MAHAFFY.
LIVY. By the Rev. W. W. CAPES, M.A.
MILTON. By STOPFORD A. BROOKE.
SOPHOCLES. By Prof. L. CAMPBELL, M.A.
TACITUS. ByMessrs.CHURCHandBRODRiBB.
VERGIL. By Prof. NETTLESHIP, M.A.

IENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS. (See
BIOGRAPHY.)

!HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
In 4 vols. Cr. 8vo.
EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE. By STOP-
FORD BROOKE, M.A. {In preparation.

ELIZABETHAN LITERATURE (15601665).
By GEORGE SAINTSBURY.

7-$-. 6d.
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE (1660

1780). By EDMUND GOSSE, M.A. 7^.6^.THE MODERN PERIOD. By Prof. DOWDEN.
[fu preparation.

JEBB (Prof. R. C.). A PRIMER OF GREEK
LITERATURE. i8mo. is.

THE ATTIC ORATORS, FROM ANTIPHON
TO ISAEOS. 3 Vol6 8vO. 2$S.

.JOHNSON'S LIVES OF THE POETS.
MILTON, DRYDEN, POPE, ADDISON, SWIFT,AND GRAY. With Macaulay's "Life of
Johnson." Ed. by M.ARNOLD. Cr.8vo.

KINGSLEY (Charles). LITERARY AND
GENERAL LECTURES. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). A HISTORY OF
CLASSICAL GREEK LITERATURE. 2 vols.
Cr. 8vo. Vol. i. THE POETS. With an
Appendix on Homer by Prof. SAYCE. In 2
Parts. Vol. 2. THE PROSE WRITERS. In 2
Parts. 4s. 6d. each.

MORLEY (John). (See COLLECTED WORKS,
p. 22.)

NICHOL(Prof. J.)and McCORMICK (Prof.
(W. S.). A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE. Globe 8vo. [fn preparation.

OLIPHANT (Mrs. M. O. W.). THE LITE-
RARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE END
OF THE l8TH AND BEGINNING OF THE igTH
CENTURY. 3 vols. 8vo. zis.

RYLAND (F.). CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINES
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WARD (Prof. A. W.). A HISTORY OF ENG-
LISH DRAMATIC LITERATURE, TO THE
DEATH OF QUEEN ANNE. 2 vols. 8vo. 32$.

WILKINS(Prof. A. S.). A PRIMER OF RO-
MAN LITERATURE. i8mo. is.

Commentaries, etc.
BROWNING.
A PRIMER OF BROWNING. By MARY WILSON.

DANTE.
READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
Chiefly based on the Commentary of Ben-
venuto da Imola. By the Hon. W. W.
VERNON, M.A. With an Introduction by
Dean CHURCH. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 24$.

HOMER.
HOMERIC DICTIONARY. (See DICTIONARIES.)THE PROBLEM OF THE HOMERIC POEMS
By Prof. W. D. GEDDES. 8vo. 14*.

HOMERIC SYNCHRONISM. An Inquiry into
the Time and Place of Homer. By the
Rt. Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PRIMER OF HOMER. By the same. i8mo. is.
LANDMARKS OF HOMERIC STUDY, TOGETHER
WITH AN ESSAY ON THE POINTS OF CON-
TACT BETWEEN THE ASSYRIAN TABLETS
AND THE HOMERIC TEXT. By the same.
Cr. 8vo. 2.f. 6d.

COMPANION TO THE ILIAD FOR ENGLISH
READERS. By W. LEAF, Litt.D. [Infrep.

HORACE.
STUDIES, LITERARY AND HISTORICAL, IN
THE ODES OF HORACE. By A. W. VER-
RALL, Litt.D. 8vo. %s.6d.

SHAKESPEARE.
SHAKESPEARE GLOSSARY. ^DICTIONARIES.A PRIMER OF SHAKSPERE. By Prof. DOW-
DEN. iSmo. is,

A SHAKESPEARIAN GRAMMAR. By Rev.
E. A. ABBOTT. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

A SHAKESPEARE MANUAL. By Rev. F. G.
FLEAY. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

SHAKESPEAREANA GENEALOGICA. ByG. R.
FRENCH. 8vo. 15*.

A SELECTION FROM THE LIVES IN NORTH'S
PLUTARCH WHICH ILLUSTRATE SHAKES-
PEARE'S PLAYS. Edited by Rev. W. W
SKEAT, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6.r.

SHORT STUDIES OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLOTS.
By Prof. CYRIL RANSOME. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

CALIBAN: A Critique on "The Tempst '"'

and " A Midsummer Night's Dream." By
Sir DANIEL WI.C.SON. 8vo. ios. 6d.



LITERATURE.

LITERATURE.
Commentaries, etc. continued.

TENNYSON.
A COMPANION TO "!N MEMORIAM." By
ELIZABETH R. CHAPMAN. Globe 8vo. 2s.

WORDSWORTH.
WORDSWORTHIANA : A Selection of Papers
read to the Wordsworth Society. Edited

by W. KNIGHT. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

Poetry and the Drama.
ALDRICH (T. Bailey). THE SISTERS' TRA-
GEDY : with other Poems, Lyrical and Dra-
matic. Fcp. 8vo. 3-r. 6d. net.

AN ANCIENT CITY : AND OTHER POEMS.
Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

ANDERSON (A.). BALLADS AND SONNETS.
Cr. 8vo. 5-y.

ARNOLD (Matthew). THE COMPLETE
POETICAL WORKS. New Edition. 3 vols.

Cr. 3vo. js. 6d. each.
Vol. i. EARLY POEMS, NARRATIVE POEMS

AND SONNETS.
Vol. 2. LYRIC AND ELEGIAC POEMS.
Vol. 3. DRAMATIC AND LATER POEMS.
COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS, i vol.

Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

SELECTED POEMS. i8mo. $s. 6d.

AUSTIN (Alfred). POETICAL WORKS. New
Collected Edition. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. $s. each.

Vol. i. THE TOWER OF BABEL.
Vol. 2. SAVONAROLA, etc.

Vol. 3. PRINCE LUCIFER.
Vol. 4. THE HUMAN TRAGEDY.
Vol. 5. LYRICAL POEMS.
Vol. 6. NARRATIVE POEMS.
SOLILOQUIES TN SONG. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

AT THE GATE OF THE CONVENT : and
other Poems. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MADONNA'S CHILD. Cr. 410. 3^. 6d.

ROME OR DEATH. Cr. 410. gs.

THE GOLDEN AGE. Cr. 8vo. 55.

THE SEASON. Cr. 8vo. 55.

LOVE'S WIDOWHOOD : and other Poems.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ENGLISH LYRICS. Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

BETSY LEE : A FO'C'S'LE YARN. Ext. fcp.

8vo. 35. 6d.

BLACKIE (John Stuart). MESSIS _VITAE :

Gleanings of Song from a Happy Life. Cr.

8vo. 4s. 6d.

THE WISE MEN OF GREECE. In a Series

of Dramatic Dialogues. Cr. 8vo. gs.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Translated into Eng-
lish Verse. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. gs.

BLAKE. (See BIOGRAPHY.) .

BROOKE (Stopford A.). RIQUET OF THE
TUFT : A Love Drama. Ext. cr. 8vo. 6s.

POEMS. Globe 8vo. 6s.

BROWN (T. E.). THE MANX WITCH, : and
other Poems. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

BURGON (Dean). POEMS. Ex.fcp.8vo. ^s.dd.

BURNS. THE POETICAL WORKS. With a

Biographical Memoir by ALEXANDER SMITH.
In 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo. IQS . (See also GLOBE
LIBRARY, p. 20.)

BUTLER (Samuel). HUDIBRAS. Edit, by
ALFRED MILNES. Fcp. 8vo. Part I. y. 6d.

;

Parts II. and III. 4*. 6d.

BYRON. (See GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.,

p. 20.)

CALDERON. SELECT PLAYS. Edited by
NORMAN MACCOLL. Cr. 8vo. 14^-.

CAUTLEY (G. S.). A CENTURY OF EM-
BLEMS. With Illustrations by Lady MARION
ALFORD. Small 410. IDS. 6d.

CLOUGH (A. H.). POEMS. Cr. 8vo. 7s.6d.

COLERIDGE : POETICAL AND DRAMATIC-
WORKS. 4 vols. Fcp. 8vo. 3is. f>d. Also-
an Edition on Large Paper, zl. izs. 6d.

COLQUHOUN. RHYMES AND CHIMES. By
F. S. COLQUHOUN (nee F. S. FULLER MAIT--
LAND). Ext.' fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

COWPER. (See GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20;.,

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)

CRAIK (Mrs.). POEMS. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

CRANE (Walter). THE SIRENS THREE. A.
Poem. Written and Illustrated by WALTER.
CRANE. Roy. Svo. IDS. 6d.

DOYLE (Sir F. H.). THE RETURN OF THE.
GUARDS : and other Poems. Cr. 8vo. 7$. 6d,

DRYDEN. (See GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

EMERSON. (See COLLECTED WORKS, p. 20.)-

EVANS (Sebastian). BROTHER FABIAN'S-
MANUSCRIPT :and"other Poems. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

IN THE STUDIO : A Decade of Poems.
Ext. fcp. Svo. 5^.

FITZ GERALD (Caroline). VENETIA Vic-
TRIX : and other Poems. Ext. fcp. Svo. -$s.6d~

FITZGERALD (Edward). THE RUBAIYAT-
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Ext. cr. Svo. IDS. 6d..

FO'C'SLE YARNS, including
"
Betsy Lee,"

and other Poems. Cr. Svo. js. bd.

FRASER-TYTLER. SONGS IN MINOR
KEYS. By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER (Mrs.
EDWARD LIDDELL). 2nd Edit. i8mo. 6^..

FURNIVALL (F. J.). LE MORTE ARTHUR.
Edited from the Harleian MSS. 2252, in the-

British Museum. Fcp. Svo. ?s. 6d.

GARNETT (R.). IDYLLS AND EPIGRAMS^
Chiefly from the Greek Anthology. Fcp~
Svo. 2s. 6d.

GOETHE. FAUST. (See BLACKIE.)
REYNARD THE Fox. Transl. into English.

Verse by A. D. AINSLIE. Cr. Svo. 75-. 6d.

GOLDSMITH. THE TRAVELLER AND THE.
DESERTED VILLAGE. With Introduction and
Notes, by ARTHUR BARRETT, B.A. is. gd. ;.

sewed, is. 6^. THE TRAVELLER (separately),

sewed, is. By J. W. HALES. Cr. Svo. 6^
(See also GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

GRAHAM (David). KING JAMES I. An,
Historical Tragedy. Globe Svo. ys.

GRAY. POEMS. With Introduction and Notes,,

by J. BRADSHAW, LL.D. Gl. Svo. is. gd. ,

sewed, is. 6d. (See also COLLECTED WORKS,.
p. 21.)

HALLWARD. (See ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.)

HAYES (A.). THE MARCH OF MAN: and
other Poems. Fcp. Svo. 3$. 6d. net.

HERRICK. (See GOLDEN TREASURY SE-
RIES, p. 20.)

HOPKINS (Ellice). AUTUMN SWALLOWS:
A Book of Lyrics. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.



POETRY AND THE DRAMA. 15;

JONES (H. A.). SAINTS AND SINNERS.
Ext. fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

KEATS. (See GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES,
p. 20.)

KINGSLEY (Charles). POKMS. Cr. Svo.

3*. 6(L Pocket Edition. iSmo. is. 6d.

Evttrsley Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. los.

LAMB. (See COLLECTED WORKS, p. 21.)

LANDOR. (See GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES,
p. 20.)

LONGFELLOW. (See GOLDEN TREASURY
SERIES, p. 20.)

LOWELL (Jas. Russell). COMPLETE POETI-
CAL WORKS. i8mo. \s. 6d.

With Introduction by THOMAS HUGHES.
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

HEARTSEASE AND RUE. Cr. Svo. 5^.

(See also COLLECTED WORKS, p. 21.)

LUCAS (F.). SKETCHES OF RURAL LIFE.
Poems. Globe Svo. $s.

MEREDITH (George). A READING OF
EARTH. Ext. fcp. Svo. $s.

POEMS AND LYRICS OF THE JOY OF
EARTH. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

BALLADS AND POEMS OF TRAGIC LIFE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

MILTON. POETICAL WORKS. Edited, with
Introductions and Notes, by Prof. DAVID
MASSON, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 2/. zs. [Uni-
form with the Cambridge Shakespeare.]

Edited by Prof. MASSON. 3 vols.

Fcp. Svo. 15^-.

Globe Edition. Edited by Prof.
MASSON. Globe Svo. 35. 6d.

PARADISE LOST, BOOKS i and 2. Edited

by MICHAEL MACMILLAN, B.A. is. gd. ;

sewed, is. 6d. BOOKS i and 2 (separately),
is. ^d. each ; sewed, is. each.

L'ALLEGRO, IL PENSEROSO, LYCIDAS,
ARCADES, SONNETS, ETC. Edited by WM.
BELL, M.A. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.

COMUS. By the same. is. $d. ; swd. is.

SAMSON AGONISTES. Edited by H. M.
PERCIVAL, M.A. 2s. ; sewed, is. gd.

MINCHIN (Prof. G. M.). NATURE VERI-
TAS. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

MORISON (Jeanie). THE PURPOSE OF THE
AGES. Cr. Svo. 9*.

MOULTON (Louise Chandler). IN THE
GARDEN OF DREAMS : Lyrics and Sonnets.
Cr. Svo. 6*.

MUDIE (C. E.). STRAY LEAVES: Poems.
4th Edit. Ext. fcp. Svo. $s. 6d.

MYERS (E.). THE PURITANS: A Poem.
Ext. fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

POEMS. Ext. fcp. Svo. 4^. 6d.
THE DEFENCE OF ROME: and other

Poems. Ext. fcp. Svo. 5^.
THE JUDGMENT OF PROMETHEUS : and

other Poems. Ext. fcp. Svo. 3$. 6d.

MYERS (F. W. H.). THE RENEWAL OF
YOUTH : and other Poems. Cr. Svo. ?s. 6d.

ST. PAUL : A Poem. Ext. fcp. Svo. 2s.6d.

NORTON (Hon. Mrs.). THE LADY OF LA
GARAYE. gih Edit. Fcp. Svo. 45. 6d.

PALGRAVE(Prof.F.T.). ORIGINAL HYMNS.
3rd Edit. iSmo. is. 6d.

LYRICAL POEMS. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

VISIONS OF ENGLAND. Cr. Svo. -?s. 6d.

PALGRAVE (W. G.). A VISION OF,LIFE:
SEMBLANCE AND REALITY. Globe 8vo.

PEEL (Edmund). ECHOES FROM HOREB r-

and other Poems. Cr. Svo.
3-$-. 6d.

POPE. (See GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

RAWNSLEY (H. D.). POEMS, BALLADS,,
AND BUCOLICS. Fcp. Svo. 5-y.

ROSSETTI (Christina). POEMS. New Col-
lected Edition. Globe Svo. js. 6d.
A PAGEANT : and other Poems. Ext.

fcp. Svo. 6s.

SCOTT. THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL,
and THE LADY OF THE LAKE. Edited by
Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE. is.

THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL. By
G. H. STUART, M.A., and E. H. ELLIOT,
B.A. Globe Svo. 2s. ; sewed, is. gd. Canto
I. gd. Cantos I. III. and IV. VI. is. 3d..
each ; sewed, is. each.

MARMION. Edited by MICHAEL MAC--
MILLAN, B.A. 3.?. ; sewed, 2s. 6d.

MARMION, and THE LORD OF THE ISLES.
By Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE. is.
- THE LADY OF THE LAKK. By G. H
STUART, M.A. Gl. Svo. 2s. 6d. ; swd. 2*.

ROKEBY. By MICHAEL MACMILLAN,.
B.A. 3-y. ; sewed, 2s. 6d.

(See also GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

SHAIRP (John Campbell). GLEN DESSERAY: :

and other Poems, Lyrical and Elegiac Ed
by F. T. PALGRAVE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SHAKESPEARE. THE WORKSOF WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE. Cambridge Edition. New
and Revised Edition, by W. ALOIS WRIGHT,.M.A. 9 vols. Svo. IQS. 6d. each. Quar-
terly Vols. Vol. I. Jan. 1891.

Victoria Edition. Ins vols. COME-
DIES

; HISTORIES
; TRAGEDIES. Cr. Svo.

6s. each.
- THE TEMPEST. With Introduction and 1

Notes, by K. DEIGHTON.. Gl. Svo. is. gd.
sewed, is. 6d.

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. 25.
; sewed

is. gd.
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, is. gd.

-

sewed, is. 6d.

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE, is. gd.
-

sewed, is. 6d.

As You LIKE IT. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d
TWELFTH NIGHT, is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.
THE WINTER'S TALE. 2s. ; sewed, is.gdKING JOHN. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.
RICHARD II. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.
HENRY V. is.gd. ; sewed, is.6d
RICHARD III. By C. H. TAWNEY, M.A.

zs. 6d. ; sewed, 2s.

CORIOLANUS. By K. DEIGHTON. 2s. 6d. -

sewed, zs.

JULIUS CESAR, is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.
MACBETH, is. gd.; sewed, is.6d.
HAMLET, ys. ; sewed, is. gd.
KING LEAR. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.
OTHELLO. 2s. ; sewed, is. gd.
ANTONYAND CLEOPATRA. 2s. 6d. ; swd. 23.
CYMBELINE. 2s. 6d. ; sewed, 2s.

(See also GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20 ; GOLDEN
TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)

SHELLEY. COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS.
Edited by Prof. DOWDEN. Portrait. Cr. Svo"
js.6d. (See GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)-

SKRINE (J. H.). UNDER TWO QUEENS
Cr. Svo. is.



LITERATURE.

LITERATURE.
Poetry and the Drama continued.

:SMITH (C. Barnard). POEMS. Fcp. 8vo. 55.

. SMITH (Horace). POEMS. Globe Svo. 55.

. SPENSER. (See GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

.-STEPHENS (J. B.).-CONVICT ONCE: and
other Poems. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

: STRETTELL (Alma). SPANISH AND ITAL-
IAN FOLK SONGS. Illustr. Roy.i6mo. i2s.6d.

-SYMONS (Arthur). DAYS AND NIGHTS.
Globe Svo. 6s.

'TENNYSON (Lord). COMPLETE WORKS.
New and Enlarged Edition, with Portrait.

Cr. Svo. js. 6d. School Edition. In Four
Parts. Cr. Svo. 25-. 6d. each.

POETICAL WOKKS. Pocket Edition.

iSmo, morocco, gilt edges. -js. 6d. net.

WORKS. Library Edition. In 8 vols.

Globe Svo. s-y. each. [Each volume may be
had separately.] POEMS, 2 vols. IDYLLS OF
THE KING. THE PRINCESS, and MAUD.
ENOCH ARDEN, and IN MEMORIAM. BAL-
LADS, and other Poems. QUEEN MARY, and
HAROLD. BECKET, and other Plays.

WORKS. Ext.fcp. Bv0. Edition, on Hand-
made Paper. In 7 vols. (supplied in sets

only), s/. i^s. 6d. EARLY POKMS. LUCRE-
TIUS, and other Poems. IDYLLS OF THE
KING. THE PRINCESS, and MAUD. ENOCH
ARDEN, and IN MEMORIAM. QUEEN MARY,
and HAROLD. BALLADS, and other Poems.

WORKS. Miniature Edition, in 14 vols.,
viz. THE POETICAL WORKS. 10 vols. in a
box. 25-y. THE DRAMATIC WORKS. 4 vols.

in a box. io.y. 6d.

The Original Editions. Fcp. Svo.

POEMS. 6s.

MAUD : and other Poems. 35. 6d.

THE PRINCESS. 3.?. 6d.

ENOCH ARDEN, etc. 35. 6d.

THE HOLY GRAIL : and other Poems. $s.6d.
BALLADS : and other Poems. 5^.

HAROLD : A Drama. 6s.

?UEEN
MARY : A Drama. 6s.

HE Cur, and THE FALCON. 5$.

BECKET. 6s.

TIRESIAS : and other Poems. 6s.

LOCKSLEY HALL SIXTY YEARS AFTER, etc. 6s.

DEMETER : and other Poems. 6.?.

The Royal Edition, i vol. Svo. i6s.

THE TENNYSON BIRTHDAY BOOK. Edit.

by EMILY SHAKESPEAR. iSmo. 2s. 6d.

THE BROOK. WT

ith 20 Illustrations by A.
WOODRUFF. 32010. 2.9. 6d.

SELECTIONS FROM TENNYSON'S WORKS.
Square Svo. 35. 6d.

-- SONGS FROM TENNYSON'S WRITINGS.

Square Svo. 2s. 6d.

SELECTIONS FROM TENNYSON. With In-

troduction and Notes, by F. J. ROWE, M.A.,
and W. T. WEBB. M.A. Globe Svo. 3*. 6d.

ENOCH ARDEN. By W. T. WEBB, M.A.
Globe Svo. 2s.

AYLMER'S FIELD. By W. T. WEBB, M.A.
Globe Svo. 2s.

THE COMING OF ARTHUR, and THE PASS-
ING OF ARTHUR. ByF. J. ROWE. Gl. Svo. as.

THE PRINCESS. By P. M. WALLACE, B.A.

'TENNYSON (Frederick). THE ISLES OF
GREECE : SAPPHO AND ALCAEUS. Cr. Svo.

7*. 6d.
DAPHNE : and other Poems. Cr.Svo. -js.6d.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam). (See ILLUS-
TRATED BOOKS.)

TRUMAN (Jos.). AFTER-THOUGHTS: Poems.
Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

TURNER (Charles Tennyson). COLLECTEB
SONNETS, OLD AND NEW. Ext.fcp.8vo. -js.6d.

TYRWHITT (R. St. John). FREE FIELD.
Lyrics, chiefly Descriptive. Gl. Svo. %s. 6d.

BATTLE AND AFTER, CONCERNING SER-
GEANT THOMAS ATKINS, GRENADIER
GUARDS : and other Verses. Gl. Svo. js.6d.

WARD (Samuel). LYRICAL RECREATIONS.
Fcp. Svo. 6s.

WHITTIER. COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS
OF JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER. With
Portrait. iSmo. 45-. 6d. (See also COL-
LECTED WORKS.)

WILLS (W. G.). MELCHIOR. Cr. Svo. gs.

WOOD (Andrew Goldie). THE ISLES OF THE
BLEST : and other Poems. Globe Svo. $s.

WOOLNER (Thomas). MY BEAUTIFUL
LADY. 3rd Edit. Fcp. Svo. 5.9.

PYGMALION. Cr. Svo. 75-. 6d.
SILENUS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WORDSWORTH. COMPLETE POETICAL
WORKS. Copyright Edition. With an Intro-
duction by JOHN MORLEY, and Portrait.
Cr. Svo. 7 ,y. 6d.

THE RECLUSE. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. Large
Paper Edition. Svo. los. 6d.

(See also GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)

Poetical Collections and Selections.

(See also GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20 ;

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG, p. 38.)

HALES (Prof. J. W.). LONGER ENGLISH
POEMS. With Notes, Philological and Ex-

planatory, and an Introduction on the Teach-
ing of English. Ext. fcp. Svo. 4-r. 6d.

MACDONALD (George). ENGLAND'S AN-
TIPHON. Cr. 8vo. 4.9. 6d.

MARTIN (F.). (See BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG,
P- 38.)

MASSON (R. O. and D.). THREE CENTURIES
OF ENGLISH POETRY. Being Selections from
Chaucer to Herrick. Globe Svo. 3^. 6d.

PALGRAVE (Prof. F. T.). THE GOLDEN
TREASURY OF THE BEST SONGS AND LYRICAL
POEMS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Large
Type. Cr. Svo. los. 6d. (See also GOLDEN
TREASURY SERIES, p. 20; BOOKS FOR THE
YOUNG, p. 38.)

WARD (T. H.). ENGLISH POETS. Selections,
with Critical Introductions by various Writers,
and a General Introduction by MATTHEW
ARNOLD. Edited by T. H. WARD, M.A.
4 vols. and Edit. Cr. Svo. -js. 6d. each.
Vol. I. CHAUCER TO DONNE ; II. BEN JON-
SON TO DRYDEN ; III. ADDISON TO BLAKE;
IV. WORDSWORTH TO ROSSETTI.

WOODS (M. A.). A FIRST POETRY BOOK.
Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.
A SECOND POETRY BOOK. 2 Parts. Fcp.

Svo. 2s. 6d. each.
A THIRD POETRY BOOK. Fcp. Svo. $s.6d.

WORDS FROM THE POETS. With a Vig-
nette and Frontispiece, isth Edit. i8mo. is.
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Prose Fiction.

BIKELAS (D.). LOUKIS LARAS ; or, The
Reminiscences of a Chiote Merchant during
the Greek War of Independence. Translated

by J. GENNADIUS. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

BJORNSON (B.). SYNNOVE SOLBAKKEN.
Translated by JULIE SUTTER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BLACK (William). THE STRANGE ADVEN-
TURES OF A PHAETON. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A PRINCESS OF THULE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE MAID OF KILLEENA : and other
TALES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MADCAP VIOLET. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GREEN PASTURES AND PICCADILLY. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

MACLEOD OF DARE. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WHITE WINGS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE BEAUTIFUL WRETCH ; THE FOUR
MAcNicoLs ; THE PUPIL OF AURELIUS.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SHANDON BELLS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

YOLANDE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

JUDITH SHAKESPEARE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE WISE WOMEN OF INVERNESS:' A
Tale, and other Miscellanies. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WHITE HEATHER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SABINA ZEMBRA. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BOLDREWOOD (Rolf). Uniform Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d. each.
ROBBERY UNDER ARMS: A Story of Life and
Adventure in the Bush and in the Goldfields
of Australia.

THE MINER'S RIGHT.
THE SQUATTER'S DREAM.
A SYDNEY-SIDE SAXON.
A COLONIAL REFORMER.

NEVERMORE. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. 315. 6d.

BURNETT (Frances Hodgson).-HAwoRTH's.
Globe 8vo. as.

LOUISIANA, and THAT LASS o' LOWRIE'S.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

CARMARTHEN (Marchioness of). A
LOVER OF THE BEAUTIFUL. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CONWAY (Hugh). A FAMILY AFFAIR.
Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

LIVING OR DEAD. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

CORBETT (Julian). THE FALL OF ASGARD :

ATaleofSt.Olaf'sDay. 2 vols. Gl. 8vo. izs.

FOR GOD AND GOLD. Cr. 8vo. 6.y.

KOPHETUA THE THIRTEENTH. 2 Vols.

Globe 8vo. i2s.

CRAIK (Mrs.). Uniform Edition. Cr. 8vo.

3.9. 6d. each.
OLIVE.
THE OGILVIES. Also Globe 8vo, 2*.

AGATHA'S HUSBAND. Also Globe 8vo, 2s.

THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY.
Two MARRIAGES. Also Globe 8vo, zs.

THE LAUREL BUSH. %

MY MOTHER AND I.

Miss TOMMY : A Mediaeval Romance.
KING ARTHUR : Not a Love Story.

CRAWFORD (F. Marion).- Uniform Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d. each.

MR. ISAACS : A Tale of Modern India.
DR. CLAUDIUS.
A ROMAN SINGER.
ZOROASTER.

CRAWFORD (F. Marion) continued.

A TALE OF A LONELY PARISH.
MARZIO'S CRUCIFIX.
PAUL PATOFF.
WITH THE IMMORTALS.
GREIFENSTEIN.
SANT' ILARIO.
A CIGARETTE MAKER'S ROMANCE.

KHALED : A Tale of Arabia. 2 vols. i2s.

THE WITCH OF PRAGUE. 3 vols. Cr.

8vo. 3U. 6d.

CUNNINGHAM (Sir H. S.). THE CCERU-
LEANS : A Vacation Idyll. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

THE HERIOTS. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

WHEAT AND TARES. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.

DAGONET THE JESTER. Cr. 8vo. 4s.6<t.

DAHN (Felix). FELICITAS. Translated by
M.A.C.E. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

DAY (Rev. Lai Behari). BENGAL PEASANT
LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FOLK TALES OF BENGAL. Cr. 8vo. 4S.6d.

DEFOE (D.). (See GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20:
GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)

DEMOCRACY : AN AMERICAN NOVEL. Cr.
8vo. 45. 6d.

DICKENS (Charles). THE POSTHUMOUS
PAPERS OF THE PICKWICK CLUB. With
Notes and Illustrations. Edit, by CHARLES
DICKENS the youuger. 2 vols. Ext.cr.8vo. 2is.

DILLWYN (E. A.). JILL. Cr. 8vo. fa.

JILL AND JACK. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. izs.

DUNSMUIR (Amy). VIDA : Study of a
Girl. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

EBERS (Dr. George). THE BURGOMASTER'S
WIFE. Transl. by C. BELL. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

ONLY A WORD. Translated by CLARA
BELL. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

" ESTELLE RUSSELL" (The Author of).
HARMONIA. 3 vols. Cr. Svo. %is. 6d.

FALCONER (Lanoe). CECILIA DE NOEL.
Cr. Svo. 3.?. 6d.

FLEMING (George). A NILE NOVEL. Gl.
Svo. 2s.

MIRAGE : A Novel. Globe Svo. 2s.

THE HEAD OF MEDUSA. Globe Svo. 2s.

VESTIGIA. Globe Svo. 2s.

FRATERNITY : A Romance. 2 vols. Cr.
SVO. 2IS.

"FRIENDS IN COUNCIL" (The Author
of). REALMAH. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GRAHAM (John W.). NE^RA : A Tale of
Ancient Rome. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HARBOUR BAR, THE. Cr. Svo. 6*.

HARDY (Arthur Sherburne). BUT YET A
WOMAN : A Novel. Cr. Svo. 4$. 6d.

THEWIND OF DESTINY, zvols. Gl.Svo. 12^.

HARDY (Thomas). THE WOODLANDERS.
Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

WESSEX TALES : STRANGE, LIVELY, AND
COMMONPLACE. Cr. Svo. 3$. 6d.

HARTE (Bret). CRESSY. Cr. Svo. 3$. f>d.

THE HERITAGE OF DEDLOW MARSH
and other Tales. Cr. Svo. -$s. 6d.
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LITERATURE.
Prose Fiction continued.

" HOGAN, M.P." (The Author of). HOGAN,
M.P. Globe 8vo. 2*.

THE HONOURABLE Miss FERRARD. Gl.

8VO. 2S.

FLITTERS, TATTERS, AND THE COUN-
SELLOR, ETC. Globe 8vo. 2.5-.

CHRISTY CAREW. Globe 8vo. zs.

ISMAY'S CHILDREN. Globe 8vo. 2s.

HOPPUS (Mary). A GREAT TREASON : A
Story of the War of Independence. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. 9.?.

HUGHES (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL
DAYS. By AN OLD BOY. Golden Treasury
Edition. 4^. 6d. Uniform Edition. 3^. 6d.

People's Edition. 2s. People's Sixpenny
Edition. Illustr. Med. 410. 6d. Uniform
with Sixpenny Kingsley. Med. 8vo. 6d.

TOM BROWN AT OXFORD. Cr. 8vo. y.6d.
THE SCOURING OF THE WHITE HORSE,

and THE ASHEN FAGGOT. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

IRVING (Washington). (See ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS, p. 12.)

JACKSON (Helen). RAMONA. Gl. 8vo. ts.

JAMES (Henry). THE EUROPEANS: A Novel.
Cr. 8vo. 6s. ; i8mo, 2s.

DAISY MILLEK : and other Stories. Cr.

8vo-. 6s.
;
Globe 8vo, 2s.

THE AMERICAN. Cr. 8vo. 6s. iSmo.
2 vols. 4-f.

RODERICK HUDSON. Cr. 8vo. 6s. ; Gl.

8vo, 2s. ; iSmo, 2 vols. 4.?.

THE MADONNA OF THE FUTURE : and
other Tales. Cr. 8vo. 6s. ; Globe 8vo, 2s.

WASHINGTON SQUARE, THE PENSION
BEAUREPAS. Cr. 8vo. 6s. , Globe 8vo, 2s.

THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Cr. 8vo.

6*. ; i8mo, 3 vols. 6.?.

STORIES REVIVED. In Two Series.

Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.
THE BOSTONIANS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

NOVELS AND TALES. Pocket Edition.

i8mo. 2s. each volume.
CONFIDENCE, i vol.

THE SIEGE OF LONDON
;
MADAME DE

MAUVES. i vol.

AN INTERNATIONAL EPISODE ;
THE PEN-

SION BEAUREPAS ;
THE POINT OF VIEW.

i vol.

DAISY MILLER, a Study ; FOUR MEET-
INGS ;

LONGSTAFF'S MARRIAGE ; BEN-
VOLIO. i vol.

THE MADONNA OF THE FUTURE ; A
BUNDLE OF LETTERS ;

THE DIARY OF
A MAN OF FIFTY ; EUGENE PICKERING.
i vol.

- TALES OF THREE CITIES. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.
- THE PRINCESS CASAMASSIMA. Cr. 8vo.

6.v. ; Globe 8vo, vs.

PARTIAL PORTRAITS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE REVERBERATOR. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE ASPERN PAPERS; LOUISA PALLANT;
THE MODERN WARNING. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.

A LONDON LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

THE TRAGIC MUSE. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

KEARY (Annie). JANET'S HOME. Cr. 8vo.

35. 6d.

CLEMENCY FRANKLYN. Globe 8vo. 23.

OLDBURY. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

KEARY (Annie). A YORK AND A LANCAS-
TER ROSE. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

CASTLE DALY. Cr. 8vo. -$s. 6d.- A DOUBTING HEART. Cr. 8vo. y.6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). Eversley Edition.

13 vols. Globe Svo. $s. each. WESTWARD-
Ho ! 2 vols. Two YEARS AGO. 2 vols.

HYPATIA. 2 vols. YEAST, i vol. ALTON
LOCKE. 2 vols. HEREWARD THE WAKE.
2 vols.

Complete Edition. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d. each.
WESTWARD Ho! With a Portrait.

HYPATIA. YEAST. ALTON LOCKE. Two
YEARS AGO. HEREWARD THE WAKE.- Sixpenny Edition. Med. Svo. 6d*

each. WESTWARD Ho ! HYPATIA. >

YEAST. ALTON LOCKE. Two YEARS AGO.
HEREWARD THE WAKE.

KIPLING (Rudyard). PLAIN TALES FROM
THE HILLS. Cr. Svo. 6s.- THE LIGHT THAT FAILED. Cr. Svo. 6s-

LIFE'S HANDICAP : Being Stories of mine
own People. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LAFARGUE (Philip). THE NEW JUDGMENT
OF PARIS. 2 vols. Globe Svo. izs.

LEE (Margaret). FAITHFUL AND UNFAITH-
FUL. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

LEVY (A.). REUBEN SACHS. Cr. Svo.

LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN, A.

24th Thousand. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

"LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN,
A "

(Author of). THE LAND OF DARKNESS.
Cr. Svo. ss.

LYTTON (Earl of ). THE RING OF AMASIS :

A Romance. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

McLENNAN (Malcolm). MUCKLE JOCK;
and other Tales of Peasant Life in the North.
Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.

MACQUOID (K. S.). PATTY. Gl. Svo. 2-s.

MADOC (Fayr). THE STORY OF MELICENT.
Cr. Svo. 4S. 6d.

MALET (Lucas). MRS. LORIMER : A Sketch
in Black and White. Cr. Svo.

; 3*. 6d.

MALORY (Sir Thos.). (See GLOBE LIBRARY,
p. 20.)

MINTO (W.). THE MEDIATION OF RALPH
HARDELOT. 3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31-5-. 6d.

MITFORD (A. B.). TALES OF OLD JAPAN.
With Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

MIZ MAZE (THE) ; OR, THE WINKWORTH
PUZZLE. A Story in Letters by Nine
Authors. Cr. Svo. 4-5-. 6d.

MURRAY (D. Christie). AUNT RACHEL.
Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.- SCHWARTZ. Cr. Svo. 35-. 6d.- THE WEAKER VESSEL. Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.- JOHN VALE'S GUARDIAN. Cr. Svo. 3^.6^.

MURRAY (D. Christie) and HERMAN (H.).
HE FELL AMONG THIEVES. Cr.Svo. -$s.6d.

NEW ANTIGONE, THE: A ROMANCE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

NOEL (Lady Augusta). HITHERSEA MERE.
3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31^. 6d.

NORRIS (W. E.). MY FRIEND JIM. Globe
Svo. 2s.- CHRIS. Globe Svo. 2s.



PROSE FICTION COLLECTED WORKS.

NORTON (Hon. Mrs.).-OLD SIR DOUG-
LAS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

OLIPHANT (Mrs. M. O. W.). A SON OF
THE SOIL. Globe 8vo. 2.5-.

THE CURATE IN CHARGE. Globe 8vo. zs.

YOUNG MUSGRAVE. Globe 8vo. 25.

HE THAT WILL NOT WHEN HE MAY.
Globe 8vo. 2s.

SIR TOM. Globe 8vo. 25.

HESTER. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

THE WIZARD'S SON. Globe 8vo. 2s.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN AND HIS
FAMILY. Globe 8vo. zs.

THE SECOND SON. Globe 8vo. 2s.

NEIGHBOURS ON THE GREEN. Cr. 8vo.

3*. 6d.

JOYCE. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.
A BELEAGUERED CITY. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.
KIRSTEEN. Cr. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

THE RAILWAY MAN AND HIS CHILDREN.
3 vols. Cr. 8vo. 3 is. 6d.

PALMER (Lady Sophia). MRS. PENICOTT'S
LODGER : and other Stories. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

PATER (Walter). MARIUS THE EPICUREAN :

His SENSATIONS AND IDEAS. 3rd Edit. 2

vols. 8vo. i2s.

ROSS (Percy). A MISGUIDIT LASSIE. Cr.
8vo. 4J. 6d.

RUSSELL (W. Clark). MAROONED. Cr.
8vo. 3$. 6d.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.). A SOUTH SEA
LOVER : A Romance. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SHORTHOUSE (J. Henry). Uniform Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d. each.

JOHN INGLESANT : A Romance.
SIR PERCIVAL : A Story of the Past and of

the Present.
THE LITTLE SCHOOLMASTER MARK : A

Spiritual Romance.
A TEACHER OF THE VIOLIN : and other Tales.
THE COUNTESS EVE.

BLANCHE, LADY FALAISE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SLIP IN THE FENS, A. Globe 8vo. as.

TIM : A STORY OF SCHOOL LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TOURGENIEF. VIRGIN SOIL. Translated

by ASHTON W. DILKE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

VELEY (Margaret). A GARDEN OF MEMO-
RIES ; MRS. AUSTIN ; LIZZIE'S BARGAIN.
Three Stories. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. i2s.

VOICES CRYING IN THE WILDER-
NESS : A NOVEL. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

WARD (Mrs. T. Humphry). Miss BRETHER-
TON. Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

WORTHEY (Mrs.). THE NEW CONTINENT :

A Novel. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. 12^.

YONGE (Charlotte M.). Uniform Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d. each.
THE HEIR OF REDCLYFFE.
HEARTSEASE.
HOPES AND FEARS.
DYNEVOR TERRACE.
THE DAISY CHAIN.
THE TRIAL: MORE LINKS OF THE DAISY
CHAIN.

PILLARS OF THE HOUSE. Vol. I.

PILLARS OF THE HOUSE. Vol. II.

THE YOUNG STEPMOTHER.
CLEVER WOMAN OF THE FAMILY.
THE THREE BRIDES.
MY YOUNG ALCIDES.
THE CAGED LION.

YONGE (Charlotte M.). Uniform Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 35-. 6d. each.
THE DOVE IN THE EAGLE'S NEST.
THE CHAPLET OF PEARLS.
LADY HESTER, and THE DANVERS PAPERS.
MAGNUM BONUM.
LOVE AND LIFE.
UNKNOWN TO HISTORY.
STRAY PEARLS.
THE ARMOURER'S PRENTICES.
THE Two SIDES OF THE SHIELD.
NUTTIE'S FATHER.
SCENES AND CHARACTERS.
CHANTRY HOUSE.
A MODERN TELEMACHUS.
BYE WORDS.
BEECHCROFT AT ROCKSTONE.
MORE BYWORDS.
A REPUTED CHANGELING ; or, Three Seventh
Years Two Centuries Ago.

THE LITTLE DUKE,RICHARD THE FEARLESS.
THE LANCES OF LYNWOOD.
THE PRINCE AND THE PAGE.
THE Two PENNILESS PRINCESSES : A Story

of the Time of James I. of Scotland.
P's AND Q's : LITTLE LUCY'S WONDERFUL
GLOBE.
THAT STICK. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. i2s.

Collected Works ; Essays ; Lectures
;

Letters ;
Miscellaneous Works.

AN AUTHOR'S LOVE. Being the Unpub-
lished Letters of PROSPER MERIMEE'S
"Inconnue." 2 vols. Ext. cr. 8vo. i2s.

ARNOLD (Matthew). ESSAYS IN CRITICISM.
6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 9*.

ESSAYS IN CRITICISM. Second Series.

Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

DISCOURSES IN AMERICA. Cr. 8vo. 43. 6d.

BACON. With Introduction and Notes, by
F. G. SELBY, M.A. Gl. 8vo. 3$. ; swd. 2s.6d.

(See also GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20.)

BLACKIE (John Stuart). LAY SERMONS.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BRIDGES (John A.). IDYLLS OF A LOST
VILLAGE. Cr. 8vo. "s. 6d.

BRIMLEY (George). ESSAYS. Globe 8vo. Sj.

BUNYAN (John). THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
FROM THIS WORLD TO THAT WHICH is TO
COME. i8mo. 2S. 6d. net.

BUTCHER (Prof. S. H.) SOME ASPECTS OF
THE GREKK GENIUS. Cr. 8vo.

CARLYLE (Thomas). (See BIOGRAPHY.)
CHURCH (Dean). MISCELLANEOUS WRI-
TINGS. Collected Edition. 5 vols. Globe
8vo. 5.9. each. Vol. I. MISCELLANEOUS
ESSAYS. II. DANTE: AND OTHER ESSAYS.

III. ST. ANSELM. IV. SPENSER. V.
BACON.

CLIFFORD (Prof. W. K.). LECTURES AND
ESSAYS. Edited by LESLIE STEPHEN and
Sir F. POLLOCK. Cr. 8vo. 8-y. 6d.

CLOUGH (A. H.). PROSE REMAINS. With
a Selection from his Letters, and a Memoir
by His WIFE. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

COLLINS (J. Churton). THE STUDY OF
ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr. 8vo.

CRAIK (Mrs.). CONCERNING MEN: and
other Papers. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

ABOUT MONEY : and other Things. Cr.
8vo. 6.y.

SERMONS OUT OF CHURCH. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
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Letters; Miscellaneous Works contd.

DE VERE (Aubrey). ESSAYS CHIEFLY ON
POETRY. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. i2s.

ESSAYS, CHIEFLY LITERARY AND ETHI-
CAL. Globe 8vo. 6s.

DRYDEN, ESSAYS OF. Edited by Prof.

C. D. YONGE. Fcp. 8vo. 2S. 6d. (See also

GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20.)

DUFF (Rt. Hon. Sir M. E. Grant). MISCEL-

LANIES, POLITICAL AND LITERARY. 8vo.

los. 6d.

EMERSON(RalphWaldo). THE COLLECTED
WORKS. 6 vols. Globe 8vo. 55-. each.

I. MISCELLANIES. With an Introductory

Essay by JOHN MORLEY. II. ESSAYS.
III. POEMS. IV. ENGLISH TRAITS; RE-
PRKSENTATIVE MEN. V. CONDUCT OF LlFE ;

SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE. VI. LETTERS ;

SOCIAL AIMS, ETC.

FITZGERALD (Edward): LETTERS AND
LITERARY REMAINS OF. Ed. by W. ALOIS

WRIGHT, M.A. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. 31*. 6d.

GLOBE LIBRARY. Gl. 8vo. y. 6rf. each :

BURNS. COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS AND
LETTERS. Edited, with Life and Glossarial

Index, by ALEXANDER SMITH.

COWPER. POETICAL WORKS. Edited by
the Rev. W. BENHAM, B.D.

DEFOE. THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE. With Introduction by HENRY
KINGSLEY.

DRYDEN. POETICAL WORKS. A Revised
Text and Notes. By W. D.CHRISTIE, M.A.

GOLDSMITH. MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
Edited by Prof. MASSON.

HORACE. WORKS. Rendered into English
Prose by JAMES LONSDALE and S. LEE.

MALORY. LE MORTE D'ARTHUR. Sir Thos.

Malory's Book of King Arthur and of his

Noble Knights of the Round Table. The
Edition of Caxton, revised for modern use.

By Sir E. STRACHEY, Bart.

MILTON. POETICAL WORKS. Edited, with

Introductions, by Prof. MASSON.
POPE. POETICAL WORKS. Edited, with
Memoir and Notes, by Prof. WARD.

SCOTT. POETICAL WORKS. With Essay
by Prof. PALGRAVE.

SHAKESPEARE. COMPLETE WORKS. Edit.

by W. G. CLARK and W. ALOIS WRIGHT.
India Paper Edition. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra,

gilt edges. T.OS. 6d. net.

SPENSER. COMPLETE WORKS Edited by
R. MORRIS. Memoir by J. W. HALES, M.A.

VIRGIL. WORKS. Rendered into English
Prose by JAMES LONSDALE and S. LEE.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES. Uni-

formly printed in i8mo, with Vignette Titles

by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, Sir NOEL PATON,
T. WOOLNER, W. HOLMAN HUNT, ARTHUR
HUGHES, etc. $s. 6d. each. Also a re-issue

in monthly vols. zs. 6d. net, from June, 1891.

THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF THE BEST SONGS
AND LYRICAL POEMS IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Selected and arranged, with

Notes, by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE.

THE CHILDREN'S GARLAND FROM THE BEST
POETS. Selected by COVENTRY PATMORE.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES contd.

BUNYAN. THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS FROM
THIS WORLD TO THAT WHICH is TO COME.

BACON. ESSAYS, and COLOURS OF GOOD
AND EVIL. With Notes and Glossarial

Index by W. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A.
THE BOOK OF PRAISE. From the Best Eng-

lish Hymn Writers. Selected by ROUN-
DELL, EARL OF SELBORNE.

THE FAIRY BOOK : THE BEST POPULAR
FAIRY STORIES. Selected by Mrs. CRAIK,
Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."

THE JEST BOOK. The Choicest Anecdotes
and Sayings. Arranged by MARK LEMON.

THE BALLAD BOOK/ A Selection of the

Choicest British Ballads. Edited by
WILLIAM ALLINGHAM.

THE SUNDAY BOOK OF POETRY FOR THE
YOUNG. Selected by C. F. ALEXANDER.

THE SONG BOOK. Words and Tunes se-

lected and arranged by JOHN HULLAH.
SCOTTISH SONG. Compiled by MARY CAR-
LYLE AlTKEN.

LA LYRE FRANCAISE. Selected and arranged,
with Notes, by G. MASSON.

DEUTSCHE LYRIK. The Golden Treasury
of the best German Lyrical Poems. Se-

lected by Dr. BUCHHEIM.
BALLADEN UNO ROMANZEN. Being a Se-

lection of the best German Ballads and
Romances. Edited, with Introduction and

Notes, by Dr. BUCHHEIM.
A BOOK OF GOLDEN THOUGHTS. By HENRY
ATTVVELL.

ADDISON. ESSAYS. Chosen and Edited by
JOHN RICHARD GREEN.

MATTHEW ARNOLD. SELECTED POEMS.
SIR THOMAS BROWNE. RELIGIO MEDICI,
LETTER TO A FRIEND, &c., AND CHRIST-
IAN MORALS. Edited by W. A. GREEN-
HILL, M.D.

BYRON. POETRY. Chosen and arranged
by MATTHEW ARNOLD. Large Paper
Edition, gs.

COWPER. SELECTIONS FROM POEMS. With
an Introduction by Mrs. OLIPHANT.
LETTERS. Edited, with Introduction, by
Rev. W. BENHAM.

DEFOE. THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE. Edited by J. W. CLARK, M.A.

HARE. GUESSES AT TRUTH. By Two
Brothers.

HERRICK. CHRYSOMELA. Edited by Prof.

F. T. PALGRAVE.
HUGHES. TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS.
KEATS. THE POETICAL WORKS. Edited

by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE.
LAMB. TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE. Edited

by Rev. ALFRED AINGER, M.A.
LANDOR. SELECTIONS. Ed. by S. COLVIN.
LONGFELLOW. POEMS OF PLACES : ENG-
LAND AND WALES. Edited by H. W.
LONGFELLOW. 2 vols.

BALLADS, LYRICS, AND SONNETS.
MOHAMMAD. SPEECHES AND TABLE-TALK.
Translated by STANLEY LANE-POOLE.

NEWCASTLE. THE CAVALIER AND HIS

LADY. Selections from the Works of the

First Duke and Duchess of Newcastle.
Withan Introductory Essayby E.JENKINS.

PLATO. THE REPUBLIC. Translated by
J. LL. DAVIES, M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN.
THE TRIAL AND DEATH OF SOCRATES.

Being the Euthyphron, Apology, Crito and
Phaedo of Plato. Transl. by F. J. CHURCH.
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PLATO. THE PHAEDRUS, LYSIS, AND PRO-
TAGORAS. Translated by J. WRIGHT.

SHAKESPEARE. SONGS AND SONNETS. Ed.
with Notes, by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE.

SHELLEY.- POEMS. Edited bv STOPFORD
A. BROOKE. Large Paper Edit. izs. 6d.

TENNYSON. LYRICAL POEMS. Selected and
Annotated by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE.
Large Paper Edition, gs.
IN MEMORIAM. Large Paper Edit. 9$.

THEOCRITUS. BION, AND MOSCHUS. Ren-
dered into English Prose by ANDREW
LANG. Large Paper Edition, gs.

WORDSWORTH. POEMS. Chosen and Edited

by M. ARNOLD. Large Paper Edition. gs.
CHARLOTTE M. YONGE. A BOOK OF WOR-
THIES, GATHERED FROM OLD HISTORIES
AND WRITTEN ANEW.
A BOOK OF GOLDEN DEEDS OF ALL
TIMES AND ALL COUNTRIES.
THE STORY OF THE CHRISTIANS AND
MOORS IN SPAIN.

GOLDSMITH, ESSAYS OF. Edited by C. D.
YONGE, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. (See also
GLOBE LIBRARY, p. 20; ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS, p. 12.)

GRAY (Thomas). WORKS. Edited by ED-
MUND GOSSE. In 4 vols. Globe 8vo. 205-.

Vol. I. POEMS, JOURNALS, AND ESSAYS.
II. LETTERS. III. LETTERS. IV. NOTES
ON ARISTOPHANES AND PLATO.

HAMERTON (P. G.). THE INTELLECTUAL
LIFE. Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

HUMAN INTERCOURSE. Cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.
FRENCH AND ENGLISH : A Comparison.

Cr. 8vo. -LOS. 6d.

HARRISON (Frederic). THE CHOICE OF
BOOKS. Gl. 8vo. 6s. Large Paper Ed. 15$.

HARWOOD (George). FROM WITHIN. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

HELPS (Sir Arthur). ESSAYS WRITTEN IN
THE INTERVALS OF BUSINESS. With Intro-
duction and Notes, by F. J. ROWE, M.A.,
and W. T. WEBB, M.A. is. gd. ; swd. M. 6<t.

HOBART (Lord). ESSAYS AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS WRITINGS. With Biographical
Sketch. Edited by Lady HOBART. 2 vols.

8vo. 25.?.

HUTTON (R. H.). ESSAYS ON SOME OF THE
MODERN GUIDES OF ENGLISH THOUGHT IN
MATTERS OF FAITH. Globe 8vo. 6,y.

ESSAYS. 2 vols. Gl. 8vo. 6s. each. Vol.
I. Literary; II. Theological.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.). LAY SERMONS, AD-
DRESSES, AND REVIEWS. 8vo. 75-. 6d.

ESSAYS SELECTED FROM ABOVE. Cr.SvO. IS.

CRITIQUES AND ADDRESSES. 8vo. ios.6d.
AMERICAN ADDRESSES, WITH A LECTURE

ON THE STUDY OF BIOLOGY. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

SCIENCE AND CULTURE, AND OTHER
ESSAYS. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

INTRODUCTORY SCIENCE PRIMER. i8mo.ij.
ESSAYS ON SOME CONTROVERTED QUES-

TIONS. 8vo.

JAMES (Henry)- FRENCH POETS AND NO-
VELISTS. New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

PORTRAITS OF PLACES. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

KEATS. LETTERS. Edited by SIDNEY
COLVIN. Globe 8vo. 6s.

KINGSLEY (Charles). COMPLETE EDITION
OF THE WORKS OF CHARLES KINGSLEY.
Cr. 8vo. is. 6d. each.

WESTWARD Ho ! With a Portrait.

HYPATIA.
YEAST.
ALTON LOCKE.
Two YEARS AGO.
HEREWARD THE WAKE.
POEMS.
THE HEROES; or, Greek Fairy Tales for

my Children.
THE WATER BABIES : A Fairy Tale for a
Land Baby.

MADAM How AND LADY WHY ; or, First

Lesson in Earth-Lore for Children.
AT LAST : A Christmas in the West Indies.

PROSE IDYLLS.
PLAYS AND PURITANS.
THE ROMAN AND THE TEUTON. With Pre-

face by Professor MAX MULLER.
SANITARY AND SOCIAL LECTURES.
HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS.
SCIENTIFIC LECTURES AND ESSAYS.
LITERARY AND GENERAL LECTURES.
THE HERMITS.
GLAUCUS ; or, The Wonders of the Sea-

Shore. With Coloured Illustrations.

VILLAGE AND TOWN AND COUNTRY SERMONS.
THE WATER OF LIFE, AND OTHER SERMONS.
SERMONS ON NATIONAL SUBJECTS : AND THE
KING OF THE EARTH.

SERMONS FOR THE TIMES.
GOOD NEWS OF GOD.
THE GOSPEL OF THE PENTATEUCH : AND
DAVID.

DISCIPLINE, AND OTHER SERMONS.
WESTMINSTER SERMONS.
ALL SAINTS' DAY, AND OTHER SERMONS.

LAMB (Charles). COLLECTED WORKS. Ed.,
with Introduction and Notes, by the Rev.
ALFRED AINGER, M.A. Globe 8vo. 5^. each
volume. I. ESSAYS OF ELIA. II. PLAYS,
POEMS, AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. III.

MRS. LEICESTER'S SCHOOL ; THE ADVEN-
TURES OF ULYSSES ; AND OTHER ESSAYS.
IV. TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE. V. and VI.
LETTERS. Newly arranged, with additions.

TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE. i8mo. ^s.6d.
Globe Readings Edition. Globe 8vo. 2S.

LANKESTER(Prof.E.Ray).-THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF SCIENCE. Occasional Essays and
Addresses. 8vo. los. 6d.

LIGHTFOOT (Bishop). ESSAYS. 2 vols.

I. THEOLOGICAL. II. MISCELLANEOUS. 8vo.

LODGE (Prof. Oliver). THE PIONEERS OF
SCIENCE. Illustrated. Ext. cr. 8vo.

LOWELL (Jas. Russell). COMPLETEWORKS.
10 vols. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each. Vols. I. IV.
LITERARY ESSAYS. V. POLITICAL ESSAYS.

VI. LITERARY AND POLITICALADDRESSES.
VII. X. POETICAL WORKS.

POLITICAL ESSAYS. Ext. cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

LUBBOCK (Rt. Hon. Sir John, Bart.).-Sci-
ENTIFIC LECTURES. Illustrated. 2nd Edit,
revised. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL AD-
DRESSES. 8vo. .y. 6d.

FIFTY YEARS OF SCIENCE : Address to
the British Association, 1881. 5th Edit.
Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.
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LUBBOCK (Rt. Hon Sir John, Bart.). THE
PLEASURES OF LIFE. New Edition. 6oth

Thousand. Gl.Svo. Parti, i.y.6^.; swd. is.

Library Edition. 35-. 6d. Part II. is. 6d. ;

sewed, is. Library Edition. T,s.6d.- Com-
plete in i vol. 2s. 6d.

MACMILLAN (Rev. Hugh). ROMAN MO-
SAICS , or, Studies in Rome and its Neigh-
bourhood. Globe 8vo. 6s.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). -THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE ART OF CONVERSATION. Cr.Svo. ^s.6d.

MASSON (David). WORDSWORTH, SHELLEY,
KEATS : and other Essays. Cr. 8vo. 55-.

MAURICE (F. D.). THE FRIENDSHIP OF
BOOKS : and other Lectures. Cr. Svo. 4^. 6d.

MORLEY (John). WORKS. Collected Edit.

In ii vols. Globe Svo. 5.?. each. VOLTAIRE.
i vol.- ROUSSEAU. 2 vols. DIDEROT AND
THE ENCYLOP^EDISTS. 2 vols. ON COM-
PROMISE, i vol. MISCELLANIES. 3 vols.

BURKE, i vol. STUDIES IN LITERATURE.
i vol.

MYERS (F.W.H.). -ESSAYS. 2 vols. Cr.Svo.

4-y. 6d. each. I. CLASSICAL; II. MODERN.
NADAL (E. S.). ESSAYS AT HOME AND
ELSEWHERE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

OLIPHANT(T.L.Kington). THE DUKE AND
THE SCHOLAR : and other Essays. Svo. js.6d.

OWENS COLLEGE ESSAYS AND AD-
DRESSES. By Professors and Lecturers
of the College. Svo. 14^.

PATER (W.). THE RENAISSANCE ; Studies
in Art and Poetry. 4th Ed. Cr.Svo. ios.6d.

IMAGINARY PORTRAITS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

APPRECIATIONS. With an Essay on
"
Style." 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d.

MARIUS THE EPICUREAN. 2 vols. Cr.

SVO. I2S.

PICTON (J. A.). THE MYSTERY OF MATTER :

and other Essays. Cr. Svo. 6s.

POLLOCK (Sir F., Bart.). OXFORD LEC-
TURES : and other Discourses. Svo. gs.

POOLE (M. E.). PICTURES OF COTTAGE
LIFE IN THE WEST OF ENGLAND. 2nd Ed.
Cr. Svo. -$s. 6d.

POTTER (Louisa). LANCASHIRE MEMORIES.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

PRICKARD (A. O.). ARISTOTLE ON THE
ART OF POETRY. Cr. Svo. %s. 6d.

RUMFORD. COMPLETE WORKS OF COUNT
RUMFORD. Memoir by G. ELLIS. Por-
trait. 5 vols. Svo. 4/. 145-. 6d.

SCIENCE LECTURES AT SOUTH KEN-
SINGTON. Illustr. 2 vols. Cr.Svo. 6*. each.

SMALLEY (George W.). LONDON LETTERS
AND SOME OTHERS. 2 VOls. 8vO. ^2S.

STEPHEN (Sir James Fitzjames, Bart.).
HORAE SABBATICAE. Globe Svo.

THRING (Edward). THOUGHTS ON LIFE
SCIENCE. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

WESTCOTT (Bishop). (See THEOLOGY, p. 36.)

WILSON (Dr. George). RELIGIO CHEMICI.
Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d.

THE FIVE GATEWAYS OF KNOWLEDGE
9th Edit. Ext. fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

WHITTIER (John Greenleaf). THE COM-
PLETE WORKS. 7 vols. Cr. Svo. 6s. each.
Vol. I. NARRATIVE AND LEGENDARY POEMS.

II. POEMS OF NATURE ; POEMS SUBJEC-
TIVE AND REMINISCENT ; RELIGIOUS POEMS.

III. ANTI-SLAVERY POEMS ; SONGS OF
LABOUR AND REFORM. IV. PERSONAL
POEMS; OCCASIONAL POEMS ;

THE TENT ON
THE BEACH ; with the Poems of ELIZABETH
H. WHITTIER, and an Appendix containing
Early and Uncollected Verses. V. MAR-
GARET SMITH'S JOURNAL ; TALES AND
SKETCHES. VI. OLD PORTRAITS AND MO-
DERN SKETCHES ; PERSONAL SKETCHES AND
TRIBUTES ;

HISTORICAL PAPERS. VII. THE
CONFLICT WITH SLAVERY, POLITICS, AND
REFORM

;
THE INNER LIFE, CRITICISM.

LOGIC. (See under PHILOSOPHY, p. 26.)

MAGAZINES. (See PERIODICALS).

MAGNETISM. (See under PHYSICS, p. 26.)

MATHEMATICS, History of.

BALL (W. W. R.). A SHORT ACCOUNT OF
THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. Cr. Svo.

los. 6d.

MEDICINE.
(See also DOMESTIC ECONOMY ; NURSING ;

HYGIENE ; PHYSIOLOGY.)
ACLAND (Sir H. W.). THE ARMY MEDICAL
SCHOOL : Address at Netley Hospital, is.

ALLBUTT (Dr. T. Clifford). ON THE USE
OF THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. Svo. i$s.

ANDERSON (Dr. McCall). LECTURES ON
CLINICAL MEDICINE. Illustr. Svo. IQS. 6d.

BALLANCE(C.A.) and EDMUNDS (Dr.W.).
LIGATION IN CONTINUITY. Illustr. Roy.Svo.

BARWELL (Richard, F.R.C.S.). THE
CAUSES AND TREATMENT OF LATERAL
CURVATURE OF THE SPINE. Cr. Svo. =,s.

ON ANEURISM, ESPECIALLY OF THE
THORAX AND ROOT OF THE NECK. 35-. 6d.

BASTIAN (H. Charlton). ON PARALYSIS
FROM BRAIN DISEASE IN ITS COMMON
FORMS. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

BICKERTON (T. H.). ON COLOUR BLIND-
NESS. Cr. Svo.

BRAIN: A JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGY. Edited
for the Neurological Society f London, by
A. DE WATTEVILLE, Quarterly. Svo. -$s.6d.

(Part I. in Jan. 1878.) Vols. I. to XII. Svo.

iS-y. each. [Cloth covers for binding, is. each.]

BRUNTON (Dr. T. Lauder). A TEXT-
BOOK OF PHARMACOLOGY, THERAPEUTICS,
AND MATERIA MEDICA. 3rd Edit. Med.
Svo. 2is. Or in 2 vols. 225. 6d.

DISORDERS OF DIGESTION : THEIR CON-
SEQUENCES AND TREATMENT. 8vo. los. 6d.

PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS; or,

Medicine Past and Present. Cr. Svo. 6.y.

TABLES OF MATERIA MEDICA : A Com-
panion to the Materia Medica Museum.
Svo. S.T.

CROONIAN LECTURES ON THE CONNEC-
TION BETWEEN CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION. Being an In-

troduction to Modern Therapeutics. Svo.

BUCKNILL (Dr.). THE CARE OF THE IN-

SANE. Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.

CARTER (R. Brudenell, F.C.S.). A PRAC-
TICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE EYE.
Svo. i6s.
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CARTER (R. Brudenell). EYESIGHT, GOOD
AND BAD. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MODERN OPERATIONS FOR CATARACT.
8vo. 6s.

CHRISTIE (J.). CHOLERA EPIDEMICS IN
EAST AFRICA. 8vo. 15$.

COWELL (George). LECTURES ON CATA-
RACT : ITS CAUSES, VARIETIES, AND TREAT-
MENT. Cr. 8vo. 4-y. 6d.

FLUCKIGER (F. A.) and HANBURY (D.).
PHARMACOGRAPHIA. A History of the

Principal Drugs of Vegetable Origin met
with in Great Britain and India. 8vo. 215.

FOTHERGILL (Dr. J. Milner). THE PRAC-
TITIONER'S HANDBOOK OF TREATMENT ;

or, The Principles of Therapeutics. 8vo. i6s.

THE ANTAGONISM OF THERAPEUTIC
AGENTS, AND WHAT IT TEACHES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FOOD FOR THE INVALID, THE CONVALES-
CENT, THE DYSPEPTIC, AND THE GOUTY.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

FOX (Dr. Wilson). ON THE ARTIFICIAL
PRODUCTION OF TUBERCLE IN THE LOWER
ANIMALS. With Plates. 410. 5*. 6d.

ON THE TREATMENT OF HYPERPYREXIA,
AS ILLUSTRATED IN ACUTE ARTICULAR
RHEUMATISM BY MEANS OF THE EXTERNAL
APPLICATION OF COLD. 8vo. zs. 6d.

GRIFFITHS (W. H.). LESSONS ON PRE-
SCRIPTIONS AND THE ART OF PRESCRIBING.
New Edition. i8mo. 3$. 6d.

HAMILTON (Prof. D. J.). ON THE PATHO-
LOGY OF BRONCHITIS, CATARRHAL PNEU-
MONIA, TUBERCLE, AND ALLIED LESIONS OF
THE HUMAN LUNG. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

A TEXT-BOOK OF PATHOLOGY, SYSTE-
MATIC AND PRACTICAL. Illustrated. Vol.
I. 8vo. 25.?.

HANBURY (Daniel). SCIENCE PAPERS,
CHIEFLY PHARMACOLOGICAL AND BOTANI-
CAL. Med. 8vo. 14.9.

KLEIN (Dr. E.). MICRO-ORGANISMS AND
DISEASE. An Introduction into the Study
of Specific Micro-Organisms. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE BACTERIA IN ASIATIC CHOLERA.
Cr. 8vo. s-y.

LEPROSY INVESTIGATION COMMIT-
TEE, JOURNAL OF THE. Edited by
P. S. ABRAHAM, M.A. Nos. 2 and 3.

2s. 6d. each net.

LINDSAY (Dr. J. A.). THE CLIMATIC
TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

MACKENZIE (Sir Morell). THE HYGIENE
OF THE VOCAL ORGANS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MACLAGAN (Dr. T.). THE GERM THEORY.
8vo. ioy. 6d.

MACLEAN (Surgeon-General W. C.). DIS-
EASES OF TROPICAL CLIMATES. Cr. 8vo.

IQS. 6d.

MACNAMARA (C.). A HISTORY OF ASIATIC
CHOLERA. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

MERCIER (Dr. C.). THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND THE MIND. 8vo. i2.y. 6d.

PIFFARD (H. G.). AN ELEMENTARY TREA-
TISE ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN. 8vo. i6s.

PRACTITIONER, THE: A MONTHLY
JOURNAL OF THERAPEUTICS AND PUBLIC
HEALTH. Edited by T. LAUDER BRUNTON,
F.R.S., etc. ; DONALD MACALISTER, M.A.,
M.D., and J. MITCHELL BRUCE, M.D.
M.6rf. monthly. Vols. I.-XLVI. Half-

yearly vols. -5.os.6d. each. [Cloth covers for

binding, is. each.]

CINE. Edited by J. RUSSELL REYNOLDS,
M.D., In 5 vols. Vols. I. III. and V.

REYNOLDS (J. R.). A SYSTEM OF MEDI-
ited
' 5 v

8vo. 25-y. each. Vol. IV. 21^.

RICHARDSON (Dr. B. W.). DISEASES OF
MODERN LIFE. Cr. 8vo.

THE FIELD OF DISEASE. A Book of

Preventive Medicine. 8vo. 255.

SEATON (Dr Edward C.). A HANDBOOK
OF VACCINATION. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

SEILER (Dr. Carl). MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS
IN HISTOLOGY, NORMAL AND PATHOLOGI-
CAL. 4to. 3U. 6d.

SIBSON (Dr. Francis). COLLECTED WORKS.
Edited by W. M. ORD, M.D. Illustrated.

4 vols. 8vo. 3/. 3-y.

SPENDER (J. Kent). THERAPEUTIC MEANS
FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN. Svo. 8s. 6d.

SURGERY (THE INTERNATIONAL
ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF). A Systematic
Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Sur-

gery by Authors of various Nations. Edited

by JOHN ASHHURST, jun., M.D. 6 vols.

Roy. Svo. 31^. 6d. each.

THORNE (Dr. Thorne). DIPHTHERIA. Cr.

Svo. 8s. 6d.

WHITE (Dr. W. Hale). A TEXT-BOOK OF
GENERAL THERAPEUTICS. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d.

ZIEGLER (Ernst). A TEXT-BOOK OF PA-
THOLOGICAL ANATOMY AND PATHOGENESIS.
Translated and Edited by DONALD MAC-
ALISTER, M.A., M.D. Illustrated. 8vo.

Part I. GENERAL PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.
i2s. 6d. Part II. SPECIAL PATHOLOGICAL
ANATOMY. Sections I. VIII. and IX.
XII. Svo. i2.y. 6d. each.

METALLURGY.
(See also CHEMISTRY.)

HIORNS (Arthur H.).-A TEXT-BOOK OF
ELEMENTARY METALLURGY. Gl. Svo. 4^.

PRACTICAL METALLURGY AND ASSAYING.
Illustrated. Globe Svo. 6s.

IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURE. Illus-

trated. Globe Svo. 35-. 6d.

MIXED METALS OR METALLIC ALLOYS.
Globe 8vo. 6s.

PHILLIPS (J. A.). A TREATISE ON ORE
DEPOSITS. Illustrated. Med. Svo. 25$.

METAPHYSICS.
(See under PHILOSOPHY, p. 25.)

MILITARY ART AND HISTORY.
ACLAND (Sir H. W.). (See MEDICINE.)

AITKEN (Sir W.). THE GROWTH OF THE
RECRUIT AND YouNGSoLDiER. Cr.Svo. 89.6d.

CUNYNGHAME (Gen. Sir A. T.). MY
COMMAND IN SOUTH AFRICA, 1874 78.
Svo. i2s. 6d.
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MILITARY
"DAILY NEWS." CORRESPONDENCE OF
THE WAR BETWEEN RUSSIA AND TURKEY,
1877, TO THE FALL OF KARS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE Russo-TuRK-
ISH WAR, FROM THE FALL OF KARS TO THE
CONCLUSION OF PEACE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HOZIER (Lieut.-Col. H. M.). THE SEVEN
WEEKS' WAR. 3rd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND. 2 vols.
Svo. 28*.

MARTEL (Chas.). MILITARY ITALY. With
Map. Svo. i2s. 6d.

MAURICE (Lt. -Col.). WAR. Svo. 5s. net.

THE NATIONAL DEFENCES. Cr. Svo.

MERCUR (Prof. J.}. ELEMENTS OF THE
ART OF WAR. Svo. ijs.

SCRATCHLEY KINLOCH COOKE.
AUSTRALIAN DEFENCES AND NEW GUINEA.
Compiled from the Papers of the late Major-
General Sir PETER SCRATCHLEY, R.E., by
C. KINLOCH COOKE. Svo. 14-$-.

THROUGH THE RANKS TO A COM-
MISSION. New Edition. Cr. Svo. 2S.6d.

WILKINSON (S.). THE BRAIN OF AN
ARMY. A Popular Account of the German
General Staff. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

WINGATE (Major F. R.). MAHDIISM AND
,
THE EGYPTIAN SUDAN. An Account of the
Rise and Progress of Mahdiism, and of Sub-
sequent Events in the Sudan to the Present
Time. With 10 Maps. Svo. 30^. net.

WOLSELEY (General Viscount). THE SOL-
DIER'S POCKET-BOOK FOR FlELD SERVICE.
5th Edit. i6mo, roan. $s.

FIELD POCKET-BOOK FOR THE AUXILIARY
FORCES. i6mo. us. 6d.

MINERALOGY. (See GEOLOGY.)

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
(See under LITERATURE, p. 19.)

MUSIC.
FAY (Amy). MUSIC-STUDY IN GERMANY.

Preface by Sir GEO. GROVE.. Cr. Svo. 4$. 6d.

GROVE (Sir George). A DICTIONARY OF
Music AND MUSICIANS, A.D. 1450 1889.
Edited by Sir GEORGE GROVE, D.C.L. In

4 vols. 8vo. 2is. each. With Illustrations in

Music Type and Woodcut. Also published
in Parts. Parts I. XIV., XIX. XXII.
3*. 6rf. each ; XV. XVI. 7s. XVII. XVIII.
js. ; XXIII. XXV., Appendix. Edited by
J. A. FULLER MAITLAND, M.A. gs. [Cloth
cases for binding the volumes, is. each.]

A COMPLETE INDEX TO THE ABOVE. By
Mrs. E. WODEHOUSE. Svo. 7s. 6d.

HULLAH (John). Music IN THE HOUSE.
4th Edit. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

TAYLOR (Franklin). A PRIMER OF PIANO-
FORTE PLAYING. i8mo. is.

TAYLOR (Sedley). SOUND AND Music. 2nd
Edit. Ext. cr. Svo. 8,?. 6d.

A SYSTEM OF SIGHT-SINGING FROM THE
ESTABLISHED MUSICAL NOTATION. Svo.

5s. net.

NATURAL HISTORY.
ATKINSON (J. C.). (See ANTIQUITIES.)

BAKER (Sir Samuel W.). (See SPORT.)

BLANFORD (W. T.). GEOLOGY AND-

ZOOLOGY OF ABYSSINIA. Svo. zis.

FOWLER (W. W.). TALES OF THE BIRDS.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

A YEAR WITH THE BIRDS. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 3.?. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). MADAM How AND.
LADY WHY

; or, First Lessons in Earth-Lore
for Children. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

GLAUCUS ; or, The Wonders of the Sea-
Shore. With Coloured Illustrations. Cr.
8vo. 3-y. 6d. Presentation Edition. Cr.

Svo, extra cloth. -js. 6d.

WALLACE (Alfred Russel). THE MALAY
ARCHIPELAGO : The Land of the Orang
Utang and the Bird of Paradise. Maps and
Illustrations. Ext. cr. Svo. 6s. (See alsy

BIOLOGY.)

WATERTON (Charles). WANDERINGS IN

SOUTH AMERICA, THE NORTH-WEST OF
THE UNITED STATES, AND THE ANTILLES.
Edited by Rev. J. G. WOOD. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 6s. People's Edition. 410. 6d.

WHITE (Gilbert). NATURAL HISTORY AND
ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE. Ed. by FRANK
BUCKLAND. With a Chapter on Antiquities
by the EARL OF SELBORNE. Cr. Svo. 6.$-.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. (See PHYSICS.)

NAVAL SCIENCE.
ROBINSON (Rev. J. L.). MARINE SURVEY-

ING, AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON. For

Younger Naval Officers. Illust.Cr.8vo. -js.6d.

SHORTLAND (Admiral). NAUTICAL SUR-
VEYING. SVO. 2IS.

THOMSON (Sir Wm.). POPULAR LEC-
TURES AND ADDRESSES. Vol. III. NAVI-
GATION. Cr. Svo. 7-y. 6d.

NOVELS. (See PROSE FICTION, p. 17.)

NURSING.
(See ^tnder DOMESTIC ECONOMY, p. 8.)

OPTICS (Or LIGHT). (See PHYSICS, p. 27.)

PAINTING. (See ART.)

PERIODICALS.
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY,
THE. (See PHILOLOGY.)

BRAIN. (See MEDICINE.)

ECONOMIC JOURNAL, THE. (See PO-
LITICAL ECONOMY.)

ECONOMICS, THE QUARTERLY JOUR-
NAL OF. (See POLITICAL ECONOMY.)

ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
THE. Profusely Illustrated. Published

Monthly. No. I. October, 1883. 6d. net.

Vol. I. 1884. 7S . 6^. Vols. II.-VIII. Super
royal Svo, extra cloth, coloured edges. 8s.

each. [Cloth Covers for binding Volumes,
is. each.]
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NATURE : A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOUR-
NAL OF SCIENCE. Published every Thursday.
Price 6d. Monthly Parts, 2S. and -zs. 6d. ;

Current Half-yearly vols., 15$. each. Vols.

I. XLIII. [Cases for binding vols. is. 6d.

each.]

HELLENIC STUDIES, THE JOURNAL
OF. Pub. Half-Yearly from 1880. 8vo. 305-. ;

or each Part, 15^. Vol. XII. Part I. 15$. net.

The Journal will be sold at a reduced price
to Libraries wishing to subscribe, but official

application must in each case be made to the

Council. Information on this point, and upon
the conditions ofMembership,may be obtained
on application to the Hon. Sec., Mr. George
Macmillan,29,BedfordStreet,Covent Garden.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE. Published

Monthly, w. Vols. L-LXIII. 7s. 6d. each.

[Cloth covers for binding, is. each.]

PHILOLOGY, THE JOURNAL OF. (See

PHILOLOGY.)

PRACTITIONER, THE. (See MEDICINE.)

PHILOLOGY.
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY,
THE. Edited by Prof. BASIL L. GILDER-
SLEEVE. 4-y. 6d. each No. (quarterly).

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION, TRANSACTIONS OF. Vols. I.

XX. 8s. 6d. per vol. net, except Vols. XV.
and XX., which are IDS. 6d. net.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. Edited by
I. FLAGG, W. G. HALE, and B. I. WHEELER.
I. THE C / ./^-CONSTRUCTIONS: their His-

tory and Functions. Part I. Critical, is. 8d.

net. Part II. Constructive. By W. G.
HALE. %s. $d. net. II. ANALOGY AND THE
SCOPE OF ITS APPLICATION IN LANGUAGE.
By B. I. WHEELER, is.^d. net.

GILES (P.). A SHORT MANUAL OF PHILO-
LOGY FOR CLASSICAL STUDENTS. Cr. 8vo.

JOURNAL OF SACRED AND CLASSI-
CAL PHILOLOGY. 4 vols. 8vo. izs.6d.each.

JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. New Series.

Edited by W. A. WRIGHT, M.A., I. BY-
WATER, M.A., and H. JACKSON, M.A.
4-y. 6d. each No. (half-yearly).

KELLNER (Dr. L.).
- HISTORICAL OUT-

LINES OF ENGLISH SYNTAX.

MORRIS (Rev. Richard, LL.D.). PRIMER
OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. i8mo. is.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN HISTORICAL
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. i8mo. 2^. 6d.

HISTORICAL OUTLINES OF ENGLISH AC-
CIDENCE. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

MORRIS (R.) and BOWEN (H. C.). ENG-
LISH GRAMMAR EXERCISES. i8mo. is.

OLIPHANT (T. L. Kington). THE OLD
AND MIDDLE ENGLISH. Globe 8vo. gs.

THE NEW ENGLISH. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. zis.

PEILE (John). A PRIMER OF PHILOLOGY.
i8mo. is.

PELLISSIER (E.). FRENCH ROOTS AND
THEIR FAMILIES. Globe 8vo. 6s.

TAYLOR (Isaac). WORDS AND PLACES,

gth Edit. Maps. Globe 8vo. 6s.

ETRUSCAN RESEARCHES. 8vo. 14$.

GREEKS AND GOTHS : A Study of the

Runes. 8vo. gs.

WETHERELL (J.). EXERCISES ON MOR-
RIS'S PRIMER OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
i8mo. is.

YONGE (C. M.). HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN
NAMES. New Edit., revised. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d~

PHILOSOPHY.
Ethics and Metaphysics Logic Psychology.

Ethics and Metaphysics.
BALFOUR (Right Hon. A. J.). A DEFENCE.
OF PHILOSOPHIC DOUBT. 8vo. i2s.

BIRKS(ThomasRawson). FIRST PRINCIPLES
OF MORAL SCIENCE. Cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

MODERN UTILITARIANISM ; or, The Sys-
tems of Paley, Bentham, and Mill Examined
and Compared. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

MODERN PHYSICAL FATALISM, AND THE
DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION. Including an
Examination of Mr. Herbert Spencer's
"First Principles." Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.). A HANDBOOK
OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY. Cr. 8vo. 65-.

FISKE (John). OUTLINES OF COSMIC PHILO-

SOPHY, BASED ON THE DOCTRINE OF EVOLU-
TION. 2 Vols. 8vO. 2$S.

FOWLER (Rev. Thomas). PROGRESSIVE
MORALITY: An Essay in Ethics. Cr. 8vo. 55.

HARPER (Father Thomas). THE META-
PHYSICS OF THE SCHOOL. In 5 vols. Vols. I.

and II. 8vo. 18.?. each. Vol. III. Part I. 12*.

KANT. KANT'S CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY FOR
ENGLISH READERS. By J. P. MAHAFFY,
D.D., and J. H. BERNARD, B.D. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. Vol. I. THE KRITIK OF PURE
REASON EXPLAINED AND DEFENDED. js.6d.

Vol. II. THE PROLEGOMENA. Translated,
with Notes and Appendices. 6s.

KANT MAX MULLER. CRITIQUE OF
PURE REASON BY IMMANUEL KANT. Trans-
lated by F. MAX MULLER. With Intro-
duction by LUDWIG NOIRE. 2 vols. 8vo.
i6s. each (sold separately). Vol. I. HIS-
TORICAL INTRODUCTION, by LUDWIG NOIRE,
etc. Vol. II. CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON.

MAURICE (F. D.). MORAL AND META-
PHYSICAL PHILOSOPHY. 2 vols. 8vo. i6.y.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr. James). THE METHOD
OF THE DIVINE GOVERNMENT, PHYSICAL
AND MORAL. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

THE SUPERNATURAL IN RELATION TO
THE NATURAL. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE INTUITIONS OF THE MIND. 8vo.
IQS. 6d.

AN EXAMINATION OF MR. J. S. MILL'S
PHILOSOPHY. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

CHRISTIANITY AND POSITIVISM. Lec-
tures on Natural Theology and Apologetics.
Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

THE SCOTTISH PHILOSOPHY FROM HUT-
CHESON TO HAMILTON, BIOGRAPHICAL, EX-
POSITORY, CRITICAL. Roy. 8vo. i6s.

REALISTIC PHILOSOPHY DEFENDED IN A
PHILOSOPHIC SERIES. 2 vols. Vol. I. EX-
POSITORY. Vol. II. HISTORICAL AND CRITI-
CAL. Cr. 8vo. 14$.
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PHILOSOPHY.
Ethics and Metaphysics continued.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr. J.). FIRST AND FUND-
AMENTAL TRUTHS. Being a Treatise on

Metaphysics. 8vo. gs.

THE PREVAILING TYPES OF PHILOSOPHY :

CAN THEY LOGICALLY REACH REALITY?
8vo. 3J. 6d.

MASSON (Prof. David). RECENT BRITISH
PHILOSOPHY. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry). THE METHODS
OF ETHICS. 4th Edit., revised. 8vo. 14^.

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Containing all the important Additions and
Alterations in the Fourth Edition. 8vo. 6s.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF ETHICS
FOR ENGLISH READERS. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.

THORNTON (W. T.). OLD-FASHIONED
ETHICS AND COMMON-SENSE METAPHYSICS.
8vo. IDS. (>d.

Logic.
BOOLE (George). THE MATHEMATICAL
ANALYSIS OF LOGIC. 8vo. sewed. $s.

CARROLL (Lewis). THE GAME OF LOGIC.
Cr. 8vo. y. net.

JEVONS(W. Stanley). A PRIMER OF LOGIC.
i8mo. is.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN LOGIC, DE-
DUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE. i8mo. 35-. 6d.

STUDIES IN DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. and
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE : A Treatise

on Logic and Scientific Method. Cr. 8vo.

i2s. 6d.

PURE LOGIC : and other Minor Works.
Edited by R. ADAMSON, M.A., and HAR-
RIET A. JEVONS. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

KEYNES (J. N.). STUDIES AND EXERCISES
IN FORMAL LOGIC. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr.). THE LAWS OF DIS-

CURSIVE THOUGHT. A Text-Book of Formal

Logic. Cr. 8vo. $s.

RAY (Prof. P. K.). A TEXT-BOOK OF DE-
DUCTIVE LOGIC. 4th Edit. Globe 8vo. ^s. 6d.

VENN (Rev. John). THE LOGIC OF CHANCE.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

SYMBOLIC LOGIC. Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

THE PRINCIPLES OF EMPIRICAL OR IN-

DUCTIVE LOGIC. 8vo. 185-.

Psychology.
BALDWIN (Prof. J. M.). HANDBOOK OF
PSYCHOLOGY: Sensesandlntellect.8vo.i2j.6rf.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.). THE RELA-
TIONS OF MIND AND BRAIN. 8vo. izs.

CLIFFORD (W. K.). SEEING AND THINK-
ING. Cr. 8vo. 3-J. 6d.

HOFFDING (Prof. H.). OUTLINES OF PSY-

CHOLOGY. Translated by M. E. LOWNDES.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

JAMES (Prof. William). THE PRINCIPLES OF
PSYCHOLOGY. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 25^. net.

JARDINE (Rev. Robert). THE ELEMENTS
OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITION, 3rd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr.). PSYCHOLOGY. Cr. 8vo.

I. THE COGNITIVE POWERS. 6s. 6d. II.

THE MOTIVE POWERS. 6s. 6d.

THE EMOTIONS. 8vo. gs.

MAUDSLEY (Dr. Henry). THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF MIND. Cr. 8vo. los. 6rf.

THE PATHOLOGY OF MIND. 8vo. i8j.

BODY AND MIND. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

MURPHY (J. J). HABIT AND INTELLI-
GENCE. 2nd Edit. Illustrated. 8vo. i6s.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
MELDOLA (Prof. R.). THE CHEMISTRY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PHYSICS OR NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
General Electricity aud Magnetism.

Heat, Light, and Sound.

General.

ANDREWS (Dr. Thomas) : THE SCIENTIFIC
PAPERS OF THE LATE. With a Memoir by
Profs. TAIT and CRUM BROWN. 8vo. 18^.

EVERETT (Prof. J. D.). THE C. G. S. SYS-
TEM OF UNITS, WITH TABLES OF PHYSICAL
CONSTANTS. New Edit. Globe 8vo. $s.

FESSENDEN (C.). PHYSICS FOR PUBLIC
SCHOOLS. Globe 8vo.

FISHER (Rev. Osmond). PHYSICS OF THE
EARTH'S CRUST. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 12^.

GUILLEMIN (Amedee). THE FORCES OF
NATURE. A Popular Introduction to the

Study of Physical Phenomena. 455 Wood-
cuts. Roy. 8vo. 2 is.

THE APPLICATIONS OF PHYSICAL FORCES.
With Plates and Illustrations. Roy. 8vo. 2is.

KEMPE (A. B.). How TO DRAW A STRAIGHT
LINE. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

LOEWY (B.). QUESTIONS AND EXAMPLES
IN EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS, SOUND, LIGHT,
HEAT, ELECTRICITY, AND MAGNETISM.
Fcp. 8vo. 2s.

A GRADUATED COURSE OF NATURAL
SCIENCE. Part I. Gl. 8vo. 2^. Part II.

MOLLOY (Rev. G.). GLEANINGS IN SCI-

ENCE : A Series of Popular Lectures OB
Scientific Subjects. 8vo. js. 6d.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour). A PRIMER OF
PHYSICS. Illustrated. i8mo. is.

LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. Illus-

trated. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

QUESTIONS. By T. H. CORE. i8mo. zs.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane). LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY PRAC-
TICAL PHYSICS. Illustrated. GENERAL PHY-
SICAL PROCESSES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TAIT (Prof. P. G.). LECTURES ON SOME
RECENT ADVANCES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 9^.

THOMSON (Sir Wm.). POPULAR LECTURES
AND ADDRESSES. Vol. I. CONSTITUTION
OF MATTER. Cr. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

Electricity and Magnetism.
CUMMING (Linnceus). AN INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRICITY. Cr. 8vo. Zs. 6d.

DAY (R. E.). ELECTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC.
i8mo. 2s.

GRAY (Prof. Andrew). THE THEORY AND
PRACTICE OF ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS
IN ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. Vol. I. i2.y. 6d.

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS IN ELECTRI-

CITY AND MAGNETISM. Fcp. 8vo. $s. 6d.
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GUILLEMIN (A.). ELECTRICITY AND MAG-
NETISM. A Popular Treatise. Translated
and Edited by Prof. SILVANUS P. THOMP-
SON. Super Roy. 8vo. 31$. 6d.

LODGE (Prof. Oliver). MODERN VIEWS OF
ELECTRICITY. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

MENDENHALL (T. C.). A CENTURY OF
ELECTRICITY. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane). LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY PRAC-
TICAL PHYSICS. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated. ELEC-
TRICITY AND MAGNETISM. -js. 6d.

PRACTICAL PHYSICS FOR SCHOOLS. Gl.

8vo. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. ys.6d.

THOMPSON (Prof. Silvanus P.). ELE-
MENTARY LESSONS IN ELECTRICITY AND
MAGNETISM. Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

THOMSON (Sir Wm.). PAPERS ON ELEC-
TROSTATICS AND MAGNETISM. 8vo. i8s.

TURNER (H. H.). EXAMPLES ON HEAT
AND ELECTRICITY. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Heat, Light, and Sound.
AIRY (Sir G. B.). ON SOUND AND ATMO-
SPHERIC VIBRATIONS. Cr. 8vo. gs.

CARNOT-THURSTON.--REFLECTIONS ON
THE MOTIVE POWER OF HEAT, AND ON
MACHINES FITTED TO DEVELOP THAT
POWER. From the French of N. L. S. CAR-
NOT. Edited by R. H. THURSTON, LL.D.
Cr. 8vo. -JS. 6d.

CLAUSIUS(R-). THE MECHANICAL THEORY
OF HEAT. Translated by W. R. BROWNE.
Cr. 8vo. T.OS. 6d.

FERRERS (Rev. N. M.). SPHERICAL HAR-
MONICS AND SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH
THEM. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

JOHNSON (Amy). SUNSHINE. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo.

JONES (Prof. D. E.). HEAT, LIGHT, AND
SOUND. Globe 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MAYER (Prof. A. M.). SOUND. A Series of

Simple Experiments. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 3*.6d.

MAYER (Prof. A. M.) and BARNARD (C.>-
LIGHT. A Series of Simple Experiments.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

PARKINSON (S.). A TREATISE ON OPTICS.
4th Edit., revised. Cr. 8vo. ios. 6d.

PEABODY(Prof. C. H.). THERMODYNAMICS
OF THE STEAM ENGINE AND OTHER HEAT-
ENGINES. 8VO. 2IS.

PERRY (Prof. J.). STEAM : An Elementary
Treatise. i8mo. 45. 6d.

PRESTON (T.). THE THEORY OF LIGHT.
Illustrated. 8vo. i2s. 6d.

THE THEORY OF HEAT. 8vo.

RAYLEIGH (Lord). THEORY OF SOUND.
8vo. Vol. I. i2s. 6^. Vol. II. i2s. 6d.

SHANN (G.). AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE
ON HEAT IN RELATION TO STEAM AND THE
STEAM-ENGINE. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

SPOTTISWOODE (W.). POLARISATION OF
LIGHT. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane). LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY PRAC-
TICAL PHYSICS. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated.

OPTICS, HEAT, AND SOUND.
PRACTICAL PHYSICS FOR SCHOOLS. Gl.

8vo. HEAT, LIGHT, AND SOUND.

STOKES (Sir George G.). ON LIGHT. The
Burnett Lectures. Cr. 8vo. -js.

6d.

STONE (W. H.). ELEMENTARY LESSONS ON
SOUND. Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

TAIT (Prof. P. G.). HEAT. With Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo. fa,

TAYLOR (Sedley). SOUND AND Music. 2nd
Edit. Ext. cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

TURNER (H. H.). (See ELECTRICITY.)

WRIGHT (Lewis).- LIGHT. A Course of

Experimental Optics. Illust. Cr. 8vo. js. f>d.

PHYSIOGRAPHY and METEOROLOGY.
ARATUS. THE SKIES AND WEATHER FORE-
CASTS OF ARATUS. Translated by E. POSTE,
M.A. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

BLANFORD (H. F.). THE RUDIMENTS OF
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY FOR THE USE OF
INDIAN SCHOOLS. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 2.9. 6d.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE CLIMATES
AND WEATHER OF INDIA, CEYLON AND
BURMAH, AND THE STORMS OF INDIAN
SEAS. 8vo. *2S 6d.

FERREL (Prof. W.). A POPULAR TREATISE
ON THE WINDS. 8vo. 185.

FISHER (Rev. Osmond). PHYSICS OF THE
EARTH'S CRUST. 2nd Edit. 8vo. i2s.

GALTON (Francis). METEOROGRAPHICA ; or,
Methods of Mapping the Weather. 410. gs.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald). A PRIMER OF PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY. Illustrated. i8mo. is.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. (>d

QUESTIONS ON THE SAME. is. 6d.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.). PHYSIOGRAPHY.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LOCKYER(J. Norman). OUTLINES OF PHY-
SIOGRAPHY : THE MOVEMENTS OF THE
EARTH. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo, swd. is. 6d.

MELDOLA(Prof. R.) and WHITE (Wm.).
REPORT ON THE EAST ANGLIAN EARTH-
QUAKE OF APRIL 22ND, 1884. 8vo. 3-s- 6d.

PHYSIOLOGY.
FEARNLEY(W.). A MANUAL OF ELEMEN-
TARY PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY. Cr. 8vo. js.6d.

FOSTER (Prof. Michael). A TEXT-BOOK OF
PHYSIOLOGY. Illustrated, sth Edit. 8vo.

Part I. Book I. BLOOD : THE TISSUES OF
MOVEMENT, THE VASCULAR MECHANISM.
ioy. 6d. Part II. Book II. THE TISSUES OF
CHEMICAL ACTION, WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE
MECHANISMS : NUTRITION. IDS. 6d. Part
III. Book III. THE CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, js. 6d. Part IV. Book III. THE
SENSES, AND SOME SPECIAL MUSCULAR
MECHANISMS. BOOK IV. THE TISSUES AND
MECHANISMS OF REPRODUCTION.
A PRIMER OF PHYSIOLOGY. i8mo. is.

FOSTER (Prof. M.) and LANGLEY (J. N.).
A COURSE OF ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL

PHYSIOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY. Cr. 8vo. js.6d.

GAMGEE (Arthur). A TEXT-BOOK OF THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY OF THE ANIMAL
BODY. Vol. I. 8vo. i&s. Vol. II. *_ "%
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PHYSIOLOGY continued.

HUMPHRY (Prof. SirG. M.). THE HUMAN
FOOT AND THE HUMAN HAND. Illustrated.

Fcp. 8vo. 4-y. 6rf.

HUXLEY (Prof. Thos. H.). LESSONS IN
ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. Fcp. 8vo. 43. 6rf.

QUESTIONS. ByT. ALCOCK. i8mo. i.y.6rf.

MIVART (St. George}. LESSONS IN ELE-
MENTARY ANATOMY. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell). THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF THE CIRCULATION IN PLANTS IN THE
LOWER ANIMALS AND IN MAN. 8vo. 12^.

SEILER (Dr. Carl). MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS
IN HISTORY, NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL.
4to. 3u. 6d.

POETRY. (See under LITERATURE, p. 14.)

POLITICAL ECONOMY.
BASTABLE (Prof. C. F.). PUBLIC FINANCE.
BOHM-BAWERK (Prof.). CAPITAL AND IN-
TEREST. Trans, by W. SMART. 8vo. i2j.net.

THE POSITIVE THEORY OF CAPITAL. By
the same Translator, iss. net.

BOISSEVAIN (G. M.). THE MONETARY
QUESTION. 8vo, sewed. 3$. net.

BONAR (James). MALTHUS AND HIS WORK.
8vo. i2.v. 6d.

CAIRNES (J. E.). SOME LEADING PRINCI-
PLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY NEWLY EX-
POUNDED. 8vo. 14.?.

THE CHARACTER AND LOGICAL METHOD
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CLARKE (C. B.). SPECULATIONS FROM
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Cr. 8vo. T,S. 6rf.

CO-OPERATION IN THE UNITED
STATES : HISTORY OF. Edited by H. B.
ADAMS. 8vo. 155-.

DICTIONARY OF POLITICAL ECON-
OMY, A. By various Writers. Edited by
R. H.INGLISPALGRAVE. 3j.6rf.net. (Parti.
July, 1891.)

ECONOMIC JOURNAL, THE. THE
JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH ECONOMIC ASSO-
CIATION. Edit, by Prof. F. Y..EDGEWORTH.
Published Quarterly. 8vo.

'

$s. (Part I.

April, 1891.)

ECONOMICS : THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL
OF. Vol. II. Parts II. III. IV. 2S . 6rf. each.

Vol. III. 4 parts, zs. 6rf. each. Vol. IV.

4 parts. 2s. 6d. each.

FAWCETT (Henry). MANUAL OF POLITI-
CAL ECONOMY, yth Edit. Cr. 8vo. i2s.

ANEXPLANATORYDIGESTOFTHE ABOVE.
By C. A. WATERS. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6rf.

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION. 6th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6rf.

FAWCETT (Mrs. H.). POLITICAL ECON-
OMY FOR BEGINNERS, WITH QUESTIONS.
yth Edit. i8mo. 2s. 6rf.

FIRST LESSONS IN BUSINESS MAT-
TERS. By A BANKER'S DAUGHTER. 2nd
Edit. i8mo. is.

OILMAN (N. P.). PROFIT-SHARING BE-
TWEEN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE. Cr.
8vo. js. 6rf.

GOSCHEN (Rt. Hon. George J.). REPORTS
AND SPEECHES ON LOCAL TAXATION. 8vo. 55-.

GUIDE TO THE UNPROTECTED: IN
EVERY-DAY MATTERS RELATING TO PRO-
PERTY AND INCOME. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 35. 6rf.

GUNTON (George). WEALTH AND PRO-
GRESS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HORTON (Hon. S. Dana). THE SILVER
POUND AND ENGLAND'S MONETARY POLICY
SINCE THE RESTORATION. 8vo. 14^.

HOWELL (George). THE CONFLICTS OF
CAPITAL AND LABOUR. Cr. 8vo. js. 6rf.

JEVONS (W. Stanley). A PRIMER OF POLITI-
CAL ECONOMY. i8mo. is.

THE THEORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.
3rd Ed. 8vo. los. 6rf.

INVESTIGATIONS IN CURRENCY AND FI-
NANCE. Edit, by H. S. FOXWELL. 8vo. zis.

KEYNES (J. N.). THE SCOPE AND METHOD
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Cr. 8vo. js. net.

MACDONELL (John). THE LAND QUES-
TION. 8vo. io.y. 6rf.

MARSHALL (Prof. Alfred). PRINCIPLES OF
ECONOMICS. 2vols. 8vo. Vol.1. iM.6rf.net.

MARSHALL (Prof. A. and Mary P.). THE
ECONOMICS OF INDUSTRY. Ext.fcp.8vo. aj.6rf.

MARTIN (Frederick). THE HISTORY OF
LLOYD'S, AND OF MARINE INSURANCE IN
GREAT BRITAIN. 8vo. 14^.

PRICE (L. L. F. R.). INDUSTRIAL PEACE :

ITS ADVANTAGES, METHODS, AND DIFFI-
CULTIES. Med. 8vo. 6s.

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry). THE PRINCIPLES
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. 2nd Edit. 8vo. i6s.

SMART (W.). AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
THEORY OF VALUE.

WALKER (Francis A.). FIRST LESSONS IN
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Cr. 8vo. $s.
A BRIEF TEXT-BOOK OF POLITICAL.

ECONOMY. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6rf.

POLITICAL ECONOMY. 8vo. i2S. 6rf.

THE WAGES QUESTION. Ext. cr. Svo.
Bs. 6rf. net.

MONEY. New Edit. Ext.cr.8vo.8s.6rf.net.

MONEY IN ITS RELATION TO TRADE AND
INDUSTRY. Cr. Svo. js. 6rf.

LAND AND ITS RENT. Fcp. Svo. 3$. 6rf.

WALLACE (A. R.). BAD TIMES : An Essay.
Cr. Svo. 2s. 6rf.

'

WICKSTEED (Ph. H.). THE ALPHABET OF
ECONOMIC SCIENCE. I. ELEMENTS OF THE
THEORY OF VALUE OR WORTH. Gl.Svo. 2s.6rf.

POLITICS.

(See also HISTORY.)
ADAMS (Sir F. O.) and CUNNINGHAM

(C.) THE Swiss CONFEDERATION. Svo. 14^.

BAKER (Sir Samuel W.). THE EGYPTIAN
QUESTION. Svo, sewed. 2s.

BATH (Marquis of). OBSERVATIONS ON
BULGARIAN AFFAIRS. Cr. Svo. %s. 6rf.

BRIGHT (John). SPEECHES ON QUESTIONS
OF PUBLIC POLICY. Edit, by J. E. THOROLD
ROGERS. With Portrait. 2 vols. Svo. 25^.

Popular Edition. Ext. fcp. Svo. 35-. 6rf.

PUBLIC ADDRESSES. Edited by J. E. T.
ROGERS. Svo. 14^.

BRYCE (Jas., M.P.). THE AMERICAN COM-
MONWEALTH. 2 vols. Ext. cr. Svo. 255-.

BURKE (Edmund). LETTERS, TRACTS, AND
SPEECHES ON IRISH AFFAIRS. Edited by
MATTHEW ARNOLD,with Preface. Cr.Svo. 6s.

REFLECTIONS ON THE FRENCH REVOLU-
TION. Ed. by F. G. SELBY. Globe Svo. 55.
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CAIRNES (J. E.). POLITICAL ESSAYS. 8vo.

tos. 6d.

THE SLAVE POWER. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

COBDEN (Richard). SPEECHES ON QUES-
TIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY. Ed. by J. BRIGHT
and J. E. THOROLD ROGERS. Gl. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

DICEY (Prof. A. V.). LETTERS ON UNIONIST
DELUSIONS. Cr. 8vo. 2$. 6d.

DILKE (Rt. Hon. Sir Charles W.). GREATER
BRITAIN. A Record of Travel in English-
Speaking Countriesduring 1866-67. (America,
Australia, India.) gth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PROBLEMS OF GREATER BRITAIN. Maps.
3rd Edit. Ext. cr. 8vo. i2S. 6d.

DONISTHORPE (Wordsworth). INDIVI-
DUALISM : A System of Politics. 8vo. 14^.

DUFF(Rt. Hon. Sir M.E.Grant). MISCELLA-
NIES, POLITICALAND LITERARY. 8vo. ios.6d.

ENGLISH CITIZEN, THE. -His Rights
and Responsibilities. Ed. by HENRY CRAIK,
C.B. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d. each.

THE PUNISHMENT AND PREVENTION OF
CRIME. By Col. Sir EDMUND DU CANE.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT. By M. D. CHALMERS.
COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES : Parti. IN-

DIA. By J. S. COTTON, M.A. II. THE
COLONIES. By E. J. PAYNE.

THE STATE IN ITS RELATION TO EDUCA-
TION. By HENRY CRAIK, C.B.

THE STATE AND THE CHURCH. By Hon.
ARTHUR ELLIOTT, M.P.

THE STATE IN ITS RELATION TO TRADE.
By Sir T. H. FARRER, Bart.

THE POOR LAW. By the Rev. T. W. FOWLE.
THE STATE IN RELATION TO LABOUR. By
W. STANLEY JEVONS.

JUSTICE AND POLICE. By F. W. MAITLAND.
THE NATIONAL DEFENCES. By Colonel

MAURICE, R.A. [In the Press.
THE LAND LAWS. By Sir F. POLLOCK,

Bart. 2nd Edit.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. By H. D. TRAILL.
THE ELECTORATE AND THE LEGISLATURE.
By SPENCER WALPOLE.

FOREIGN RELATIONS. By S. WALPOLE.
THE NATIONAL BUDGET ; THE NATIONAL
DEBT; TAXES AND RATES. By A. J.
WILSON.

FAWCETT (Henry). SPEECHES ON SOME
CURRENTPOLITICALQUESTIONS.SVO. IOS.6d.

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION. 6th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

FAWCETT (Henry and Mrs. H.). ESSAYS
AND LECTURES ON POLITICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS. 8vo. ios. 6d.

FISKE (John). AMERICAN POLITICAL IDEAS
VIEWED FROM THE STAND-POINT OF UNI-
VERSAL HISTORY. Cr. 8vo. $s.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED
STATES CONSIDERED WITH SOME REFERENCE
TO ITS ORIGIN. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.). DISESTABLISH-
MENT AND DlSENDOWMENT. WHAT ARE
THEY? 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. M.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS and THE UNITY
OF HISTORY. 8vo. i^s.

THE GROWTH OF THE ENGLISH CONSTI-
TUTION, sth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

HARWOOD (George). DISESTABLISHMENT ;

or, a Defence of the Principle of a National
Church. 8vo. ies.

THE COMING DEMOCRACY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HILL (Florence D.). CHILDREN OF THE
STATE. Ed. by FANNY FOWKE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HILL (Octavia). OUR COMMON LAND, AND
OTHER ESSAYS. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 3.9. 6d.

HOLLAND (Prof. T. E.). THE TREATY RE-
LATIONS OF RUSSIA AND TURKEY, FROM
1774 TO 1853. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

JENKS (Prof. Edward). THE GOVERNMENT
OF VICTORIA (AUSTRALIA). 8vo.

LOWELL (J. R.). (See COLLECTED WORKS.)
LUBBOCK(SirJ.). (See COLLECTED WORKS.)
MACDONELL (John). THE LAND QUES-
TION. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

PALGRAVE (Reginald F. D.). THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS : Illustrations of its History
and Practice. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

PALGRAVE (W. Gifford). ESSAYS ON
EASTERN QUESTIONS. 8vo. IQJ. 6d.

POLLOCK (Sir F., Bart.). INTRODUCTION
TO THE HISTORY OF THE SCIENCE OF
POLITICS. Cr. 8vo. 2-$-. 6d.

PRACTICAL POLITICS. Published under
the auspices of the National Liberal Federa-
tion. 8vo. 6s.

ROGERS (Prof. J. E. T.). COBDEN AND
POLITICAL OPINION. 8vo. ios. 6d.

ROUTLEDGE (Jas.). POPULAR PROGRESS
IN ENGLAND 8vo. 16.9.

RUSSELL (Sir Charles). NEW VIEWS ON
IRELAND. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE PARNELL COMMISSION : THE OPEN-
ING SPEECH FOR THE DEFENCE. 8vo. los. 6d.

Popular Edition. Sewed. ?.s.

SELBORNE (Earl of). (See under THEO-
LOGY, p. 32.)

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry). THE ELEMENTS
OF POLITICS. 8vo. 14^. net.

SMITH (Goldwin). CANADA AND THE CANA-
DIAN QUESTION. 8vo. 8.y. net.

STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK, THE. (See
STATISTICS.)

STATHAM (R.). BLACKS, BOERS, AND
BRITISH. Cr. 8vo. 6-y.

THORNTON (W. T.).-A PLEA FOR PEASANT
PROPRIETORS. New Edit. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

INDIAN PUBLIC WORKS, AND COGNATE
INDIAN TOPICS. Cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

TRENCH (Capt. F.). THE RUSSO-!NDIAN
QUESTION. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

WALLACE (Sir Donald M.). EGYPT AND
THE EGYPTIAN QUESTION. 8vo. 14$.

PSYCHOLOGY.
(See under PHILOSOPHY, p. 26.)

SCULPTURE. (See ART.)

SOCIAL ECONOMY.
FAWCETT (H. and Mrs. H.). (See POLITICS.)
HILL (Octavia). HOMES OF THE LONDON
POOR. Cr. 8vo, sewed, is.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.). SOCIAL DISEASES
AND WORSE REMEDIES : Letters to the
"Times" on Mr. Booth's Schemes. Cr. 8vo.
sewed, is. net.

JEVONS (W. Stanley). METHODS OF SOCIAL
REFORM. 8vo. -LOS. 6d.

STANLEY (Hon. Maude). CLUBS FOR
WORKING GIRLS. Cr. 8vo. 6s



SPORT THEOLOGY.

SOUND. (See under PHYSICS, p. 27.)

SPOET.
BAKER (Sir Samuel W.). WILD BEASTS
AND THEIR WAYS \ REMINISCENCES OF
EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA, AMERICA, FROM
1845 88. Illustrated. Ext. cr. 8vo. i2s.6d".

CHASSERESSE(D.). SPORTING SKETCHES.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

EDWARDS-MOSS (Sir J. E., Bart). A
SEASON IN SUTHERLAND. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

STATISTICS.
STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK, THE. Sta-

tistical and Historical Annual of the States
of the World for the Year 1891. Revised after

Official Returns. Ed. by J. SCOTT KELTIE.
Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

SURGERY. (See MEDICINE.)

SWIMMING.
LEAHY (Sergeant). THE ART OF SWIMMING

IN THE ETON STYLE. Cr. 8vo. vs.

THEOLOGY.
The Bible History of the Christian Church
The Church of England Devotional Books
The Fathers Hymnology Sermons, Lec-

tures, Addresses, and Theological Essays.

The Bible.

History of the Bible
THE ENGLISH BIBLE

;
An External and

Critical History of the various English
Translations of Scripture. By Prof. JOHN
EADIE. 2 vols. 8vo. 28-$-.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE
CANON OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By
Prof. H. E. RYLE. Cr. 8vo.

THE BIBLE IN THE CHURCH. By Right Rev.
Bp. WESTCOTT. roth edit. i8mo. 4*. 6d.

Biblical History
BIBLE LESSONS. By Rev. E. A. ABBOTT.

Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

STORIES FROM THE BIBLE. By Rev. A. J.
CHURCH. Illust. Cr.Svo. 2parts. 3s.6d.each.

BIBLE READINGS SELECTED FROM THE PEN-
TATEUCH AND THE BOOK OF JOSHUA.
By Rev. J. A. CROSS. Gl. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY OF BIBLE
STORIES. By Mrs. H. GASKOIN. i8mo.
is. each. Part I. Old Testament; II.

New Testament ; III. The Apostles.
A CLASS-BOOK OF OLD TESTAMENT HIS-
TORY. By Rev. Dr. MACLEAR. i8mo. ^s.6d.

. A CLASS-BOOK OF NEW TESTAMENT HIS-
TORY. By the same. i8mo. $s. 6d.

A SHILLING BOOK OF OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. By the same. i8mo. is.

A SHILLING BOOK OF NEW TESTAMENT
HISTORY. By the same. i8mo. is.

The Old Testament
SCRIPTURE READINGS FOR SCHOOLS AND

FAMILIES. By C. M. YONGE. Globe 8vo.
is. 6d. each : also with comments, %s. 6d.
each. GENESIS TO DEUTERONOMY.
JOSHUA TO SOLOMON. -KINGS AND THE
PROPHETS. THE GOSPELTIMES. APOS-
TOLIC TIMES.

THE PATRIARCHS AND LAWGIVERS OF THE
OLD TESTAMENT. By F. D. MAURICE.
7th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

THE PROPHETS AND KINGS OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT. By the same. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

The Pentateuch
AN HlSTORICO-CRITICAL INQUIRY INTO THE
ORIGIN AND COMPOSITION OF THE HEXA-
TEUCH (PENTATEUCH AND BOOK OF
JOSHUA). By Prof. A. KUENEN. Trans,
by P. H. WICKSTEED, M.A. 8vo. 14*.

The Psalms
THE PSALMS CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.
By FOUR FRIENDS. Cr. 8vo. $s. net.

GOLDEN TREASURY PSALTER. Student's-
Edition of the above. i8mo. 3^. 6d.

THE PSALMS. With Introduction and Notes.

By A. C. JENNINGS, M.A., and W. H.
LOWE, M.A. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d. each.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY AND USE OF
THE PSALMS. By Rev. J. F. THRUPP.
2nd Edit. 2 vols. 8vo. 2is.

Isaiah
ISAIAH XL. LXVI. With the Shorter Pro-
phecies allied to it. Edited by MATTHEW
ARNOLD. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

ISAIAH OF JERUSALEM. In the Authorised

English Version, with Introduction and
Notes. By the same. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

A BIBLE-READING FOR SCHOOLS. The Great
Prophecy of Israel's Restoration (Isaiah,
xl. Ixvi.). Arranged and Edited for Young;
Learners. By the same. iSmo. is.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF ISAIAH :

Critical, Historical, and Prophetical : in-

cluding a Revised English Translation.

By T. R. BIRKS. 2nd Edit. 8vo. i2s. 6d.
THE BOOK OF ISAIAH CHRONOLOGICALLY-
ARRANGED. By T. K. CHEYNE. Cr.
Svo. 7-y. 6rf.

Zechariah
THE HEBREW STUDENT'S COMMENTARY ON:

ZECHARIAH, Hebrew and LXX. By W. H.
LOWE, M.A. Svo. ids. 6d.

The New Testament
THE NEW TESTAMENT. Essay on the Right
Estimation of MS. Evidence in the Text
of the New Testament. By T. R. BIRKS.
Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.

THE MESSAGES OF THE BOOKS. Discourses
and Notes on the Books of the New Testa-
ment. By Archd. FARRAR. Svo. 145-.

THE CLASSICAL ELEMENT IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT. Considered as a Proof of its

Genuineness, with an Appendix on the
Oldest Authorities used in the Formation
of the Canon. ByC.H.HooLE. Svo. ios.6d.

ON A FRESH REVISION OF THE ENGLISH
NEWF TESTAMENT. With an Appendix on
the last Petition of the Lord's Prayer. By
Bishop LIGHTFOOT. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

THE UNITY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By
F. D. MAURICE. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 12^.

A COMPANION TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT
AND THE ENGLISH VERSION. By PHILIP
SCHAFF, D.D. Cr. Svo. i2s.

A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE HISTORY OF
THE CANON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
DURING THE FlRST FOUR CENTURIES. By
Bishop WESTCOTT. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

THE NEW TESTAMENT IN THE ORIGINAL
GREEK. The Text revised by Bishop
WESTCOTT, D.D., and Prof. F. J. A.
HORT, D.D. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. icxy. 6d.

each. Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Introduc-
tion and Appendix.

SCHOOL EDITION OF THE ABOVE. iSmo,
4-y. 6d. ; iSmo, roan, $s. 6d. ; morocco, gilt

edges, 6s. 6d.



THEOLOGY.

The Gospels
THE COMMON TRADITION OF THE SYNOPTIC
GOSPELS. In the Text of the Revised
Version. By Rev. E. A. ABBOTT and
W. G. RUSH BROOKE. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6cf.

SYNOPTICON : An Exposition of the Common
Matter of the Synoptic Gospels. By W. G.
RUSHBROOKE. Printed in Colours. In Six

Parts, and Appendix. 4to. Part I. $s. 6d.

Parts II. and III. 7s. Parts IV. V. and
VI., with Indices, IDS. 6d. Appendices,
IQS. dd. Complete in i vol. 35^.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE FOUR
GOSPELS. ByBp.WESTCOTT.Cr.8vo. T.os.6d.

THE COMPOSITION OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

By Rev. ARTHUR WRIGHT. Cr. 8vo. 55-.

Gospel of St. Matthew
THE GREEK TEXT, with Introduction and
Notes by Rev. A. SLOMAN. Fcp.Svo. 2s.6d.

CHOICE NOTES ON ST. MATTHEW. Drawn
from Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

(St. Matthew and St. Mark in i vol. gs.)

Gospel ofSt. Mark
SCHOOL READINGS IN THE GREEK TESTA-
MENT. Being the Outlines of the Life of
our Lord as given by St. Mark, with addi-
tions from the Text of the other Evange-
lists. Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary,
by Rev. A. CALVERT, M.A. Fcp.Svo. 2s.6d.

CHOICE NOTES ON ST. MARK. Drawn from
Old and New SOURCES. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

(St. Matthew and St. Mark in i vol. 9$.)

Gospel ofSt. Luke
GREEK TEXT, with Introduction and Notes

by Rev. J. BOND, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CHOICE NOTES ON ST. LUKE. Drawn from
Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.
A Course of Lectures on the Gospel of St.

Luke. By F. D. MAURICE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Gospel ofSt. John
THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. By F. D.
MAURICE. 8th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CHOICE NOTES ON ST. JOHN. Drawn from
Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

The Acts ofthe Apostles
GREEK TEXT, with Notes by T. E. PAGE,
M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

THE CHURCH OF THE FIRST DAYS : THE
CHURCH OF JERUSALEM, THE CHURCH OF
THE GENTILES, THE CHURCH OF THE
WORLD. Lectures on the Acts of the

Apostles. By Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN.
Cr. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

The Epistles ofSt. Paul
THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. The
Greek Text, with English Notes. By the

Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN. 7th Edit.
Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE EPISTLES TO THE CORINTHIANS. Greek
Text, with Commentary. By Rev. W.
KAY. 8vo. gs.

The EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. A
Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes,
and Dissertations. By Bishop LIGHTFOOT.
loth Edit. 8vo. i2S.

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. A
Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes,
and Dissertations. By the same. 8vo. 12$.

The Epistles ofSt. Paul
THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. With

Translation, Paraphrase, and Notes for

English Readers. By the Very Rev. C. J.
VAUGHAN. Cr. 8vo. $s.

THE EPISTLES TO THE COLOSSIANS AND
TO PHILEMON. A Revised Text, with In-

troductions, etc. By Bishop LIGHTFOOT.
gth Edit. 8vo. J.2S.

THE EPISTLES TO THE EPHESIANS, THE
COLOSSIANS, AND PHILEMON. With In-
troduction and Notes. By Rev. J. LI.

DAVIES. 2nd Edit. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALO-
NIANS. By Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN.
8vo, sewed, is. 6d.

THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS.
Commentary on the Greek Text. By Prof.

JOHN EADIE. 8vo. i2s.

The Epistle of St. James
THE GREEK TEXT, with Introduction and

Notes. By Rev. JOSEPH MAYOR. 8vo.

The Epistles ofSt. John
THE EPISTLES OF ST. JOHN. By F. D.
MAURICE. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Greek Text, with Notes, by Bishop
WESTCOTT. 2nd Edit. 8vo. i2s. 6d.

The Epistle to the Hebrews
GREEK AND ENGLISH. Edited by Rev.
FREDERIC RENDALL. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ENGLISH TEXT, with Commentary. By the
same. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE GREEK TEXT, with Notes, by Very
Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE GREEK TEXT, with Notes and Essays,
by Bishop WESTCOTT. 8vo. 14$.

Revelation

LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE. By F. D.
MAURICE. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE REVELATION OF ST. JOHN. By Rev.
Prof. W. MILLIGAN. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

LECTURES ON THE REVELATION OF ST.

JOHN. By Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN.
5th Edit. Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

THE BIBLE WORD-BOOK. By W. ALOIS
WRIGHT. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

History of the Christian Church.
CHURCH (Dean). THE OXFORD MOVE-
MENT, 183345. 8vo. T.2S. 6d. net.

CUNNINGHAM(Rev. John). THE GROWTH
OF THE CHURCH IN ITS ORGANISATION AND.
INSTITUTIONS. 8vo. gs.

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. William). THE
CHURCHES OF ASIA : A Methodical Sketch
of the Second Century. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DALE (A. W. W.). THE SYNOD OF ELVIRA,
AND CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE FOURTH CEN-
TURY. Cr. 8vo. ior. 6d.

HARDWICK (Archdeacon). A HISTORY OF
THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH : MIDDLE AGE.
Edited by Bp. STUBBS. Cr. 8vo. IQJ. 6d.

A HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
DURING THE REFORMATION, gth Edit., re-
vised by Bishop STUBBS. Cr. 8vo. 10$. 6d.
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THEOLOGY.
History of the Christian Church contd.

HORT(Dr. F. J. A.). Two DISSERTATIONS.
I. ON MONOFENHS 0EO2 IN SCRIPTURE
AND TRADITION. II. ON THE "CONSTAN-
TINOPOLITAN " CREED AND OTHER EASTERN
CREEDS OF THE FOURTH CENTURY. 8vo.

7s. 6d.

KILLEN (W. D.). ECCLESIASTICAL HIS-
TORY OF IRELAND, FROM THE EARLIEST
DATE TO THE PRESENT TIME. 2 vols.

8vo. 2$s.

SIMPSON (Rev. W.). AN EPITOME OK THE
HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. 7th
Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Very Rev. C. J.). THE CHURCH
OF THE FIRST DAYS: THE CHURCH OF

JERUSALEM, THE CHURCH OF THE GEN-
TILES, THE CHURCH OF THE WORLD. Cr.

8vo. los. 6d.

WARD (W.). WILLIAM GEORGE WARD AND
THE OXFORD MOVEMENT. 8vo. 14^.

The Church of England.
Catechism of

A CLASS-BOOK OF THE CATECHISM OF
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. By Rev. Canon
MACLEAR. i8mo. is. 6d.

A FIRST CLASS-BOOK OF THE CATECHISM
OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. By the

same. iSmo. 6d.

THE ORDER OF CONFIRMATION. With
Prayers and Devotions. By the same.

32mo. 6d.

Collects
COLLECTS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
With a Coloured Floral Design to each
Collect. Cr. 8vo. i2s.

.Disestablishment
DISESTABLISHMENT AND DISENDOWMENT.
WHAT ARE THEY? By Prof. E. A. FREE-
MAN. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. is.

DISESTABLISHMENT ; or, A Defence of the

Principle of a National Church. By GEO.
HARWOOD. 8vo. 123.

A DEFENCE OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND
AGAINST DISESTABLISHMENT. By ROUN-
DELL. EARL OF SELBORNE. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

ANCIENT FACTS AND FICTIONS CONCERNING
CHURCHES AND TITHES. By the same.
Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

Dissent in its Relation to

DISSENT IN ITS RELATION TO THE CHURCH
OF ENGLAND. By Rev. G. H. CURTEIS.

Bampton Lectures for 1871. Cr. 8vo. -js.ftd.

.Holy Communion
THE COMMUNION SERVICE FROM THE BOOK
OF COMMON PRAYER. With Select Read-

ings from the Writings of the Rev. F. D.
MAURICE. Edited by Bishop COLENSO.
6th Edit. i6mo. 2S. 6d.

BEFORE THE TABLE : An Inquiry, Historical

and Theological, into the Meaning of the

Consecration Rubric in the Communion
Service of the Church of England. By
Very Rev. J. S. HOWSON. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

FIRST COMMUNION. With Prayers and De-
votions for the newly Confirmed. By Rev.

Canon MACLEAR. 321110. 6d.

A MANUAL OF INSTRUCTION FOR CONFIR-
MATION AND FIRST COMMUNION. With

Prayers and Devotions. By the same.

321110. as.

Liturgy
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CREEDS. By

Rev. Canon MACLEAR. i8mo. 2S. 6d.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THIRTY-NINE
ARTICLES. By same. i8mo. [In the Press.

A HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER. By Rev F. PROCTER. i8th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

AN ELEMENTAY INTRODUCTION TO THE
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. By Rev. F.
PROCTER and Rev. Canon MACLEAR.
i8mo. 2s. 6d.

TWELVE DISCOURSES ON SUBJECTS CON-
NECTED WITH THE LITURGY AND WOR-
SHIP OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. By
Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

A COMPANION TO THE LECTIONARY. By
Rev. W. BENHAM, B.D. Cr. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF READ AND
OTHERS v. THE LORD BISHOP OF LINCOLN.
Nov. 21, 1890. By his Grace the ARCH-
BISHOP OF CANTERBURY. 8vo. is. 6d. net.

Devotional Books.
EASTLAKE (Lady). FELLOWSHIP : LET-
TERS ADDRESSED TO MY SlSTER-MoURNERS.
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

IMITATIO CHRISTI. Libri IV. Printed
in Borders after Holbein, Diirer, and other
old Masters, containing Dances of Death,
Acts of Mercy, Emblems, etc. Cr.Svo. js.6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). OUT OF THE DEEP :

WORDS FOR THE SORROWFUL. From the

Writings of CHARLES KINGSLEY. Ext. fcp.
8vo. is. 6d.

DAILY THOUGHTS. Selected from the

Writings of CHARLES KINGSLEY. By His
WIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FROM DEATH TO LIFE. Fragments of

Teaching to a Village Congregation. Edit,

by His WIFE. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MACLEAR (Rev. Canon). A MANUAL OF
INSTRUCTION FOR CONFIRMATION AND
FIRST COMMUNION, WITH PRAYERS AND
DEVOTIONS. 32010. 2s.

THE HOUR OF SORROW ; or, The Office

for the Burial of the Dead. 321110. 2S.

MAURICE (F. D.). LESSONS OF HOPE.
Readings from the Works of F. D. MAURICE.
Selected by Rev. J. LL. DAVIES, M.A. Cr.

8vo. 5-y.

RAYS OF SUNLIGHT FOR DARK DAYS.
With a Preface by Very Rev. C. J. VAUGHAN.
D.D. New Edition. i8mo. y.6d.

SERVICE (Rev. J.). PRAYERS FOR PUBLIC
WORSHIP. Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d.

THE WORSHIP OF GOD, AND FEL-
LOWSHIP AMONG MEN. By Prof.

MAURICE and others. Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d.

WELBY-GREGORY (Hon. Lady). LINKS
AND CLUES. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WESTCOTT (Rt. Rev. Bishop). THOUGHTS
ON REVELATION AND LIFE. Selections from
the Writings of Bishop WESTCOTT. Edited

by Rev. S. PHILLIPS. Cr. Svo. 6*.

WILBRAHAM (Francis M.). IN THE SERE
AND YELLOW LEAF : THOUGHTS AND RE-
COLLECTIONS FOR OLD AND YOUNG. Glob
Svo. S.T. 6d.
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The Fathers.

DONALDSON (Prof. James). THE APOS-
TOLIC FATHERS. A Critical Account of their
Genuine Writings, and of their Doctrines.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

Works ofthe Greek and Latin Fathers :

THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS. Revised Texts,
with Introductions, Notes, Dissertations,
and Translations. By Bishop LIGHTFOOT.

Part I. ST. CLEMENT OF ROME. 2 vols.

8vo. 32^. Part II. ST. IGNATIUS TO ST.
POLYCARP. 3 vols. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 48*.

THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS. Abridged Edit.
With Short Introductions, Greek Text, and
English Translation. By same. 8vo. i6.y.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. BARNABAS. Its Date
and Authorship. With Greek Text, Latin
Version, Translation and Commentary. By
Rev. W. CUNNINGHAM. Cr. 8vo. 7$. 6d.

Hymnology.
PALGRAVE (Prof. F. T.). ORIGINAL
HYMNS. 3rd Edit. i8mo. is. 6d.

SELBORNE (Roundell, Earl of). THE BOOK
OF PRAISE. i8mo. 2s. 6d. net.

A HYMNAL. Chiefly from " The Book of
Praise." A. Royal 32mo, limp. 6d. B.

i8mo, larger type. is. C. Fine paper. is.6d.
With Music, Selected, Harmonised, and

Composed by JOHN HULLAH. i8mo. 3s.6d.

WOODS (Miss M. A.). HYMNS FOR SCHOOL
WORSHIP. i8mo. is. 6d.

Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and
Theological Essays.

ABBOT (F. E.). SCIENTIFIC THEISM. Cr.
8vo.

-JS. 6d.

THE WAY OUT OF AGNOSTICISM ; or, The
Philosophy of Free Religion. Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

ABBOTT (Rev. E. A.).-CAMBRIDGE SER-
MONS. 8vo. 6s.

OXFORD SERMONS. 8vo. ?s. 6d.
PHILOMYTHUS. A discussion of Cardinal

Newman's Essay on Ecclesiastical Miracles.
Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

NEWMANIANISM. Cr. Svo. is. net.

AINGER (Canon). SERMONS PREACHED IN
THE TEMPLE CHURCH. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

ALEXANDER (W., Bishop of Derry and
Raphoe). THE LEADING IDEAS OF THE
GOSPEL. New Edit. Cr. Svo.

BAINES (Rev. Edward). SERMONS. With a
Preface and Memoir by Bishop BARRY,
Cr. Svo. 6*.

BARRY (Bishop). FIRST WORDS IN AUSTRA-
LIA : Sermons. Cr. Svo. s-y.

BATHER (Archdeacon). ON SOME MINIS-
TERIAL DUTIES, CATECHISING, PREACHING,
Etc. Edited, with a Preface, by Very Rev.
C. J. VAUGHAN, D.D. Fcp. Svo. 4*. 6d.

BETHUNE-BAKER (J. F.). THE INFLU-
ENCE OF CHRISTIANITY ON WAR. Svo. 5$.

THE STERNNESS OF CHRIST'S TEACHING,
AND ITS RELATION TO THE LAW OF FOR-
GIVENESS. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

BINNIE (Rev. W.). SERMONS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BIRKS (Thomas Rawson). THE DIFFICUL-
TIES OF BELIEF IN CONNECTION WITH THE
CREATION AND THE FALL, REDEMPTION,
AND JUDGMENT. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 55.

JUSTIFICATION AND IMPUTED RIGHT
EOUSNESS. A Review. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SUPERNATURAL REVELATION ; or, First

Principles of Moral Theology. Svo. 8s.

BROOKE (S. A.). SHORT SERMONS. Cr. Svo.

BROOKS (Bishop Phillips). THE CANDLE OF
THE LORD : and other Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SERMONS PREACHED IN ENGLISH
CHURCHES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TWENTY SERMONS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TOLERANCE. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD. Cr.Svo. -$s.6d.

BRUNTON (T. Lauder). THE BIBLE AND
SCIENCE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

BUTLER (Archer). SERMONS, DOCTRINAL
AND PRACTICAL, nth Edit. Svo. &s.

SECOND SERIES OF SERMONS. Svo. 7^.

LETTERS ON ROMANISM. Svo. IQS. 6d.

BUTLER (Rev. Geo.). SERMONS PREACHED
IN CHELTENHAM COLL. CHAPEL. Svo. js.6d.

CALDERWOOD (Rev. Prof.). THE RELA-
TIONS OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION. Cr.Svo. $s.

THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD. Cr.Svo. 6s.

CAMPBELL (Dr. John M'Leod).-THE NA-
TURE OF THE ATONEMENT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

REMINISCENCES AND REFLECTIONS.
Edited by his Son, DONALD CAMPBELL,
M.A. Cr. Svo. 7.?. 6d.

THOUGHTS ON REVELATION. Cr. Svo. $s.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE GIFT OF
ETERNAL LIFE. Compiled from Sermons
preached 1829 31. Cr. Svo. ss.

CANTERBURY (Edward White, Archbishop
of). BOY-LIFE: ITS TRIAL, ITS STRENGTH,
ITS FULNESS. Sundays in Wellington Col-

lege, 185973. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEVEN GIFTS. Primary Visitation
Address. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHRIST AND His TIMES. Second Visi-
tation Address. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A PASTORAL LETTER TO THE DIOCESE
OF CANTERBURY, 1890. Svo, sewed, id.

CARPENTER (W. Boyd, Bishop of Win-
chester). TRUTH IN TALE. Addresses,
chiefly to Children. Cr. Svo. 4.?. 6d.

THE PERMANENT ELEMENTS OF RE-
LIGION. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CAZENOVE (J. Gibson). CONCERNING THE
BEING AND ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. Svo. $s.

CHURCH (Dean). HUMAN LIFE AND ITS
CONDITIONS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GIFTS OF CIVILISATION : and other
Sermons and Letters. Cr. Svo. -js. 6d.

DISCIPLINE OF THE CHRISTIAN CHAR-
ACTER

;
and other Sermons. Cr. Svo. 45. 6d.

ADVENT SERMONS, 1885. Cr.Svo. 4^. 6d.
VILLAGE SERMONS. Cr. Svo.

CLERGYMAN'S SELF-EXAMINATION
CONCERNING THE APOSTLES'
CREED. Ext. fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

CONGREVE (Rev. John). HIGH HOPES
AND PLEADINGS FOR A REASONABLE FAITH,
NOBLER THOUGHTS, AND LARGER CHARITY.
Cr. Svo. 5-r.
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THEOLOGY.
Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and

Theological Essays--continued.
COOKE (Josiah P., jun.). RELIGION AND
CHEMISTRY. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

COTTON (Bishop). SERMONS PREACHED TO
ENGLISH CONGREGATIONS IN INDIA. Cr.
Svo.

7.5-.
6d.

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. W.). CHRISTIAN
CIVILISATION, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO INDIA. Cr. 8vo. $s.

CURTEIS (Rev. G. H.). THE SCIENTIFIC
OBSTACLES TO CHRISTIAN BELIEF. The
Boyle Lectures, 1884. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DAVIES (Rev. J. Llewelyn). THE GOSPEL
AND MODERN LIFE. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s-.

SOCIAL QUESTIONS FROM THE POINT OF
VIEW OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY. Cr.Svo. 6s.

WARNINGS AGAINST SUPERSTITION. Ext.

fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE CHRISTIAN CALLING. Ext.fp.8vo. 6s.

ORDER AND GROWTH AS INVOLVED IN
THE SPIRITUAL CONSTITUTION OF HUMAN
SOCIETY. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

BAPTISM, CONFIRMATION, AND THE
LORD'S SUPPER. Addresses. i8mo. is.

DIGGLE (Rev. J. W.). GODLINESS AND
MANLINESS. Cr. 8vo. 6.y.

DRUMMOND (Prof. Jas.). INTRODUCTION
TO THE STUDY OF THEOLOGY. Cr. 8vo. -s.

ECCE HOMO : A SURVEY OF THE LIFE AND
WORK OF JESUS CHRIST. Globe 8vo. 65-.

ELLERTON (Rev. John). THE HOLIEST
MANHOOD, AND ITS LESSONS FOR BUSY
LIVES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FAITH AND CONDUCT : AN ESSAY ON-

VERIFIABLE RELIGION. Cr.Svo. -js.dd.

FARRAR (Ven. Archdeacon). MERCY AND
JUDGMENT. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. los. 6d.

THE FALL OF MAN : and other Sermons.
5th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SEEKERS AFTER GOD. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE SILENCE AND VOICES OF GOD : Ser-
mons, /th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

IN THE DAYS OF THY YOUTH. Marl-
borough College Sermons. Cr. 8vo.

9.?.

ETERNAL HOPE. Westminster Abbey
Sermons. 28th Thousand. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

EPHPHATHA ; or, The Amelioration of
the World. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SERMONS AND ADDRESSES DELIVERED IN
AMERICA. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE WITNESS OF HISTORY TO CHRIST.
Hulsean Lectures, 1870. yth Edit. Cr.Svo. 5$.

SAINTLY WORKERS. Five Lenten Lec-
tures. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Uniform Edition of the above. Cr. 8vo.

3J. 6d. each. Monthly from Oct. 1891.
THE HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION.

Bampton Lectures, 1885. 8vo. i6s.

FISKE (John). MAN'S DESTINY VIEWED IN
THE LIGHT OF HIS ORIGIN. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

FORBES (Rev. Granville). THE VOICE OF
GOD IN THE PSALMS. Cr. 8vo. 6.J. 6d.

FOWLE (Rev. T. W.). A NEW ANALOGY
BETWEEN REVEALED RELIGION AND THE
COURSE AND CONSTITUTION OF NATURE.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FRASER (Bishop). SERMONS. Edited by
JOHN W. DIGGLE. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

HAMILTON (John). ON TRUTH AND ERROR.
Cr. 8vo. 5-y.

ARTHUR'S SEAT ; or, The Church of the
Banned. Cr. 8vo. -6s.

ABOVE AND AROUND : Thoughts on God
and Man. i2mo. 2^. 6d.

HARDWICK (Archdeacon). CHRIST ANI>
OTHER MASTERS. 6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. ios.6d.

HARE (Julius Charles). THE MISSION OF
THE COMFORTER. New Edition. Edited
by Dean PI.UMPTRE. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE VICTORY OF FAITH. Edited by
Dean PLUMPTRE. With Notices by Prof.
MAURiCEand Dean STANLEY. Cr.Svo. 6s.6d.

HARPER (Father Thomas). THE META-
PHYSICS OF THE SCHOOL. Vols. I. and II.

8vo. iBs. each. Vol. III. Part I. 123.

HARRIS (Rev. G. C.). SERMONS. With a
Memoir by C. M. YONGE. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

HERVEY (Lord A., BishopofBath and Wells).
THE GENEALOGIES OF OUR LORD AND

SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. 8vo. IQS. 6d.

HUTTON(R. H.). (See COLLECTED WORKS,
p. 21.)

ILLINGWORTH (Rev. J. R.). SERMONS
PREACHED IN A COLLEGE CHAPEL. Cr.SvO. $S.

JACOB (Rev. J. A.). BUILDING IN SILENCE:
and other Sermons. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

JAMES (Rev. Herbert). THE COUNTRY
CLERGYMAN AND HIS WORK. Cr. 8vo. 6s,

JEANS (Rev. G. E.). HAILEYBURY CHAPEL :

and other Sermons. Fcp. 8vo. 35-. 6d.

JELLETT (Rev. Dr.).-THE ELDER SON:
and other Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE EFFICACY OF PRAYER. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

KELLOGG (Rev. S. H.). THE LIGHT OF
ASIA AND THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD. Cr.
8vo. js. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). (See COLLECTED-
WORKS, p. 21.)

KIRKPATRICK (Prof.). THE DIVINE LI-
BRARY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

KYNASTON (Rev. Herbert, D.D.). CHEL-
TENHAM COLLEGE SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LEGGE(A. O.). THE GROWTH OF THE TEM-
PORAL POWER OF THE PAPACY. Cr.Svo. 8^.6^.

LIGHTFOOT (Bishop). LEADERS IN THE
NORTHERN CHURCH : Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ORDINATION ADDRESSES AND COUNSELS
TO CLERGY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CAMBRIDGE SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SERMONS PREACHED IN ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL. Cr. 8vo. 65-.

SERMONSON SPECIAL OCCASIONS. 8vo. 6s.

A .CHARGE DELIVERED TO THE CLERGY
OF THE DIOCESE OF DURHAM, 1886. 8vo. zs.

ESSAYS ON THE WORK ENTITLED " SU-
PERNATURAL RELIGION." 8vo. ios.6d.

ON A FRESH REVISION OF THE ENGLISH
NEW TESTAMENT. Cr. 8vo. 7$. 6d.

MACLAREN(Rev. A.). SERMONS PREACHED-
AT MANCHESTER, nth Ed. Fcp. 8vo. $s.6d.

SECOND SERIES. 7th Ed. Fcp. Svo. $s. 6d.

THIRD SERIES. 6th Ed. Fcp. Svo. ^s.6d.
WEEK-DAY EVENING ADDRESSES. 4th

Edit. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

THE SECRET OF POWER : and other Ser-
mons. Fcp. Svo. 45. 6d.
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MACMILLAN(Rev. Hugh). BIBLE TEACH-
INGS IN NATURE. i5th Edit. Globe 8vo. 6s.

THE TRUE VINE ; or, The Analogies of
our Lord's Allegory. 5th Edit. Gl. 8vo. 6s.

THE MINISTRY OF NATURE. 8th Edit.
Globe 8vo. 6s.

THE SABBATH OF THE FIELDS. 6th
Edit. Globe 8vo. 6s.

THE MARRIAGE IN CANA. Globe 8vo. 6s.

Two WORLDS ARE OURS. Gl. 8vo. 6s.

THE OLIVE LEAF. Globe 8vo. 6s.

THE GATE BEAUTIFUL : and other Bible

Readings for the Young. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). THE DECAY OF
MODERN PREACHING. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MATURIN (Rev. W.). THE BLESSEDNESS
OF THE DEAD IN CHRIST. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

MAURICE (Frederick Denison). THE KING-
DOM OF CHRIST. 3rd Ed. 2vols. Cr. 8vo. 12.?.

EXPOSITORY SERMONS ON THE PRAYER-
BOOK, AND THE LPRD'S PRAYER. Cr.Svo. 6s.

SERMONS PREACHED IN COUNTRY
CHURCHES. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE CONSCIENCE : Lectures on Casuistry.
3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 4S. 6d.

DIALOGUES ON FAMILY WORSHIP. Cr.
8vo. 4S. 6d.

THE DOCTRINE OF SACRIFICE DEDUCED
FROM THE SCRIPTURES. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD. 6th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

ON THE SABBATH DAY; THE CHARACTER
OF THE WARRIOR ; AND ON THE INTERPRE-
TATION OF HISTORY. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

LEARNING AND WORKING. Cr.Svo. \s.6d.
THE LORD'S PRAYER, THE CREED, AND

THE COMMANDMENTS. i8mo. is.

THEOLOGICAL ESSAYS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SERMONS PREACHED IN LINCOLN'S INN
CHAPEL. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. each.

Monthlv, from Oct. i8qi.

MILLIGAN (Rev. Prof. W.). THE RESUR-
RECTION OF OUR LORD. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. ss.

MOORHOUSE (J., Bishop of Manchester).
JACOB : Three Sermons. Ext. fcp. Svo. y.6d.

THE TEACHING OF CHRIST : its Condi-

tions, Secret, and Results. Cr. Svo. 3S. net.

MYLNE (L. G., Bishop of Bombay).
SERMONS PREACHED IN ST. THOMAS'S
CATHEDRAL, BOMBAY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

NATURAL RELIGION. By the Author of
"EcceHomo." 3rd Edit. Globe Svo. 6s.

PATTISON (Mark). SERMONS. Cr.Svo. 6s.

PAUL OF TARSUS. Svo. los. 6d.

PHILOCHRISTUS : MEMOIRS OF A DIS-
CIPLE OF THE LORD. 3rd. Edit. Svo. i2s.

PLUMPTRE (Dean). MOVEMENTS IN RE-
LIGIOUS THOUGHT. Fcp. Svo. 3$. 6d.

POTTER (R.). THE RELATION OF ETHICS
TO RELIGION. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

REASONABLE FAITH : A SHORT ESSAY
By "Three Friends." Cr.Svo. u.

HEICHEL (C. P., Bishop of Meath). THE
LORD'S PRAYER. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d.

CATHEDRAL AND UNIVERSITY SERMONS.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

RENDALL (Rev. F.). THE THEOLOGY OF
THE HEBREW CHRISTIANS. Cr. Svo. ss.

REYNOLDS (H.R.). NOTES OF THE CHRIS-
TIAN LIFE. Cr. Svo. 7$. 6d.

ROBINSON (Prebendary H. G.). MAN IN

THE IMAGE OF GOD : and other Sermons.
Cr. Svo. 7S. 6d.

RUSSELL(Dean). THE LIGHT THAT LIGHT-
ETH EVERY MAN '. Sermons. With an Intro-

duction by Dean PLUMPTRE, D.D. Cr.Svo. 6s.

SALMON (Rev. George, D.D.).- NoN-MiK-
ACULOUS CHRISTIANITY : and other Sermons.
2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GNOSTICISM AND AGNOSTICISM : and
other Sermons. Cr. Svo. 7S. 6d.

SCOTCH SERMONS, 1880. By Principal
CAIRD and others. 3rd Edit. Svo. ics. 6d.

SERVICE (Rev. J.). SERMONS. Cr.Svo. 6s.

SHIRLEY (W. N.). ELIJAH : Four Univer-

sity Sermons. Fcp. Svo. 2S. 6d.

SMITH (Rev. Travers). MAN'S KNOWLEDGE
OF MAN AND OF GOD. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SMITH (W. Saumarez). THE BLOOD OF THE
NEW COVENANT: An Essay. Cr.Svo. 2s. 6d.

STANLEY (Dean). --THE NATIONALTHANKS-
GIVING. Sermons Preached in Westminster

Abbey. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

ADDRESSES AND SERMONS delivered at

St. Andrews in 1872 75 and 1877. Cr.Svo. ss.

ADDRESSES AND SERMONS delivered in

America, 1878. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE ATHANASIAN CREED. Cr. Svo. 2s.

STEWART (Prof. Ealfour) and TAIT (Prof.
P. G.). THE UNSEEN UNIVERSE, OR PHY-
SICAL SPECULATIONS ON A FUTURE STATE.
1 5th Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PARADOXICAL PHILOSOPHY: A Sequel to

the above. Cr. Svo. 7S. 6d.

STUBBS (Rev. C. W.). FOR CHRIST AND
CITY. Sermons and Addresses. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TAIT (Archbishop).- -THE PRESENT POSITION
OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Primary
Visitation Charge. 3rd Edit. Svo. 35. 6d.

DUTIES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
Second Visitation Addresses. Svo. 4S. 6d.

THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE. Quad-
rennial Visitation Charges. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

TAYLOR (Isaac). THE RESTORATION OF
BELIEF. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d.

TEMPLE (Frederick, Bishop of London).
SERMONS PREACHED IN THE CHAPEL OF
RUGBY SCHOOL. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

SECOND SERIES. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

THIRD SERIES. 4th Edit. Ext.fcp.8vo. 6s.

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN RELIGION
AND SCIENCE. Bampton Lectures, 1884.

7th and Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TRENCH (Archbishop). THE HULSEAN
LECTURES FOR 1845 6. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

TULLOCH (Principal). THE CHRIST OF THE
GOSPELS AND THE CHRIST OF MODERN
CRITICISM. Ext. fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.

VAUGHAN (C. J., Dean of Landaff).-ME -

MORIALS OF HARROW SUNDAYS. Svo. ios.6d.

EPIPHANY,LENT,ANDEASTER.8VO. IOS.6d.

THE BOOK AND THE LIFE : and other

Sermons. 3rd Edit. Fcp. Svo. 4S. 6d.

HEROES OF FAITH. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. 6s.

WORDS FROM THE GOSPELS. 3rd Edit.

Fcp. Svo. 4S. 6d.



THEOLOGY TRANSLATIONS.

THEOLOGY.
Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and

Theological Essays continued.

VAUGHAN (Dr. C. J.). LIFE'S WORK AND
GOD'S DISCIPLINE. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 2*. 6d.

THK WHOLESOME WORDS OF JESUS
CHRIST. 2nd Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

FOKSOF FAITH. 2nd Edit. Fcp.Svo. 3S.6d.
CHRIST SATISFYING THE INSTINCTS OF

HUMANITY. 2nd Edit. Ext. fcp. 8vo. $s.6d.
COUNSELS FOR YOUNG STUDENTS. Fcp.

8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE Two GREAT TEMPTATIONS. 2nd
Edit. Fcp. 8vo. $s. 6d.

ADDRESSES FOR YOUNG CLERGYMEN.
Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

'' MY SON, GIVE ME THINE HEART."
Ext. fcp. 8vo. 5s.

REST AWHILE. Addresses to Toilers in

the Ministry. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 55-.

TEMPLE SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

AUTHORISED OR REVISED? Sermons on
some of the Texts in which the Revised Ver-

sion differs from the Authorised. Cr. 8vo.

75. 6d.

LESSONS OF THE CROSS AND PASSION ;

WORDS FROM THE CROSS ; THE REIGN OF
SIN ; THK LORD'S PRAYER. Four Courses
of Lent Lectures. Cr. 8vo. ios. 6d.

UNIVERSITY SERMONS, NEW AND OLD.
Cr. 8vo. ios.6d.

NOTF.S FOR LECTURES ON CONFIRMATION.
i4th Edit. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Rev. D. J.). THE PRESENT
TRIAL OF FAITH. Cr. 8vo. gs.

VAUGHAN (Rev. E. T.) SOME REASONS OF
OUR CHRISTIAN HOPE. Hulsean Lectures
for 1875. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Rev. Robert). STONES FROM
THE QUARRY. Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 5$.

VENN (Rev. John). ON SOME CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF BELIEF, SCIENTIFIC, AND RE-
LIGIOUS. Hulsean Lectures, 1869. 8vo. 6s.6d.

WARINGTON (G.). THE WEEK OF CREA-
TION. Cr. 8vo. 4.?. 6d.

WELLDON (Rev. J. E. C.). THE SPIRITUAL
LIFE : and other Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WESTCOTT (Rt. Rev. B. F., Bishop of Dur-

ham). ON THE RELIGIOUS OFFICE OF THE
UNIVERSITIES. Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

GIFTS FOR MINISTRY. Addresses to Can-
didates for Ordination. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

THE VICTORY OF THE CROSS. Sermons
Preached in 1888. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH. Three

Sermons(InMemoriamJ. B.D.). Cr. 8vo. zs.

THE REVELATION OF THE RISEN LORD.

4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HISTORIC FAITH. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE GOSPEL OF THE RESURRECTION.
6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE REVELATION OF THE FATHER. Cr.

8vo. 6s.

CHRISTUS CONSUMMATOR. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SOME THOUGHTS FROM THE ORDINAL.
Cr. 8vo. is. 6d,

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF CHRISTIANITY. Cr.

8vo. 6s.

ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT IN THE WEST. Globe 8vo. 6s.

WICKHAM (Rev. E. C.). WELLINGTON
COLLEGE SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WILKINS (Prof. A. S.). THE LIGHT OF TKK
WORLD: An Essay. 2nd Ed. Cr. 8vo. y.6(L

WILSON (J. M., Archdeacon of Manchesto ).

SERMONS PREACHED IN CLIFTON COLLEGE.

CHAPEL, 187983. Cr. 8vo. .'(w.Secoi d
Series. 1888 90. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

SOME CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT OF OUR TIME. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WOOD (Rev. E. G.). THE REGAL POWER
OF THE CHURCH. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

TRANSLATIONS.
From the Greek From the Italian From !he-

Latin Into Latin and Greek Verse.

From the Greek.

AESCHYLUS. THE SUPPLICES. With Trans-

lation, byT. G. TUCKER, Litt.D. 8vo. ios.6<L

THE SEVEN AGAINST THEBES. With

Translation, by A. W. VERRAI.L, Litt. IX
8vo. 7-r. 6d.

EUMENIDES. With Verse Translate :i,

by BERNARD DRAKE, M.A. 8vo. SJT.

ARATUS. (See PHYSIOGRAPHY.)

ARISTOPHANES. THE BIRDS. Trans, ii 'c.

English Verse, by E. H. KENNEDY. 8vo. ( ._

ARISTOTLE ON FALLACIES; OR, T i.

SOPHISTICI ELENCHI. With Translation, 1 >

E. POSTE, M.A. 8vo. Bs. 6d.

ARISTOTLE. THE FIRST BOOK OF T,IE

METAPHYSICS OF ARISTOTLE. By a Cam-
bridge Graduate. 8vo. $s.

THE POLITICS. By J. E. C. WELLDON.,
M.A. ios. 6d.
- THE RHETORIC. Bysame. Cr.Svo. js.Cd..

ON THE CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS,.

By E. POSTE. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

BION. (See THEOCRITUS.)

HERODOTUS. THE HISTORY. By G. C..

MACAULAY, M.A. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. i8.y.

HOMER. THE ODYSSEY DONE INTO ENG-
LISH PROSE, by S. H. BUTCHER, M.A., and
A. LANG, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE ODYSSEY. Books I. XII. Transl.

into English Verse by EARL OF CARNARVON.
Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

THE ILIAD DONE INTO ENGLISH PROSE,.

by ANDREW LANG, WALTER LEAF, and
ERNEST MYERS. Cr. 8vo. 125. 6d.

MELEAGER. FIFTY POEMS. Translated

into English Verse by WALTER HEADLAM.
Fcp. 410. js. 6d.

MOSCHUS. (See THEOCRITUS).

PINDAR. THE EXTANT ODES. By ERNEST-
MYERS. Cr. 8vo. 5-y.

PLATO. TIM^US. With Translation, by
R. D. ARCHER-HIND, M.A. 8vo. i6f.

(See also GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES, p. 20. >

POLYBIUS. THE HISTORIES. By E. S.

SHUCKBURGH. Cr. 8vo. 24$.

SOPHOCLES. CEDIPUS THE KING. Trans-

lated into English Verse by E. D. A. MORS-
HEAD, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 3S. 6d.

THEOCRITUS, BION, AND MOSCHUS.
By A. LANG, M.A. i8mo. 45. 6d. Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. gs.
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XENOPHON. THE COMPLETE WORKS.
By H. G. DAKYNS, M.A. Cr. 8vo. Vol. I.

THE ANABASIS AND BOOKS I. AND II. OF
THE HELLENICA. T.OS. 6d.

{.Vol. II. in the Press.

, From the Italian.

DANTE. THE PURGATORY. With Transl.
and Notes, by A. J. BUTLER. Cr. 8vo. i2s.6d.

THE PARADISE. By the same. 2nd Edit.
Cr. 8vo. T.-ZS. 6d.

THE INFERNO. By the same. Cr. 8vo.

DE MONARCHIA. By F. J. CHURCH.
8vo. 4-r. 6d.

From the Latin.

CICERO. THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF MAR-
CUS TULLIUS CICERO. By the Rev. G. E.

JEANS, M.A. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

THE ACADEMICS. By J.S.REID. 8vo. ss.6d.

HORACE : THE WORKS OF. By J. LONSDALE,
M.A., and S. LEE, M.A. Gl. 8vo. 3*. 6ct.

THE ODES IN A METRICAL PARAPHRASE.
ByR.M.HovENDEN,B.A. Ext.fcp.8vo. 4$.6d.

LIFE AND CHARACTER : AN EPITOME OF
HIS SATIRES AND EPISTLES. By R. M.
HOVENDEN, B.A. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4S. 6d.

WORD FOR WORD FROM HORACE : The
Odes Literally Versified. By W. T. THORN-
TON, C.B. Cr. 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

JUVENAL. THIRTEEN SATIRES. By ALEX.
LEEPER, LL.D. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

LIVY. BOOKS XXL XXV. THE SECOND
PUNIC WAR. By A. J. CHURCH, M.A., and
W. J. BRODRIBB, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 7*. (>d.

MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS.
BOOK IV. OF THE MEDITATIONS. With
Translation and Commentary, by H. CROSS-
LEY, M.A. 8vo. 6s.

MARTIAL. SELECT EPIGRAMS FOR ENG-
LISH READERS. Transl. into English Verse

by W. T. WEBB, M.A. Ext. fcp. 8vo. ^s.6d.

SALLUST. THE CONSPIRACY OF CATILINE
AND THE JUGURTHINE WAR. By A. W.
POLLARD. Cr. 8vo. 6^. CATILINE. $s.

TACITUS, THE WORKS OF. By A. J.
CHURCH, M.A., and W. J. BRODRIBB, M.A.
THE HISTORY. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE AGRICOLA AND GERMANIA. With the

Dialogue on Oratory. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

THE ANNALS, sth Edit. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

VIRGIL : THE WORKS OF. By J. LONSDALE,
M.A., and S. LEE, M.A. Globe 8vo. 3*. 6d.

THE ^NEID. By J. W. MACKAIL, M.A.
Cr. 8vo. 7-y. (>d.

Into Latin and Greek Verse.

CHURCH (Rev. A. J.). LATIN VERSION OF
SELECTIONS FROM TENNYSON. By Prof.

CONINGTON, Prof. SEELEY, Dr. HESSEY,
T. E. KEBBEL, &c. Edited by A. J. CHURCH,
M.A. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

GEDDES (Prof. W. D.). FLOSCULI GR^CI
BOREALES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KYNASTON (Herbert D.D.). EXEMPLARIA
CHELTONIENSIA. Ext. fcp. Svo. 5$.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
(See also HISTORY; SPORT.)

APPLETON (T. G.). A NILE JOURNAL.
Illustrated by EUGENE BENSON. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

" BACCHANTE." THE CRUISE OF H.M.S.
"
BACCHANTE," 1879 1882. Compiled from

the Private Journals, Letters and Note-books
of PRINCE ALBERT VICTOR and PRINCE
GEORGE OF WALES. By the Rev. Canon
DALTON. 2 vols. Med. 8vo. 52$. 6d.

BAKER (Sir Samuel W.). ISMAILIA. A
Narrative of the Expedition to Central
Africa for the Suppression of the Slave Trade,
organised by ISMAIL, Khedive of Egypt.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.- THE NILE TRIBUTARIES OF ABYSSINIA,
AND THE SWORD HUNTERS OF THE HAMRAN
ARABS. Cr. Svo. 6s.- THE ALBERT N'YANZA GREAT BASIN OF
THE NILE AND EXPLORATION OF THE NILE
SOURCES. Cr. Svo. 6.y.- CYPRUS AS I SAW IT IN 1879. Svo. i2s.6d.

BARKER (Lady). A YEAR'S HOUSEKEEPING
IN SOUTH AFRICA. Illustr. Cr. Svo. 3-y. 6d.- STATION LIFE IN NEW ZEALAND. Cr.
Svo. 3-y. 6d.- LETTERS TO GUY. Cr. Svo. 55.

BOUGHTON (G. H.) and ABBEY (E. A.).
SKETCHING RAMBLES IN HOLLAND. With
Illustrations. Fcp. 4to. 2u.

BRYCE (James, M. P.). TRANSCAUCASIA
AND ARARAT. 3rd Edit. Cr. Svo. 9^.

CAMERON (V. L.). OUR FUTURE HIGHWAY
TO INDIA. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 2u.

CAMPBELL (J. F.). MY CIRCULAR NOTES.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

CARLES(W.R.). LiFEiNCoREA. 8

CAUCASUS : NOTES ON THE. By
" WAN-

DERER." Svo. gs.

CRAIK (Mrs.). AN UNKNOWN COUNTRY.
Illustr. by F. NOEL PATON. Roy. Svo. "js.6d.- AN UNSENTIMENTAL JOURNEY THROUGH
CORNWALL. Illustrated. 410. i2s. 6d.

DILKE (Sir Charles). (See POLITICS.)

DUFF (Right Hon. SirM. E. Grant). NOTES
OF AN INDIAN JOURNEY. Svo. IDS. 6d.

FORBES (Archibald). SOUVENIRS OF SOME
CONTINENTS. Cr. Svo. 6s.- BATTLES, BIVOUACS, AND BARRACKS.
Cr. Svo.

GONE TO TEXAS : LETTERS FROM OUR
BOYS. EL by THOS. HUGHES. Cr.Svo. 4s.6d.

GORDON (Lady Duff). LAST LETTERS
FROM EGYPT, TO WHICH ARE ADDED LETTERS
FROM THE CAPE. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 9$.

GREEN (W. S.). AMONG THE SELKIRK
GLACIERS. Cr. Svo. -?s. 6d.

HOOKER (Sir Joseph D.) and BALL (J.).

JOURNAL OF A TOUR IN MAROCCO AND THE
GREAT ATLAS. Svo. 21^.

HUBNER (Baron von). A RAMBLE ROUN
THE WORLD. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HUGHES (Thos.). RUGBY, TENNESSEE. Cr.
Svo. 4-y. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). AT LAST : A Christ-
mas in the West Indies. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Henry). TALES OF OLD-
TRAVEL. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.
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VOYAGES AND TRAVELS continued.

KIPLING (J- L.). BEAST AND MAN IN
INDIA. 8vo.

MACMILLAN(Rev. Hugh). HOLIDAYS ON
HIGH LANDS ; or, Rambles and Incidents in

Search of Alpine Plants. Globe 8vo. 6.y.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). RAMBLES AND
STUDIES IN GREECE. Illust. Cr. 8vo. ros.6d.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.) and ROGERS
(J. E.). SKETCHES FROM A TOUR THROUGH
HOLLAND AND GERMANY. Illustrated by
J. E. ROGERS. Ext. cr. 8vo. ioy. 6d.

MURRAY (E. C. Grenville). ROUND ABOUT
FRANCE. Cr. 8vo. 7-$-. 6d.

NORDENSKIOLD. VOYAGE OF THE
"VEGA" ROUND ASIA AND EUROPE. By
Baron A. E. VON NORDENSKIOLD. Trans,

by ALEX. LESLIE. 400 Illustrations, Maps,
etc. 2 vols. 8vo. 455-. Popular Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE ARCTIC VOYAGES OF ADOLPH ERIC
NORDENSKIOLD, 1858 79. By ALEXANDER
LESLIE. 8vo. i6s.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.). (See HISTORY.)
OLIVER (Capt. S. P.). MADAGASCAR : AN
HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF
THE ISLAND AND ITS FORMER DEPENDEN-
CIES. 2 vols. Med. 8vo. 52,5-. 6d.

PALGRAVE (W. Gifford). A NARRATIVE
OF A YEAR'S JOURNEY THROUGH CENTRAL
AND EASTERN ARABIA, 1862-63. Cr. 8vo. 65-.

DUTCH GUIANA. 8vo. gs.
ULYSSES ; or, Scenes and Studies in

many Lands. 8vo. 12^. 6d.

PERSIA, EASTERN. AN ACCOUNT OF THE
JOURNEYS OF THE PERSIAN BOUNDARY
COMMISSION, 1870-71-72. 2 vols. 8vo. 42^.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.). CAMPING AMONG
CANNIBALS. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

SANDYS (J. E.). AN EASTER VACATION IN

GREECE. Cr. 8vo. T,S. 6d.

STRANGFORD (Viscountess). EGYPTIAN
SEPULCHRES AND SYRIAN SHRINES. New
Edition. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d.

TAVERNIER (Baron): TRAVELS IN INDIA
OF JEAN BAPTISTS TAVERNIER. Transl.

by V. BALL, LL.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 42^.

TRISTRAM. (See ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.)

TURNER (Rev. G.). (See ANTHROPOLOGY.)
WALLACE (A. R.). (See NATURAL HISTORY.)
WATERTON (Charles). WANDERINGS IN
SOUTH AMERICA, THE NORTH-WEST OF
THE UNITED STATES, AND THE ANTILLES.
Edited by Rev. J. G. WOOD. Illustr. Cr.

8vo. 6s. People s Edition. 410. 6d.

WATSON (R. Spence). A VISIT TO WAZAN,
THE SACRED CITY OF MOROCCO. 8vo. ios.6d.

YOUNG, Books for the.

(See also BIBLICAL HISTORY, p. 30.)

^ESOP CALDECOTT. SOME OF ^Esop's

FABLES, with Modern Instances, shown in

Designs by RANDOLPH CALDECOTT. 410. $s.

ARIOSTO. PALADIN AND SARACEN. Stories

from Ariosto. By H. C. HOLLWAY-CAL-
THROP. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ATKINSON (Rev. J. C.). THE LAST OF
THE GIANT KILLERS. Globe 8vo.

AWDRY (Frances). THE STORY OF A FEL-
LOW SOLDIER. (A Life of Bishop Patteson
for the Young.) Globe 8vo. 25. f>d.

BAKER (Sir Samuel White). TRUE TALES
FOR MY GRANDSONS. Illustrated by W. J.
HENNESSY. Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

CAST UP BY THE SEA : OR, THE ADVEN-
TURES OF NED GRAY. Illustrated by HUARD.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BUMBLEBEE BOGO'S BUDGET. By a
RETIRED JUDGE. Illustrated by ALICE
HAVERS. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

CARROLL (Lewis). ALICE'S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND. With 42 Illustrations by
TENNIEL. Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

Peoples Edition. With all the original
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

A GERMAN TRANSLATION OF THE SAME.
Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

A FRENCH TRANSLATION OF THE SAME
Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

AN ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF THE SAME.
Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

ALICE'S ADVENTURES UNDER-GROUND.
Being a Fascimile of the Original MS. Book,
afterwards developed into " Alice's Adven-
tures in Wonderland." With 27 Illustrations

by the Author. Cr. 8vo. 45-. net.

THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS AND
WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE. With 50
Illustrations by TENNIEL. Cr. 8vo.

6s_.
net.

Peoples Edition. With all the original
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

People's Edition of "Alice's Adventures in

Wonderland," and "
Through the Looking-

Glass." i vol. Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d. net.

RHYME? AND REASON? With 65 Illus-

trations by ARTHUR B. FROST, and 9 by
HENRY HOLIDAY. Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

A TANGLED TALE. With 6 Illustrations

by ARTHUR B. FROST. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d. net.

SYLVIE AND BRUNO. With 46 Illustra-

tionsbyHARRvFuRNiss. Cr. 8vo. js.6d.net.

THE NURSERY "ALICE." TwentyColoured
Enlargements from TENNIEL'S Illustrations

to "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,"
wich Text adapted to Nursery Readers.

4to. 4-y. net.

THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK, AN AGONY
IN EIGHT FITS. With 9 Illustrations by
HENRY HOLIDAY. Cr. 8vo. 4.9. 6d. net.

CLIFFORD (Mrs.W.K.). ANYHOW STORIES.
With Illustrations by DOROTHY TENNANT.
Cr. 8vo. is. 6d. ; paper covers, is.

CORBETT (Julian). FOR GOD AND GOLD.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CRAIK (Mrs.). ALICE LEARMONT : A FAIRY
TALE. Illustrated. Globe 8vo. 4*. 6d.

THE ADVENTURES OF A BROWNIE. Illus-

trated by Mrs. ALLINGHAM. Gl. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

THE LITTLE LAME PRINCE AND HIS
TRAVELLING CLOAK. Illustrated by J. McL.
RALSTON. Cr. 8vo. 4-$-. 6d.

OUR YEAR : A CHILD'S BOOK IN PROSE
AND VERSE. Illustrated. Gl. 8vo. zs. 6d.

LITTLE SUNSHINE'S HOLIDAY. Globe
8vo. zs. 6d.

THE FAIRY BOOK : THE BEST POPULAR
FAIRY STORIES. i8mo. +s. 6d.

CHILDREN'S POETRY. Ex. fcp.Svo. 4^.6^
SONGS OF OUR YOUTH. Small 410. 6s.
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DE MORGAN (Mary). THE NECKLACE OF
PRINCESS FIORIMONDE, AND OTHER STORIES.
Illustrated by WALTER CRANE. Ext. fcp.

8vo. 3.?. 6d. Large Paper Ed., with Illus-

trations on India Paper. 100 copies printed.

FOWLER (W. W.). (See NATURAL HISTORY.)

GREENWOOD (Jessy E.). THE MOON
MAIDEN: AND OTHER STORIES. Cr.Svo. y.6d.

GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. Translated by
LUCY CRANE, and Illustrated by WALTER
CRANE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KEARY (A. and E.). THE HEROES OF
ASGARD. Tales from Scandinavian My-
thology. Globe 8vo. 25. 6d.

KEARY (E.). THE MAGIC VALLEY. Illustr.

by"E.V.B." Globe 8vo. *s. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). THE HEROES; or,

Greek Fairy Tales for my Children. Cr. 8vo.

3-y. 6d.- Presentation Ed., gilt edges. "js.6d.

MADAM How AND LADY WHY ; or, First

Lessons in Earth-Lore. Cr. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.
THE WATER-BABIES : A Fairy Tate for a
Land Baby. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d. New
Edition. Illustr. by LINLEY SAMBOURNE.
Fcp. 410. i2.y. 6d.

MACLAREN (Arch.). THE FAIRY FAMILY.
A Series of Ballads and Metrical Tales.
Cr. 8vo. 5-y.

MACMILLAN (Hugh). (See p. 35.)

MADAME TABBY'S ESTABLISHMENT.
ByKARi. Illust.byL.WAiN. Cr.Svo. 4s.6d.

MAGUIRE (J. F.). YOUNG PRINCE MARI-
GOLD. Illustrated. Globe 8vo. 45. 6d.

MARTIN (Frances). THE POET'S HOUR.
Poetry selected for Children. i8mo. zs. 6d.

SPRING-TlMEWITHTHEPoETS.l8mO.3J.6rf.
MAZINI (Linda). IN THE GOLDEN SHELL.
With Illustrations. Globe 8vo. 4*. 6d.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.). WORKS. Illust. by
WALTER CRANE. Globe 8vo. 2s. 6d. each.
"
CARROTS," JUST A LITTLE BOY.

A CHRISTMAS CHILD.
CHRISTMAS-TREE LAND.
THE CUCKOO CLOCK.
FOUR WINDS FARM.
GRANDMOTHER DEAR.
HERR BABY.
LITTLE Miss PEGGY.
THE RECTORY CHILDREN.
ROSY.
THE TAPESTRY ROOM.
TELL ME A STORY.
Two LITTLE WAIFS.
" Us" : An Old-Fashioned Story.
CHILDREN OF THE CASTLE.
A CHRISTMAS POSY. Illustrated by

WALTER CRANE. Cr. 8vo. 4$. >d.

SUMMER STORIES. Cr. 8vo. +s. 6d.

FOUR GHOST STORIES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

NURSE HEATHERDALE'S STORY. Illust.

by LESLIE BROOKE. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

"MRS. JERNINGHAM'S JOURNAL"
(Author of). THE RUNAWAY. Gl.Svo. 2s.6d.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.). AGNES HOPETOUN'S
SCHOOLSAND HOLIDAYS. Illust. Gl.Svo. 2s.6d.

PALGRAVE (Francis Turner). THE FIVE
DAYS' ENTERTAINMENTS AT WENTWORTH
GRANGE. Small 410. 6s.

- THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY OF LYRICAL
POETRY. i8mo. 2s.6d. Or in 2 parts, i s. each.

PATMORE (C.). THE CHILDREN'S GAR-
LAND FROM THE BEST POETS. Globe 8vO.

zs. ; i8mo, 25. 6d. net.

ROSSETTI (Christina). SPEAKING LIKE-
NESSES. Illust. by A. HUGHES. Cr.Svo. 4s.6d.

RUTH AND HER FRIENDS : A STORY
FOR GIRLS. Illustrated. Globe 8vo. 2s. 6d.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.). CAMPING AMONG
CANNIBALS. Cr. 8vo. 4$. 6d.

CHARLIE ASGARDE : THE STORY OF A
FRIENDSHIP. Illustrated by HUGH THOM-
SON. Cr. 8vo. S.T.

"ST. OLAVE'S" (Author of). Illustrated.

Globe 8vo.
'

WHEN I WAS A LITTLE GIRL. 2s. 6d.

NINE YEARS OLD. 2s. 6d.

WHEN PAPA COMES HOME. 4$. 6d.
PANSIE'S FLOUR BIN. 4$. 6d.

STEWART (Aubrey). THE TALE OF TROY.
Done into English. Globe 8vo. $s. 6d.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam). JACK AND
THE BEAN-STALK. English Hexameters.
Illust. by R. CALDECOTT. Fcp. 4to. 3$. 6d.

"WANDERING WILLIE" (Author of).
CONRAD THE SQUIRREL. Globe Svo. 2s. 6d.

WARD (Mrs. T. Humphry). MILLY AND
OLLY. With Illustrations by Mrs. ALMA
TADEMA. Globe Svo. 25. 6d.

WEBSTER (Augusta). DAFFODIL AND THE
CROAXAXICANS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WILLOUGHBY (F.). FAIRY GUARDIANS
Illustr. by TOWNLEY GREEN. Cr. Svo. $s.

WOODS (M. A.). (See COLLECTIONS, p. 16.)

YONGE (Charlotte M.). THE PRINCE AND
THE PAGE. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

A BOOK OF GOLD_EN DEEDS. iSmo. ^s.6d.;
Globe Svo, 2s. Abridged Edition. iSmo. is.

LANCES OF LYNWOOD. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

P's AND Q's ; and LITTLE LUCY'S WON-
DERFUL GLOBE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

A STOREHOUSE OF STORIES. 2 \ols.
Globe Svo. 2s. 6d. each.

THE POPULATION OF AN OLD PEAR-
TREE ; or, Stories of Insect Life. From E.
VAN BRUYSSEL. Illustr. Gl. Svo. 2s. 6d.

ZOOLOGY.
Comparative A natomy Practical Zoology

Entomology Ornithology,

(See also BIOLOGY
; NATURAL HISTORY ;

PHYSIOLOGY.)

Comparative Anatomy.
FLOWER (Prof. W. H.). AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE OSTEOLOGY OF THE MAMMALIA.
Illustrated. 3rd Edit., revised with the assist-
anceofHANS GADOW, Ph.D. Cr.Svo. Tos.6d.

HUMPHRY (Prof. Sir G. M.). OBSERVA-
TIONS IN MYOLOGY. Svo. dr.

LANG (Prof. Arnold). TEXT-BOOK OF COM-
PARATIVE ANATOMY. Transl. by H. M. and
M. BERNARD. Preface by Prof. E. HAEC-
KEL. Illustr. 2 vols. Svo. [ Vol. /. Oct. 1891.

PARKER (T. Jeffery). A COURSE OF IN-
STRUCTION IN ZoOTOMY (VfiRTEBRATA)
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 8s 6d.
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ZOOLOGY.
Comparative Anatomy continued.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell). THE PHYSIOLOGY
OF THE CIRCULATION IN PLANTS, IN THE
LOWER ANIMALS, AND IN MAN. 8vo. 125.

SHUFELDT (R. W.). THE MYOLOGY OF
THE RAVEN (Corvus corax Sinuatus). A
Guide to the Study of the Muscular System
in Birds. Illustrated. 8vo. 135-. net.

WIEDERSHEIM(Prof. R.). ELEMENTS OF
THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF VERTE-
BRATES. Adapted by W. NEWTON PARKER.
With Additions. Illustrated. 8vo. T.2S. 6d.

Practical Zoology.
HOWES (Prof. G. B.). AN ATLAS OF PRAC-
TICAL ELEMENTARY BIOLOGY. With a Pre-

face by Prof. HUXLEY, 4*0. 14-5-.

HUXLEY (T. H.) and MARTIN (H. N.).
A COURSE OF PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION IN
ELEMENTARY BIOLOGY. Revised and ex-

tended by Prof. G. B. HOWES and D. H.
SCOTT, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo. -LOS. 6d.

THOMSON (Sir C. Wyville). THE VOYAGE
OF THE "CHALLENGER": THE ATLANTIC.
With Illustrations, Coloured Maps, Charts,
etc. 2 vols. 8vo. 45-y.

THOMSON (Sir C. Wyville).-THE DEPTHS
OF THE SEA. An Account of the Results of
the Dredging Cruises of H.M.SS. "Light-
ning" and ''Porcupine," 1868-69-70. With
Illustrations, Maps, and Plans. 8vo. 3is.6d.

Entomology.
BUCKTON (G. B.). MONOGRAPH OF THE
BRITISH CICADA, OR TETTIGID^E. In 8
Parts Quarterly. 8s. each net. Part I. Jan.
1890. Vol. I. 33-y. 6d. net.

LUBBOCK (Sir John). THE ORIGIN ANI>
METAMORPHOSES OF INSECTS. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

SCUDDER (S. H.). FOSSIL INSECTS OF
NORTH AMERICA. Map and Plates. 2
vols. 410. gos. net.

Ornithology.

COUES (Elliott). KEY TO NORTH AMERICAN
BIRDS. Illustrated. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

HANDBOOK OF FIELD AND GENERAL OR-
NITHOLOGY. Illustrated. 8vo. los. net.

FOWLER(W.W-). (See NATURAL HISTORY.)

WHITE (Gilbert). (See NATURAL HISTORY.)
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